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Abstract 

Wi lhelrriina Barns-Graham & Margaret Mellis-The Gend_ered Construction of 
'St Ives', Display,- Positioning and Displacement 

Nedira Yakir 

Compared to other avant-gardes of modernism the detailed analysis of what has come to be 

known as the 'St Ives School' is still in its infancy, and lags behind the detailed attention 

lavished on modernisms in Paris, New York and other western capitals. Most publications 

about St Ives are by English non-academic agents: The Tate, and popularist writers. Both 

groups are entrenched to varying degrees in monographic writing that privileges and 

enhances the masculine myth of the (male) artist as genius. This thesis examines the 

means and modes that brought about masculine reputation construction and aims to 

deconstruct much of its assumptions. The First chapter examines the textual evaluative 

procedures that predominate in art historical writing; the second chapter describes, 

analyses and deconstructs the 1985 exhibition at the Tate Gallery London, as an event that 

established the myth and canon of the so-called school of St Ives. Chapters three and four 

focus on two women painters Margaret Mellis and Wilhelmina Bams-Graham that I argue 

have been expunged from the school. Both chapters address two consecutive issues: first 

the artistic milieu, or artworld the artists were involved in, second- their artistic output. 

This thesis does not present a survey of any kind, instead it aims to render the dominant 

narrative unstable, and to open up gaps for my intervention so as to redress the imbalances 

rooted within this topic and question some of its assumptions, mainly in relation to women 

painters. I have used Bourdieu's notion of habitus both as an overall structuring principle 

and as a methodological tool in linking the societal and individual so as to expose the 

gendered imbalance of appraisal in both domains of structure and artistic subjectivity. 
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Chapter I METHODS AND METHODOLOGIES 

Chapter 1 

Methods and methodologies 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 
Gendered asymmetry of evaluation operates across most categories of art historical writing 

and the art world. 1 The gendered monograph and masculinist Artwritin!f are two textual 

manifestations that not only generally write women out of modernism, but specifically frame 

the construction of 'St Ives'3 in the erasure from its ranks of women painters who have been 

part of this movement (Appendix 3). In this chapter I am reflecting on the methods and 

methodologies that have informed my study of the manifestations of this gendered 

asymmetry in the canonical narrative of 'St Ives' starting from broad issues in the first 

section, following with issues that have emerged from my empirical studies (archival search 

and interviewing artists) in the second, and concluding with general theoretical observations 

in the last section. My basic assumption is that the canonical formulation of the popularly 

called 'The School of St Ives' had its most significant formulation in the 1985 exhibition at 

the Tate Gallery dedicated to the group of artists claimed to be a modernist British avant-

garde. Since the exhibition, all popular perceptions and urban myths as well as scholarly 

publications and commercial exhibitions have replicated and reinforced the scenario offered 

by the 1985 event (figs I & 2). For that reason I felt that an analysis of the positioning and 

appraisal of women painters necessitated to be analysed within the confines that that 

1 As has been argued in the two seminal feminist publications that have become classics texts of feminist art 
history: Linda Nochlin ( orig.l971) 'Why have there been no great women artists?' reprinted in Linda Nochlin 
(1989) Women, Art, and Power and Other Essays, London, Thames and Hudson, pp 145-178; also Roszika 
Parker and Griselda Pollock (1981) Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology, New York and London, 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. . 
2 I am using the term in the sense defined by David Carrier ( 1987) Artwriting, Amherst, as a kind of genre of 
writing rather than as purely providing historical facts. 
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Chapter I METHODS AND METHODOLOGIES 

narrative established and codified. Section B. of this chapter, is mainly a report of the 

metho.dSThave employed and some observations about the nature of collating data and the 

theoretical issues arising from that. Central to this discussion is the question of the nature of 

interviews between researcher and artists, in my case, the interviewees M. Mellis and W. 

Bams-Graham. The analysis of my interviews resulted both from my experience and from 

my critique of other, earlier conducted interviews which lead me to assess the process and 

value of interview in modern art history. In section C. of this chapter I consider the tensions 

between institutional and organizational distortive claimed historicism and the artists various 

ways of self-positioning. I consider the methodological implications of the case study of 

The Crypt Group, (Chapter 4) a relatively marginalized event equally in St Ives and in the 

historiography of 'St Ives'; in contrast, to the positive evaluation of The Pen with Society of 

Artists in Cornwall (PSAC). Within that comparative framework, I examine how historical 

distortions about both societies came about, and how these impacted the gendered Artwriting 

of artistic life in and around St Ives. 

The specific and general considerations of my argument are underpinned by a range of 

examinations: about Art History Writing; its genres, modes of verification, the status of 

artists' statements. Essential to these is an evaluation of diverse methods of data gathering 

and the technique employed in order to gain access to information at the first instance and 

their subsequent interpretation. Methodology is on one hand the underlying theory 

determining to a great extent how research should proceed and finally the analysis of the 

data gathered.4 Michel Foucault's analysis of power, archaeology of knowledge and 

genealogy, as well as Pierre Bourdieu's particular formulation of the relationship between 

3 I am using the following forms: 'St Ives' when indicating the modernist construct, St Ives when refening to 
the I 985 exhibition and St Ives when discussing the town. 
4 Sandra Harding (ed) (1987) Feminism & Methodology, Milton Keynes, Indiana University Press & Open 
University Press,. 
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agencies and structures informs the analysis of these issues;-Bourdieu's formulation of his 

conceptsof habitus and Symbolic Capital inform both my analysis as well as the overall 

structure of this thesis. In terms of the rational of the thesis overall I look at Symbolic 

Capital in terms of the role of the national, museal narration in conferring value (chapter 2). 

Throughout my thesis I identify general societal structures of domination, more in line with a 

Foucauldian notion of power, and how these naturalized societal preconceived notions 

impacted the evaluation of the women artists. Symbolic capital is also contained in the act 

of inclusion or exclusion of women painters from the historiography of local art grouping, 

societies and exhibition activities. In both chapters 3 and 4 I divide the discussion of the 

painters Mellis and Barns-Graham to their roles within the local groups and to their art. One 

of the definitions of Habitus is that it is "a set of dispositions which incline agents to act and 

react in certain ways and which may be relatively homogeneous for individuals from similar 

backgrounds."5 This definition denies an autonomous reading of actions and reactions and 

anchors them within sets of societal conditioning possibilities. It looks at agents as 

possessing only relative freedom to act within given fields or market wherein symbolic 

capital is being acquired, since it is symbolic capital which is the expression or manifestation 

of habitus during social exchanges.6 The notion of linguistic practice or linguistic habitus 

which is understood to be "that sub-set of dispositions acquired in the course of learning to 

speak in particular context (the family, the peer group, the school, etc.)"7 can be 

appropriated and applied to artistic habitus. In my appropriation of term I read the 'learning 

to speak' as the agent's informed strategic use of both their artistic intention and expression 

within given available structures, with their constraints and openings for change and 

redefinition. It hinges on the disposition of the individual's temperament and understanding 

5 Pierre Bourdieu (1991) Language and Symbolic Power, (ed. and intra.) J.B. Thompson, Trans. G. Raymond 
& M. Adamson, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, p 12. 
6 1bid. p 14. 
7 Ibid p 17. 
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of the fields to position themselves and operate in a way-that negotiates their expressive 

drive and their positioning within structures and discourses. I finq the model useful for the 

analysis of the writing of 'St Ives' as a discourse that oscillates in an unresolved manner 

between two conflicting narrative genres, the tension between the genre of a heroic 

monograph and that of the discourse of a revolutionary avant-garde, in other words, between 

agency and structure. The concepts of habitus and Symbolic Power offer a paradigm which 

offers a model that incorporates the two narratives, and also enables a reading of the volatile 

groups' gathering and dispersals that typified the dynamics of 'St Ives'. Bourdieu's theory 

of culture mediates between the historical schism between interpretations that are agency-

driven and those that are structure-driven. The thesis aims to consider their work, their ideas 

about it and the structural, societal frameworks within which they have found themselves 

and what manoeuvring possibilities were available to them. I consider the artistic milieus 

within which the artists work, and symbolic power in self-positioning, as well as Hayden 

White's notion of history as a narrative, with a feminist slant about the gendering of 

historical narrative and language. The question of how power structures impact on the 

construction of 'St Ives' permeates in different degrees the whole thesis, even if more 

noticeable in the discussion about the internal politics of the artists in the Peninsular. My 

argument springs from the exposition of how, in the case of 'St Ives', the museal terms 

established its codified history in an effective version which expunged women painters as 

significant artists. 

A cluster of three interrelated issues is dovetailed in my intervention of the Artwriting of 'St 

Ives': I. The analysis of the structures, whereby women artists are being subjected to 

asymmetrical evaluation in the realms of ·creativity, professionalism and societal 

involvements; 2. The impact of gendered reading that has naturalized implicit hierarchies of 
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value that renders marginalizations as a multi-layered system;8_3. The strategies adopted by 

women artists in order to retain a professional life of creativity, recognition as modernists 

(both by their male colleagues and the art-world at large) and most importantly of their 

official recognition. An integral part of these aspects is the issue of the concept 'the 

modems' which was the term used by 'St Ives' artists when referring to their perception of 

belonging to a cosmopolitan avant-garde. The term related to a wide range of differing 

stylistic practices, and my thesis aims to highlight its strategic use, as well as its pluralism in 

the way the overall term served to promote themselves to the Art world nationally and 

internationally, but was also used to cover up the different expressions internally. 

The starting point of my argument - in Chapter 2 - is a detailed analysis of the catalogue of 

the 1985 event/text the exhibition St Ives 1939-64. 1985, Tate Gallery, London.9 I begin 

with a close reading of the 'facts' presented in the catalogue that are claimed to define and 

subsequently have codified the dominant notion of 'St Ives', deconstructing that given 

information by reading the text against itself. In the process, I identify the defining 

categories for significance, exposing inconsistencies within these, and identify the specific 

nature of its bias. Identifying its determinate explicit and implicit categories, I argue, makes 

visible the contradictions and omissions contained within its narrative. These 

inconsistencies, in turn, open up gaps for my proposed adjustments, retrievals, and feminist 

interventions, in chapters 3-5, in which I propose an alternative, or rather modified notion of 

'St Ives' which includes the art, actions and achievements of women painters. 

8 Although in the discourse of the 1985 exhibition Barbara Hepworth is given a pivotal status, second only to 
Ben Nicholson, otherwise, a differentiation exists betWeen men and women painters. In effect, the marginal 
historical position allocated to women painters is replicating in an extreme mode the lived experience of these 
rainters. 

David Brown (ed) (1985) St Ives 1939-64:Twenty Five Years of Painting, Sculpture and Pottery, London, The 
Tate Gallery. Hereafter St Ives (I 985). 
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However, this focus on gendered asymmetry in the discourse of 'St Ives' does not imply 

that this is the only omission from that narrative. Other, equally important topics are also 

absent from St Ives, such as: the ambivalent relationship between the self-fashioned 

'Modems' and the so-defined 'traditionals' working in St Ives; the Surrealist artists active in 

the peninsular (Sven Berlin, John Tunnard, Ithell Colquhoun, Francis Bacon, Reuben 

Mednikoff); the place of crafts; and the regional and racial identities of artists. In my 

discussion I incorporate these topics but not to the full extent that would give them justice, 

such detailed attention lies outside the remit of my argument. The non-articulated category 

of gender, which is a societal rather than an art-specific category, and how it was perceived 

in relation to the group or to those individuals claimed to be its most significant members, is 

the thread that links the non-linear sequence of my discussion. And yet the framework 

within which I examine this gendered asymmetry is the one defined in St Ives using it as an 

intellectual device, to ensure that both male and female artists are considered under the same 

categories. Another, as important reason for retaining the categories, is that in doing so I 

adhere to the self-perception of the two living women artists Margaret Mellis and 

Wilhelmina Bams-Graham, who see themselves as veteran and as integral part to 'St Ives'. 

The final reason for retaining the concept is that despite my notion of 'St Ives' as a hindsight 

construct, 10 the notion has become so ingrained in the shared imagination within the 

academic, popular as well as the curatorial realms, that my argument has to accept it and take 

it into account despite its bias. My intervention therefore, is one that points out to the 

inconsistencies to the rhetorical element in arguing that there is coherency in the 'School' 

and inserting into its already existent diversity of practices and aesthetic expressions the 

contributions of women painters. 

10 In this I agree with the argument put forward by Stephens in chapter One of his Ph.D. thesis, Christopher 
Step hens ( 1997) St Ives Artists and Landscape, University of Sussex, unpublished Ph.D. thesis. 
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Despite the prolific publications of feminist critique during the last three decades, most of 

the postmodem feminist theorists have attended to issues of women's individual and 

collective subjectivity, identifying women artists as a speaking subjects mostly in either 

societal or psychoanalytical frameworks. 11 By and large these studies examine either single, 

individual women artists, or attempt to find a general paradigm that would be applicable to 

large groups of women artists. Thus, the studies are either gender specific, or focusing on 

women in opposition to the avant-gardes. 12 While the seminal articles initiating feminist art 

history addressed societal issues and the relationship of women artists to patriarchal cultural 

structures, for example in the articles ofNochlin (1971) Duncan (1973) and Pollock (1988) 13 

since then the psychoanalytical reading and attention to a single woman artist tend to be the 

prevalent framing in feminist art historical writing. Except for Surrealist women, studies of 

women within or as part of the avant-gardes are still few and exceptional in the theoretical 

feminist publications (two examples are Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art). The few, but 

exemplary exceptions to the rule that did address these issues have informed my thesis and 

been the basis and models - with their wide range of topics, and discourses - on which I 

conducted my own study. 14 

11 For instance Gill Perry (ed) (1999) Gender and Art, Yale University and The Open University. The chapter 
on women and class is also the chapter on design, while women and modernism and postmodernism of part 4 
frames the issue in psychoanalytical discourse, pp 195-258. 
12 Gill Perry ( 1999) gives a succinct image of the fragmented non-organizational, relationship of women artists 
working in the styles of the French Fauves and Cubism pp 214-227. 
13 Griselda Pollock ( 1988) 'Modernity and the spaces of femininity' in Vision and Difference: Femininty, 
Feminism and the Histories of Art, London, Routledge. 
14 The exceptions are: Carol Duncan (1973) 'Virility and Domination in Early 20th Century Vangard Painting', 
Art Forum, December, pp 30-39. Tamar Garb (1994) Sister of the Brush: Women's Artistic Culture in Late 
Nineteenth-Century Paris, New Haven and London, Yale University Press. Janice Helland (1996) The Studios 
of Frances and Margaret Macdonald, Manchester, Manchester University Press. Mary Ann Caws ( 1990) 
Women of Bloomsbury: Virginia, Vanessa and Carrington, New York and London, Routledge. Alessandra 
Cornini ( 1982) 'Gender or Genius? The Women Artists of German Expressionism' in Norma Broude and Mary 
D. Garrard (eds.) Feminism and Art History: Questioning the Litany, New York, Harper and Row, pp 271-291. 
John E. Bowlt and Matthew Drutt (eds) (1999) Amazons of the Avant-Garde, Exhibition catalogue, New York 
and London, Guggenheim Museum Publications and Royal Academy of Arts. Bridge! Elliott and Jo-Ann 
Wallace (1994) Women Artists and Writers; Modernist (Im)positionings, Routladge. Gill Perry (1995) Women 
Artists and the Parisian Avant-Garde, Manchester Univeristy Press. Jane Beckett and Deborah Cherry ( 1998) 
'Modem women, modem spaces: metropolitan culture and Vorticism', inK. Deepwell (ed) Women Artists and 
Modernism, Manchester University Press, pp 36-54. Whitney Chad wick ( 1985) Women Artists and the 
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The defining quailties that secure official recognition are: artistic innovation and excellence, 

influence on other artists, being active not only in a creative way but also within the art 

world. Thus, the valued categories oscillate between creative proficiency and professional 

commitment, between avant-garde and avant-gardism. 15 The Artwriting of 'St Ives' 

contains additional specifics mainly a double requirement of having 'been there' either at the 

beginnings of the 'movement' and/or for a length of time, as well as an artistic output that 

can be claimed to be either figurative, relates to the landscape of West"Comwall, or else can 

be subsumed under the broadest notion of abstract art. Significantly, this model of 

combined categories has been applied only to male painters, and in a most accommodating 

flexibility at that. Women artists, others than Barbara Hepworth, have been left out of 'St 

Ives' even when they have fulfilled the defining categories in its construction. 

In addition to my retrieval and intervention methodology my reflexive feminist methodology 

looks closely at the semiotic construct of gendered exhibition narrative of 'St Ives'. As 

Mieke Bal argued, a semiotic reading offers spaces for redefinition of the cleavage that 

springs from the differences between 'text' and 'context' .16 My intervention aims to insert 

women's art (and other artistic expressions) by identifying, exposing and reinterpreting these 

spaces and silences. One of the discursive modes that enabled the marginalization of 

women artists was (and is still) the persistent reading of their work and life in a 'totalizing 

context'. Bal and Bryson have defined the insidious aspect of 'totalizing context' in the 

following way: 

Surrealist Movement, London and Boston, Thames and Hudson. Penelope Rosemont (ed) (1998) Surrealist 
Women: An International Anthology, London, The Athlone Press. 
15 A distinction made by David Cottington (1998) Cubism in the Shadow of War; The Avant-Garde and Politics 
in Paris 1905-1914, New Haven and London, Yale University Press, p 53. 
16 Mieke Bal and Norman Bryson (1998) 'Semiotics and Art History: A discussion of Context and Senders' in 
Donald Preziosi ( ed) The Art of Art History, Oxford History of Art, Oxford, New York, Oxford University 
Press. 
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[I]t is only the goal of totalizing contexts that is being questioned ... together with the accompanying 
tendency toward making a necessarily partial and incomplete formulation of context stand for the 
totality of contexts, by synecdoche. 17 

In effect, they have appropriated and redefined Nietzsche's concept of 'chronological 

reversal' by way of analysing how context is operating in art history as a rhetorical device. 

This interpretation is pertinent for my project in general and is most explicitly manifest in 

the evaluation of the influence flows between Ben and Winifred Nicholson, where I maintain 

that a history has constructed a 'chronological reversal' by writing in the established 

modernist mode of attributing without question, the role of leading and influence to men, 

even when listing evidence to the contrary (Appendix 2). 18 Modernism has naturalized the 

perception of man artist as the master and woman as his disciple that there is a blind spot in 

its gaze which denies it from recognising any situation that is the other way round. And yet, 

my project differs from that of Bal and Bryson whose main concern of analysis is to unravel 

semiotically: 'What factors made the work of art what it is?,t 9 Instead, my quest follows 

the question: 'what factors are being brought into play in order to cast the gendered notion of 

'major artist(s)' in the construction of 'St Ives'?' It uses the trope of significance as a 

gender differential by allowing a large number of 'major artists', implying the Other as 

'insignificant', and if women artists are significant, there is room for only one of them at the 

top. 

Electing to write about two or more women painters has the methodological advantage of 

eschewing implicit gendered essentialism that monographic frame might imply, or 

implications of artistic autonomy. Instead, I wish to stress the differences in their 

17 Ibid., p 248. For synecdoche in historiography see, Hayden White (1978) Tropics of Discourse, Baltimor, 
MD, John Hopkins University Press, for synecdoche in art history see Roskill ( 1989) The Interpretation of 
Pictures, Amherst, pp 3-35, also D. Carrier (1987) Artwriting, Amherst. 
18 I planned to dedicate a chapter to this issue and to the influence ofWinifred on the making and maturation of 
Ben Nicholson. Unfortunately, at the stage of writing up it became clear that this would exceed the permissible 
words limit for a thesis. Therefore, and I will have to only refer to this aspect rather than being able to argue it 
in detail. 
19 Bal and Bryson (I 998) p 249-251. 
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personalities, their art and its meaning, and thereby counteract their representation in either 

indexical or reductive terms. Wherever there are similarities and parallels between the 

artists, they emerge as belonging not to the artists' making, but to the effects of cultural 

representation to which they could only react, in Bourdieu's terms, rather than fully 

instigate. As acting agents they are individuals and different, but their diversity is ironed out 

by societal structures and the naturalised masculinist reception of their art. 

The masculinity of the avant-garde20 

The question of how societal conventions have impacted on the appraisal of women artists 

has been introduced to art history in 1970 by Linda Nochlin's seminal article titled with the 

rhetorical question 'Why have there been no great women artist?' Since then many variants 

and expansions on that level have followed in the analysis of the place of women artists 

within the masculine order. To list those that are relevant to this study: Carol Duncan 

defined the masculinist nature of the avant-garde and its subsequent construction,21 while 

Lisa Tickner examined a similar aspect focusing on British modemism22 and Katy Deepwell 

studied the professional path of women artists in the interwar years. 23 The configuration of 

'St Ives' is still differently inflected by the presence and relative recognition of Barbara 

Hepworth as one of its central figures. 'St Ives' like its predecessor Bloomsbury presents a 

mixed gendered configuration of an avant-garde that offers a case study wherein gender 

needs to be differently attuned to that presented respectively by Duncan and Tickner. Even 

though both Vanessa Bell and Barbara Hepworth have been recognised as founder members 

of their artistic groups, still, their evaluation remained relatively secondary to that of their 

2° For a succinct sociological analysis of masculinity and domination see Pierre Bourdieu (200 I) Masculine 
Domination, Cambridge, Polity Press. For a succinct overview of the use of the term avant-garde within 
modernism and an analysis of it, see David Cottington (1998), esp. pp 49-53. For behavioral masculinity in the 
town of St Ives, see Step hens (1997). I am using here the term 'avant-garde' in a generic, double sense of 
relating both to stylistic claims as well as to organizational aspects. 
21 Carol Duncan (1993 (1973)) pp 81-108. 
22 Tickner (1992) pp 1-33. 
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male colleagues,-and in the case ofVanessa secondary to her sister. Hepworth's positioning 

contains a double tropeof difference for her gender and for being a sculptress,24 that pointed 

towards her reception as being exotic for her exception of being a woman carver, and to the 

notion of feminine frailty (based on cultural perception as well as her physical appearance) 

defied by her physical act of carving.25 By contrast, very little attention is directed at the 

phenomenon of feminization of male artists during and after the war. The gendering of 

practice- sculpture masculine; painting feminine, was applied only when framing Hepworth 

and not in that of male artists. It is in this context that the heroic verbal justificatory 

literature operates in rescuing reputation for male painters on professional as well as sexual 

levels, but fails to operate on similar lines for women artists. Thus gendering of artistic life 

and work operates in the first instance in a statistical inverted relationship between 

practitioners and attempts for their historicisation, as well as in a differential, gender specific 

established emplotrnents. The representation of painting as a feminine practice is only 

articulated as such in relation to women painters. 

In addition to the systematic gendering distinction there is also in operation an asymmetrical 

gendered point of saturation. While, there seems to be a high ceiling of possible inclusion for 

'significant' male artists, accepting 'significant' women artists rarely exceeds the one singled 

out woman artist.26 Thus W. Nicholson, M. Mellis and W. Bams-Graham are pitched, if and 

when inserted into the history of 'St Ives', against two sets of distinction: on the one hand 

against a network of men painters, and on the other against one successful, exemplary 

23 Catherine Deep well ( 1991) Women Artists in Britain Between the Two World Wars, Birkbeck, University of 
London , unpublished Ph. D. 
24 A term Barbara Hepworth rejected preferring to be called a sculptor. 
25 For the relatively marginalized tone of criticism that Hepworth has been critically evaluated see Katy 
Deepwell (1996) 'Hepworth and her Critics' pp 75-94 and Penny Florence (1996) 'Barbara Hepworth: the Odd 
Man Out? Preliminary Thoughts about a Public Artist,' pp 23-42 both in Barbara Hepworth Reconsidered 
David Thistlewood (ed) Liverpool University Press and Tate Gallery Liverpool. 
26 I am excluding the Russian Modernist avant-garde from my discussion because of too many contextual and 
cultural differences to be added to such an analysis. However, it is fair to note that when they were exhibited in 
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woman artist who -has already occupied in the artworld the single available space allocated 

for 'significant' woman artist. This numeric 'allocation' has implications beyond statistical 

observation, it generates different terms of analysis for women painters and their male 

counterparts; the first group is being essentialzed by example and reductive discourse, the 

other group by being multiple in persons and in practice and forever individuated in the 

dominant art history writing. 

Methodologies and methods an overview 

In addition to the overtly claimed classification of importance, I also consider the text for its 

implicit, semiotic connotations. Central to this analysis is the narrative genre of 'master and 

disciple' that when mapped unto gender is not a passing phase but presented as a fossilized 

eternal relational state. In the deconstruction of the 1985 event I am following Mike Bal's 

semiotic analysis of exhibition(si7 and conclude this reading with several observations 

relating to: the specific kind of bias that informed the construction of 'St Ives'; the inverted, 

gendered impact of generalisations on the evaluation of men and women artists; identifying 

the conflicts in the discourse between claims and evidence. Alongside the expansion and 

diversification of museums in the Western world, since 1980s came an increase in critical 

reading of museums.28 By contrast, relatively little specific critical attention was directed at 

analyzing exhibitions. My semiotic reading of the 1985 exhibition depends mainly on 

the West together with their male colleagues, women artists were represented mainly with their design 
(usually for the stage) work and less with their paintings. 
27 Mieke Bal ( 1996) Double Exposures: The Subject of Cultural Analysis, New York and London, Routledge. 
28 SeeR. Lumley ( 1988) The Museum Time Machine, London, Comedia!Rroutlege, P. V ergo (ed) ( 1989) The 
New Museology, London, Reaktion. On the proliferation of heritage, esp. in Britain see D. Home ( 1984) The 
Great Museum, London, Pluto; D. Lowenthal (1985) The Past is a Foreign Country, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press; R. Hewison (1987) The Heritage Industry, London, Methuen. For art and social historical 
analysis in relation to museums see M. Wallace (1989) 'Mickey mouse history: portraying the past at Disney 
World' in W. Leon and R. Rosenzweig (eds.) History Museums in the United States, University of Illinois 
Press; D. Crimp (1985) On the Museum's Ruins, Cambridge Mass, & London MIT Press; D. Sherman & I. 
Rogoff(eds.) (1994) Museum Culture Histories, Discourses, Spectacles, London, Routledge; I. Karp, C. M. 
Kreamer and S.D. Lavine (eds.) (1992) Museums and Communities: The Politics of Public Culture, 
Washington and London, Smisonian Institute Press; Macdonald, Sahron & Fyfe, Gordon (eds.) (1996) 
17zeorizing Museums. Oxford, Blackwells. 
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Mieke Bal's Double Exposurei9 and to a lesser degree on James Herbert study of the 1937 

Paris exhibition in historical, Marxist and semiotic readings.30 Another, buta far lesser 

theoretical influence is Bruce Altshuler whose chronicling of the modernist avant-gardes 

exhibitions is interesting in the focus of looking at a chronology of landmark modernist 

exhibitions.31 David Cottington in his study of Cubism distinguishes between cubisms, not 

in stylistic terms but in their strategic choices of preferred exhibiting space, salon or 

commercial galleries.32 Equally important is Brian O'Doherty's analysis of the impact 

gallery space has on the reading of its meaning. 33 In a way, my study focuses on a range of 

considerations, all in relation to one seminal exhibition, in a similar structural ordering 

device as used by Gill Perry in framing her discussion on the women at the periphery of the 

Fauvists artists who emerged as an avant-garde after the 1905 exhibition34 and that of Juliet 

Steyn and Lisa Tickner's discussion of the 1914 London's Whitechapel exhibition.35 

The 'totalizing context' as a narrative device, is accompanied by certain over-emphases, 

which amount to being synecdochal in their rhetorical device or representation. This is most 

obvious in the way that story of 'St Ives' was punctuated by dramatizing few select 

'significant event(s)' that are linked to the selected 'major figure(s)' .36 The two are mutually 

nurturing and represent, I argue, what is specific to the Englishness of Artwriting in relation 

29 Mieke Bal ( 1996) op. cit 
30 James Herbert (1998) Paris 1937: Worlds on Exhibition, Ithaca and London, Comell University Press. 
31 Bruce Altshuler ( 1998) The Avant-Garde in Exhibition; New Art in the 20'h Century, Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
London, University of California Press. 
32 D. Cottington (1998) Cubism, Movement in Modern Art Series, London, Tate Gallery Publication; 
Cottington, David (2002) 'The Formation of the Avant-Garde' in The Avant-Garde again 
Conference, University of Bristol, 23-24 March 2002. 
33 Brian O'Doherty (1999) Inside the White Cube; The Ideology of the Gallery Space, Expanded Edition, 
Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, University of California Press. 
34 Perry (1999) following Oppler sees the event as a construct. See Oppler, Ellen (1976) Fauvism Reexamined, 
New York and London, Garland Publishing, p 214. 
35 See Lisa Tickner (2000) Modern Life & Modern Subject. In that context Juliet Steyn's (1994) study of the 
same exhibition' Inside-Out: Assumptions of 'English' Modernism in the Whitechapel Art Gallery, London 
1914' in Marcia Pointon (ed) Art Apart: Art Institutions and Ideology across England and America, 
Manchester University Press, pp 212-30. An earlier version of it is 'Mods, Yids and Foreigners', Third Text, 
no. 15 Summer 1991, pp 29-38. 
36 For the selection of 'major figure(s)' see my discussion in Chapter 2. 
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to 'St Ives', which essentially is an uncritical reporting and repetition of the 'significant 

artists' statements, and total refusal to consider other often conflicting statements, mainly 

made by women artists, that disrupt the dominant story. 37 This state of affairs, begs to 

consider reputation management in relation to 'St Ives', both by the artists and their 

monographers, on the one hand and the process of information gathering and its assessment 

(as in the setting of interviews) on the other. 

In chapter 2, but more so in chapters 3 and 4 my argument oscillates between two pairs of 

cultural oppositions: between structures versus active agents, and the biased way meaning 

and value are being ascribed. The latter looks at the gendered appraisal of artistic output, 

the former at the cultural economy of reputation management, which is in turn also coloured 

by perceptions of gender. Arguing these necessitates, I believe, a detailed empiricism that 

might at times verge on the anecdotal, but is nevertheless essential for setting out the specific 

facets of my study, out of which it is possible to draw some qualified conclusions. While 

writing up the research and study might be read as being driven by predetermined methods 

the absolute opposite is true. I began this project with the activist intention of retrieving 

women painters of the South West.38 It was however, the process of research, interviews 

and constant reassessment that led at the end to the variety of methods employed. In a way I 

recognize the view that Yve-Alain Bois expressed in his determination to resist intellectual 

'blackmail' pressures in order to allow the topic at hand determine the methods and 

37 See the growth of the publication industry in modernism of'artists' statements'. The valorization of these 
statements, is obviously feeding the publication frenzy and artists' statements represents a genre allocated a 
high proportion within the general category of primary sources. See for instance the compilation in Charles 
Harrison and Paul Wood (eds.) (1992) Art in I11eory /900-/990; An Anthology of Changing Ideas, Oxford & 
Cambridge, Blackwell. More recently Kristine Stiles, & Peter Seltz, (eds.) (1996) Theories and Documents of 
Contemporary Art: A Source book of Artists' Writings. Berkeley, L.A., London, University of California Press. 
38 Curiously prompted by an invitation to present a paper in the conference 'Feminism & the Aesthtics of 
Difference', organized by Penny Florence, 8-9 September 1995, London, Institute of Romance Studies and 
Falmouth College of Arts. 
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theories he used. 39 Similarly, I allowed not so much the methods but the issues discussed to 

be determined by the topic and by my protagonists. Another point I share with Bois's 

method is the incorporation of various distinct so-called deconstructive theories combined 

with detailed empiricism for comparative consideration, in which the claims of the modernist 

material is being reversed to speak against itself, as, for instance, in his study 'Matisse and 

"Arche-drawing"'. 40 

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 I apply a 'cocktail', a synthesis of various feminist and sociological 

methodologies in aiming to answer the questions of restrictive appraisal of women painters. 

In the chapters dedicated to considering the women painters, Mellis (chapter 3) and Barns-

Graharn (chapter 4) I attend to two main issues: in what way do they belong to 'St Ives' and 

the meaning of their art, as an independent expression. Thus the emphasis is on their 

creativity, commitment to professionalism with only the barest, most essential consideration 

of their personal lives. Like them, there are many other modernist women artists whose 

work has at best been marginalized but more often omitted from St Ives altogether: Winifred 

Nicholson, Sandra Blow, Prunella Clough, Ithell Colquhoun, Thelma Hulbert, Rose Hilton, 

Mary Jewels, Janet Leach, Margo Maeckelsbegh and Marlow Moss - to name but a few 

whose assessment is long overdue. 

In my discussion on Mellis and Bams-Graharn my aim at listing their shared histories is to 

highlight that despite their shared native Scotland and education at Edinburgh College of Art 

(ECA) (fig 3), travelling and postgraduate scholarships, visits to France, and war years in 

Carbis Bay and St Ives, their art is all the same different. Each made different choices oflife-

style and above all artistic practices, and here the concept of 'disposition' as defined in 

39 Yve-Alain Bois ( 1993) 'Introduction: Resisting Blackmail' in Painting as Model, Cambridge Mass. And 
London, The MIT Press. 
40 Ibid. pp 3-64. 
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Bourdieu's habitus is most clearly manifest. What are the strategic options available for 

modernist women painters at an age of postrnodernism to reclaim their status by way ot one

person exhibitions is the issue of the concluding chapter. In the last chapter I discuss various 

observations about structures of disadvantage that are operating as such only vis a vis 

women painters. And ask two questions what is there about old age that permits women 

painters to enter, still in relative marginal position, into the valorisation hierarchy and the 

second issue is the rhetorical question; do solo exhibitions of these women have the potential 

to redeem and reinstate their reputation to where it ought to be? I ask whether their recent 

solo exhibitions in national museums: Margaret Me/lis (City Art Centre, Edinburgh, 1997) 

and W Barns-Graham retrospective 1940-1989, City of (Edinburgh Museums and Art 

Galleries, 1989) as well as her The Enduring Image, (Tate St Ives, November 1999-April 

2000) - have redressed their marginal positioning in the 1985 exhibition. These solo 

exhibitions offer a useful test-case study to assess how contesting narratives are being 

presented and their subsequent impact. More specifically, how are the women painters 

positioned in relation to categories of - Style (abstraction), professionalism (education, 

exhibiting history) residency (Penwith), activism (founder-member status) class, regional 

identity (Cornish, Scottish or English) and finally age - all of which merge in the 

construction of 'St Ives'. The relationship between the historical, 'factual', and the 

aesthetic assertions made m an exhibition is the uneasy marriage between historical 

empiricism and modernist perceptionism.41 It is the tension between the explicit 

authoritative voice of the institution andthe hidden assumptions of value. 

InteUectual postmodernism 

Since the events of 1968 there has been a gradual increase in poststructuralist analysis, 

which impacted the Anglo-American academic syllabus fully only after translations of 

41 I am using the term as Norman Bryson {1983) has defined it in Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze, 
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these texts were published and widely available. Roland Barthes' poststructuralist writings 

were translated into English m the early 1970s and became even more influential after his 

death in 1980. But for this study it would be interesting to think about the cultural 

atmosphere of the mid 1980s by reminding ourselves that both seminal texts: Luce Irigaray's 

This Sex Which is not One42 and Jean-Francois Lyotard's The Postmodern Condition: A 

Report of Knowledge appeared in English in 1985,43 the same year as the 'St Ives' 

exhibition. The publication of the anthology Postmodern Culture, 1985 testifies the degree 

to which a new generation of Anglo-American intellectuals found critical theory and 

poststructuralism useful and fertile paradigms. The book, edited by Hal Foster debated the 

meanings of postmodemism and includes several seminal, if diverse interpretations of 

postmodernism such as Craig Owens's 'The Discourse of Others: Feminists and 

Postmodernism', and Jurgen Habermas's 'Modernity - an Incomplete Project'.·44 

Considering the 1985 St Ives exhibition from Owens's version of postmodernism renders the 

anachronism of 'St Ives' in acute terms of nostalgic desperation. However, if we accept 

Habermas's conviction that the modem project is still alive and has as yet to fulfil its 

promise than the exhibition can be read as attempting to do just this and its critique then has 

to shift to whether it does it successfully. So, the disjuncture between the contemporary 

intellectual poststructuralist literature and the voice of high modernism that the St Ives 

exhibition expresses can be understood not only in a single way but in several relativist 

configurations each dependant on the postmodernist stance from which it is being 

considered. Whichever way it is taken up there is no question that the way in which 

modernism has been revisited in modernist anachronistic terms at a time when postmodemist 

critics were making inroads in rethinking modernism as in Guibault's study of Abstract 

London, Macmillan Press. 
42 Luce lrigaray (1985) This Sex Which is not One, lthaca, N.Y., Comell University Press. 
43 Jean-Francios, Lyotard ( 1984) The Postmodern Condition, Manchester University Press. 
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Expressionism,45 may either indicate how slow national galleries are to take on paradigmatic 

shifts, or else a deliberate nostalgic intention could be ascribed to them. 

Artistic practice and appraisal 

How does then modernism feature in nostalgic postmodem culture? If the social conditions 

and sentiments are different, can a common denominator still be found in the nostalgia 

expressed in the period of the post war years? that of the 1985? Romy Golan locates 

nostalgia as a cultural expression of right wing nationalism in France during the inter wars 

years. Significantly, the historian David Cannadine WTote in 198546 about the exhibition of 

British Stately homes in similar vein. He sees the presentation of a highly selective and 

elitist kind of national British concept as presented in of the spectacular exhibition of The 

Treasure Houses of Britain in Washington.47
• This exhibition, like the construct of St Ives at 

the Tate Gallery, presents a refined rarefied national trait, presented with appeal to opulence 

and Arcadian state of being, wrapped up in a manner designed to appeal to sentimental 

escapism and economic boost to tourism.48 Furthermore, Cannadine's exposure of the 

discrepancy between the exhibition's claim and the reality of upper class life49 can be 

equally applied, I argue, to 'St Ives' and St Ives. The nostalgic representation of landscape 

in the 1985 exhibition can thus be seen as either an expression of a desperate regressive 

nostalgic social order, or else as desperately clinging to a traditional, old but comforting 

fantasy of landscape, which addresses it at a scale of the personal experience, rather than the 

44 Hal Foster (ed) (1985 (1983)) Pas/modem Culture, Broughton Gifford, Pluto Classics that included Owens, 
pp 65-90, and Haberrnas 3-15. Also, Scott Lash (1985) 'Postmodernity and desire', Theory and Society, 14, pp 
1-33. 
45 Serge Guilbaut ( 1983) How New York Stole the Idea of Modem Art: Abstract Expressionism, Freedom, and 
the Cold War, (trans. Artur Goldhammer), Chicago, The University of Chicago Press. 
46 David Cannadine ( 1989) 'Nostalgia', in The Pleasure of the Past, Penguin Books, pp 256-270. 
47 National Gallery of Art, Washington, The "Treasure Houses of Britain: Five Hundred Years of Private 
Patronage and Collecting, 3 November 1985 to 16 March 1986. 
48 See Cannadine ( 1989) detailed discussion about the nostalgic opulence and heroic presentation of the 
exhibition, pp 260-264, and his statement: "The distinctions between patronage and collecting, between 
functional and decorative art, seem inadequately made and explored. The exhibits are assigned their 
chronological places in rather an inconsistent way: some by date of acquisition, others by date of completion." 
p 264. 
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terrifying realism of the magnitude of corporate interventions with landscape since the I 950s 

economic boom. Despite the modernist agenda of narrating the landscape, these two 

different views are not mutuaiiy excluding and co-exist in the implicit texts of the exhibition 

and its catalogue. Ironicaily, unintentionaily, this conflict of messages speaks despite itself in 

a postmodem ambivalence and pluralism. While nostalgia implies a sentiment and a 

deliberate expression of it, anachronism connotes less intentionality and is more a sign of 

being out of step with one's time. 

Anachronism is a practice a framing device that supports sentiments of nostalgia. Abstract 

and landscape are the two artistic expressions used as tropes in the rhetoric of 'St Ives'. 

While abstraction, by the mid 1980s was seen as the stylistic sign of passe modernism, 

landscape, curiously, was being redefined in the coiiective imagination at a time of increased 

globalisation.50 And yet, the text of the 1985 'St Ives' exhibition both fails to reflect these 

synchronic and diachronic differences and conflate the two. During and immediately after 

the Second World War the depiction of landscape represented an anxiety of loss and a relief 

when the threat was over. This sentiment was both one of personal experiential dimensions 

as weii as symbolic. The former expressed the joy of restricted access to the countryside, 

which was rigorously maintained during the war years. 51 The other expression was of 

nationalist sentiment applied to this England that just has escaped the threat of destruction. 

During the 1980s a completely different meaning and relationship to the landscape was 

dominant in Britain. Stressful urban life and sense of alienation from primordial 

attachrnents52 made the countryside a space of 'nature' to escape to, both as a personal 

49 Ibid. p 266. 
50 See David Harvey ( 1989) The Condition of Pas/modernity, An Inquiry into the Origins of Cui/lira/ Change, 
Oxford, Basil Blackwell, for his lhesis cif lhe shrinking of the dimensions of space and lime in Postmodemism. 
51 There were in excess of60 dealhs of British citizens by lhe National Guards of people who were found in 
countryside and suspected to be German spies. BBC3 programme 19.3.2001. 
52 As defined by the social-anlhropologist Edward Shahil. 
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retreat and rehabilitation, as well as following the new arguments and activism of the 

Environmental movement. 53 

These sentiments towards the landscape had their artistic specific manifestations. Both 

Bams-Graham and Mellis were trained to keep drawing from life, portraits, figures, 

landscapes or still-lifes. During the war years, Bams-Graham found that her training as a 

portraitist had its remunerations, but free access to the landscape she recalls has been 

difficult and restricted.54 It is possible to extrapolate from their memories and explain the 

duality in Ben Nicholson and Hepworth's stylistic approaches after the war years. It was, I 

would posit, a clash between adhering to a stylistic motto in conflict with personal, 

experiential expression. 

A shift towards a new attitude in landscape representation has evolved since the 1970s and 

its depiction has hence carried different connotations in the 1980s from those it had during 

the 1940s and 50s. The increased global outlook has modified the sense of local into 

directions of self-reflexive examination of identities, both in terms of affirmation as well as 

rejection. The environmental movement revived both romantic sentiments towards 

landscape, alongside hard-hitting scientific critique of the enlightenment's promise of 

progress. Equally influential were the images of the earth beamed down from satellites. 

Viewed from a new aerial perspective, gone were the traditional notions that related to 

embodied vision, with its horizontal and verticals, determined by the body in relation to 

gravity, or the earth's surface. Both these postmodem attitudes - environmentalism and 

space exploration - transcend the old notions of nationalism and depict a new ontological 

53 The popularity of the term 'The Good life', whether used cynically or descriptively, indicates the presence of 
another kind of life, that was not considered to be as good. 
54 Both Mellis and Barns-Graham recall the difficulty of being denied drawing in the landscape during the war. 
Walking in the countryside was limited to a radius of 5 miles, and if one wanted to sketch outdoors, a special 
permit was needed. The same was also claimed by Miriam Gabo in interview with D. Lewis and S. Fox-Pitt 
1981 TAY. 
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awareness. The new imaging of landscape has defined itself in a double contradictory 

attitude towards the humanistic mode- of spatial pictorial depiction55 dominant in the West 

since Alberti 's. 56 

While the cubist spatial depiction denied Albertian single viewing point, it attempted to 

heighten realism, the truth-value of the depiction in concert with concept and memory. By 

contrast, the images beamed back from space photography, while technically, cameras were 

designed to follow the single viewing point, and the images beamed back from the 

spacecrafts offered yet a different truth. The emotional response they evoked shifted from a 

personal experience to that of a god-like view, from the gaze to panoramic view, from tactile 

humanism to detached ocularism. With the perception of the globe from a god-like vintage 

point transposed the human gaze also into a holistic imaging of the globe, not of boundaries 

of countries, or other divisions. A paradigmatic shift of perception took place and with it 

came also a perception of loneliness and isolation. Concurrent with this other technological 

changes took place. In 1985, the year of the exhibition St Ives celebrated nostalgically 

English modernism the first computer graphics animated film Money for Nothing was made. 

How, if at all, do these events relate? 

In the 1980s the patriarchal perception of landscape as nurturing mother earth, took on an 

additional connotation of a lonely planet that gave rise to the paternal sentiments of 

humanity's sense of responsibility to take on a guardian role to protect it. The rise of Land 

Art that gathered momentum during the 1980s is both an expression of this new 

55 John White (1967) The Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial Space, p 122; Erwin Panofsky (1964) 'Perspective as 
Symbolic Form' in Aufsatze zu Grundfragen der Kunstwissenschafi, Berlin, pp I 0 I, 123; Svetlana Alpers ()Art 
of Describing, pp 72-119; lrit Rogoff, 2000, 'Mapping' pp 73-111. 
56 See Alberti ( 1972) De Pittura, Book I, 5-20 ed. Grayson, London, Phaidon pp 39-57. Also Joan Gadol 
(1969) Leon Battista Alberti: Universal man of the Early Renaissance, Chicago, London, University of 
Chicago Press. 
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-

environmental sensibility and an artistic expression to this new, cosmological outlook. 57 

The locations sought by land artistsare of a completely different nature from that of the 

romantic escapism that the St Ives scenario offers. As evident in the land art works of artists 

who increasingly were influenced by environmental awareness their commitment to 

landscape in the 1980s sought out completely different rural location from those presented 

by the St Ives artists. For instance, from 1982- to 1985 Hanson photographed a large coal 

strip-mine at Colstrip, Montana, along with its neighbouring power plant and factory, where 

blasting is done with explosives that remove coal from the lower layers of subsoil by an 

eight-million-pound walking dragline, the size of a large office building. 58 In Hanson's 1984 

aerial photographs of Minuteman missiles silos in the American West anti multinationalist 

capitalism, activist environmentalism protest combined in making his political artistic 

statement.59 Thus, by 1985 both the technologies of representation, as well as the 

sensibilities to the old genres were altered, a fact that further stresses the degree of 

anachronism of the 1985 exhibition. 

Primitivism, or primordial and elemental expressions appear to be the expressive constant in 

the practice of 'St Ives' rather than the frequent claims made for either landscape or 

abstraction. Its earliest manifestations were in the early 1920's in the collaborative work of 

Winifred and Ben Nicholson, and then joined by Christopher Wood. In 1926 Ben and 

Winifred spent time in Paris visiting Cedric Morris,60 the primitivizing artist who lived in 

Newlyn and who claimed to have collected Wallis's painting prior to the latter's 'discovery' 

by Ben and Christopher Wood. Wallis stood for a cluster of notions associated with the 

57 For postcolonialism see Spivak 'The Intervention Interview' paper presented in the Conference on Cultural 
construction of Race, in the University of Sydney, Australia; Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak ( 1990) in Sarah 
Harasym (ed) The Post-Colonial Critic, NY and London, Routledge. 
58 Suzi Gablik (1991) The Reenchantment of Art, Thames aod Hudson, p 80. 
59 Ibid. Also, "From 1985 to 1986, at some peril to his own health, Haoson, who lives in Providence and 
teaches at the Rhode Islaod School of Design, produced Waste Land, ao aerial study of hazardous waste sites 
throughout the United States." p78. 
6° Kettle's Yard File Ben Nicholson, I letter I. 
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concept of Primitivism: from deliberate anti-academic stance in practicing primitive modes 

of depictions is shifted to spontaneity Of expression of which Alfred Wall is was indexical, as 

well as the elemental connotation of 'direct carving' doubled by the manual, laboured 

element in scraping the work's surface. The scraping of the surface, can be read as a parallel 

to what was seen in Penwith as the work of nature on the land's surface, a reading that 

renders the relationship of landscape and non-figurative paintings as dialectical rather than 

one of dichotomy. It is within this concept that the mature work of the women painters of 

'St Ives' needs to be interpreted. 

Winifred Nicholson's art always addressed the issue of light in painting; as a student she 

followed the pre-Raphaelite colour harmonies; her visit to India and Burma in 1914 

introduced her to different cultural conventions, and symbolic meanings (fig 4), which she in 

turn translated into a depiction of English landscape painted in extra-European or Gauguin-

inspired colour harmonies (fig 36). Through the combination of Christian Science belief and 

her Indian experience, she sought the symbolic meaning as much as the aesthetic experience 

in representing light through colour as in one of her last paintings, Sunroom, 1980 (fig 5). 

Despite the sixty one years that separated the two experiences and paintings, in her written 

comments she collapsed places and time into one theme, namely into that of light as she 

experienced it "the time at Eigg was a glimpse through and so was a time I had with Ben at 

Lugano and a time I once had in Paris with myself."61 In the 1930s during her stay in Paris, 

she painted geometric abstractions that were either simplifications of plants or of ideas of 

light transposed to colours (figs 5, 11 ). Margaret Mellis's ultimate expressive interest is to 

abridge nature and culture, time and space, distances in her constructions, as in Sea, 1991 

(fig 6) and Wilhelmina Bams-Graham whose work during the decade of 1990s is an 

61 In a letter to Kathleen date not known suggested date 1958, but could be later, quoted from A. Nicholson 
(1987) p 206. 
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expression of unbridled freedom and joy of being able to wield the brush and make marks 

(fig 7) and marvel at beauty even as Tt passes in front our field of vision and possibly 

disappearing as it moves along and away from frame to frame. 

B. Historiography and data in the gendering of 'St Ives' 

Inconsistencies in the information that I have gathered initially presented me with the need 

of rethinking my methods as well as methodologies. The issue was how could I substantiate 

my intervention of 'St Ives' and redressing the established narrative if the methods I was 

intent on using are replicating those I was questioning. What emerged was that no 

interview, others or mine, expresses factual truth about the past, without being tinged by 

contextual conditions of what preoccupies the artist at the moment of being interviewed. 

These contextual conditions range from the general sense of octogenarian artists that time 

given up to academic researcher inevitably reduce the time they could be in the studio 

working; a perception of artists that academic writing is of lesser impact on the effective 

positioning of the artists in terms of exhibitions and sells; much of the initial information 

imparted in interviews was well rehearsed rather than addressing my specific questions; and 

finally, interviews became for artists time in which they could express their most recent 

grievances with the art world and their public reception. I therefore had to reconsider my 

methods in order to have access not only to information that the interviewed artist brings up 

and deems as important but also to my own methodological queries. For that purpose I 

searched for an analytical text about interviewing artists. To my surprise I could not find 

any such literature within the discipline of art history and had to rely on the rich and detailed 

material that exists in the social sciences of ethnology, sociology and anthropology, and to 

adapt it to the specific conditions I have initially experienced when interviewing artists. 
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In this section I record how I adapted the sociological methods to interviewing artists and 

my adjustments to assessing the status of such interviews. As an integral part of this process 

was to go back to other earlier recorded interviews that served the writing of the dominant 

history of 'St Ives' and foreground their contexts in equally critical consideration. 

Data gathering 

Data gathering is the general initial method of familiarising the researcher with the topic 

being researched. It is a general, all encompassing term. Already at the early stages of my 

research, when I read St Ives exhibition catalogue explicit and implicit critical categories of 

discourse emerged as defining and framing 'St Ives'. At that stage my intention was to find 

within the exhibition catalogue internal contradictions - a topic which I elaborate in Chapter 

2 - but another probably more significant aspect for the issue of data gathering was the 

relationship between the published material and the material that was left unpublished in 

archives. Thus discrepancies exist within two kinds of relationships of material, first, 

internal to the public text, and secondly external to it, in what was left out from the 

published, dominant narrative. My method and methodology at that stage was to read St 

Ives against itself, and following that to relativize its histories.62 An even further 

proliferation of narratives emerged during my interviews with artists, curators and 

contributors to the catalogue of 1985. 

The existence of several alternative narratives foregrounded the issue of selection and even 

more importantly the question of verification in the discipline of art history in general and in 

the English history of 'St Ives' in particular. As it seemed logical to assume that any 
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narrative could be claimed to be partial-and incomplete, I had to clarify to what extent my 

project will take on a role of arbitration, when will it used to unsettle received histories and 

their bias and when to offer an intervention, an additional facet to the already established 

constructions. For that purpose, my data gathering has been a dialectical process of 

interviewing, archival search, and in-depth reading of the St Ives catalogue and weighing the 

data from all the sources against each other. 

Archival reading 

Without being given a full access to the personal archives of W. Barns-Graham and M. 

Mellis I had to consult other, mainly public and private archives. The public ones are: Tate 

Gallery Archive, London (TA); Kettle's Yard (KY), Cambridge; and Peter Lanyon Archive, 

Newlyn (PLA). Thus, with the withholding of personal archives an ironical situation of 

inverse relationship was established between the readily access offered by the 'expository 

agency' of The Tate Gallery, in contrast to the silence of the 'speaking subject' of my study 

- the artists themselves. 63 

The single most important document to inform my deconstruction of St Ives - exhibition and 

catalogue - texts was the 1981 extensive body of recorded and transcribed interviews 

conducted by David Lewis and Sarah Fox-Pitt, with the intention, at the time, of a 

comprehensive publication to accompany the forthcoming exhibition.64 The material drew 

my attention to several issues: the informal mood in which these interviews were conducted; 

the controlling and guiding role of the interviewers; the different meanings imparted by 

62 Yve-Alain Bois (1993) 'Matisse and "Arche-drawing" in Painting As a Model, Cambridge Mass. and 
London, The MlT Press, pp 3-64 coins 'Self-blindness' the way in which Matisse's art and writing are 
testimony against his intentions and self-positioning. 
63 For a sociological consideration of feminists interviewing non-feminist women see Donna Luff(l999) 
'Dialogue across the divides: moments of rapport' and power in feminist research with anti-feminist women'. 
Sociology Vol.33, no.4. November 1999, pp 607-703. 
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voice recording and their transcripts; the interviewers and editors bias of interest. In addition 

to tone of voice the recordings also retain a clear reflection of either reverence or irreverence 

to the interviewee discussion by way of either encouragement to go on or interruptions. In 

most cases these two different approaches are related to the gender of the artist, with more 

interruptions when interviewing women artists. 

The loss of information in the process of 'transposition' from a spoken to written documents 

became both a theoretical and a symbolic issue of bias and marginalizations that besets 

Artwriting even when it is not intended. Thus, there is a two-tiered kind of selectivity in 

operation: that occurring in the interview setting and the subsequent selection of material 

deemed to be relevant. A different power dynamics between interviewer and interviewee 

emerged from the 1981 recordings of women artists and men. Most of the questions asked 

; 

were closed and pre-empting questions, and answers that lead to different issues were 

ignored. Not only were women being incessantly interrupted, the interruption usually 

occurred when they discussed either their own work or imparted information contradicting 

the preconceived notion of the interviewers. For my research purposes these silenced 

comments were the most frustrating loss of vital information. 

There is a marked difference in the modes of self-presentation of the interviewers to the 

artists. David Lewis self-presentation was one of a friend calling on the artist to recollect 

jointly the old times. Sara Fox-Pitt, by contrast, took a less active role and her interventions, 

questions and comments were made with a due professional distance. All these brought 

about a reflexive thinking about the process of interview, in general and of artists, or women 

artists in particular. 

64 The idea of the book did not materialize, and instead David Lewis wrote A Personal Memoir, the main article 
for the exhibition catalogue of St Ives ( 1985) pp 13-41. 
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The status of primary sources 

Interviews and archival documents, being classed as primary sources, have a special 

prestigious status in empirical research. In most cases, the artists' statements are accepted as 

factual. It seems though that there is a hierarchical difference in accepting as factual aural 

and written information. Stephens for instance, in the preface to his Ph.D. thesis, is alert to 

the need to treat with caution the information he gathered from artists, as memories are not 

reliable. 65 But significantly, there is no similar note of caution when he discusses consulting 

archival material. Tacitly, written documents are perceived to be factual. Stephens and 

indeed other historians' uncritical acceptance of archival documents, as if by virtue of being 

written has privileged these and detached them from the doubts otherwise applied to human 

agency. 

Interviews - a critique 

Nowhere in the 1981 tapes, their transcriptions, as in all art historical interviews, is there an 

indication of the interview setting. The questions as already mentioned above, were not of 

explorative nature but of confirmative one that revisited the well-established configuration of 

'St Ives' .66 David Lewis's 'Memoir' in St Ives 1985 is somewhat of a misnomer for it is 

more of a factitional nature.67 For instance, writing about Gabo in personal, experiential 

terms, while Gabo had already left for the USA in 1946, prior to Lewis's arrival at St Ives. 

Thus, Gabo features not as part of Lewis's memories, but for the mythic position that he 

commands. By contrast, neither Lewis's privileged entree to the art world of St Ives by 

virtue of being Barns-Graham's husband, nor her art, to which he has had intimate access, 

65 Christopher Stephens (1996) writes: "I have tried to discern patterns and trends in the events and art already 
recorded." My emphasis p.4. There is of course the problem of differential records as that of Peter Davies 
( 1994) who Stephens decides to ignore for the surprising reason that it offers an alternative, 'lost' artists of 
'St.lves'. 
66 Women artists' statements about their art were not included in the final text. 
67 David Lewis (1985), 'St. Ives: A Personal Memoir 1947-1955,' in St. Ives 1939-64, pp.I3-41. 
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are being critically reflected in the text. Lewis's emphasis on the mythic aspects of 'St Ives' 

undermines his claim of the narration being that of an 'eye witness'. As Bal argues such 

device operates on the seduction through its appeal to and claim ofrealism.68 

Contrary to my initial expectations, archival reading -mainly that of personal letters and of 

the minutes of PSAC - revealed not so much about the artists' work and ideas as the degree 

to which artists' time and energy were invested in 'extra-studio' activities.69 The main 

content of the personal letters as well as the minutes of PSAC are concerned with planning 

strategic manoeuvring and of administrative and organisational nature. In this light, David 

Lewis's disclaimer that none of them realized they were living in historical times, reads as 

most ingenious. 70 My experiences of archival research lead me to questioning how 

information publicised was attained, and what were, if at all, the procedures of interviewing 

in Artwriting. 

Interviews in Art history and sociology - a comparison 

All methods of data gathering belong to one of the following three categories: questioning, 

observing behaviour, or examining written records. The choice any one or combination of 

methods depends largely on the theoretical framework and its methodological focus. The 

most debated issue in recent changes of approaches to verification or rather what elements 

should be included in the consideration of an overall factual claim. Grounded Theory, 

developed by Glaser and Strauss in the early 1960s, offers both an open structured as well as 

accountable method to qualitative analysis.71 Its methodological trust to qualitative date is 

68 Bal (1996) p 8. 
69 It is in this respect that it is difficult to accept Lewis's claim that they did not know they were making 
history. Their activities, not withstanding Lewis 's employment as the secretary of PSAC and of Hepworth, 
were all directed as were all others' to make that time historically significant. 
70 David Lewis was the first paid secretary ofPSAC discussed on 7 Feb 1950 Minutes book p 49. 
71 Glaser and Strauss have formalized Grounded Theory by reviving the tradition of Chicago Sociology, from 
the 1920s through the mid 50s, and by expanding it Anselm Strauss ( 1988) Qualitative Analysis For Social 
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"toward the development of theory, without-any particular commitment to specific kinds of 

data, lines of research, or theoretical interests."72 -Grounded Theory advocated open-ended 

methods of data gathering which perceived the interviewer as a participant observer, more 

active than just a recording agent of the information in the field. In addition, the method 

does not only rely on verbal information, but also on the specifics of the setting, turn of 

voice and body language as contributors for the data and its eventual interpretation. After 

my somewhat unsuccessful initial interviews and listening to recorded interviews made by 

earlier research I decided that the reflexive but open ended qualities of Grounded Theory of 

participant researcher suited my purpose. On the aspect of the requirement of the 

interviewer's distance from any theoretical interest I diverted from the method. For me 

theory and practice are intertwined and the methods used in practice are employed as a direct 

result of the theoretical framework of the researcher. 73 

In a structured interview the researcher introduces a predetermined approach and topics as 

questions to be addressed. In these situations there is a limited scope for the interviewee to 

introduce her or his concerns, if the presented questions do not allow for it. In the social 

sciences the benefits of empowering the respondents as authors of categorization are being 

weighed carefully against the benefits of a strict questioning method. When applying these 

considerations to interviewing artists-informants the issues of setting of the interview as well 

as power relationship between interviewer and respondent are of different dynamics. 

Interviewing artists is usually an open-ended event, but unlike in the social sciences neither 

the setting nor other non-verbal expressions are brought into the final analysis of the 

interview. The fears in ethnography that an unstructured interview "may be a reduction in 

Science ,NY, Cambridge University Press, pp 5-7. See also Anselem L. Strauss {1987) Qualitative Analysis for 
Social Scientists. Cambridge University Press. 
72 Ibid. p 5. 
73 For detailed sociological survey on the relationship between theory and methods see David Silverrnan (1985) 
Qualitative Methodology and Society Gower. Chapter 8, pp 156-177. 
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control and consequently in reliability", 74 relate to regulatory requirements of a broad market 

assessment or the like, but is less of significance when interviewing individual artists. In this 

instance, with specific interest in a particular artist gathering data through unstructured 

interviews maintains a clear link between method and theory. It still leaves unaccountable 

the issue of legitimating the validity of the statements. 

A wide range of legitimating explanations co-exist in recent theorising within art history. 

As Gregg Horowitz has argued there is a range of possible "explications of the concepts of 

style" differences that are crucial in art history as they determine what 

... will count as a legitimate explanation of an art work. Richard Wollheim on his part, for example, 
takes the style of an art work to be explicable only in the strictest intentional manner, whereas 
Theodeor Adomo takes it to be explicable in the strictest anti-intentionalist manner; between these two 
extremes can be arranged the spectrum ofhistoriographical techniques. 

75 

The spectrum is wide but within the realm of the work of art not about the artists' utterances 

and statements. 

Interview - theoretical approaches 

The ethnomethodological literature of social sciences stresses the power relationship 

between the interviewer and the interviewee. The interviewer is assumed to be in control 

even when assuming the position of participant observer. The interviewer, the questioner, is 

the symbolic inquisitioner rather than inquirer. 76 This abstract notion is severely altered in 

situations where experienced artists who have a keen awareness of their self-worth or might 

be reluctant to either grant an interview or spend too much time on it. 

74 Marten Shipman (ed) (1981) The Limitation of Social Research, London, NY, Longman, p 95. 
75 Gregg Horowitz (1993)'0bjectivity and valuation in contemporary art history' ppl27-145 in Explanation 
and Value in the Arts.Salim Kemal and !van Gaskell (eds) Cambridge University Press, p 144. 
76 Such notions are naturalized in the sociological literature as well as being addressed as in Rosalind Edwards 
and Jane Ribbens (1998)'Feminist dilemmas in qualitative research' "However hard the researcher tries to 
position herself within the marginalized culture, she faces a dilemma. As long as she is seeking to be heard by a 
public academic audience, she cannot evade the necessity to interpret the worlds and understandings of the 
Other into a discourse or knowledge form that can be understood and accepted within the dominant Western 
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-Within positivist sociological literature systems have been devised with the aim of reaching 

an unbiased uniformity of the interview setting and questions and thus rendering them as 

accountable. Interview is a verbal international exchange "in which one person, the 

interviewer, attempts to elicit information or expressions of opinions or belief from another 

person or persons."77 Johan Galtung constructed an elaborate system to ensure that it will 

obtain 'reliable, consistent data' in a search for a consistent result. 78 Goode and Hatt 

express the same rigorous view: "when answers are different it throws into question the 

adequacy of the data." 79 The theory of non-structured interviewing methods came about in 

reaction to the positivism which upheld the rigorous system for their statistical verification 

value rather than permitting free responses of the respondents. The vast literature where 

these issues are being debated in the social sciences is in stark contrast to the absence in art 

history of any theorizing the context of the 'interview' setting. 

Art history uses an interview with artists as axiomatic. Usually statements by artists (male) 

are quoted and repeated as evidence for truth. In that sense it is an extreme form of the non-

structured interview upheld by the promoters of Grounded Theory. For it offers a complex 

paradigm from which the interview as well as the information provide material for 

hypothesis and interpretation of positioning rather than axiomatic. In a succinct definition of 

Grounded Theory Anselm Strauss writes that: 

The methodological thrust of the grounded theory approach to qualitative date is toward the 
development of theory, without any particular commitment to specific kinds of data, lines of research, 
or theoretical interests. So, it is not really a specific method or technique. Rather, it is a style of doing 
qualitative analysis that includes a number of distinct features, such as theoretical sampling, and 

frameworks of knowledge and culture", in their Feminist Dilemmas in Qualitative Research, London, Sage, p 
3. 
77 F.N.Maccoby, E.& Maccoby, N. (1954) 'The Interview: A Tool of Social Science' In G. Lindzey (ed) 
Handbook of Social Psychology, vol. I. Cambridge, Mass, Addison-Wesley, pp 449-487. 
78 Johan Galtung, 'Data Collection' in Kenneth Thompson & Jeremy Tunstall (eds) Sociological Perspectives 
((1971)1973) OU, Penguin, pp 518-541. 
79 William J.Goode & Paul Hatt ( 1952)Methods in Social Research, McGraw-Hill Book Comp.,USA, p 186. 
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certain methodological guidelines, such as the making of constant comparisons and the use of coding 
paradigm, to ensure conceptual development and density. 80 

Grounded Theory provides a method that accommodates empirical research without 

restricting methodological interests of the researcher as well as permitting the material 

gleaned through interview to dictate 'core categories' as a result of the insistence on coding 

the notes after the interviews in order to identify these. 81 However, my commitment to 

deconstructive and feminist intervention makes it impossible to accept the dictate of 

Grounded Theory from interviewers to remain "without any particular commitment to 

specific kinds of ... theoretical interests". Instead I persisted with my methodological 

impetus and I attempted to identify and interpret 'core categories' in a non-structured 

exchange situations. This method enabled me to ensure situations and settings in which 

women artists' expressed their own perception of what they considered to be significant 

issues. In this feminist respect I aimed to reverse the traditional positions allocated to 

women respondents in which male artists information was the material that constituted 

'history' while women's information was considered to be 'gossip' .82 

Interviewing artists 

At the early stages of the research I embarked on an intensive schedule of interviews with 

the artists: Margaret Mellis, Wilhelrnina Barns-Graham, Rose Hilton, Sandra Blow, Gillian 

Ayres, Katherine Armstrong, Ann Stokes, Margo Maeckelberghe, Patrick Heron and Terry 

Frost. I also interviewed relatives of artists most importantly Andrew Nicholson, Winifred 

and Ben's son and editor of her collected writings Unknown Colour; Sheila Lanyon the 

widow of Peter Lanyon as well as museum officials David Brown, Alan Bowness, and Mike 

Tooby. At the advanced stages more detailed meetings and discussions mainly with 

Wilhelmina Bams-Graham and Margaret Mellis replaced these 'blanket' interviews. With 

80 Anselm Strauss ( 1988) Qualitative Analysis For Social Science, NY, Cambridge University Press,p 5. 
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the early stage my intention was to gather what 1-then perceived as 'the still available living 

memory'. It was a method that paralleled that o{ Stephens's attempts of retrieval and 

extensive interviews plans with what he terms as 'eye-witness' accounts.83 At the later 

stages, I used a non-structured interviewing method, in a setting in which I became a 

frequent visitor/friend of the artists. 

Matters and discussions during my interviews of women artists made me realize that arriving 

with set questions for them to address ended up with less rich material and predictable 

responses. It was the comments that were made as asides that revealed more about the 

complex conditions of modernist women artists. For instance, during my first interview 

with Rose Hilton whatever she seemed to be intent on discussing her deceased husband, 

Roger Hilton rather than her own work. 84 In response to my question why she did that she 

said that it was a habit, since most interviewers wish to know about him rather than her. But 

to counter this mild criticism she hastened to stress that in a pragmatic way it was his 

reputation after all that kept her and their two sons in comfortable living.85 Since then she 

has become feted and her own works sells well. She has also changed her attitude towards 

her own work, travels and gives talks about her painting with a strong feminist slant. The 

anecdote indicates to what degree the data given during an interview is determined by the 

positioning that the artist, informant, feels would be strategically best at the time it is being 

delivered as well as changes in her conditions. Information therefore has to be thought of as 

being conditioned by current events rather than factual. Similarly, initially, Margaret Mellis 

preferred to discuss the collages of Francis Davison, her second husband, and gave me the 

81 For detailed exposition of these, see ibid. pp 26-35; 50-108. 
82 Whitney Chadwick (1985) Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement, Thames and Hudson, p 6. 
83 Stephens (1997) p 3. 
84 Summer 1996. 
85 An attitude of economic and artistic appreciation that was expressed also in similar way by Sheila Lanyon. 
Both women recognize their economic dependency on the continuous and careful management of their 
husbands' acclaim. 
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same reasons as Rose Hilton did, for a deep respect for his art and memory and for the 

reason that more collectors still are purchasing his artwork than hers. Upholding of the 

symbolic capital of a deceased husband artist, has to be taken as one of economic interest 

that can only be reduced when the professional standing of the woman artist becomes secure. 

Two aspects of the interview setting relating to power and subjectivity have been at odds on 

one hand with my methodological intentions and the other with the ethnographic literature 

about interview setting. The first is the occasional disagreement between my interpretative 

views and those of the artists, who in varying degrees objected to being discussed together 

since they thought of it as a sub-category for being women. 86 It is a reaction that springs 

from two elements: their historical experience of how much gender is a devaluing category, 

as well as a more general refusal of being categoriezed, or as they say 'pigeon-holed', in any 

other way or manner. Given the dilemma arising from this conflict of interpretation and my 

wish to make their voice heard, I had to settle by way of giving their views as well as mine, 

and an attempted to keep the two as clearly defined as possible when there was a difference 

of opinions. 

The issue of what is termed the power relationship between interviewer and informant in an 

interview setting needed adjusting from sociological articulations to the specificity of 

interviewing artists. The ethnographic literature consistently assumes that the interviewer, 

despite needing her respondents, is in a position of power that needs to be efficiently 

concealed from interfering in the process of data gathering. My experience with interviewing 

artists is that the power relationship is reversed to that described in the social sciences 

literature. For in the artists' view, academic research features very low in their scale of 

interest, unlike other interviews of more immediate promotional benefits such as journalistic, 
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museal, or even monographic books. While I have enjoyed endless generosity of time and 

hospitality, there is no question that being a researcher - who interviews a successful artist

there is an inverted power relationship to that claimed in the texts. Artists were open in 

expressing, especially being of mature age, that their priorities in using their limited energies 

lies with working in the studio rather than granting researchers time for interviews. 

An additional predicament that I found myself in was that I had no access to their documents 

beyond the information that Mellis and Bams-Graham were willing to discuss with me. The 

issue was not so much one of verification as attempting to understand their conditions of art 

making, for in a true artistic involvement both preferred to discuss their current work and 

concerns rather than the past. That resistance could not be attributed to their age but rather 

to artistic preference, as both despite being octogenarians can reliably recall their past and 

events. However, age seemed to be also a part of that reluctance, as discussing the past 

seemed to drain Bams-Graham. She repeatedly stated on such occasions, that how painful it 

is for her to have to re-live the past for she has to recall many of her friends and colleagues 

who have deceased, which not only made her sad but also feeling lonely. Thus, age of the 

artist impacted the interview not for lack of memory, but for the emotional demands that 

recalling the past imposes as well as the issue of energy and time management. 87 

Half way through my research I embarked on a different method of data gathering. Initially I 

informed the artists in advance what the topic of interview would be. During that stage 

Bams-Graham met me with a prepared written text and read it out to me. While it was both 

informative and interesting it was carefully composed with the obvious intention of 

imparting only aspects that she wished me to channel into my writing. In addition, during 

86 See similar objection by Meret Oppenheim in Whitney Chadwick (1985) op. cit. p 12. 
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questions of interviews it transpired that artists, unlike most other interviewees, are 

expenenced in giving interviews, and in the art of self-positioning. Thus, the artist's main 

interest in the interview is in using it as an opportunity both for self-promotion and for 

settling old or current scores. There was no spontaneity or new frank disclosure in these 

settings as being pre-warned enabled the artists to focus on the issue but also to give thought 

to either over-emphases or concealments of aspects they did not wish to discuss. To sum 

up, the inverted power relationship, the use of the interview by artists for their own ends, and 

the refusal to discuss in new terms the past have been a stumbling block for some time that I 

had to overcome by rethinking my methods. 

From interviews to conversations 

As I became more familiar with the artists, I decided to change my approach to a non-

structured setting by taking on the role of a participant observer. Rather than set time and 

topic for interviews I turn the time together into a casual conversation during which we 

might have been doing other things, such as driving around St Ives, swimming with 

Margaret Mellis, cooking supper, shopping, having a meal or anything else. This, 

surprisingly, did yield more information, and had been conducted in a grey area of between 

friendship and interview.88 Wilhelmina Barns-Graham's awareness of this oscillated from 

indifference to alarm during which she would exclaim in a self-censoring comment, "I forget 

that you are writing about these things! I shouldn't tell you this." 

The non-structured interviewing method had new advantages and disadvantages. The most 

significant advantage was that its openness enabled the artists to talk about their 

87 This trend was more clearly expressed by Barns-Graham and can be a matter of personality as well as an 
outcome of my more intensive and frequent visits to her in St Ives' studio. 
88 The difference in kind of discussion during a structured interview and non-structured one also emerges in the 
1981 tapes of Lewis. At the resuming of recording after lunch he often remarks about the different 
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preoccupation rather than responding to mine. It offered me a better understanding of the 

person each of the artists is, and through that have insight into-new possible reading of their 

art. It also introduced a sense of spontaneity and frankness to the conversation that was 

absent from the interview setting. The disadvantages were that my note taking had to rely on 

memory and only approximate their wording. With the shift of our interaction from purely 

professional to a 'friendship mode' there was also an ethical question of what is fair to 

disclose and incorporate in the thesis. Barns-Graham, is always alert to the free use 

interviewers are liable to make of the information, and treats interviews and conversation 

with a great amount of suspicion and wish of control. This kind of reaction of hers might be 

superficially interpreted as paranoia, a favourite gendered reaction to women's claims when 

wishing not to address them as worth considering. This pathologizing reaction ignores the 

fact that Barns-Graham and other women artists' attitude is not inherent but a reaction to a 

life-long experience of being misrepresented. By attributing behavioural disorders to a 

reaction, essentialism is combined with reversed chronology as discussed in Bal and Bryson. 

Whose voice? 

Contrary to Foucault's assertion that there is an intrinsic link between power and 

knowledge89
, in the case of 'St Ives' knowledge without the equation of gender or access to 

institutional power has proved to be impotent. Furthermore, I would even posit that the very 

existence of several contesting versions opens up a field wherein different modes and 

strategies of struggle for dominance are in operation, rather than being rationally and 

critically examined have prompted gendered personalised belittling perception of women's 

(or their supportive friends) memories. Thus institutions, journalists, academics have either 

pathologized memories that were not conform with the already established emplotment of 

conversation they have had during lunch which he describes as of a different level of frankness but fails to get 
the artists to repeat on tape. 
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'St-Ives', or else used women's statements only partially, that part that is seen as informative 

for themasculinist narrative. This aspect is particularly clear when reading and listening to 

the tapes kept at the Tate Archives, made in preparation for the 1985 exhibition. Hardly any 

of the information given about their work and interpretation made its way to the catalogue. 

Thus, with the battle for dominance being where multiple narratives are being offered, the 

access to knowledge - all of it - becomes detrimental and the construction of events has to 

be settled either in an authoritarian assertion of 'the truth' or else by way of gaining 

dominance through another privileging system. All the stages are tinged by gendered 

inflections as well as other hierarchical stratifications. The process of privileged positioning 

is mapped on a sequence of domains; it moves from the privacy of a studio to set locations 

of encounter, be it the pub, cafe or artistic Society's gathering space, to the public real and 

full spectrum of exhibiting locations from small exhibition spaces to the officialdom of a 

national gallery. This study attempts to make Wilhelmina Bams-Graham and Margaret 

M ell is the speaking subjects, in contrast to the powerful narrative 'expository agency'. As I 

will argue the momentum of this narrative permeates even the staging and reception of 

women's painters solo exhibitions. 

Power in the Interview setting 

A strong argument about power imbalance when interviewing women in or of colonial 

origins is argued by Aiwa Ong. 9° For instance the age, gender and professional position of 

the interviewer in relation to the same set of categories applied to the interviewee. In this 

model of shifting equations the seniority of the artist and his/her gender leave the power in 

their court. Theoretically, any interviewee has the power to withhold information from the 

interviewer, but unlike most research programmes another interviewee cannot replace the 

89 See his comments in an Interview conducted by Alessandro Fontana and Pasquale Pasquino, (1987) 'Truth 
and Power' pp 51-75 in Paul Rabinow (ed) The Foucault Reader. 
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artist, When interviewing an artist I or I assume any other researcher is after the specific 

information that this and only this artist can give. The impact of individuality and the 

specificity of monographic models are still strongly with us. It is therefore, a multiple power 

position that the artist holds. First and foremost willingness to part with information, time or 

even being open to thorny questions such that she might not approve of in the research. 

The power to write up the interview remains with the interviewer who has to find a way in 

the ambiguity that arises "when [shell] seek simultaneously to serve an academic audience 

while also remaining faithful to forms of knowledge gained in ... personal and intimate 

settings."91 This power remains evident in the imbalance between the recorded material of 

interviews and the gendered selection made from it when it came to the publication of the 

catalogue. 

The meanings of 'Living Memory' 

What was positivist assumption about the informative nature of 'living memory' or first 

hand experience retold, has changed and become a more reflexive and contentious category 

of research. For 'living memory' does contain elements of facticity, but their modes of 

framing, foregrounding, withholding or even active marginalizations are all dependent on the 

context in which the events are being discussed and by the speaking voice. The adjective 

'living' thus refers both to it being told by a person who has experienced the events but also 

that the facts have been narrativised, by a selective process of what counts as an event and 

what does not or as modifying how the events are being mapped in staggering them in a 

conceptual scale of importance. 

90 Aiwa Ong ( 1988) 'Colonialism and modernity: feminist representations of women in non-Western societies', 
Inscriptions, 3 (4) pp 79-93. 
91 Rosalind Edwards and Jane Ribbens (1998)'Feminist dilemmas in qualitative research' p 2 in their Feminist 
Dilemas in Qualitative Research. London, Sage. 
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Vera Zolberg argued that museums (and, by implication, exhibitions about the past) are 

contestedsltes of remembrance. 92 She observed the nature of memory as not being a static 

thing but changing with time and according to circumstances.93 One way in which this 

change is being fixed is by staging an exhibition, other ways are by publishing interviews 

with a male artist, or the greatest fixer of the flux of memory is by way of publication of a 

prestigious or lavish monograph. When the source of information is a woman artist, the 

memory does not change from a state of flux to being fixed, but remains open ended and 

contestable in the fields of art appraisal and history. Footnotes are dense with women's 

memories about men, but when if they contest the masculine narrative or discuss their own 

work and life than the parameters of trust and perceived reliability change. Not only are 

their memories being doubted, their emphases do not seem to count as factual to an extent 

that they fail to be accepted and incorporated as constituting 'significant events'. In this 

sense, it is revealing to compare sequences of memories, by male artists and woman artist, in 

the case of 'St Ives' for instance, the memories of Peter Lanyon about the Crypt Group and 

those ofW. Barns-Graham. While her memories, claims and evidence are brushed aside and 

discarded, Peter Lanyon's memories and claims (in relation to The Crypt) are being forever 

quoted as reliable. But as I argue in chapter 4, a detailed reading of his various statements 

shows how his narrative changed within a span of three years according to his position 

within the avant-garde, while her claims remain constant throughout. And yet, the 

authoritative version, that made its way to publications is one of Lanyon's version and 

remains in the historiography as the uncontested dominant version, while Barns-Graham's 

protests and suggested modifications are being dismissed. 

92 Vera Zolberg (1996) 'Museums as contested sites of remembrance: the Enola Gay affair', in Macdonald, 
Sahron & Fyfe, Gordon (eds.) Theorizing Museums, Oxford, Blackwells pp 69- 82. 
93 Ibid. p 70. 
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Reliance on 'living memory' of artists poses several difficulties: the nature of selective 

memory; contextual differences which impose difference in emphases; the deliberate 

construction of an artist's own past with intention for optimal self-positioning; and also 

lapses of memory. Despite the prevalence and acceptance in modernism of strategic self-

positioning94 it is accepted as a naturalized norm for male artists, but as 'unnatural' for 

women. For instance, Heron's self-positioning within St Ives and 'St Ives' after the 

departure of Ben Nicholson in 1958, was conducted by the use of powerful and eloquent 

rhetoric in which his self promotion was framed within the double trope of the concept of the 

'young generation' to which he belonged as well as being the heir of Ben Nicholson.95 

This transference was carried out by way of eradication of other more established contestants 

to the position.96 While artistically there is a wide gap separating Nicholson from Heron, 

Patrick did become the heir of Ben in becoming the main narrator, in control of the official 

'history' of 'St Ives' from the end of the 1950s onwards. Heron's persistence that the term 

'The middle Generation' was used to define a generation of British modemism,97 is blatantly 

inaccurate in its omission of the pragmatic commercial origin of the term, as defined by 

Waddington, but is all the same an example for the way in which this interpretation, by 

Heron, has been accepted and incorporated into the canonical art history and into St Ives. 98 

The case illustrates the way in which memory is linked to contextual battles and strategic 

manoeuvrings, and despite its numerous inaccuracies, Heron's relatively belated arrival as St 

Ives, (in 1945) his novice status as an artist, (attended the Slade School as a part time student 

during 1937-9) and worked during the war at Bemard Leach's pottery as a conscientious 

objector, only to resume his painting again after 1945. It is therefore, little surprise that his 

94 For instance the famous statement by Picasso that Braque was his wife. 
95 The physical manifestation of which was that Nicholson's Porthmeor studio became his, a physical lineage 
that signified a conceptual one. 
96 There has also been a serious fall out between Lanyon and Heron earlier, but around the same issue, when 
Greenberg visited Heron and Rothko- Lanyon, in 1959. 
97 In his 'Asterisks' article for instance, a copy of which is held in PLA. 
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abstractions owe much to the local French-inspired textile designs of Crysede of which his 

father, Tom Heron was the manager from 1930 and later, in 194617 Cresta acquired the 

parent company remaining assets after it went into voluntary liquidation in 194!.99 

Therefore, rather than looking at the autonomous explanations or the cosmopolitan ones 

about influences, the source of Patrick Heron's work was indeed French but via his father's 

silk printing business, locally, as one of the samples of the textiles indicates (fig Sa & 8b). 

Patrick Heron was probably equally influential in determining the narrative of 'St Ives', by 

his access to publication and indefatigable energy as well as well-heeled social family 

connections. While his 1975 article was not published, all the same, it had a marked impact 

for its hand typed extensive distribution, and I for one found it in all the archives I consulted. 

Its presence undoubtedly determined the historiography of 'St Ives' as well as the ethos 

promoted in the Tate St Ives from 1993 until about 2000, even if by then in a somewhat 

modified configuration. 

'Living memory' and artists' statements 

The status of artists' comments is in art history writing almost axiomatic, that is, if it is a 

statement by a male artist or about him. These are the corner stones of the monographic 

genre and appear to be the only acceptable direct access to artistic intention. The underlying 

assumption being that the artists' statement about themselves can be taken in most cases and 

to a large extent as honest and the most revealing about creative intention. Such an 

assumption, operating within the field of art history, ignores the question of how do claims 

become accepted as factual, or an analytical account of under what premises were 

'significant events' selected as such. A comparison with how other disciplines address the 

question of 'fact' can provide a sounding board and highlighting differences in approaches. 

98 For the most recent study about Heron see Andrew G. Wilson (2000) Between Tradition and modernity: 
Patrick Heron and British abstract painting, 1945-1965, University of London, Unpublished Ph. D. 
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Within the-disciplines of anthropology, history and sociology discussions have been taking 

place about methods of data collating, their validity and finally a self-reflexive discussion 

about the nature of their interpretations. My choice of method will at the end employ a 

combination of open-ended and reflexive methods, that support my intention of making a 

significant part of this dissertation a platform for the women artists' voice and selection of 

issues. 100 If there is a narrative form that I have plotted in this section it is, I hope, the one 

that takes on the concept of 'living memory' and reports on how it has shifted in meaning 

and in its connotation throughout my research from the voice of 'first hand experience' to 

that of strategic voices that the word 'living' refers to it as a biological-like system that 

changes according to circumstances. 101 

Inevitably, challenging the absolute certainty of 'truth', affects equally dominant and 

marginalized versions of events. Thus, at the end, I have come to think of this project in 

different terms than I initially intended, it is not aiming at replacing but to modify the official 

version, by enriching it as it deserves through the added complexity that women painters 

have added to it. I aim to use this thesis as a corrective space, as well as reversing the trend 

of dismissal of women's memories. My arguments are informed by the notions and 

perceptions expressed by women painters and I use their directives as a springboard for my 

critical and analytical discussions. 

99Hazel Berriman (1986) 'Crysede at St Ives', in Arts and Crafts in Newlyn 1890-1930, Penzance, Newlyn 
Orion Art Gallery, pp 43-44 
100 Their views defined my argument, and its details and case-studies, as well as they provided comments about 
the final version that is presented here as my thesis. 
101 According to the minutes of PSAC, David Leach replaced Bemard Leach, his father, while the latter was 
away, during the crucial meetings preparing for the 1951 local festivities_ When I interviewed him, he could 
not remember a thing about it, nor even that he did replace his father. Thus, the minutes, full of his comments 
and activities, were totally lost in his own memory. 
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Old Age 

In 1996- when-I interviewed W. Bams-Graham and M. Mellis for the-first time- they were 

approaching their mid 80s. Both artists were extremely active, and intent on using all their 

energy for making art and giving up some of their time to interviews, as both artists were 

keen on setting the record right, according to their own experiences. Therefore, initially, the 

only difficulty in my interviews schedule was how to managethe meetings considering their 

tight and limited time schedule. The issue of their age was paramount on my mind, for while 

I watched with admiration their intensive pace of creating and organizing exhibitions and 

interviews as part of managing their careers, I was at the same time aware of their limited 

energy. Simone de Beauvoir's Old Age was the text I used to gain insight into a 

premeditated study about the conditions of aging on a creative woman so as to corroborate 

her perceptions with the data I glimpsed from my encounters and conversations with Mellis 

and Bams-Graham. 102 In it she gives an insight to the discrepancy between an apex of 

acute creative faculties and drive with decreased physical agility to keep up the pace the 

artist wants to. The internal individuated condition is further compounded by societal 

reception of not only creative women, but even further marginalized as aging women. This 

public (official) appraisal seemed to stress the artists' output to a single past phase of their 

creative career, a truncation that reduced their creative diversity. There is an element of 

dismay at what seems to be a patronising attitude to them at their mature age in 

commentators repeated remarks of amazement at their ripe age and artistic persistence. Both 

the above attitudes are perceived by Bams-Graham as symbolic or allied to notions of death 

that had already taken place, despite her active commitment to paint and to explore new 

dimensions of expression. In that sense the attention and appraisal repeatedly bestowed on 

her Glacier Series was at the cost of the exclusion of many other subsequent works. In her 

102 Simone de Beauvoir ((1970) 1972) Old Age, London, Andre Deutsch & Weidenfeld and Nicolson. I 
regarded it as a frank expression of her conditions and thoughts at the time of writing the book despite her 
subsequent disclaimer of the book. 
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own words, the exclusion of all the rest of her work amounted to an attitude that implied that 

she died artisticaiTy-after that valued Series. My observation is that asold women painters 

Mellis and Bams-Graham are inadvertent victims of their triple headed effort: the 

continuity of their work, the promotion of their current art and a battle against masculinist 

and ageist prejudices. 

The asymmetry of appraisal, from practice, originality, selective use of information, refusal 

of acceptance women painters as independent subjects rather than framing them forever 

within 'chaperoned evaluation', lead me to question what systems of assessment are in place 

for verification of claims, in art history and in other related disciplines. 

C. Claims, verification and narratives 

In this section I reflect on the status of data in Artwriting, about the methods of verification 

prevalent in the discipline of art history in general and in relation to 'St Ives' in particular. 

While the appropriation of semiotic reading and critical theory have legitimised subjective 

reading of visual culture and made the new art history a richer domain, by far less attention 

is still being addressed at theorising the status of facts. If traditional empiricism has stifled 

much of the humanities and social disciplines, the new subjectivity requires a reflexive 

attention to the new position of facts, mainly facts that are of the nature of personal memory 

and/or provided by way of oral information rather then by way of written documents. In art 

history empiricism is associated with the accumulation of dates, facts and documents of the 

artist and his work. Marxist and social branches of new art history have adapted methods 

from the social science, dispelling the autonomous claims of modernism and replaced these 

with the broader social context. This adjustment relates to the broad social events of the 

time and the institutions that enable or disable various artistic practices. 
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articulation that I have come across in relation to treating in a privileged way oral memory 

are of two discourses that belong to and are being received in different frameworks; the 

traditional artist statement (mostly that of male artists) and the feminist arguments in support 

of women's autobiography. The former belongs to the dominant cultural perception of man 

artists as first, imbued with qualities of genius, and secondly of the acceptance of their 

statements as factual, informative about their artistic intentions. Creative women's 

autobiography still comes along with feminist justificatory theory, which as good and valid 

as it is still indicates the degree to which it is not part of dominant culture in so far as it 

refers to anecdotal and less valued levels of appraisal. Data provided by women is being 

received with an even greater incredulity when it relates to general artistic practice or 

informing about the art world activities. New thinking about data, prolific in the social 

sciences, where reflexive assessment of the validity of that data - accounts of the nature of 

data, its accuracy, its contingency, its modes of collating, what are the informants investment 

or interests, and more - have been theorized in new historicism, anthropology and sociology. 

In relation to my study the issue of the historiography of the 'Crypt Group' 103 was the most 

extreme case in which I have witnessed a contestation of facts and which has made me first, 

attempt to assess the claims of the debating sides, and then analyse what system informed 

the acceptance and rejections of claims and to make that system explicit. 

To begin with I want to look at a few, select examples of theoretical consideration of data 

assessment in other disciplines, so as to see what from their examples might be useful to 

apply in my study. Peter Burke compares the modes of assessments prevalent among 

historians, sociologist and anthropologists, 104 all of which are different from those of recent 

art historical writing. Despite their different foci, all the disciplines that Burke considers 

103 I am using the term as a notion that is under dispute, not mine but between historians of 'St Ives' and W. 
Bams-Graham. There is also an inconsistency in the term because of its disputed character. 
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share application of analytical methods, methodologies and paradigms of rationalization, 

either explicit or implicit, which exist in the new art history only in terms ofmeta-narratives 

and not in assessing anecdotal data. A curious paradox emerged in the Artwriting that had its 

roots in the individuated-male-focus but which had to be redefined or rather reoriented with 

the increased acceptance of the Barthesian articulation of the 'Death of the author' .105 With 

this relativist shift, the deposition of the autonomous art/ist and its replacement by the 

viewer, an alternative emphasis, presumably takes place. In this new hierarchy, at least 

within the academic106 realm, the reader/viewer/interpreter assumes the privileged position 

that was earlier reserved for the artlist in traditional art history. But in effect, that assumed 

reader remains the homo academicus, the same agent who voiced his views earlier, with the 

difference that now he is writing while acknowledging his subjective slant. What still 

appears to remain absent from theoretical discussions in the New Art History is addressing 

what else, from the semiotic understanding of the audience, the reader needs to be 

considered as evidence, when relating to factual, experienced past reality. 

As long as written records, and even more so printed and published statements, are generally 

accepted in art history as 'proof, a double hierarchical system informs the verification 

process. In the social sciences the rationalization of the verification can be claimed to be as 

a bid for competing and being seen as equal with the scientific nature of the discipline. In 

other words, when faced with an intricate mesh of events or claims to consider, the 

chronicler's selection of events for special attention tend to be those that either represent 

peaks of a trend or those that bring about rupture in their progression. Both, evolvement of 

events and their rupture, belong to the realm of literary, dramatic narrative. Thus, a literary 

104 Peter Burke ( 1992) History and Social Theory, Cambridge, Polity Press. 
105 Roland Barthes (1968) 'The Death of the Author', in (1977) Image Music Text, London, Fontana Press, pp 
142-148. 
106 I use the word as descriptive of and belonging to institutional and professional domains and not in its 
pejorative, popular English use. 
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narrative is combined with attempted scientific justificatory procedures. The notion of 

dramatic changes in.the- progression of a narrative, its point of success and/or failure is the 

assumed co-ordinate appropriated from the paradigms of literature and sciences; from 

literature the - the dramatic narrative, from science - empiricism. Empirical evidence, or 

what counts as such, is sought to dissociate history from the fictional nature of literature, 

despite the fact that historians map both dramatic events and evidence along what a Hayden 

White terms as 'modes of emplotment' .107 The empiricism that is combined within the 

emplotment within the art historical field is the twin concepts of genealogical path and 

periodization, determined not by either societal or technological developments as history 

does, but like literature determined by the evolvement of biographical events of selected 

individuals. In that system the authority of the document acts strategically to deflect the 

tautology contained in this closed circuit. The direction and the conclusions of the 

emplotment are already contained in the predetermining parameters of the discipline. How 

evidence, claims and 'documents' have been used in the historiography of 'St Ives' and its 

impact on the representations of women painters is the issue that I am concerned with. 

White's argument about the ordering that underpins the narrative impetus of historical 

construction provides a critical tool. for questioning the certainty with which the defining 

categories and rhetorical framing have been presented in the construction of the 'St Ives 

School'. If historical process is one that imposes order on experiential chaotic flow of 

events then similar facts with different emphasis and ordering can be proposed to stand 

alongside the first version if not replace it altogether. But it is not a total eradication of 'St 

Ives' that I am after in this study. My intention is that by way of intervention, and reversal 

107 Quoted in Keith Jenkins ( 1995) On 'What is History?', London and New York, Routledge, p 166, from 
Hayden White Tropics of Discourse, p 70. In Anthropology there are discussions not only about modes of 
verification but also the use of 'inaccurate' data, as for instance in Steven L. McNabb (1990) 'The uses of 
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method, as exemplified by Linda Nochlin's famous reversal strategy in her-1972 Achetez des 

Bananes photograph, 108 -T can highlight the particular gendered asymmetry that operates in 

the construction of 'St Ives'. Even more important than identifying the kinds of gender bias 

contained within 'St Ives' is my intention to write an emplotment that locates the women 

painters as active, professional subjects whose voice is heard on two levels: on taking their 

version of events as reliable on a par with that of their male colleagues. 

In recent years the reading of art has increasingly been one that depended on various verbal 

discourses, from psychoanalysis, historical narratives, and above all of semiotics, all of 

which stressed the primacy of language as the primary defining mode for the making and for 

being a tool for expressing subjectivity. In Lacan's second definition of the formation of 

subjectivity he added a linguistic basis to the formation of the I in a refining and redefinition 

of his initial explication of the 'mirror stage'. Lacan writes in a way that combines and 

adjusts both Freudian ego and Descartes' cogito: 

It is not a question of knowing whether I speak of myself in a way that conforms to what I am, but 
rather of knowing whether I am the same as that of which I speak.t 09 

Subjectivity is thus claimed to be symbolic and language based, but not without dependency 

on the visual field. It is thus inevitable that the pictorial realm becomes highly contentious, 

if not contradictory in the face of totalizing claims for the supremacy of the verbal domain. 

Historically, rather than fulfilling the 19th century's aspirations of freeing itself from the 

'literary' dependency, art nowadays seems to have increased it, albeit rather than being 

dependent on fiction it now depends on theory. 

'Inaccurate' Data: A Methodological Critique and Applications of Alaske Native Data', American 
Amhropologist, Vol. 92, no I, pp 116-129. 
tos See Linda Nochlin (1989) 'Eroticism and Female Imagery in Nineteen-Century Art', in Women, Art, and 
Power and Other Essays, Thames and Hudson, p 142. 
109 See Jacques Lacan (1977) Ecrits: A selection, trans. Alan Sheridan, London, Tavistock, p 165. 
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Addressing the place of women painters in St Ives from a feminist perspective and from the 

broad perspective of postmodern scholarship requires a choice between conflicting issues as 

well as conflicting claims. But with constant change of events, especially the relatively 

growing public and institutional recognition of Barns-Graham during my researching period, 

the concept of 'living memory' became a complex one. It appeared to me that 'living 

memory' of the artist expressed, and stressed a discourse of an experiential (auto)-biography. 

Memories define the time in which they are being evoked as much as the past events they 

seem to recall. This premise of what constitutes memory denies past histories their status as 

being factual, but might at the same time also block any other narrative. In other words, how 

can I propose any paradigmatic shift in the history of St Ives Modernism if I set my 

relativism against claims of factual absolutes? 

Hayden White's analysis of history as a hindsight ordering narrative of non-linear and 

chaotic reality proved to be useful. Rather than considering my dilemma from any version 

offered, by 'St Ives' historians or by the interviewed women artists, I have relied on the 

notion that a multitude of contesting coexisting versions. At the end I do not make a final 

judgement, but question why some versions were privileged. The debate posed me with a 

dilemma of having to resolve the conflicting methods available to me. Either I held to my 

feminist notion of giving voice to the women artists 'living memory' or else I too abide to 

the demand of presenting 'documentary evidence' to the event. I have observed that since 

summer 1996, when I first interviewed Barns-Graham, to summer 2000 her attitude to the 

issue of The Crypt question has become increasingly persistent and of growing importance 

to her. Superficially, this could be explained in her gaining public recognition, and the more 

she gained the more she insisted on her version of events. I also noticed that while she 

displayed impatience in discussions about her earlier works of art she became persistent and 

animated when discussing her past involvement in the art world be it local, national or 
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international. In a way Bams-Graham expressed a double attitude to the-past, a relative 

disinterest in her work;-biit passionate insistence about her professional extra-studio 

activities. I found myself thus faced with two questions: Why did she persist on a phase that 

the dominant literature only touches on? and how to find a methodological framework within 

which I can incorporate her 'living memory'?. 

The Crypt- methodological implications 

The issue of The Crypt can exemplify Bourdieu's concept of the field of 'Social Space' that 

is structured through landmarks and various networks of social practice of co-operation such 

as receptions, soirees, and other friendly gathering that are mapped unto and support the 

professional network of professional interactions. He delineates a double, interconnected 

map of 'art and politics' on one side and 'politics and business' on the other; a polar 

relationships of political and economic power. In this context Bourdieu emphasizes and 

theorizes the role of the 'milieu' in a Newtonian sense, providing a complex location 

between individuals placed in a social situation. 110 This complexity and overlaying of 

boundaries existed in the dynamics that made 'The Crypt'. 

The academic relative neglect ofThe Crypt episode is unique in the history of'St Ives' and 

fades into almost non-existence by comparison to the emphasis given to either the war years 

(1939-1945) and to the formation of the Penwith Society of Arts and Crafts, 1949. In 

contrast to the over mythologized other communal events this episode is relatively little 

referred to and it is therefore curious to note that it has become in recent years an issue of 

contention particularly in relation to the dispute who were the founder members of the 

group. 
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Methodologically, the-central question is: what weight of proof and conclusive-evidence do 

either sides of the dispute carry? Sub questions of this are: Why was she not represented in 

the First Show? Would the original members accept a photograph depicting the group in her 

studio with her at the centre, taken by the Central Office of Information in 194617 if she was 

not a core member? 111 Examining the debate proves to be both a methodological general 

exploration and a specific case-study relating to the operative modes in which women artists 

within 'St Ives' have been excluded from its Artwriting (Appendix 3). In addition to it 

being an issue of historiography it is also a gendered issue of what weight is given to 'living 

memory' and this within restricted topics. When women's 'living memory' was called upon 

to verify the significance of their male colleagues, their memories were deemed as reliable, 

not so when their memories related to their own importance and contributions as I discuss in 

detail in chapter 4. 

Strategic and rhetorical Positioning (crafts and texts) 

The real novelty of the Crypt is the inclusion of Guido Morris's printing as equal and on a 

par with Fine Art. 112 But while there is a broadening in the category of work of art, Guido 

Morris's work can hardly be considered as an example of the modernizing face types trends 

(Appendix 4). Comparing his printing work, to that of, say the Circle, 1937 (Appendix 5) or 

even the illustrations accompanying Jan Tschichold 'The New Typography' (Appendix 6)113 

or even the earlier French publications of Cercle et Carre, 1929 (Appendix 7) and its 

subsequent Abstraction Creation, 1932, (Appendix 8) which served as a blue-print for the 

formula of the Circle's layout indicate the difference between what was typographical 

110 Pierre Bourdieu (1996) The Rules of Art, pp 5-9. 
111 In both Margaret Garlake and Chris Stephens published accounts in their respective monographs on Peter 
Lanyon as well as in conversalions with me. 
112 It was David Brown, who as the curalor of St Ives revived the status ofGuido Morris. His reputation had by 
then sunk to neigh oblivion, probably due to his departure from Cornwall and return to London. Interview with 
David Brown. 
113Circ/e (1937) pp 249-255. 
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modernism and Guido Morris's press. The example is an extreme in what has been endemic 

in the problem of what did constitute modernism, or as the artists preferred to call 

themselves, the modems, in St Ives? Guido's example indicates that there were both 

functional purposes to his printing output as well as aesthetic and traditional style. 114 In a 

sense, the inclusion of Morris's prints signals a novelty in democratizing art production and 

serving as a preamble for the next stage in St Ives, the formation of Penwith Society of Arts 

and Craft. But it is misleading to take the notion of democracy of the arts and crafts too 

seriously. In the Society as elsewhere the Art ruled supreme and the word crafts was soon 

dropped from the title of the society whose name became universally known Penwith 

Society of Art. The enduring importance of Guido Morris print work despite its traditional 

rather than avant-garde format can be seen as an index of the phallogocentric supremacy in 

western thought that combines masculine logic and language. 115 For if we explain the 

connotation of the print works' in semiotic reading then they become tropes of the 

supremacy of the word over images even if they contravene the rhetoric of abstraction. 

Barns-Graham absence from the first exhibition is articulated differently by her detractors 

(Stephens and Garlake) and by her own version. According to her, she was in Scotland, 

being summoned by her father, as was his habit for the summer. She assumed her friends 

would hang her work in her absence, and indeed had been in constant correspondence 

contact with Borlase Smart about the exhibition. 116 Wilhelmina's dismay at being written 

out from the founder-members list is based on her perception that she was in her words 'one 

of the boys', and by being thus expected to be given by her colleagues and friends support 

114 Alan and lsabella Livingston ( 1995) Guido Morris a Fine Printer: an Evaluation, St Ives, Tale Gallery. 
115 Jacques Derrida coined the concept of phallogocentrism as an amalgam that signals the complicity between 
logocentrism and phallocentrism. It is a logic that is based on the phallus as a prime signifier and through its 
double economies of transcendental thought and social structures stands for truth and reason. The argument is 
most succinctly cited in Jonathan Culler ( 1982) On Deconstruction: Theory and Criticism After Structuralism 
Comell University Press, p 172. 
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and loyalty. But not withstanding her self-perception as 'one of the boys' she also-describes 

herself as being 'a lone wolf. -How can these conflicting self-presentations co-exist?-ln my 

view only in the mis-match between her notion of belonging and the hindsight reality that in 

a sense she was written out from every possible grouping or periodizing category that 

defines 'St Ives'. 

In my search for some additional verification to the question of The Crypt I have come 

across circumstantial evidence that both supports Barns-Graham's claims but also puts the 

whole notion of the nature of The Crypt into a new questionable parameters. As for her 

belonging to the core group there is evidence in letters drafts by Peter Lanyon seem to verify 

her claim but indirectly. Lanyon addressed the importance of The Crypt in his letters as an 

elected Press Officer of PSAC immediately after their secession from SISA in 1949, as well 

as in his letters after his resignation from PSAC in March 1950. Peter Lanyon was the 

earliest person to highlight the importance of The Crypt and presented himself at times as the 

driving force behind it. A letter to John Wells, from Italy, however, casts doubt on the 

significance that Lanyon later attached to it (Appendix 1 ). From the tone of the letter and its 

illustration The Crypt is referred to as a location almost as a playing field for the exhibitors, 

rather than a group of any independent cohesive programme or direction. The notion, or 

narration changed with the circumstances, as later Lanyon would present The Crypt as a 

society, the first exclusively 'modernist group exhibition in St Ives, and as Barns-Graham 

stresses, with the audacity to do so without Ben and Barbara, the King and Queen of the 

modems. In a letter written sometime, possibly march, 1949117 Lanyon justified the 

secession form SISA by way of outlining a detailed chronology and stated that when he 

returned to St Ives in 1946 (May) "Smart suggested that we should open up the Crypt of the 

116 I was told about the letters exchange which are in Barns-Graham's Archive by Rowan Jarnes but did not see 
them. 
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New Gallery ... and start a· group show .... Those who were showing in the Castle··lnn then 

founded a vague sort of group with Guido Morris, the printer." This statement indicates two 

things: first that the idea as well as the initiative and making the space available were all the 

doing of Borlase Smart, which means that The Crypt was in effect a part of SISA, and 

therefore the whole debate surrounding the issue of 'founder-members' is not really 

applicable. Instead the group needs to be defined as sub-group within the Society. The 

second issue emerging from this statement is the organic nature of the coming together of the 

core group. Their age was obviously a significant unifying factor for their socializing with 

each other. But Lanyon also defines the group as consisting of those who exhibited in other, 

non-art-institutional locations, such as the Castle Inn. In his words: "So the Crypt was 

formed to show works of younger 'modem' painters" who had exhibited at the Castle Inn. 118 

Bams-Graham exhibited regularly at the Castle Inn, from 1945 in the various group shows, 

and by that yardstick belongs to the core group. Lanyon's excessive use of avant-gardist 

jargon such as 'founder-members' and 'modems' needs to be seen not as factual and as 

unquestionable evidence, but rather as part of the mood of the time, in which since the 

secession from SISA and the foundation of PSAC, this language became a rhetorical device 

for the new Society to position itself, in an authoritative and convincing manner. Therefore, 

Lanyon's vocabulary at the time reflects the language used by the new members of the 

Society in their fight for supremacy over SISA in St Ives. 119 

What I puzzled over was why have so many others, who have consulted the archive, been 

blind to this statement? On second reflection I found even more intriguing the question why 

117 A typed letter draft, n.d., in PLA. 
118 PLA, a letter draft, by Pert er Lanyon March (?) 1949 pI. 
119 lt has to be said, however, that despite the inclusion ofWBG as named with Nicholson, Hepworth, Wells, as 
relevant members who were also members of SISA, in p 2 of the same letter Lanyon proceeds his survey of 
Aug. '48 and writes: "We added David Haughton, Kit Barker, Patrick Heron and Adrian Ryan to the founder 
members, plus W. Barns-Graham, who joined us in 1947," It is difficult to conclusively ascertain whether the 
word 'joined' refers to joining in exhibiting, or to joining the group. Whichever way, it is clear from the after 
thought kind of comment, that the participation of women was not perceived as equal in importance by Lanyon 
or other narratives. 
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have I found this 'discovery'- so significant? It indicates that I have accepted the-rule of 

documentary evidence is of more value than 'living memory'. Which poses new 

method/ological issues in particular the question what is the point of interviewing artists if at 

the end it is the published document written or uttered by a male artists that has the last 

word? 

Similar blurring of boundaries carried on later and is also present in an unpublished article 

by Patrick Heron, locally known as 'Asterisks', 1975 (Appendix 9) 120 Patrick Heron, only 

remarks in a shorthand fashion: 

[B]etween 1945 and 1948, the first development towards the formation of alternative exhibiting 
arrangements took the from of a series of three temporary exhibitions, all held in the crypt of the 
Mariners Chapel: these CRYPT exhibitions were confmed to the younger generation of post-war "St 
Ives" artists - Wynter, Lanyon, Wells, Bams-Graham, Seven Berlin, the printer Guido Morris, and 
myself eventually - and as such they now assume a special significance, with the perspective of 
time. t21 

The mistaken date of 1945 rather than 1946 for the first Crypt exhibition, as well as the 

broad inclusion of who was considered to belong to The Crypt by a fastidious and 

meticulously well-organized and informed person like Heron indicates how nebulous the 

precise dates and configuration of The Crypt has been. 

Stephens justified his exclusion of Wilhelmina Barns-Graham from the list of the Crypt's 

founder members, with the assertion that unless a written document of the time emerges, or 

else one of the participants will verify it, she would remain excluded. 122 The circumstantial 

evidence offered by the photograph was equally being shrugged off, with the excuse that it 

was a staged photograph by the Central Office of Information and hence cannot count as 

evidence. The reply indicates a refusal to consider first, the group's acquiescence to first 

gather in Wilhelmina's studio, secondly their tacit acceptance of her being a core member 

120 N. d., in PLA. R. James recalled that he wrote this with the intention ofPSAC publishing it. When he was 
informed that there were not enough funds for its publication, he distributed numerous photocopies in archives 
museums and amongst individuals. Phone conversation with R. James 15.8.01. 
121 Patrick Heron, 'Asterisk' p 4. 
122 Personal communication with Chris Stephens in April2000 Edinburgh AAAH Conference. On this 
occasion he also told me that W. Barns-Graham had confronted him on the issue. 
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and above all to consider her-version as either reliable or even worth mentioning even if 

stating that there is a controversy about the issue. Surprisingly, the location where -the 

photograph was taken has been explained away by claiming that it probably was as a simple 

matter of convenience. 123 

The inherent mistrust of Barns-Graham's claims, is an inverted parallel to the absolute 

confidence in the versions offered by Peter Lanyon, despite their conflicting and varying 

versions. After his resignation from PSAC, his writings about the 'modems' became bitter, 

acrimonious to a degree of lampooning the self-aggrandizing forms of the Society 

(Appendix 1 0). In his frenzy of anger and belligerence an exaggerated narrative emerged at 

one instance he wrote how when he returned from the war, having fought off fascist threat of 

invasion, only to return to find his hometown colonized by foreigners. 124 At this point The 

Crypt becomes for Peter Lanyon a symbolic event/place, an expression of his battle to create 

a regional, indigenous Cornish Modernism. In a sarcastic letter headed 'Jobs for the Boys' 

he concludes: "I believe that the real development in St Ives has been shown in The 

Crypt..." (Appendix 11). While it might be argued that Lanyon from 1950 onwards had 

personal and Cornish nationalist reasons for exaggerating the significance of The Crypt, the 

eradication of Barns-Graham from the Crypt activities, must be linked to Lanyon 's vendetta 

activities against Ben and Barbara and all their supporters, of which Barns-Graham was one 

of the more vociferous. As a result, she became the target of the disillusioned rage ofboth 

Lanyon and Berlin, both men of her age and who were close friends. Wilhelmina was by 

association tarnished with the same brush as their most hated targets: Hepworth and 

Nicholson. Within a short time Lanyon reverted from a close friend of Wilhelmina Barns-

Graham and David Lewis into an outspoken enemy. 125 

123 Personal communication with Margaret Garlake during CIHA conference in London, September 2000. 
124 I am paraphrasing Lanyon's text, bul using his own terminology. The documents are neither numbered and 
often not dated. 
125 Peter Lanyon was the best man in Bams-Graham and David Lewis wedding. 
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Writing art/history 

Michel Foucault has addressed the question of how to consider past events, and the meaning 

of rupture and discontinuity. In this context he puzzled over the way that the Petit Larousse 

gave a description of himself and stated that despite having written so much he must have 

been not clear enough on the matter since: 

The great biological image of progressive maturation of science still underpins a good many historical 
analyses; it does not seem to me to be pertinent to history .... My problem was not at all to say, 'Voila, 
long live discontinuity, we are in the discontinuous and a good thing too,' but to pose the question, 
'how is it that at certain moments and in certain orders of knowledge, there are these sudden take-offs, 
these hastenings of evolution, these transformations which fail to correspond to the calm, continuist 
image that is normally accredited as scientifically true. Thus it is not a change of content (refutation 
of old errors, recovery of old truths), nor is it a change of theoretical form (renewal of paradigm, 
modification of systematic ensembles).It is a question of what governs statements, and the way in 
which they govern each other so as to constitute a set of propositions which are scientifically 
acceptable, and hence capable of being verified or falsified by scientific procedures. In short, there is 
a problem of the regime, the politics of the scientific statement. At this level it's not so much a matter 
of knowing what external power imposes itself on science, as of what effects of power circulate 
among scientific statements what constitutes, as it were, their internal regime of power, and how and 
why at certain moments that regime undergoes a global modification. 126 

It is this 'continuist image' and a refusal to address issues of Othemess, be it gender, race, 

region or artistic practice that presents 'St Ives' as a cohesive, organically propelled British 

modernism. 

Since Vasari's Lives artists' activities, works and statements have been integrated into a 

unified discourse for valorized positioning of the male genius. A reciprocal relationship was 

established whereby words explicate images, while images illuminate words. In this free-

flow of meaning construction, the words uttered by the (genius/male) artist occupy a position 

of absolute, either as truth or as an unmediated key for artistic intention. While current 

theoretical claims of the death of the author, critical practice in Artwriting still valorizes and 

relies heavily on artistic statements, which assume an almost axiomatic status when uttered 

by male artist, the notion of the death of the author seems to have been only partially 

appropriated, either by theoretical academic writing, or else only within the interpretative, 
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semiotic, reading of material culture, whether it is the art work, exhibition, catalogue or 

museum. But when it comes to the issue of positioning, of assertion to factuality, or to 

practices of verification, it is the statement of the artist, mostly that of male artist that acts as 

the supreme 'expository agent'. Despite feminists and postcolonial theoretical arguments for 

the relativization of information, as for instance, in the recent recasting of Paul Gauguin's 

assertions, 127 there is still precious little evidence for the use of a rigorous system of 

verification not necessarily by way of an existing document but by way of circumstantial 

triangulation. 128 

The status of artistic statement as factual is brought into question when applying to the 

process of consideration the Bourdieuan concept of self-positioning. Bourdieu frames artistic 

statements not as informative transparent utterances but as strategic maneuvers, either 

performed intuitively, or else deviously. The literary genres of biography, autobiography 

and monograph, are still the most prevalent popular and academic narrative framing of 

artistic life, with feminist theoriticians defining the methodological intricacies of reading art 

in terms of autobiography. While feminists' insistence that the personal is political has 

changed the evaluation of both personal aspects of body and life, as if answering Barthes 

challenge in asking ask 'who is the speaking subject' has prompted the feminist to come to a 

political answer 'I am, and about my own experience'. Thus, while critical theory, 

dominant amongst intellectual and creative circles has in theoretical terms experienced the 

death of the male author129 the patriarchal structure still rules everywhere else, in the popular 

public domain as well as in the exhibiting institutions and in the publication industries. The 

126 'Truth and Power' an interview with Michel Foucault conducted by Alessandro Fontana and Pasquale 
Pasquino, in Paul Rabinow (ed) (1984) The Foucault Reader, Penguin Books Hannondsworth, pp 51-75. 
127 Bengt Danielsson (1965) Gauguin in the South Seas, London, Alien & Unwin, was the earliest attempt of 
adjusting the myth of Gauguin from the perspective of an anthropologist. For feminist and postcolonial 
readings of Gauguin see Griselda Pollock (1992) Avant-Garde Gambits /888-1893;Gender and the Colour of 
Art History, Thames and Hudson. Stephen F. Eisenman (1997) Gauguin 's Skirt, New York, Thames & 
Hudson. 
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popular genre of biography or m Artwriting the monographs are a rich field -for 

foregrounding of the subjects' voice, mainly in psychoanalytical terms, but at the same time 

inevitably distort the social context and particularly that of professional fields net-works. 

The individuated focus necessitates forgrounding the subject at the expense of the broader 

influences, and conditions. The outcome of the application of critical theory to the study of 

the new art history, has broadened the interpretative scope in critical Artwriting, less so in 

reflexive modes of analysis of the methods, such as the 'interview setting', power 

relationship between interviewer and the artist informant, or in any procedures of 

verification. From my feminist perspective this loose procedure, has naturalized masculinist 

structures that in dominant culture might seem normative, but in effect are what Bourdieu 

coins 'Symbolic violence'. He comments on the subject in a passage inspired by a close 

reading of Virginia Woolf: 

So the only way to understand this particular form of domination is to move beyond the forced choice 
between constraint (by forces) and consent (to reasons), between mechanical coercion and voluntary, 
free, deliberate, even calculated sub mission. The effect of symbolic domination (whether ethnic, 
gender, cultural or linguistic, etc.) is exerted not in the pure logic of knowing consciousnesses but 
through the schemes of perception, appreciation and action that are constitutive of habitus and which, 
below the level of the decisions of consciousness and the controls of the will, set up a cognitive 
relationship that is profoundly obscure to itself. 130 

Whether all the machinations of symbolic violence in the Artwriting of 'St Ives' are as 

Bourdieu writes "profoundly obscure to (themselves)" cannot be always categorically 

ascertained, but it is just possible that by bringing these to a level of awareness a different 

narrative balance might be reached at by a shift in the expository agent. . 

Linked to the verification process even before considering modes of triangulation or others, 

is the question what constitutes a significant event? For if Art History does not follow the 

examples of Sociology, Anthropology and History in theorizing how 'facts' are being 

128 In a conversation with Lisa Tickner about a hypothesis presented in a paper at Falmouth College of Art 
conference Differential Spaces, she strongly advised me to find a document as evidence. In other words, my 
interpretation in her estimate depended on the uncovering of a written document. 
129 For example see: Roland Barthes 'Death of the Author' (1968) and Foucault's 'What is an Author' 
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conlstructed, fictionalized, rationalized and is concerned with subjective semiotic and social· 

readings, then the Deleuzian concept -of'event' provides an in-between stage for such 

consideration. 131 In Chapter 5 of The Fold Deleuze claims "Events are produced in a chaos, 

in a chaotic multiplicity, but only under the condition that a sort of screen intervenes."132 

This quality of events as primordial-like flow, repeated times and again as an eternal return 

from chaos, has affinities with Hayden White's equally Utopian historical project. The 

Deleuzian 'sort of screen' can be equated to the ordering principle of the narrative of the 

fictionalization in White's theory, that rescues it from its experiential shapelessness into a 

form that is transmittable as claimed by White, or is raw material ready and possible to be 

conceptualize as claimed by Deleuze. A gendered hindsight reorganization of information 

can be seen in Peter Lanyon's letter draft where the name of W. Bams-Graham, though 

originally written in, was subsequently erased. This erasure is both a fact and symbol for the 

many erasures of women artists (Appendix 3). Both the historian Hayden White and the 

poststructuralist Deleuze insist on revisiting Nietzsche's notion, of the sense of chaotic, non 

linear even non-causal nature of experienced reality, that only with hindsight, is being 

'ordered' and 'fictionalized' into a narrative through culturally naturalized and accepted 

patterns of emplotment. Their theories, as well as those of other contemporary 

deconstructionists who like Bourdieu have addressed issues of inequality be it postcolonial, 

feminist age or other topics are constantly being evoked in academic circles, but to date have 

failed to inform the institutionalized hierarchization, address the structures that are based on 

and practice asymmetrical valorization. 

130 Pierre Bourdieu (200 I, ( 1998)) Masculine Domination, Trans. by Richard Nice, Cambridge and Oxford 
Polity Press. 
131 My analysis of 'event' is derived from Tamsin Lorraine (1999) Irigaray and Deleuze: experiments in 
Visceral Philosophy, Comell University Press, pp 204-207. 
132Gilles Deleuze (200 I) The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, Trans. & ed. By Tom Conely, Athlone 
Contemporary Thinkers, p 76. 
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Chapter 2 

The Construction of 'St Ives' in the 1985 Tate-Exhibition1 

Introduction 

The 1985 Tate Gallery exhibition St Ives 1939-64: Twenty Five Years of Painting, Sculpture 

and Pottery, claimed to be the first survey by a major museum of the St Ives School.2 While 

there have been previous attempts to represent the art produced in and around St Ives in 

various classificatory configurations, none had been by a major museum.3 The exhibition, 

staged as one of the first 'blockbuster' exhibitions, proved a great popular success and 

established the dominant narrative of 'St Ives' within academic realm. In this chapter I 

examine this narrative, by way of in-depth reading and analysis of the catalogue so as to 

identify what categories constituted the construction of 'St Ives' mainly from a feminist 

critique point of view, with particular focus on women painters, an analysis that will be 

revisited in later chapters in examining how these categories impacted on the work of 

women painters and its appraisal. The second part of this chapter is of greater empirical 

emphasis, it explores the archaeology of the exhibition, in which I reconstruct how the 

exhibition came about with the intention of casting an informed doubt on the narrative and 

the certainty in which it has and still is been presented. The empiricism I employ aims to 

expose how the auteurs of the exhibition were explicitly informed by notions of modernism 

and avant-gardism, as well as implicitly by personal considerations, and therefore it renders 

their claims less objective than the text would have us believe. Gendered marginalizations, 

and omissions in the exhibition and catalogue are, I argue, a result of the combination of 

1 A short version of this chapter appeared (1998) under the title: 'Comubia: Gender, Geography and 
Genealogy in St. Ives' Modernism' in Katy Deepwell (ed) Women Artists and Modernism, Manchester 
University Press, pp 112-128. St Ives 1939-64: Twenty Five Years of Painting, Sculpture and Po//ery (1985) 
London, The Tate Gallery exhibition catalogue, 13 February and 14 April. 
2 SI Ives (1985). 
3 Earlier surveys: Denys Val Baker (1959) Britain's Art Colony By the Sea, London, George Ronald; David 
Brown (1977) Painting in Cornwall 1945-5, New Arts Centre, London, exhibition catalogue; Peter Davies 
(1984) The St Ives Years: Essays on the Growth of an Artistic Phenomenon, Wimbome, the Wimbome 
Bookshop. Tom Cross (1984) Painting the Warmth of the Sun: St Ives Artists 1939-1975, Tiverton, 
Westcountry Books. 
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over-stating modernist claims, and naturalisation of masculinist--structures, which have 

resulted in contradictions and distortions in the narrative offered. lfl other words, the first 

part of this chapter aims to deconstruct the dominant and unquestioned narrative and the 

second part considers what are the implicit notions and structures that have informed this 

paradigm in both archaeological and semiotic examinations. 

Early public representations of 'St Ives' 

The attempts to find apt classificatory notion to present a cohesive notion of the artistic 

activities in/around the small Cornish town of St Ives can be seen both as one that partakes 

in the modernist discourse of the avant-garde as well as British, national specific self-

reflexive discourse. The most immediately telling aspect to the degree to which this 

narrative has been constructed emerges most clearly when comparing the two exhibitions 

curated by David Brown, the 1977 Painting in Cornwal/1945-55, at the New Art Centre 

and the 1985 St Ives exhibition, each presented a different configuration oftime and 

protagonists (Appendix 12).4 The first one was a comprehensive survey-kind of exhibition 

of all the artistic output in Cornwall that showed commitment to any of the known 

modernist affiliation. The second was more restrictive in defining place and practice. 

Thus, within ten years the same curator presided over and presented two different 

representations of St Ives artistic activities. In 1977 Brown presented a vision of St Ives 

artists as modernists in the broadest sense; from late postimpressionist figurations as Althea 

Garstin, William Gear, Rose Hilton, Patrick Heron to abstracted figurative say ofW. Barns-

Graham (Appendix 12, cat. 44), David Bomberg (cat. 11) and Victor Pasmore (cat. 103) as 

well as the two strands of non-figurative: geometric (Marlow Moss cat. 91-94, and Adrian 

Heath cat. 48) and anthropomorphic paintings (John Tunnard) as well as surrealist paintings 

by Ithell Colquhoun (cat. 12). 

4 David Brown (1977) Painting in Cornwa/11945-55. New Arts Centre, London, and Stlves (1985). 
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Brown's 197-?::definition is, the first museal comprehensive configuration in London, and is 

different in its confi~ration from an earlier representation that was offered by Denis Val 

Baker in his Britain's Art Colony by the Sea, 1959, which is the earliest publication 

attempting a definition of artistic life in and the environment of St Ives. 5 His choice of the 

word Colony of the book's title declares an overview that might be less inclined to express 

the modernist perspective. Instead, its emphasis on ethnographic depiction of the place, its 

environment, natural and societal as a setting for the traditional artists and the modernists, 

could be seen as a halfway house between a detailed tourists' guide book and a history of 

modern art colonising the old fishing town (fig 13). The different emphases in the two 

narratives, 1977 and 1959, is a legacy that the 1985 exhibition attempted to combine and has 

remained ever since an inherent contradiction in the dominant definition of 'St Ives'. 

Classification oscillates between definition in terms of stylistic affiliation or according to 

locality, and remains conflicting and unresolved in all the subsequent group representations 

of the artistic activities in St Ives. 

In Val Baker's book the word colony was used as describing the influx of artists into the 

defunct spaces of the previous economic professions, mainly those of fishing and tin mining 

industries and replacing them by a new aspiring profession of art making. The colonising 

Val Baker describes is clad in soft romantic terms. Considering the pictorial evidence of St 

Ives from its earliest representation of 1813, (fig 14) or the 1870 depiction ofPedn-Olva 

mine (fig 15) which was a working mine on the location that is now a hotel of the same 

name. While the literature tends to write about the marine/fishing history of St Ives, it is 

taciturn about it mining history, both in St Ives (fig 16 & appendix 16) and in its nearby 

Carbis Bay (fig 17). The fishing history is pictured more in terms of Alfted Wallis's 

imagery than by the photographic images available (fig 18)6 and the romanticised narrative 

5 Denys Val Baker Britain's Art Colony By the Sea (1959) London, George Ronald. 
6 In a letter dated July 1928 Winifred Nicholson wrote from Feock to Ede about her and Ben's sailing trips 
with a local fisherman called Johny Merrified (sic). She detailed the shape of the boat and their sailing trips, 
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of impoverished artists is told without the photographic evidence of-economic shift from 

local traditional small-scale subsistence farming that existed in the town (fig 19) and gave 

way to being rebuilt as studios/apartments now known as the Piazza in St Ives. The Artists' 

influx to St Ives was part and parcel of the growth of tourism in the early years of the 201
h 

Century (fig 68) and as a popular resort in the postwar years (fig 20). Tourism became the 

town's economic mainstay covering its other less glamorous past to become its current 

gentrified and impeccable destination (fig 21 ). Without Val Baker's intention to allude to 

all this history of colonisation and transformation, it all the same is contained in his term 

Colony and partial ethnological survey. To today's reader the word carries the 

connotations of professional deposition and its replacement from subsistence industries to 

either autonomous expression or else provision for luxury objects for upper middle class and 

affluent public either in Cornwall or outside it. 

Different times bread different discourses, and the two representations -Val Baker's and 

Brown's- need to be contextualized. Val Baker's book appeared at the peak of post war 

commercial and tourist's interest in local artists7 and the 'collaged' imaging on his book's 

cover, combines the two as combined tropes of leisure (fig 13), while the 1977 exhibition 

came after a long decline in interest in British abstraction, during the time that stylistically 

Pop and Op and Post Painterly abstraction were perceived as the dominant avant-garde.8 

Brown's commitment to modernism, as well as his 1977 first compilation of a 

comprehensive chronology of the artistic life in Cornwall, made him the ideal curator for the 

1985 exhibition, for which he furthered the chronological outline.9 His interest in the art 

produced in Cornwall combined a personal and intellectual involvement, being a collector of 

which indicates that the interest in fishing was only by proxy and through the experience of sailing, as well as 
their interest in a romantic notion of the fishermen. It indicates that Wallis, was not discovered but desperately 
being looked for, prior to their visit to St Ives in August. Kettle Yard Archive Winifred Nicholson file. 
7 For St Ives as a site of brokerage during the 1950s see Chris Stephens (1997) pp 51-69. 
8 David Brown claimed that 1963 was the water shed year, in an interview in 12.11.96 and also by Roger 
Hilton in a letter to Terry Frost in which he refers to St Ives in Past tense. TGA 7919 24 July 1963. 
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Roger Hilton-an·d,a,curator. Both the 1977 New Arts Centre exhibition-as well as Patrick 

Heron's unpublished article of 1975- the so-called 'asterisk article' are manifestations of 

modernist strategic attempts to counter the decline in the public and institutional interests in 

the art produced in Cornwall (Appendix 9). 10 

The 1985 Exhibition 

But it was the 1985 Tate Gallery exhibition that fixed the construction of 'St Ives' as the 

authoritative version in both academic circles and popular imagination and was since 

revisited in affirmative studies. 11 The exhibition claimed to celebrate English 12 modernism 

in the Cornish peninsular, mainly during the 1940s and to a lesser extent the following two 

decades in St Ives by a conflicting claim of both an avant-garde group as well as significant 

individuals. This construct of the modernism subsumes the earlier versions, and contains 

mythologized elements as well as internal conflicting notions. Apart from its explicitly 

claimed constituents, there is also the issue of the exhibition's timing. It is a curious 

coincidence of codifying national modernism at the very moment that postrnodernism has 

established itself not only as an artistic practice but as a theoretical paradigm that spilled 

over into Art History writing. The success of the exhibition is unquestionable. It had a vast 

popular appeal, 13 it rekindled the interest in the artists included in the exhibition, revived a 

market in their paintings, and in a long term secured the materialisation of the Tate St Ives 

museum in 1993. The growth of interest in what became known as 'The St Ives School' 

9 Brown consulted the letters and debates aired in St Ives Time reviews (SIT) and, more importantly, 
succeeded in locating the Minutes book of Pen with Society, which had been lost for a long time. Interview 
12.11.96. . 
10 Patrick Heron (1975) wrote that it was this neglect of 'St Ives' by London that had prompted him to write a 
survey of Pen with Society, p I. 
11 Stephens (1997) p 12. 
12 I am writing English, because within the 'St Ives' discourse, the regional identities of artists are being 
expunged. 
13 38,000 visitors saw the exhibition and its catalogue has become a collectors' item, see Janet Axten (1995) 
Gaswork to Gallery; the story ofT ate St Ives. St Ives, Janet Axten and Colin Orchard, and Stephens (1997) p 
9, who writes that his thesis is founded on many accounts in particular that of the exhibition of 1985, p 37. 
Some of the issues I will be discussing in this chapter have also been addressed by Step hens, but with the 
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brought about_:a~popular industry of publications, that was followed~by-Jhe Tate Gallery's 

own series of publication dedicated to St Ives artists, a series parallel to its publication on 
--- --

cosmopolitan key modernist avant-garde movements. While the critical response was 

virtually non-existent, its institutional impact on popular reception has been momentous. 

Gendered Exhibition 

Despite the lavish and comprehensive nature of the 1985 exhibition it only included few 

paintings by women artists, this and the unequal appraisal of their work renders the 

catalogue as a biased masculine-centred expression. 14 There are asymmetries at work both 

in the inter-gender and in the intra-gender representations of the group dynamics. While 

relatively considerable space and attention was given to Barbara Hepworth in the exhibition, 

women painters were at best allocated few exhibits. What were the operative strategies 

which restricted the coverage of women painters belonging to the St Ives group? Miriam 

Gabo and Margaret Mellis, for example, were referred to principally as 'wives-of' (male) 

artists, while both Mellis and Barns-Graham were represented as if their artistic 

development was arrested. Amongst the 59 colour plates reproduced in the catalogue, there 

is only one of Wilhelmina Barns-Graham (fig I 0), and one of Mary Jewels painting (fig 

22) 15 compared to 12 works by Nicholson; 9 by Hepworth; 6 by Alfred Wallis; and 4 

illustrations each by Gabo, Lanyon, Hilton and Heron. Neither of Mellis's two works 

exhibited in St Ives was illustrated in the catalogue. 16 But most surprisingly, neither 

significant difference that he sharpens the catalogues general view without disrupting its basic assumptions, 
which is my main deconstructive aim. 
14 The discrepancy between the sexes was even greater in the exhibition than that of the catalogue as there were 
additional paintings by male artists who brought their work during the hanging and insisted that the work was 
included. Information from interview with David Brown 12.11.96. About other general traits of masculine 
behaviour within the St Ives community, see Stephens (1997) pp 46-50. 
15 M. Jewels Cornish Landscape c.l940-50, St Ives 1939-64 cat. No 2. W. Bams-Graham, Island Sheds, St 
Ives nol, 1940 cat. No. 39. 
16 The two listed in the catalogue are: Collage with Red Triangle, 1940 29.5 x 23 cm, priv. Coli, cat no 60 p 
167-8; and Construction in Wood 1941,36.5 x 37.3 cm., Scottish Natioan Gallery of Modem Art, Edinburgh. 
Cat. No 61, p 168. 
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Winifred Nicholson::cnor Marlow Moss featured in the exhibition or--=in-::the catalogue as 

artists. I 7 The asymmetry, therefore, is manifest in both quantitive and qualitative ways. 
--- --

The archaeology of the idea of 1985 exhibition 

Not only was the exhibition and its catalogue an all-male project, supported by a mainly 

female team of assistants and researchers, IB but also its main motivators - planners, 

executors and essayists - were individuals who had personally biased motivations. These 

motivations were of either personal ties of male network of friendships and loyalties that 

override familial loyalties to their spouses when they were professional artists. I 9 The idea 

for the exhibition underwent many permutations with at the end coming to fruition only 

through Alan Bowness commitment to the project and who had the 'power'20 to decide not 

only about the realisation of an idea, but also to determine its format. 

Alan Bowness held a pivotal dual role - his professional and personal positions - which 

compounded to his 'power'. He was the then director of The Tate Gallery, and married to 

Sarah, one of Hepworth/ Nicholson's triplets, as well as the executor of the Hepworth estate. 

David Lewis referred to this singular position of 'power', probably with gratitude that after 

almost a decade of planning the exhibition2
I it finally did materialise. The new plan 

retained something of Lewis's original idea of writing a book though in the reduced format 

of a personal memoir as the central essay in the catalogue.22 Both Lewis and Bowness, who 

17 Marlow Moss did feature in the 1977 exhibition. 
18 Of D. Brown's assistants, only one was a man. Ann Jones researched and compiled the catalogue entries, 
Caroline Odgers supervised the planning of the exhibition and catalogue, and Sarah Fox-Pitt interviewed the 
artists with David Lewis and was responsible for the documentation section in the exhibition. 
19 Of the many couples of artists- Hepworth/Nicholson, Barns-Graham!Lewis, Mellis/Stokes, Israel/Gabo, 
Delia!Heron, Rose Hilton!Roger Hilton, Feiler- only Nicholson supported Barbara professional commiunent, 
but that too up to a point. Thus, to put a twist on the famous feminist book, Significant Other, it appears that 
the St Ives artists wives were treated by their spouses as Insignificant Other. 
20 David Lewis, in a letter to J. Axten dated 16 March 1994. 
21 The first discussion and idea for staging an exhibition was in 1976, between Lewis and Heron, while 
observing the decline in the local arts public evaluation. See Axten ( 1995) p. 33. 
22 In 1981 David Lewis and S. Fox Pitt conducted an extensive series of interviews for a publication: 'Living 
Memories about Art and Cornwalll935- 1975' which was to be a collaboration between the Tate Gallery 
Archive and The Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh. The publication never materialized but some of the material 
recorded in 1981 served in a very limited way, for the 1985 exhibition and appeared in the catalogue as 'St 
Ives: A Personal Memoir 1947-1955' in St Ives 1939-64. pp 13-41. 
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wrote the forward~to_the catalogue,23 were linked personally and professionally with the art 

world of St Ives. Lewis was married to Wilhelmina Bams-Graham from 1949 to 1963, in 

1950 he became a secretary to Hepworth and helped to catalogue her work, he also was 

elected to act in a combined role of the secretary of Penwith Society of Arts in Cornwall, 

and its exhibitions curator for a nominal salary.24 Thus, considering their familial and 

social relationships, Bowness' and Lewis' role can be defined in sociological terms as that of 

insiders and participants to the to the social group they portray and are informants of.25 As 

a result, despite their claim that they are positioning St Ives modernism within the 

Cosmopolitan cultural lineage, their authorial voice is steeped in personal interests which . 

are particularly implicated in how women artists were included in or excluded from the 

construction of the group. Lineage and matrimonial allegiances became a kind of biological 

genealogy that determined the narration of the artistic merits. 

The inclusive versus exclusive list debate 

Disagreements of who belongs to 'St Ives' have been a feature of its artwriting from the 

start. Stephens identifies two camps in the construction of 'St Ives': the inclusive and the 

exclusive listing. But this simplistic binary division needs to be mapped unto additional 

divisions of gender, age as well as artistic and social affiliations. In between the extremes 

of inclusive listing of Brown and the exclusive one of Bowness there are other 

configurations, of which at different times different people proposed diverse configurations: 

Patrick Heron, in 1975; Lewis/Heron in 1976; and Lewis and Fox-Pitt in 1981. These 

diverse possible configurations remain inherent in the 'St Ives' presented in the St Ives 

23 A Bowness 'Foreword" St Ives (1985) pp 7-8. 
24 On the 7 February Mrs Annstrong suggested that David Lewis should be asked to replace her and be paid 
agreed £3.- a week and 5% on sales would be offered for an assistant 'secretary & curator'. T AM 76/1, pp 50-
52. 
25 The term is used here in a sociological sense. Methodological accounts consider the various trajectories of 
power relations in the situation of interview. See Mary M. Fonow and Judith A Cook (eds.) (1991) Beyond 
Methodology; Feminist Scholarship and lived Research, Bloomington and lndianapolis, Indiana University 
Press, pp 1-15. 
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event. Very little of-the original idea remained in the Tate Gallery's staging~of:St Ives. The 

many alternative possibilities put into question the over-determined narrative offered in St 

Ives and since 1985. Lewis recalled that: 

The origin of the idea to hold an exhibition of what we came to refer to as the "middle" generation of 
St. Ives artists, active roughly between 1946-1966, was a dinner table conversation between me and 
Patrick Heron at Eagle's Nest in the late seventies. At Patrick's urging I promised to see whether my 
friend Leon Arkus, the then Director of the Camegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh, would have any 
interest in such an exhibition. The artists I proposed were: Peter Lanyon, Patrick Heron, Bryan 
Wynter, W. Bams-Graham, Terry Frost, John Wells, and Roger Hilton. Leon suggested three 
(Lanyon, Heron, and Hilton) plus William Scott. I resisted strongly and stuck with my list. I should 
add, that Patrick Heron urged me to drop Bams-Graham, but I felt that she had as central a role as any 
of the others and should be included. 26 

For both Lewis and Heron the focus on the 'middle generation' was one of personal 

experience, interest and benefit. In the mid 1970s they appropriated the term 'middle 

generation', which was originally coined by Victor Waddington, the art dealer, in the 1950s. 

During his frequent acquisition visits to St Ives in the post war years, Waddington coined 

the term 'middle generation' which served him as a classification that distinguished between 

levels of 'significance' but also allied the work made in St Ives by the aspiring artists and 

the established Hepworth and Nicholson, using the term for pure commercial reasons. In 

Heron and Lewis's appropriation the term became an exclusive masculinist list. The lists 

did not propose any stylistic unified trend nor are they bracketing the same generation or 

artistic commitment. They included a circle of men artists who were loosely associated to 

different degrees with St Ives but whose network solidarity was made tighter through their 

teaching employment in Saint Martin's, London, and in Corsham, Bath.27 Thus the term 

'middle generation' was appropriated, changed and used to encompass an affiliation that did 

not take place in St Ives, but in various art schools. These offered another social space, 

outside St Ives for male bonding and strategic planning. 

26 In a letter to me dated, I Dec 1996. Also, J. Axten (1995) Gaswork to Gallery pp. 33-37. According to 
Lewis there was a disagreement over Barns-Graham's significance, about which he also wrote to J. Axten, 16 
March 1994, and reiterated in a phone conversation to me on the 3"1 of December 1996. 
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The decline in interest-during the 1970s in St Ives artists has not only prompted plans for 

exhibitions but also activities to highlight the artists importance through their appraisal 

abroad, mainly in the USA. In 1975, Patrick Heron, wrote his Asterisks essay where a 

hierarchy of importance was marked by the numbers of asterisks next to British artists' 

names who had exhibited in the USA. Heron's formula of significance adhered to the 

following qualities: modernism, living in or being in sympathy with St Ives, having had one-

man exhibitions in the USA. He calculated that "of the fifty-one one-man shows between 

1943 and 1965: no less than thirty of these were by artists connected more or less intimately 

with the Penwith Society''.28 Heron explained the asterisks system as followes: one asterisk 

for Henry Moore, just a sympathetic supporter; two for Alan Davie and William Schott who 

are firmly seen (my emphasis) as 'St Ives' artists; and three asterisks against the names of 

those who lived in or near St Ives and belonged to Penwith Society. William Scott, who 

featured highly in both proposed lists of Patrick Heron, featured in the 1985 catalogue, as a 

marginal artist with only two works one abstracted figurative, the other abstraction.29 

Each of the vying scenarios inevitably constructs a configuration of some omissions and 

marginalizations. The most consistent omissions are those of gender and craft,30 but there 

are also other omissions such as that of Surrealism or British regionalism. For instance, how 

do William Scott and Francis Bacon, both acclaimed modernists, relate to 'St Ives' has not 

yet been addressed. The definition of modernism that Alan Bowness offered is one limited 

to practitioners of either geometric abstraction, or of abstracted figuration, mainly that of 

Cornish or other rural landscape representations. ln this configuration the expressions of 

27 The correspondence between R. Hilton and T. Frost in the Tate Archive is full of exchanges about ideas of 
art, teaching and general male bonding socially. TA 7919. 
28 Patrick Heron (1975) hand typed manuscript, p I. He wrote it with the intention to publish it with the 
fmancial support of PSAC, but as the funds were not made available it remained unpublished. Information, 
Rowan James who at the time was one of the official officers at PSAC. 
29 SI Ives, cat., nos. 122, 123. 
30 Despite the inclusion of pottery and craftsmen in SI Ives exhibition, the space allocated to them is minimal in 
proportion to the fine arts. 
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late postimpressionist-landscapes of rural genres paintings were excluded. Feter~Lanyon 

astutely identified that such a definition is problematic as early as 1950. He identified three 

artistic groups within PSAC: traditionalists, modernists and the 'romantic primitives', 

headed by Sven Berlin, who he claimed were excluded from the Society, amongst other 

things, for their non-compliance to the demand of the artists to classifY themselves as 

traditional artists or abstractionists.31 Lanyon's notion of the 'romantic primitive' defines 

different configuration of practice within 'St Ives', which is by far a better definition than 

the modernist offered in St Ives. 

Omissions and marginalizations 

Berlin's categorical refusal to be classified as either abstract or figurative, as astute as it was, 

was not the only reason for his confrontational stance against the imposed rules ofPSAC. 

He rightly realized the rejection of any surreal expression from being considered as part of 

modernism, a rejection that had its roots in the schism and rivalry of the two avant-gardes in 

London in 1936, that between the International Surrealists and the Constructivists.32 

Indeed, artists with surrealist affinities working in Cornwall have systematically ignored by 

PSAC and marginalized in St Ives. For instance the neo Romatic Stuart Arrnfield, who 

featured in Val Baker's book (fig 23) 33
; David Haughton, a member of the Society has only 

two illustrations in St Ives catalogue; and John Tunnard, a surreal-abstract artist is 

represented by only one work in the 1985 exhibition34
, while lthell Colquhoun is not 

represented at all,35
, nor are the extraordinary couple Dr Grace Pailthorpe and Reuben 

31 An undated, handwriuen draft leller of response addressed to The Editor of the Stlves Times, in PLA, 
Newlyn. 
32 Andre Breton opened The International Surrealist Exhibition at New Burlington Galleries 11 June 1936, for 
the art politics in London at the time see Michel Remy ( 1999) Surrealism in Britain, Aldershot, Ashgate, pp 70-
100. 
33 Illustration in Val Baker ( 1959) p 49. 
34 In St Ives Tunnard is curiously represented in the section 'Before 1939' with one painting, which might refer 
to his settling in Cornwall in 1930, as well as combining his surreal art with the primitivizing of Wood and 
Primitive paintings ofWallis, thus reducing his affiliation to an avant-garde. Tunnard was the only artist who 
failed to be elected to PSAC in 1949. See SI Ives cat. no. 10, for his Fulcrum 1939. 
35 For Jthell Colquhoun, see Whitney Chadwick ( 1985) Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement, Thames 
and Hudson, and Michel Remy ( 1999). 
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Mednikoffwho experimented in art and psychoanalysis.36 Even more curious·omission is 

that ofRobert Adam, whose constructivist sculptural work should represent the most 

appropriate example of practice approved and promoted by PSAC. Adam lived and worked 

in St Ives and was a member ofPenwith Society, but has been omitted from St Ives 

exhibition and catalogue for his refusal, in early 1980s, to be either interviewed or classified. 

The absence ofWinifred Nicholson from the 'pre-1939' section of St Ives catalogue, the 

section in which Alfred Wallis features with as many as 20 illustrations, and Christopher 

Wood with 7 is the most explicit of gender-based omission. Other than being mentioned as 

Ben Nicholson's first wife, Winifred features only indirectly in the catalogue, in a token 

portrait by Christopher Wood Tile Fishermen's Farewell (fig 24)37
• This surprisingly 

prophetic painting, also contains an unintended connotation of reducing Winifred to an 

elemental maternal figure, a contemporary Madonna, who is seen being left holding the 

baby, Jake, in this instance. Winifred's head is depicted at the centre of the depiction, with 

the enclosed harbour, and buildings behind her, behind, Ben, the fictitious Fisherman, the 

phallic Smeaton's pier and the open sea. The composition is gendered in the sexes depicted 

in the foreground and the appropriate gendered backgrounds for each. Behind her head, the 

home harbour and buildings, behind him the open sea and sailing ships map the domains 

limited domestic and endless travels, to be read as professional freedom in a semiotic 

reading. Winifred features as a model rather than the professional and accomplished artist 

she was at the time, who in 1928 not only was more accomplished than either Ben or 

Christopher, but also was the only painter of the three who sold paintings when she 

exhibited in London. 

36 See Andrew Wilson (ed) ( 1998) Sluicegates of the Mind, the Collaborative Work of Dr Grace W. Pailthorpe 
and Reuben MednikojJ, exhibition and catalogue, Leeds, Leeds City Art Galleries , 15 January- 8 March 1998, 
with articles by Nigel Walsh, David Maclagan and Michel Remy. 
37 St Ives (I 985) cat. no 35. 
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Similar, if slightly less acute,:gender-based marginalizations were David Lewis's-comrnents 

about Barns-Graham in his 'memoir'. Despite Lewis's claims in his correspondence, quoted 

above, where he claimed that he argued for the inclusion of Barns-Graham in the original 

exhibition, and despite his close association, knowledge ofWilhelmina's art, and his debt to 

her plus the additional facts that he and Sarah Fox-Pitt have collated in their interview,38 he 

all the same writes about Barns-Graham's art only in one paragraph and in a highly 

reductive evaluation. In addition, this brevity is accompanied by pejorative anecdotes, 

revisiting private, painful teases that he knew were for her a source of irritation.39 The 

limited space allocated for illustrations of or discussion about women's paintings stands in 

reversed relation to their dense presence as eyewitnesses and informants in the footnotes. 

Major figures - the exclusive list 

The construction of 'St Ives' is predicated on the concept of 'major figures' 40 another 

defining key category of conflicting views. In the event, the compilation of 'major artists' 

was only incorporated after the project of the exhibition had been taken up by Alan 

Bowness, then the director at the Tate Gallery (1980-88) but not without his insistence on a 

change of temporal and personae parameters to celebrate the major artists: Ben Nicholson, 

Barbara Hepworth and Naum Gabo, "because they (my italics) had established the 'setting' 

in which the younger artists were working".41 Bowness' exclusive listing was argued on 

the ground that the exhibition ought to centre on artists that earned cosmopolitan recognition 

(Nicholson, Hepworth, Gabo) as well as local importance.42 What was understood by the 

term 'local importance' became blurred, as it involved both the natural elements of the 

38 On 14 Aprill981. TAV 250AB 
39 Especially insulting is his ridicule of her in writing about her supposed nickname: 'Balustrade', St Ives 
(1985) p 25. He even writes: "The most important to me personally (my italics) of all tbe artists who came and 
went were Victor Pasmore, Priaulx Rainier and Patrick Heron." St Ives (1985) p 34. 
40 The term was defmed by Alan Bowness in the 'Preface' section to the catalogue 1985, p. 7. 
41 D. Lewis Letter to the author I December 1996. 
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surrounding as well as a-wide range of societal aspects: local artistic involvement, local 

studio work of varying kinds, as well as being born in Cornwall, as was the case with the 

misinformed notion about Alfred Wallis' 43 birth place and with Peter Lanyon, whose 

Cornish descent featured highly in his self-identity as well as in the critical literature about 

him to date. 44 

The inclusive list 

David Brown, the assistant Keeper in the Modern Collection of the Tate Gallery, was the 

third determining person in the shaping of the 1985 exhibition.45 His appointment as the 

curator of the exhibition was a fortunate choice, because of his in depth-knowledge of the 

work of the artists associated with St Ives and living in Cornwall, as a collector of their art, 

and for his experience of curating the 1977 exhibition. His commitment to an inclusive list 

of artists was already evident in the 1977 exhibition at the New Art Centre, in which he 

included Newlyn and St Ives artists, as well as a relatively improved ratio of women 

artists.46 In 1985 he found that in order to retain his inclusive list he had to stand up to 

Bowness's insistence on an exclusive artistic inclusion.47 In Brown's hindsight estimate, his 

greatest success was in being able to include a section dedicated to ceramics, 48 as well as 

42 C. Stephens ( 1997) In an interview with A. Bowness who reiterated that he, wanted an exhibition of only 4-5 
artists 'of genius'. 4 May 1993, p.l2. 
43 He was originally wrongly thought of as being Cornish-born, while he was born in Devonpon, the ancient 
capital of Devon. 
44 Peter Lanyon was considered by Bowness "perhaps the most gifted of the second generation of St Ives 
artists .... the only major figure to be Cornish-born." in 'Foreword' St Ives 1939-64 (1985) p 7. His Cornish 
descent features in Garlake's (1998) and C. Stephens' (1997) and (2000). P. Lanyon's father has his 
photographed ponrait hanging in St Ives Museum. An interesting classification of Cornish born temperamental 
'types' appears in the interview between D. Lewis & S. Fox-Pitt with Priaulx Reiner, TAV 254 AB, p 82. 
45 Originally trained and working as a veterinary doctor, visiting one of the British Council exhibitions in South 
Africa turned him into an enthusiastic collector mainly of Roger Hilton but also of other British An. Since 
1961 became also a friend of Roger Hilton and his encounter with his art made him to retrained as an art 
historian. 
46 Despite his 'improved' ratio, still the actual percentage of women painters did nor reflect the true proponion 
of them in Cornwall. . 
47 Information from interview with D. Brown 
48 For which he commissioned Oliver Watson to write the introduction and catalogue entries. See 0. Watson 
(1985) 'The St Ives Pottery' in St Ives 1939-6, pp. 220-241. All the information relating to D. Brown is from 
interview on 12.11.96. 
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craft (with particular delight~in~being able to include the embroiderer Alice Moore4~tand the 

inclusion of the women painters: Mary Jewels, W. Bams-Graham and M. Mellis. Other than 
--- ---

being keen on exhibiting the variety of creativity in St Ives, Brown also aimed at replicating 

in the exhibition an idealized configuration of practitioners within the Penwith Society. 5° 

The legacy of the unresolved debate between the inclusionist and exclusionist views is 

reflected in the various periodizations, as well as in the inconsistent emphases of the various 

'sub-sections' of the \985 catalogue. 

The problem of periodization 

The various time spans offered in St Ives are inseparable from the unresolved inclusive and 

exclusive lists. The catalogue's titular commitment to the years 1939-64 fits Bowness 

exclusive preference and privileges Ben and Barbara's war and post-war years. But the 

other texts of the catalogue give other temporal boundaries, each to fit the author's construct 

of 'St Ives'. David Lewis' 'Personal Memoir' covers the years 1947-1955 and is determined 

by his personal experience in St Ives.51 By contrast, in his 'Chronology' David Brown 

collated a long-term span of modernity and modernism in St Ives, from Turner's visit to the 

town in 1811 until 1975, the year in which three artists died: Bryan Wynter, (11 February), 

Roger Hilton (23 February) and Barbara Hepworth (20 May). The 'Catalogue' section52 

however, spans from 1928, - the year of Ben Nicholson and Christopher Wood's visit to St 

Ives, and their 'discovery' of Alfred Wallis - until 1975. As with the inclusion debate, these 

periodizing contradictions are presented side by side without any attempt to either explain or 

unify them. 

All the versions seem to be determined mainly by biographical dates of the 'major figures' 

and only to a lesser degree by dates that mark the internal dynamics of the 'art world' of St 

49 A member of PSAC and who exhibited with it in 1949. 
50 In conversation with D. Brown November 1996. 
51 It is close to Heron's suggestion of an exhibition to the Arts Council to mount an exhibition of the Penwith 
Society 49-79, represents an equally self-interested configuration. 
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Ives. In other words, the temporal boundaries are of slippery nature that is fitted-around 

biographical events of either the 'major figures' or the authors' personal experiences, all 
-- ---

unified by the privileging of the locus genii qualities of St Ives. This construct professes to 

be about the group but is informed by categories that reinforce the autonomous discourse of 

modernism, but involve a blind spot in its field of vision. 

The structure of the Catalogue 

The various contradictions within the narrative of St Ives catalogue are most obviously 

expressed in the inconsistent structure of sub-sections of the 'Catalogue'. The catalogue's 

241 pages are divided into the following sections: David Lewis 'St Ives: A personal memoir 

1947-55'53
; 'Poems by W.S. Graham'.54 Documentation sections follow these: 'Colour 

Plates';55 David Brown's 'Chronology'56 and 'Biographical Notes'. 57 The 'Catalogue' 

section 58 is divided into 10 sub-sections some of which follow a chronological order the rest 

are monographically based (Appendix 13); sub-sections: I. 'Before 1939'; ll. '1939-45 The 

War Years' and X. 'Post 1964' belong to the former, and sub-sections: VI. 'Lanyon', VIII. 

'Heron' and IX. 'Hilton' belong to the latter formula. Sub-sections Ill. and IV. are 

bracketing the same period of 1946-54 but distinguish between The Older and the Younger 

Generation. Section V., artfully located at the centre of the sequence, seems to be without 

any temporal boundaries but focuses on the pivotal couple 'Nicholson and Hepworth'. Sub-

section VII. is dedicated to 'Frost, Wynter and their contemporaries' into which W. Barns-

Graham and Sandra Blow are subsumed. The last twenty pages of the St Ives catalogue 

52 Stlves(l985)pp 148-219. 
53 Ibid. pp 13-41. 
54 Ibid. pp 42-48. 
55 Ibid. pp 49-96. Of the total of 62 works illustrated 9-sculptures by B. Hepworth; 2- constructions and 2 
paintings by Gabo; 12 paintings by Ben Nicholson; 6 paintings by Alfred Wallis; 4 by Patrick Heron; 4 by 
Roger Hi !ton; 4 by Peter Lanyon; 3 by Terry Frost; 2 by Christopher Wood, Bryan Wynter and Jon Wells; and 
a single image by John Park, Mary Jewel, William Scott, W. Barns-Graham, Karl Wesche, Bryan Pearce and 
Patrick Hayman. Of the 6 illustrations of ceramics two are by Janet and four by Bemard Leach. 
56 Ibid. pp. 97-114. 
57 Ibid. pp. 115-147of 49 artists (including 6 women) and craftsmen, but not of ceramicisls. 
58 Ibid. pp. 148-219. 
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contain two sections: an overview article by Oliver Watson 'St Ives Pottery' 59 and-the 

ceramics catalogue and potters' biographies.60 Thus the catalogue is a mixture of 

informative sections, subjective ones, division between the art and craft, and within the arts 

there are divisions of period, age, groups and individuals, in which the only woman artist to 

feature significantly is Hepworth, second only to the Nicholson. Nicholson features more 

than any other artist. Two sub-sections are dedicated to the Nicholson/Hepworth duo: Ill. 

'The Older Generation' ,61 which is dedicated to their post war work,62 and section V. 

'Nicholson and Hepworth' .63 Thus, Ben Nicholson features in all the sub-sections; he, the 

catalogue tacitly claims, fits all of the categories, except that of the younger generations. 

The use of dramatized narrative 

The biographically based dramatised narrative, of 'St Ives' is dramatized by select highly-

mythologized personal events, which helped to popularise the construct, but needs to be 

scrutinised. Some of these 'key events' are the 'the discovery of Alfred Wallis', 1928, the 

arrival of Barbara, Ben, triplets, cook and nanny in 1939, and the tragic deaths of Peter 

Lanyon and Barbara Hepworth. These biographical anecdotes are used to serve a different 

claim, that of linking the modernism of 'St Ives' to a broader, cosmopolitan avant-garde. 

The narrative of the evacuees sheltering in Cornwall is explained in St Ives not as much as a 

part of the massive population migration in Europe with the onslaught of the horrific war, 

but as an integral part of the formations and re-groupings of cosmopolitan!British avant-

gardes. Alan Bowness embeds the British migration into the general pattern of modernism, 

isolating the fate of the avant-garde from the broader social realities of war, stating that it 

was "the same accident of war that drove the avant-garde painters across the Atlantic to New 

59 Ibid. pp. 220-227. 
60 Ibid. pp. 228-241. 
61 Ibid. pp 171-178. 
62 With 8 works by Hepworth and 16 by Nicholson. 
63 Pp 190-195. Hepworth with 8 works; Nicholson 9; Kale Nicholson I; and Simon Nicholson I. 
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York with momentous consequences for the history of art. "64 This general observation,::he 

follows by specifying that whilst "As far as the exodus to America was concerned, it was 

mainly the surrealists who emigrated; of the smaller abstract avant-garde of the 1930s, a 

substantial proportion ended up in St Ives."65 (my italics). In this narration of world events 

and its impact on the avant-gardes unrest, Bowness' claim makes a bid for the centrality and 

significance of 'St Ives', with an exaggerated proportion of abstract artists who settled there 

and links them to an international, cosmopolitan modernism while excluding the 

surrealists. This meta-narrative is the backdrop against which the exhibition narrows its 

attention towards a handful of British artists and presents, even within the context of mass 

destruction, the modernist project as an autonomous event. Recognition of omissions, of 

the arbitrary nature of the categories, the distortion of the story of modernism through 

dramatization, I maintain, opens up spaces for revisiting the canon, for corrective if not 

alternative interventions. 

Local art world 

With the emphasis on the locality and autonomous narration, it is surprising to realize that 

the only attention given to the dynamics of the group activities are of descriptive rather than 

critical or analytical nature both in St Ives and in subsequent publications. Reading the 

activities in St Ives in terms of Bourdieu's concepts of Habitus and Symbolic Capital offer 

an alternative paradigm to the autonomous causality narration. Mapping 'St Ives' with 

Bourdieu's model offers a different mode of thinking about modernism in Cornwall in 

which context significant dates of 'major figures' are modified by those of the individuals' 

habitus and by the collective activities of the local and national art world.66 

64 A. Bowness (1985) 'Foreword' in St Ives 1939-64, p 7. 
65 ibid p.7. 
66 All the dates are form Stlves (1985) 'Chronology' section, pp 97-114. 
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Considering a different set of dates-would highlight the interactive nature of artistic life-in"-

West Penwith, charting the social patterns of gatherings, actions and exchanges as part of a 

mapping of the networks and dynamics of the artists' community within an indigenous and 

local ones. Some of these societal dates are: 1927, when the St Ives Society of Artists 

(SISA) was founded; or 1932 when SISA extended its gallery; 1945, when SISA acquired 

the deconsecrated Mariner church (it is still is the Society's main exhibiting venue); or 1946, 

when the Crypt - the first 'young modems' held a grouped exhibition was mounted in St 

Ives, as part of SISA. A clearer representation of the dynamics of the place and artists 

emerges, I argue, by considering critically these rather than by repeating the 1949 mass 

resignation of artists from SISA - a secession that brought about the founding of The 

Penwith Society (PSAC)- and which has been cast as an isolated defining event. 

Rather than stressing above anything else the intrinsic qualities of the environment of St 

Ives and making these the determining aspects of the artistic activities there, St Ives needs to 

be analysed for its specific societal make-up, that offered a stage for the activities of a part 

of British modernisms. This outlining of social space as conceptualised by Bourdieu's model 

reveals various 'networks', which impart rhythm and structure to both art politics and 

stylistic exchanges.67 St Ive's natural environment, and economic decline provided a 

suitable space to accommodate the influx of artists on one hand and dictated a certain 

insularity and claustrophobic proximity of the artists living and working in and around St 

Ives.68 St Ives with its studios, two exhibition societies the members of which also 

belonged to Newlyn Society is a field of exchanges, appropriations, refiguring and dense 

connectedness (even if at times of unequal individuals) that made St Ives such a vibrant 

artistic colony - one that has subsequently been historicized in Nicholson's terms and 

67 Pierre Bourdieu, ( 1996 [ 1992]) The Rules of Art; Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field. Cambridge, 
Polity Press. Trans. Susan Emanuel. Pp.5-IO, p.351, nt.33. 
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constructed as the 'St Ives School~predicated wholly on individuals. Contrary to the-

canonical narrative, I argue, it has been a societal and creative event, rather than the 

modernist stultified autonomous happening it still is represented as today. 

Arcadian St Ives? 

St Ives stands for many things. Both the poster and the catalogue's cover of St Ives 1985 

exhibition use Alfred Wallis paintings (figs. 1,2).69 The frontispiece is a full-spread of aerial 

photograph of St Ives as a causeway, and three maps - of Pen with, St Ives Bay and St Ives 

Town Centre- are spread on a double spread, following the foreword by Alan Bowness and 

acknowledgements (Appendices 14, 15). 70 The leading article, as well as the sections of 

'Biographical Notes' and 'Chronology' are illustrated by many 'documentary' photographs, 

many of which add up to a generalized, undistinguished, overall notion of a place and time 

as the setting of the individuals/groups of artists in the construct 'St Ives'. St Ives becomes 

a place, a name that is imbued with a special, symbolic connotation. It stands for an island 

(in the town) (fig 21 ), within an island (Cornish Nationalists consider the region to be an 

island for it is surrounded by water, with the Tamar River in the north) within the Island(s) 

that is Britain. Thus the name of St Ives contains an imaginary notion of both national and 

regional sense of identity, based on its geographical and cultural conditions.71 

The geological elements as well as its peripheral aspects of Cornwall, Penwith hold an 

'exotic' fascination for modernity and modernism. Primordial, unspoiled qualities are being 

evoked in the Exhibition as tropes a genuine and unsophisticated way of life. St Ives stands 

68 Terry Frost made the astute observation that the collaborations, and rivalries in St Ives did not differ from 
anywhere else, but in a place like London these are diffused and therefore, less obvious than in the restricted 
professional spaces ofSt Ives. Interview with Frost 14.5.97. 
69 St Ives (1985) cat. no.26 
70 Ibid., pp I 0-11. 
71 For conceptualisation of Britain as an island see Beckett Jane (2000) '(Is)land narratives: Englishness, 
Visuality and Vanguard Culture' in P. Corbett and L. Perry (eds.) English art 1860-1914; Modern artists and 
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for the same cluster of aspects that~both Peter Lanyon and Alfred Wallis are indexical for;---

Each of them, in his own specific way, stands for a particular concept of authenticity, the 

former as 'indigenousness', the later as 'The Primitive'. St Ives is thus invoked as locus 

genii, of Arcadian qualities and visual exquisiteness combined with primordial/Celtic 

qualities that make it an inevitable artistic location. 

However, this inevitability of St Ives is either not articulated in the same terms in other texts 

or even minimized in the monographs of Ben Nicholson, where St Ives does not feature as 

so significant, or is altogether absent from the 20th Century survey exhibition of English Art 

of 1987. 72 The question remains what was being mapped by the name/place? Or as Elliott 

and Wallace put it, "what do the differences between (and within) various maps reveal about 

cultural production?"73 It might be revealing to notice that the 1985 representation of St 

Ives as a place and its surrounding environment replicates the construct that Val Baker 

presented in his book/4 but not his societal configuration which included the total artistic 

community active in St Ives. 

The clustering of the issues of 'major individuals' and place in examining what constituted 

the 'St Ives' group inevitably ended up in a narrative full of omissions, distortions through 

sketchiness in both the direction of over marginalizations and exaggerations. What was 

defined as the 'first generation' was in effect three couples, that is, six artists: Mellis-Stokes, 

Hepworth-Nicholson and lsrael-Gabo,75 with Mellis-Stokes acting as the social centre if not 

Identity, The Barber Institute's Critical Perspectives in Art History Series, Manchester University Press, pp 
195- 212. 

72 Despite its title, the content of the exhibition and catalogue is wholly English. See, Royal Academy of Arts, 
London (1987) British Art in the 2(jh Century. What is significant about the configuration presented in the 
1987 exhibition is that their image of British modernism did not accept Bowness assertions about the centrality 
of 'St Ives' not only in cosmopolitan terms, but not even in national ones. 
73 Bridge! Elliott and Jo-Ann Wallace (1994) Women Artists and Writers: Modernist (lm)positionings. London 
and New York, Routledge, p 156. 
74 

( 1959) 'The magic of Cornwall' pp 9-26. 
?s In the tight proximity and life of married couples the atmosphere of competitive friendships spilled over fi"om 
professional to personal matters, as to who of the two young couples would be the first to have a baby. 
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the creative one. 76 The literature howeyer differentiates between Stokes and Mellis 's --

respective roles, in what seems to be in terms of gender, economic and age seniority. 

Probably because it was Adrian's funds and prior social connections that enabled the 

acquisition of Little Park Owles, the lavish house and turn it to the centre of other artists 

fleeing London. In accordance with his sentiments and class it was Carbis Bay where a 

suitable house was found, not in St Ives, though its proximity of St Ives was crucial. Little 

Park Owles in Carbis Bay offered a spacious lifestyle, St Ives, already a centre for artistic 

activities, for the established availability of painting materials there.77 The decision to live 

in Penwith, therefore, was made for practical and prosaic reasons rather than for its 

irresistible qualities as claimed. Mellis loves to reiterate jokingly how 'St Ives' almost 

happened in Norfolk or Suffolk, which had been their first and preferred location of search. 

The sheer coincidence of Mellis and Adrian coming across Little Park Owles78 and having 

to make up their mind because of the pending war, requires to question the over determined 

narration of St Ives as the only and inevitable place where artists especially 'the modems' 

might congregate. 79 Even more telling about the initial insignificance of St Ives is the fact, 

that twice, when the Hepworth-Nicholson settled independently from Little Park Owles, 

they too as the Gabos elected to live in Carbis Bay, and their second move they placed 

themselves even further away from St Ives, nearer to Lelant, where Ben spent much time 

playing go!£ Nicholson's and Hepworth only moved to St Ives, in 1949, when their 

marriage finally broke up, and each relocated into a separate studio/home. Trewyn, Barbara 

Hepworth's, home and studio in St Ives, is a walled garden, a latter-days hortus conclusus, 

Information about the competition between Adrian Stokes and Naum Gabo, from Richard Read, the 
biographer of Adrian Stokes 29.6.2002 in Burwell conference, Bristol. 
76 Stokes invited Hepworth and Nicholson, together with their triplets, nanny and cook, because of the 
impending war. They stayed in Little Park Owles 25 August-27 December. Miriam and Naum Gabo arrived IS 
September and the next day found and moved into Faerystone, St Ives ( 1985) pp 99-100. 
77 Interviews with the artist and Mellis, TAY 272, pp 2-3. 
78 Originally spelled Little Pare Owles. 
79 For instance a prime example is the big event/exhibition of A Quality of Light, staged by St Ives International 
during May July of 1997, where Joanna Moreland states in the preface that "most (artists) have in some way or 
other fallen under the spell of its distinctive quality of light. This quality is both powerful and elusive; it is 
subject to a wide range of responses and interpretations." p 11. 
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where she worked in intense isolation and=introspection (fig 25). Ben Nicholson, worked in ·--

no.S Porthrneor studio, but whitewashed the Windows that overlook the beach. It is this act 

of cutting himself off from the view that was claimed to be so central to his art that indicates 

how the essentializing claims made about the inevitability of the landscape need to be 

questioned and modified. 

Experiential representations of St Ives 

Contrary to the emphasis on the Mediterranean qualities of Penwith, different inflections 

emerge in literary representations of St Ives based on bohemian lived experiences. Most 

scandalous of these is The Dark Monarch by Sven Berlin80 or Arthur Caddick's81 and W. S. 

Graham's representations82 
- all like the earlier depiction of D. H. Lawrence's short story 

'The Nightmare' (chapter 7 of Kangaroo), do not refer to the Arcadian side of Penwith but 

to a dark, menacing aspects. 83 Nor does Adrian Stokes, in his dense poetic prose, dwell on 

the quality of light of Cornwall, but rather on his personal memory of his dead brother with 

whom he shared childhood holidays there. Thus, just like Virginia Woolfs nostalgic tone in 

To The Lighthouse, Adrian's vision of Cornwall is elegiac rather than a celebration of light. 

In his autobiographical Smooth and Rough, he projects a mood of desperation in the search 

to recapture the past happy memories with his beloved brother: 

Visits in childhood connected me with Cornwall and with my brother who was killed in the first war. I 
had occasion once or twice to drive a car on the main road ... where we had been. It was raining on 
these drives from a riven mist, riven towards the sea so that I could distinguish in comparative 
brightness a panorama that stood for half-known feelings. 
My brother, exercising a love for geology, had examined the freakish Cornish sub-soil. I was attracted 
later to the peninsula between the two seas, extending on the north from St Ives to Land's End. I 
thought of it as the only part of Britain belonging to the geography of the Ancient World. 84 

80 Sven Berlin ( 1962) The Dark Monarch: A Portrait from Within Gallery Press. 
81 Arthur Caddick (1950) Lyrics from Nanc/edra, London, Fortune Press; (1951) The Speech of Phantoms, Lt 
Ives, Latin Press; and ( 1955) Quiet Lutes and Laughter, London, Fortune Press. Step hens ( 1997) analyses 
local identities via the evidence gleaned from these and other representations, see pp 34-50. 
82 W. S. Graham (1979) Collected Poems 1942-77, London, Faber & Faber, Michael and Margaret Snow (eds.) 
(1999) The Nightjisherman: Selected Letters of W S. Graham, Manchester Carcanet Press. 
83 D. H. Lawrence (1923) 'The Nightmare', pp.212-259 in Kangaroo Penguin Twentieth Century Classics 
(1997), Lawrence writes about his and Frieda's West Penwith experience, up to p.246. 
84 Adrian Stokes (1951) Smooth and Rough. Faber & Faber, p. 17. 
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Rather than describing aspects ofleisure and:pleasure or its dramatic coast, Stokes looks for 

abject traces of the past, both personal and cultural. These are narrated with an air of 

vicarious aloofness, and possibly they are, in a way, a recollection of the cliff-top retreat in 

Sorrento he shared with the Sitwells in the 1920s. His pleasure remains impersonal and 

detached only vicariously enjoying the hedonistic pleasure whose sounds he can hear rising 

from the beach: 

The ocean, far beneath to the side of a lawn .... aloft an expanse of ocean and air sparkled .... On 
perpendicular draughts risen to great height, freshened by the trees, a hilarious shouting from bathers 
between the waves on the vast beach came up to us in summer. 85 

Thus for Adrian Stokes St Ives presented a physical and mental escape, as he described it in 

1951, different from the pragmatic even humorous reasons and view that Margaret Mellis 

voiced. St Ives represented for Adrian Stokes also a new beginning personally and 

creatively as he had been there a year earlier on a painting holiday, and set a painting studio 

room for himself there separate from his writing studio. The first sight of Little Park 

Owles, he wrote, gave him "a quick hallucination"86 and once they moved in, it became a 

fortress, a safe haven for him: "During six years (war years that is) ... I rarely went outside 

the two and a half acres."87 By contrast Margaret's recalls that: 

Adrian wanted to paint as well88
, he said it's no good going somewhere where you can't get 

materials .... Cornwall was particularly good light and a sort of community and somewhere that ... he 
liked the landscape very much and he'd been down there already and started painting there himself. 89 

From either of the above explanations it is clear that other reasons than the claimed 

uniqueness of St Ives determined the purchase of Little Park Owles. Therefore, the over-

determined narration of St Ives needs to be modified in relativist terms of: conditions, 

serendipity, coincidences conjoined with the positive cultural, climatic and geographical 

conditions. The choice of a lavish house indicated the intention of being able to entertain 

85 Ibid., p. I 6. See also many other expressions in the text giving the feeling of aloof distance. 
86 Ibid., p.l6. 
87 Ibid., p 17. 
88 This is one of many statements that Mellis made in her interview to express her more advanced status as an 
artist as opposed to just a beginning for Adrian in this field. 
89 From a transcript of I 98 I interview. TAV 272 AB, p I. The same information was also given to me when I 
interviewed Mellis in October I 996. 
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there friends from up country.90 St Ives~community of artists was thought of not for 

socialising purposes but for the practicality of painting materials. For Adrian Stokes St Ives 

evoked a complex combination of past memories, a burning present need to escape the city, 

and the consideration of artistic creative lives, for himself and Margaret. And while they 

and the other couples ignored the St Ives artists, all the same its presence provided the 

assurance of having an easy access to painting materials, should war break out. 

Carbis Bay 

The self acclaimed 'modern movement' that congregated in Carbis Bay around the 

generosity and hospitality of Little Park Owles were reluctant initially to mingle with the 

'academicians' .91 It was the persistence of Borlase Smart that brought them into St Ives 

Society and exhibiting in Open days in Smart's own studio. Recalling these events, Peter 

Lanyon wrote in 1949: 

About 1944, I corresponded with Nicholson and Smart, trying to get Nicholson to join the St. Ives 
Society of Artists. He was eventually made an honorary Member and Barbara Hepworth became a full 
Member. I bought the first Nicholson to be shown in St. Ives (by remote control from Italy).92 

Wilhelmina on her part claims that it was she who was approached by 'Borli' who coaxed 

her to be the go-between.93 Only after Smart and Nicholson met the 'modems' got 

involved in the town of St Ives. In 1944, with Nicholson exhibiting in Smart's studio on 

Show Days as well as exhibiting in SISA'S annual Spring Exhibitions.94 In the Society's 

exhibitions their work tended to be grouped and placed 'around the font', recalls 

90 Indeed at the time that Hepworth and Nicholson arrived, there was a list of other expected guests as the 
Sidwells and the Coldstrearns. 
91 Information from interviews with W. Barns-Graharn. 
92 A letter dated 'March(?)' to Stanley Wright In PLA. .Stephens (2000) presents another scenario of events, 
relying on the letters that Lanyon has written from Italy, and interview with Lanyon's sister. From these it 
seems that he was at the time at odds with Smart, and with the idea of SISA, and was initially surprised at the 
rapprochement between Nicholson and Smart, but also expressed delight at the prospect of soon exhibiting his 
work in the Society, p. 81. 
93 Considering the surprise that Lanyon expressed when he was still in service on hearing that Ben Nicholson 
was exhibiting with Smart one has to conclude that it was not he who introduced the two. Stephens (2000) pp 
81-82. 
94 Hammer and Lodder (2000) Constructing Modernity, Yale University Press, claim that Ben Nicholson 
persuaded Borlase Smart to exhibit the advanced artists in St Ives, p, 303. All the primary material I have come 
across points to the opposite. 
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Wilhelmina Barns-Graham, to the consternation of the figurative painters members of the 

society, Williarn Scott describes it in less genial terms as being allocated the space behind 

the door. The Carbis Bay group lived for over three years in a self-imposed isolation from St 

Ives and from 1944 they gradually increased their presence, in exhibiting in St Ives. 

In terms of the historiography of 'St Ives' in St Ives and since, there seems to be a fractured, 

and privileged reliance on information, as in the over dependency on the narratives offered 

by Nicholson, Lanyon and Heron, all of which contain self-positioning interests and 

strategic emphases. The fractured nature of the Artwriting means that other than the recent 

publication by Hammer and Lodder about Gabo, there has as yet not been a detailed 

corroborative study about the group, so as to enable a factual comparison of the events. In 

this fractured nature of the Artwriting about 'St Ives' male artists monographs exist in a 

contextual vacuum and even at time without internal contexutalization of the claims. Peter 

Lanyon's letters relating to the early history of art in St Ives are one of the examples of this 

trend. Despite Sheila Lanyon's generosity in making PLA accessible to anyone, his change 

of narrative and emphases in relation to the various temporal conditions and purposes that 

he wrote so far has not been incorporated into the extensive studies about his art. 95 

Therefore, his master's voice is being replicated without accounting for the changes in his 

versions, nor the purpose of each of the statements or indeed his relative position at the time 

of writing each of the versions. 

The meanings and use of Constructivism 

95 The main scholars involved in Lanyon's art are Andrew Causey (1987) Peter Lanyon, Paintings Drawings 
and Constntctions 1937-64, Whitworth Art Gallery; Margaret Garlake (1995) 'Peter Lanyon's Letters to Naum 
Gabo' The Burlington Magazine, vol. cxxvii, no.!! 05, April pp. 233-41 and Margaret Garlake ( 1998) Peter 
Lanyon, St Ives Artists Series, London: Tate Gallery Publishing; Christopher Stephens (1997) 'St Ives' Artists 
and Landscape Sussex University. Unpublished Ph. D. thesis Number DX194587, and Chris Stephens (2000) 
Peter Lanyon: At the Edge of Landscape, London, 21 publishing . 
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Historically, the Carbis Bay core-group had_:been united through their various pre-war 

collaborations in Hampstead, especially through their publication of Circle, 193 7. 96 In 
----- --

Carbis Bay they reluctantly regrouped as a Salon des Refugees with Gabo forging new 

friendships with Peter Lanyon and with Bemard Leach, whom he admired for his erudite 

views, interest in spirituality, and views concerning the role of design in modem life.97 

Lanyon and John Wells acted out dedicatedly the role of disciples Which Wells maintained 

with full appreciation throughout his life98 and kept with him the notes he has taken down 

from Gabo's farewell speech, which was more a lecture about his notion of Constructivism, 

than about the place and time that they have spent together. 99 

In Carbis Bay they defined themselves as 'advanced' or 'Modems' in contrast to the 

'traditionalists' - the academic painters in St. Ives. But in relation to their kind of 

modernism, outside Cornwall, they adopted the definition of Constructivists, which initially 

- especially after 1936 - differentiated them from the Surrealists, but later, in St Ives they 

fought over the meaning of and the right to use the term. While Gabo refused to be 

associated with SISA, despite Borlase letter of invitation to him, he was happy to be part of 

the Chess playing circuit in the region. 100 Within the Carbis Bay group individual artists 

upheld different notions of strategic association and distancing. Creatively Gabo felt 

isolated in Carbis Bay101 but unlike Ben, Barbara and Adrian he established there a circle of 

friends with whom he maintained a lifelong correspondence and contact. Paramount 

% J.L. Martin, B. Nicholson & N. Gabo (1937) Circle: International Survey of Constructive Art, London, 
Faber. Stokes published review articles about both B. Hepworth and B. Nicholson, and Nicholson designed 
book cover for Stokes's Stones of Rimini. 
97 Hanuner and Lodder (2000) p 165 on Gabo's early passion for chess, which made him befriend in 1928 
Kallai, the editor of Baulzaus Magazine. In relation to Bernard Leach see pp 311-12. On a New Year party at 
Nina Gabo's January 1974 Naum Gabo I experienced first hand his enthusiasm for chess. 
98 See Rowe, Matthew ( 1998) John Wells, Exhibition catalogue, London, Tate Gallery Publishing. Wells 
repeatedly talks about 'gaboid' forms. 
99 By then relationships with Ben and Barbara was so bad that they did not attend the party. 
100 Miriam Gabo interview with D. Lewis and S. Fox Pitt. 
101 See Gabo's letter to Sweeney, 28 Aprill945, SN 10, p. 47, Yale. Quoted in in Hanuner and Lodder (2000) 
p 310. When Gabo settled in Woodbury, Connecticut, Carbis Bay later was referred to as a symbol for 
isolation. Ibid. p 313. 
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amongst these are Peter Lanyon, Bemard Leach~and John Wells, whose status of disciple is 

manifest by having taken notes of Gabo's farewell talk in 1945, and having kept it in his 
-- --

possession until his papers were passed to the Tate Archive. 102 

The concept of Constructivism, which initially united Gabo, Hepworth and Nicholson, at the 

end, became the bone of contention over which their relationship disintegrated irrevocably. 

In Circle the precise definition of the concept was eschewed and the unifying element has 

been a revival of ideas of the 1920s, but most of all in the late 1930s the term's appeal was 

its anti-fascist connotation that was tacitly interpreted as a declaration of freedom. 103 Ben 

Nicholson 's art historical knowledge and modernist terminology has not always been very 

accurate or well informed when it came to non-British avant-gardes. 104 A letter written to 

him by Leslie Martin sketches the reasons and way in which Nicholson appropriated the 

term Constructivist art in lieu of abstract: 

I always feel that 'constructivist' implies membership of some particular school or group, whereas 
what you and Gabo and I have always thought of as a 'constructive' work is something that shows a 
particular attitude of mind irrespective of the group or party that a man belongs to._. 
I very well remember how the work 'constructive' came to be used in relation to your work. You came 
back from a visit to Paris in 1936 (?) when you had visited Gabo and Pevsner who had said to each 
other that your work was 'absolutely constructive'. This you regarded as very high praise, as indeed it 
was, and I believe that we both liked the word, because of its opposition to 'decorative', because it 
suggested a creation of something instead of an 'abstraction' (Abstract was the word previously 
applied to your work), but more than anything because it suggested something positive -a building up 
process as opposed to a process of elimination or disintegration. I don't think that we should forget 
that all this was happening just about the time of the Surrealist development in this country and there 
was some need for a term for a form of art which was quite opposite in character. 105 

Equally strategic was Ben Nicholson's use of the term 'modems' internally in St Ives, since 

in the true sense of the word the late post-impressionist style used by the those he called 

102 In 1942 the exhibition New Movements in Art: Contemporary Work in England, organised by Margot Eates 
and Hartley Ramsden, London Museum, Lancaster House, Wells and Lanyon showed Gabo inspired works and 
Mellis exhibited Collages. 
103 Hammer and Lodder (2000) argue this point eloquently and in fascinating detail, pp. 237-240. They also 
argue that from the beginning in Russia the concept had several meaning used concurrently by various artists 
see pp. 82-3. 
104 An Example of which is Nicholson's persistent misquoting ofKlee's dictum as "taking a line for a walk", a 
phrase that is still quoted and repeated in Cornwall. Another example is his letter of incredulity when at the 
early/mid 1930s Pevsner told him that non-figurative painting was strong and important in pre-revolutionary 
Russia. 
105 21 January 1946, enclosed with Nicholson's letter to John Summerson 25 January ( 1946) Tate Archive. 
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'academicians' belongs too to modernism, albeitc:-of~an earlier phase, only fractionally more 

anachronistic than the geometric abstraction that Nicholson employed. Thus the term 
-- --

'Constructivism' had a double strategic positioning use: against an earlier modernism, 106 

nationally and internationally to distinguish it from its contemporary, other avant-garde, 

Surrealism. The effort for self-definition as separate and different from Surrealism had a 

mixed history. Neither Circle et Carree, nor Abstraction-Creation were strict about 

distinguishing between Surrealists or Constructivists, as long as their practice was non-

figurative. During the early 1930s Ben Nicholson was committed to Surrealizing practice, 

which is expressed in its strongest coherent form in the publication of Unit 1 of 1934. The 

real schism occurred in 1936 with the massive influx of European Surrealists in London for 

the International Surrealist Exhibition, 107 which was one of the reasons for the immigrant 

and native, newly converted Constructivists to join for a concerted effort of countering the 

Surrealists' success. After the event, recollections of the art world and groups in Paris were 

exaggerating the division that was claimed to have already existed in the early days in Paris. 

Winifred Nicholson wrote in her article about Mondrian: 

The Painter he liked best of the old painters, he said, was Fra Angelica - no surrealism there. There 
was war in the air - but the war between nations was not so bitter as the war between the 
constructivists and the surrealists. Once, only once, I went to a constructivist studio party where a 
surrealists had slipped in - he was a Japanese critic, brash fellow, he did not know what one did in 
Paris. 108 

But despite this claim in the Living Art in England109 exhibition, the self-proclaimed 

Constructivists (Gabo, Hepworth, Jackson, Mondiran, Alastair Morton, Nicholson and 

Stephenson) showed with the Surrealists and independents. Within the three years, from the 

publication of Circle competitive optimism gave way to "artistic survival in desperate 

106 Which was waged locally against the members of SISA, and nationally against the School of Euston artists 
of which the most public manifestation was the radio debate between Gabo and William Coldsteam in January 
1940. About the debate see Hammer and Lodder (2000) pp 270-271. 
107 Opened on the 11 June at the New Burlington Galleries. 
108 Andrew Nicholson (1987) Unknown Colour: Paintings, Letters, Writings by Winifred Nicholson, London, 
Faber & Faber, p 109. 
109 In London, London Gallery, 18 January-!! February 1939. 
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times." 110 In 1941 a professional jealousy, over the;issue of the ownership and interpretation 

of 'Constructivism' ended up with a rift between Barbara Hepworth (supported by Ben 

Nicholson) and Naum Gabo. 111 In 1942 Hepworth argued, in a reinterpretation of 

Constructivism, that it expressed an identification with the inner essence of nature: 

Constructivism does not do away with imagery - in fact it contains the most easily understood use of 
images which are undoubtedly organic in so far as they are the basic forms of the landscape, primary 
construction, the human figure and so on. They are more elemental than the personal imagery of an 
individual human being to a particular landscape. 112 

This new interpretation coupled with the what seemed to Gabo as privileged access to 

publications of Hepworth and Nicholson in London, finally determined his withdrawal in 

April 1944 from the planned publication about the constructive idea and group, as his 

stipulation that The Realist Manifesto could not be included without an accompanying 

comprehensive explanation. 113 In St Ives, after Gabo's departure, both Wells and Lanyon 

painted in a mode that they defined as 'Gaboid' rather than Constructivist, though the word 

'construction' is frequent in their works' titles. Of the Carbis Bay group, it is only Margaret 

Mellis who has adhered to the term and is still using it in her drift wood constructions, but 

her definition is also an amalgam of Gabo's ideas and Stokes notions, as I will argue in 

chapter 4, and is but one of many permutations of the term for artistic positionings. 

The established modems remained during the war years living and working in Carbis Bay. 

Hepworth and Nicholson moved from Little Park Owles, first to Dunluce later to Chy-an-

Kerris, (Tea and Cherries, as Ben liked to call it) the far end ofCarbis Bay. Naum Gabo was 

the only artist who persistently declined invitations to join SISA but Miriam did exhibit 

110 Hammer and Ladder (2000) p 266. 1t is also interesting to note that in the exhibition Dada- Conslruclivism 
(1984) London, Annely Juda Fine Art Gallery, 26 September- 15 December, the two strands were shown 
together. 
111 Details of the rift see Hammer and Ladder (2000) pp 276-277. 
112 Hepworth letter to read, 8 April [ 1942], Victoria, quoted in Hammer & Ladder (2000) p 303. 
113 Jbid. 
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---=---,under her maiden name Israels. 114 The departure::of-Adrian Stokes, Margaret Mellis and 

Miriam and Naum Gabo, in 1946 sealed the end ofthe group. As late as 1949, when their 
--- -

marriage finally broke up Barbara and Ben moved separately into their respective homes in 

St Ives though they remained in constant contact especially in relation to professional and 

promotional matters. 

The 'Modems' into St Ives 

Barns-Graham recalls how her involvement with SISA was frowned upon in Little Park 

Owles and how she was ridiculed for joining the "R.A.s". 11 5 But the initial distance 

maintained from SISA did not however, stop Ben Nicholson from going to St Ives and 

trying to convince people over to his cause, as Mellis recalled, 116 or from dreaming about 

taking over the exhibition facilities of SISA, or the control over the Porthmeor Studios. 117 

The distinction between Carbis Bay and St Ives, as different in their social make-up, is one 

that Wilhelmina insisted on in numerous interviews. Having lived in St Ives, ever since 

her arrival, and in Teatotal Street in Downalong after her marriage, gave her an informed 

insight to local views and habits. 118 Much of the documentation I read during my archival 

searches confirms this notion of separateness even if only by implication rather than outright 

distinction. 

114 It is difficult to know whether Gabo did not join because he regarded SISA too provincial for his stature or 
whether his decision was simply another manifestation of his disillusionment with any group activities, which 
he already had expressed in relation to the Paris Abstraction Creation internal intrigues. 
115 Interview with W. Bams-Graham, 1996 . 
116 In a detailed letter to David Brown TA 7817.6. 
117 TAY 272 AB. In her 1983 additions section. 
118 David Lewis while interviewing Priaulx Rainier switches roles and takes over the conversation by telling 
his memories. He recalls how when living in 'down along' an old fisherwomen said: "Down along (people) 
don't belong up along", when asked if she goes up the hill, where her daughter was living near to Leach's 
pottery. Apparently she never moved away from St Ives Harbour and Lelant seemed to her as far away up the 
line. TAY 254 AB, pp. 82-3. W. Bams-Graham, claims it happened to her and Lewis has appropriated her 
experience. 
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---=-Contrary to the mainstream claims, abstraction was-introduced to St Ives not by the 'major 

artists' but by the much neglected and liberal as well as indefatigable Borlase Smart, whose 

contacts as a city Councillor and efforts earned St Ives Society The Mariner Church as their 

permanent gallery, (fig I 04a) and the control over the maintenance, allocation and running 

of Porthmeor studios. His singularly liberal and autocratic ways of running the Society 

earned him both respect and criticism within different local groups. He struck a friendship 

with Wilhelmina and recognizing her talent arranged for her to work in Studio 3, while 

Colonel Bradshaw was away, he also urged her to introduce Ben and Barbara to him after 

which he invited them to exhibit with him and with SISA. It was also he who thought about 

a separate space of exhibiting the young modems in the Crypt of the Mariner, which could 

not have been possible without his instigation and blessing. 119 The control and public 

respect that Smart exerted was so strong that after his death in 194 7 the battle over local 

approval for the mass secession of artists from SISA was fought over the hypothetical 

approval that he might have given to it. The founder members of PSAC claimed that their 

actions were in accordance with Smart's wishes, and dedicated the new Society to his 

memory as well as courted his widow's statement of approval on her late husband's behalf. 

It was only when she conceded that it was PSAC and not SISA that represented Smart's 

catholic policies that the society won the local battle of public and civic approval. 120 

Therefore, it is fair to conclude that while during the war years a distinction between the 

Carbis Bay group and the figurative practice of SISA artists was maintained, by 1945, with 

the dispersal of the Carbis Bay nucleus and with the return of the young men, the two camps 

came together for a short time, under the mediating activities of Borlase Smart, only to 

break-up in new separate configurations in St Ives after his death. 

119 On this issue the memories and documents that I examined are conflicting. Lanyon's March 1949 account 
of events credits Smart with the initiative, later, from 1950 onwards he changes the account and credits all to 
himself. Having read the documents about Smart's mode of operation, Lanyon's earlier version seems more 
plausible. 
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-=Borlase Smart strategy can be described as attempting to unite through maintaining 

differences. This he physically maintained by 'allocating' separate exhibition spaces to the 
------ --

diverse artistic expressions: the traditionalists in the nave, the 'modems' around the font, 

and the young aspiring generation, at the Crypt. This latter, generational division though 

presented as a unified group in St Ives in reality contained diverse practices. Only Peter 

Lanyon and John Wells adhered to non-figurative constructions and paintings. Sven Berlin, 

W. Bams-Graham, Bryan Wynter, and Patrick Heron painted at that time in a figurative 

mode of abstracted organic forms, while the printing of Guido Morris, in his adherence to 

classical typography can hardly be seen as a 'modem' printer (Appendix 4). If comparing the 

typeface of examples like Cercle & Cami, in 1929, (Appendix 7), or the layout of 

Abstraction Creation, 1932 (Appendix 8), which in turn inspired Circle, 1937 in London 

(Appendix 5), or even the examples of the new typography that Tschichold presents121 in his 

contribution to the publication (Appendix 6). It also inspired the designers of the St Ives 

poster, with the artists' names alphabetical arrangement (fig 2) as well as the more recent in 

a 1994 abstract art exhibition poster (Appendix 25). 

While, internally the exhibiting group of 'The Crypt' 122 holds great emotive significance to 

its participant artists in the external evaluations it has attracted little critical attention, 

beyond the debate surrounding the unresolved question whether W. Bams-Graham was a 

founder member. Historically, Peter Lanyon was the first person to write and argue about 

the significance of 'The Crypt', gradually claiming for himself an increasing role as its 

leader, as well as claiming it to have offered a model and formula for PSAC to follow when 

it formed in 1949. Barns-Graham claims that the significance of The Crypt was in it 

having been the first time that a young generation of 'modems' dared to exhibit without Ben 

120 Information from the minutes of the society, T AM 76/1. 
121 Circle (1937) pp 252-255. 
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an:dcBarbara, who were the King and Queen of the moderns,in St Ives. But this generational 

separation came to an end with the founding of PSAC. -By the gth of February 1949, when 
-··-- --

the New Society was founded, Ben and Barbara, were already leading separate personal 

lives, but maintained a solid unified professional front in relation to strategic 

manoeuvrings. 123 Their promotion of PSAC made it and them extremely visible in the 

national art world scene, and it is likely that the significance of The Crypt has had little 

detailed attention so far, as a result of being historically eclipsed by Barbara and Ben's well-

connected support in London. 

The 1985 catalogue's attempt to make modernism and St Ives into one predetermined unity 

means it is hard to recover and accept the ingredients of chance, reluctance and compromise 

that in reality made St Ives the home of Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hepworth, and turned it 

into the capital of British modernism during the 1950s. 

Theorizing exhibitions 

Bal 's reading focuses solely on meaning production of exhibitions and how an "[E]xposition 

is always an argument". 124 She decodes implicit meanings and is informed by the 

Foucauldian discourse of dominance and Bourdieu's analysis of symbolic capital that 

exposes how power structures operate between museum and exhibitions. Through semiotic 

reading, reliant on literary and linguistic deconstruction she stresses that: 

[T]he aspect of museums that extends from the specific, literalized definition to a broader, partly 
metaphorical use of the idea of 'museum'. That aspect is a particular fonn of discursive behaviour, 
the posture or gesture of exposing. The discourse around which museums evolve, and which defmes 
their primary function, is exposition. [She] examines the ambiguities involved in gestures of exposing; 
in gestures that point to things and seem to say: 'Look!'- often implying: 'That's how it is.' The 

122 As I will argue in more detail later, the status of the group that exhibited in the Crypt of the Mariner is still 
being debated, and hence has to be seen as a concept whose construction depends on the view of the various 
speakers and its interpreters. 
123 For example Ben Nicholson wrote letters to the Elmhirsts, Dartington informing them about the society, and 
sending them all the printed publications. They in turn wrote back with thanks to be appointed as honorary 
members and duely send the fees for it. 
12• P. z. 
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~Look" aspect involves the visual availability of the exposed.obj(!~l. The 'That's how it is' aspect 
__ involves the authority of the person who knows: epistemic authority. The gesture of exposing 

_connects these two aspects. The Possible discrepancy between the object that is present and the 
statement about it creates the ambiguities that [Bal] examine here. 125 

_ 

Thus, Bal's account the interrelationship between museums and exhibition only sets the 

scene for her specific analysis of reading exhibitions. The connection between the two, in 

her scenario is a multimedia! integrative space for the exposition discourse, which she keeps 

as distinct from each other as well as from language.I 26 Her reading identifies three 

concurrent and inter! inked kinds of expositions: "[the] museal exposition, the exposure of 

bodies in cultural artifacts, and the exposition of argument." 127 Furthermore, within any 

exposition she argues there are three interconnected aspects: 

In expositions a 'first person,' the exposer, tells a 'second person,' the visitor, about a 'third person,' 
the object on display, who does not participate in the conversation. But unlike many other constative 
speech acts, the object, although mute, is present 128 

In this web of agencies Bal claims: 

The thing on display comes to stand for something else, the statement about it. It comes to mean. 
The thing recedes into invisibility as its sign status takes precedence to make the statement. 129 

These aspects, while present in the exposition, are mute and often remain unnoticed by 

audiences possibly because "the object with and epistemology, anchored in a belief, almost 

tautologically referred to as positivist, that what you see must be real, true, present, or 

otherwise reliable."I 30 Bal's notion of the ambiguous relationship between what is claimed 

to be factual and its epistemic authoritative discourse that uses objects as signs for the 

curators' argument, that offers me a paradigmatic frame work for another reading of St Ives 

as well as of the 1985 exhibition. 

125 Ibid P 2. 
126 Ibid. P.3. 
127 Ibid. p. 5. 
128 Ibid. p. 4. 
129 Ibid. 
130 p. 6 
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The~concept of 'narrative structure' of exposition and how-it~functions in the 'emplotment' 

is central to Bal 's argument; in particular in relation to how it operates to present itself 
--- --

accessible for easy consumption by audiences. It acts as analysis as well as an expository 

tool for making visible, unexamined assertions of exhibitions. Utilizing 'narrative 

structures' and emplotments that replicate those of mythologies are the means whereby 

arguments are being naturalized. Despite the circuitous argument of a need to use literary 

analysis in order to reveal a literary structure of emplotment, Bal effectively deciphers the 

communicative mechanism of exhibitions: 

In semiotic terms, display is based on indexicality: it points to what is actually present. Thus it is 
bound up with three cultural 'habits' (Pierce) or unquestioned, because non-reflective, grounds on 
which the patterns of meaning can articulate themselves: expository agency, realism and vision. 131 

Bal's explication of the three 'habits' of 'expository agency, realism and vision', in semiotic 

terms, underpins the interconnectedness of the various stages of constructing meaning, 

presenting them as 'naturalized' by way of the authoritative expository agency which is 

supported by power structures, and the rhetoric of making the narrative accessible by the 

supremacy of 'realism' that is bound up with 'vision' .132 The concept of 'expository agent' 

provides a theoretical underpinning to my earlier analytical examination of the mainstream 

narrative of St Ives as presented in the 1985 exhibition. It elucidates the mechanisms 

whereby women painters have been left out from the narrative as active artists rather than 

being cast as followers or being referred to mainly as important informants, as long as the 

information was not about their own art. Thus making them disappear as artists at the very 

instance of their most significant presence. Their voices, like a broken mobile phone line, is 

heard in a broken sequence, the silences in the case of women artists is always when their 

information related to their own artistic activity. Since, as Bal argues the 'expository agency' 

is bound to subjects and embedded in power structure. Only those who are invested with cultural 
authority can be expository agents. For only such subjects are able to address an audience, routinely, 

Ill Ibid. pp 7-8. 
132 Pp. 7-9. 
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_::_that is numerous and anonymous to the agent. This audience tends t~go along with the assumed 
gt:)Jeral meaning of the gesture of exposing: to believe, to appreci~_t~, and to enjoy. Furthermore, only 
authoritative subjects have the material access to the objects of display required for the gesture to be 
truly. indexical. 133 

Thus, expository agency is bound up with not only cultural authority, but more significantly 

with colonialism and patriarchy. It presents its own narrative and silences the 'third person'. 

In my reading, the 'third person' in this instance inhabits a low position in the hierarchy of 

power; it is objectified, being spoken for, at its absence. To follow the semiotic reading of 

Bal, I would claim it is a replication of global colonizing of what is termed as 'third world' 

on a personal level about the 'third person', for which women painters stand in the 

construction of St Ives. The semiotic reading of the concept of 'realism' is bound up with 

the traditional notion of art as mimesis via the double connotation of the meaning of the 

word apo-deictic acts for Bal as a reminder of the deceptiveness of a 'common-sensical' 

realism. Instead, Bal asserts: 

The effect of the real, both in practice and also in its theoretical status, functions like a Freudian 
denial. Drawing attention to the reality status of the represented object, it obscures its precise, local 
meanings. 134 

In her analysis of realism as a misconceived rhetorical device in prehistoric displays and its 

verbal support Bal states: 

The model addressee reads the panels as complete and as accounts. The combination of these two 
features describes the aesthetics at stake: realism, the description of a world so lifelike that omissions 
are unnoticed, elisions sustained, and repressions invisible. 135 

Bal asserts that though realism is always bound up with vision her project does not endorse 

an essentialist view of how these are connected. Instead, she maintains: 

133 P. 8. 

multiplying perspectives, proliferating points of view- may be a more useful strategy for examining 
the ideological, epistemological, and representational implications of dominating modes of vision, 
including their illusory monopoly in the domain of display. 136 

134 Ibid. p 9. 
135 Mieke Bat (2001) 'On Show: Inside the Ethnographic Museum', in Looking in the Art of Viewing. With 
Introduction by Norman Bryson p 137. 
136 Bat (1996) p 9. 
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The 'illusory monopoly' of display, is represented in my research:by the politics of 

negotiating narratives for the 1985 exhibition and the refusal since then to accept any other 
- --

perspective, but endorsing only those which accept the framework proposed then and are 

involved in refining details without intervention with the basic broad outlines proposed then. 

It thus would be accurate to claim that the 'St Ives' exhibition expressed a view that appears 

in a permanent and amplified way by the catalogue. Its intention might have been to 

describe the past, but it actually constructed a narrative that stands in an anachronistic 

relationship to the progressive artistic and intellectual expressions of its time. As such it is 

informative in a superficial and reductive way but is symptomatic on a deeper level of close 

analysis. 

Exhibition and Catalogue 

Beyond the obvious observation of the catalogue being the documentation, the constant trace 

of the ephemeral exhibition, there are several additional ways in which a catalogue can be 

classed as a document. It is also, a document of the vision of the 'expository agency', as well 

as of its lineage within the evolution of the contemporary mega-catalogues of the 

blockbusters and also a contextual document of the cultural and political milieu of its time. 

For purposes of uncovering intentions, for archaeology of meaning construction the material 

configuration of the catalogue and its supporting documents in the Tate archive offer the 

most reliable trace of the '85 exhibition to be revisited and reassessed. 

During the second half of the twentieth century exhibitions' catalogues have grown both in 

bulk and status in direct relation to the popularity of blockbusters exhibitions, a change that 

brought about a change in its consumption. These catalogues have increasingly become an 

opportune platform from which experts in the field conduct their debates. Its original 

function as an viewing reference has been replaced by information sheets, and the weighty 

catalogue, usually purchased when leaving the exhibition, is being read later away from the 
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exhibition·.-With this temporal and spetial deferral of the consumption of the catalogue's 

text, the exhibition's narrative has become a layered exercise of memories: The construction 

of the topic being displayed, as well as a reliance on the viewer's power of recall when 

reading the catalogue. 137 The format of the St Ives 1985 exhibition, its expanse of articles, 

illustrations, chronology, biographies and illustrations, locates the catalogue at the early 

stages of the 'bulking of the catalogue' process. 

Much has been done in the display of the exhibition and in the catalogue's text to heighten 

the aspect of realism. Historically, it was the first exhibition in the UK to display documents 

alongside the purely aesthetic exhibits. In the catalogue that realism is enhanced in two 

kinds of texts: the 'eye-witness' account ofDavid Lewis, 'Memoir', as well as the 

chronologies, biographies and texts supported by a wealth of photographs. On a simplistic 

level they reinforce assertions oftruth138
• But the relationship of the photographs to the art 

reproductions is one of a tautological tension and mutual referencing that delineates an 

endless vicious circle of deferred causality. It moves from fact to imagination, from 

documentation to interpretation, without ever settling on either. 

Gendered catalogue 

The sub-section 'Before 1939' of St Ives Cataloguei 39 probably has been inserted to 

accommodate and historically substantiate Bowness's requirement to focus on exclusive 

individuals of importance. The section offers a preamble, an introduction of the forerunners 

of and early encounters with St Ives. The 'major figure' of this section is the legendary 

Alfred Wallis (1855-1942) I
40 but not without setting the scene for the otherness and 

137 See the two volume exhibition catalogue of the NY MOMA Modern Art and Primitivism.[bibliog.] 
138 For the argument about photographs and their status as 'new regime of truth' see John Tagg (1988) 
'Evidence, Truth aod Order: Photographic Records and the Growth of the State' pp 60-65 in The Burden of 
Representation. Macmillan. 
139 Stlves (1985) pp 149-160. 
140 Of38 paintings listed 20 are by Wallis. 
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traditionalist-aspects ofSt Ives. It is into this scene that Ben Nicholson and Christopher 

Wood are inserted in the dual role of influence and superiority. The section's introduction 

opens with the highly mythologized 1928 visit to St Ives and the 'discovery' of Alfred 

Wallis, 141 the connotation of which is that the place and Wallis were imbued with 

significance by virtue of this visit/discovery. This marking of significance and utility of 

what was perceived as peripheral to the economic and political centre, replicates internally 

the colonial imposition on Other cultures and imposing their hierarchy of value and 

usefulness. 142 Winifred Nicholson's presence at the 1928 visit is omitted from the sub-

section and was mentioned only as an owner of paintings by Alfred Wallis. 143 While 

figuration by the 'traditionalist' was ridiculed by the 'modems' Wallis's kind of figuration 

was upheld as a model and inspiration. 144 The catalogue does however signals out three 

'conservative' artists for their "modified way, did something to help the adventurous 

young." Ofthese John Park (1880-1962) is seen as the most advanced modernist in St 

"before Nicholson's arrival in 1939."145 A brief biographical mention of John Tunnard 

(1900-1971), evades the conflict between the curator's preferred construction of'St Ives' 

and the presence of Surrealist driven abstractions in the region. Tunnard's marginalizations 

in the catalogue is explained away by the fact that he had "chosen the relative isolation of 

West Comwall." 146 Mary Jewels (1886-1977) is the only woman artist in this section. She 

stands for Comish-Bom, compared to Wallis in her lack of formal art training, but unlike 

him it is claimed had substantial support from established male artists: Cedric Morris, 

Augustus John and Christopher Wood. She is also singled out for her social connections as 

the sister in law of Frank Dobson, and belonging to the social circle of Ben Nicholson. It 

141 Ibid. p 149. 
142 I am refening here in particular to the way that French colonial ruling over North African countries divided 
the tenitory to 'useful' and 'useless' regions, for their own purposes, rather than from the perspective of 
nomadic cultural life there. 
143 Stlves (1985) p 149. 
144 Ibid. "Wallis's work was not appreciated by the general run of academic painters of St Ives, who in the 
1930s were strongly conservative by temperament and hostile to modernism." p 149. 
145 Ibid. p 149. 
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is only inthe-':biographical notes' that the last sentence states that-she-was a member of 

SISA and a founder member ofPSAC. It is therefore questionable why she was positioned 
- -

in the restrictive pre-1939 section rather placed in her rightful full historical sequences of 

involvement. Mary Jewels was represented by two works in the exhibition catalogue (of 

I 00 listed works in total), both are illustrated: Cornish Landscape, c. 1940-1950 in colour 

(fig 22) and Cornubia, c. 1940-1950, 147 in black and white. The selection of paintings, their 

positioning and discrepancies between the dates of the work and the section 'pre-1939', all 

indicate that she has been subjected to a-historical appraisal, as well as her being used as an 

index for the feminised perception of the region prior to the arrival of the modems. In the 

catalogue of the first exhibition ofPSAC, Jewels is listed as showing two works. 148 

The absence of Winifred Nicholson 

While Mary Jewels has been misrepresented Winifred Nicholson has been omitted 

altogether as an artist from the pre-1939 section. The argument that the war years were the 

significant phase for 'St Ives' and that by then Winifred was living in Banks Head, Cumbria, 

are mere 'distancing' arguments that were not applied to C. Wood (who committed suicide 

in 1930) and to Alfred Wallis (who died in 1942). The question to address here, even if only 

a hypothetical answer is possible, is what could have been the reasons for the erasure of 

Winifred Nicholson from the pre-1939 story of 'St Ives'. 

Winifred, Ben Nicholson's first wife (1920-1932), was according to him one of the most 

important influences in formulating his artistic direction during the 1920s. At the time they 

met, she graduated from the Byam Shaw School of Art and exhibited at the Royal Academy 

146 Ibid. pp 149-150. 
147 Ibid. (cat. No 3) p 150. 
148 SI Ives ( 1985) cat. no.51 Farms at St Just and no. 59. Sancreed. Penwith Society of Arts in Cornwall, 
First Exhibition (sununer 1949). St Ives: James Lanham Limited in collaboration with Guido Morris. TA 
8117. 
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as well as selling her work. 149 As a student her childhood fascination with colour was 

extended to the u~se and understanding of the Pre-Raphaelites' colour harmonies and their 

use, an interest that was furthered independently as a postgraduate during her visit to India 

and Burma with her father (fig 4). The sketches and watercolours of her Indian Sketchbook 

indicate her fascination with a different light intensity she experienced in the East, combined 

with both her interest in colour as well as an astute eye and mind in learning and 

understanding different cultural formulation of composition, spatial depiction, colour 

harmonies and volume that she had encountered during her visit. 150 This interest of 

Winifred Roberts at the time can be inserted into two genealogies, .the personal as well as 

the Western cultural interest at the time in extra European examples, where the colour 

scheme and tonal allocations are a merger of both the influences of the Indian subcontinent 

and Paul Gauguin's examples, as an act of anti-academic intent as well as a search for a 

means of revitalizing the European picturing tradition, through a wide range of Primitivism. 

A detailed comparison of Ben Nicholson's work prior meeting and marrying Winifred in 

1920, with his subsequent work, especially during the first three years of their marriage and 

life in Catagnola, Switzerland, reveals beyond doubt the influence that Winifred had on her 

husband who at the time only dabbled in painting, without any clear idea other than a bitter 

competition with and against his father the established Edwardian father William Nicholson. 

This pictorial evidence is incomplete, for much of the paintings that Ben painted at the time 

have been destroyed by him at a later stage, especially figure paintings that both Winifred 

149 For Byam Shaw's art and theories see pp 66-71 in Tim Barringer (2000) 'Not a "Modem" as the workd is 
now understood?' pp 64~83, in David Peters Corbett and Lara Perry (eds.) English Art 1860-1914: Modem 
Artists and Identity, The Barber Institute's Critical Perspectives in Art History Series, Manchester University 
Press. 
150 She wrote in 'London Exhibition- New Vision' (n.d.) "Ben was exploring the New Vision in every 
direction. I was exploring new thinking- in India I had read the Vedas, studied the Hindu and Buddhist 
writers, and Laotze." Reprinted in Andrew Nicholson, (1987) Unknown Colour, London, Faber and Faber, p 
39. 
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and Ben refer-to-:irFtheir letters as "Titans"151 as well as Ben's recognition,at his inferior 

stage of developrrien_!_i~ formulating a pictorial equivalent to his expressive i~tention, by 

comparison to Winifred's accomplished achievements. 152 Ben listed Winifred as one of his 

most significant influences at that early stage when she guided their exploration of defining 

their primitivizing expressions. The emphasis on Barbara and Ben's joint venture and their 

over mythologized visits to France where they were claimed to have met various French 

avant-garde painters, needs to be adjusted and corrected with the re-inscription ofWinifred 

into that phase of shift from figurative modernism to non-figurative one. Winifred's impact 

on the formation of Ben at the second stage, when he defines his geometric white relief 

works, is of a double impact: first, her indefatigable believe and interpretation of Christian 

Science, secondly, her choice of making her home in Paris after Ben moved to live with 

Barbara. 

The various waves ofWinifred's influences on Ben Nicholson are hesitantly mentioned in 

various prestigious monographs about him. Lynton, in his discussions about Ben's 

landscapes of 1927-8, gives a tentative, brief and underdeveloped acknowledgement to 

Winifred with this short statement that observed that [Ben's] "broad treatment of landscape 

forms and space may owe something to Winifred ... " 153 Despite Lynton's postulating with 

the word 'may' he all the same repeats similar observation in his discussion about the 

window-sills compositions of arranging still-life against landscape, which Ben Nicholson 

revived in the 40s in Carbis Bay, as Lynton concedes, a return to Winifred's paintings of the 

20s. 154 Few hesitant comments attest to a need of modification of the narrative that 

151 Letters from 1923, Ibid., pp 63-64. 
152 In a letter dated 3 April 1923, he writes: "I don't yet seem to have painted the suitable landscape for my 
very fierce people to walk about in .... We are having a show at a small gallery in Bond (filthy) St. begins May 
23. Winifred's very sensitive flowers on one wall and my fierce bluderbusts on the other." Ibid., p 64. 
153 Norbert Lynton (1993) Ben Nicho/son, Oxford, Phaidon, p 54. 
154 ibid p.l78. 
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stresses Ben and~Barbara venture in Paris. In his most outright and unconditional sentence 

about Winifred's role, Lewison states: 

However, the fact that Nicholson executed the first reliefs in Paris is not only a testimony to the 
influence of the group of artists that were now his friends, but also to the continuing importance of 
Winifred who, at the same tome, began to paint abstractly and with whom he enjoyed long discussions 
about art. 155 

But reading these hindsight-begrudging acknowledgements ofNicholson's scholars, against 

the letters that Ben wrote at the time to Winifred a completely different evaluation of 

dependency to her model and introductions emerges. Winifred set herself up at the centre of 

the modernist avant-garde capital at the time and her stay in Paris during 1932-38, was not a 

time of retreat and isolation, but on the contrary a time of involvement and full engagement 

with the non-figurative community of artists. In her wartime article 'Mes amis - les 

Fran9ais' she acknowledges the impact that the Parisian art community had on the English 

artists: "You know that our inspiration came from your Paris, from Paris which was between 

the wars the centre of the world of art - your Paris was our Mecca, our Rome, our 

Jerusalem, our Paris - in fact what have we done without Paris?"156 The article gives a 

vivid image to her involvement and socializing as well as interactive involvement with the 

abstractionists. 157 In her article 'Paris in the 1920s and 1930s', written in 1975 for her first 

and only exhibition of abstract works at the Kalman Gallery, London, she recalls that in the 

1930s she discarded the: 

Pre-Raphaelite romance- copying the visual world of appearance- and with fond delight traced with 
a compass and set square proportions that leapt out of the canvas unexpected to my though and to my 
eye. The work was experimental- I did not know where it would lead- but it delighted me. 158 

The self-deprecatory tone about her own involvements and achievement is typical of 

Winifred's generosity and conscientious support of other artists. But Ben did not hesitate to 

155Jeremy Lewison (1993) Ben Nicholson, exhibition catalogue, London, Tate Gallery, p 216. 
156 Andrew Nicholson (1987) Op. Cit. p 118. 
157 The De Stijl artist Cezar Domela "was giving her [Winifred]lessons in abstract art" write Hammer and 
Ladder (2000), information from interview with Dome1a, p 225, p 492n 141. 
158 Andrew Nicholson (1987) p 106. 
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stress more than~once her generosity of spirit and support. In a-'letter written from 

Hampstead in 1932 discussing his forthcoming visit to see her and their children after his 
~-- -

exhibition closes (Dec 3) In an elated mood he writes: 

The New developments are my first real expression and so very very much of it is due to you - there 
is a CLEAR LIGHT in several and some v. simple living things which you have especially given 
me .... I feel that light when I have found it has come especially from you .. .' 59 

It was during this stay over Christmas that Ben Nicholson made his first relief, and started 

with his new pure geometrical language of squares and circles. 160 Ben recognized he had 

found a new formula that could be explored further and wrote an ecstatic letter of gratitude 

to Winifred: 

The photogrpahps standing on the mantelpiece & pinned up have a real depth & severe beauty- all 
in circles of light - & triangle 7 simple shapes. They are actually made & constructed by light passing 
-not by objects- & they are real. A big advance on Moholy-Nagy. 161 

It is not clear what he refers to in this statement. But extrapolating from the habit of 

Winifred Ben and Christopher Wood habit of exchanging photographs of work, it is likely 

that he describes a photograph ofWinifred's early non-figurative painting, since at the time 

neither he nor Hepworth used triangles as one of their shapes, but Winifred did (figs. 26, 

37,38). 162 

Ben also writes in the same letter, dated Dec 30 [1933] in clear and unambiguous term: 

I have felt you have been working today - on the same translucent aeroplane ideas. I hope you did 
such a lovely thing, dear? You gave me so much, such a dear sweet generous giving thing -so a push 
to my work & to the new idea we are all so excited about. I think your contribution lo this idea is 
going to be transcendent - that aeroplane flying has an absolule fascination for me .... Bless you my 
dear & thank you may times for your help with those circle ideas- a real & lovely help. 163 

159 Ibid. p 141. 
160 His earlier geometrical non-figurative altempt during 1924-6, were in all probability based on collages that 
he then painted, and the painterly touch as well as the uneven edges of the forms contain more of the 
Bloomsbury mood than the new technological or architectural inspired forms. 
161 Ibid., p 142. 
162 ! inserted a question mark afler the dates, as is universally done, to Winifred Nicholson's paintings, 
especially those of her Paris period. According to Andrew Nicholson, her son, the whole family joined in 
deciding the paintings' dates before she sent them to be exhibited. But the issue is even more acute in relation 
to her abstract paintings. If we were to believe the dating now circulating in catalogues, then she did not paint 
between 1932 and 1935- and her abstract painlings are all clustered after Ben Nicholson's famous circles 
paintings. This supposition seems most unlikely to me. Winifred Nicholson's abstract painting dating was 
carried out for the first time during the mid 1970s prior to her first abstract paintings exhibition. 
163 Ibid., p 143. 
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To sum up my argument here, there is a clear difference of evaluation of-Winifred's in the 

making of Ben Nicholson, between what he perceived as help at the time, and how it has 
-- --

been minimized, to an extent by Ben but much more so by his monographers. Despite their 

marginalizations, Winifred emerges as the influence on his passage from academic dark 

painting to light palette, to primitivisms, to reinterpretations of these in spiritual terms of 

light in the sense understood by Christian Science, which aided at the last resort to make the 

final leap to geometric white relief works. If as I claim here, Winfred has been so 

important in the making of Ben Nicholson and since she has been with him and Wood in 

Cornwall for sure, but also in all probability in St Ives during the encounter with Alfred 

Wallis, how come she has been totally expunged from the exhibition and catalogue of St 

Ives? 

Ben Nicholson's first visit to Cornwall was when he joined the Roberts, Winifred's family, 

on their holiday in Polpero in the summer of 1919. On their 1928 summer holiday in 

Feock she painted Fishing Boat, Feock (fig 12), and in all probability was with Ben and 

Christopher in St Ives on that famous 'Wallis-discovery' trip. 164 When Ben left St Ives she 

stayed behind with Wood (fig 24). During the early period of their marital break-up 

Winifred sought refuge with their three children in Par, prior to her stay in Paris. After the 

war, especially from the date that Kate Nicholson, their daughter moved there, ( 1956) 

Winifred was a regular visitor to St Ives, where she painted and had numerous artistic and 

Christian Science fiiends. And yet, in St Ives there is a listing of dates that link of Kate 

Nicholson to Cornwall 165 while Winifred's presence in the catalogue is restricted to her role 

164 He reluctantly admitted that when I interviewed him. He implied that it was a known fact within the 
family, but that they preferred to remain silent about various errors in the published histories of the family. This 
reluctant information still has to be considered in relation to Winifred's own writing about the event. She states 
that the two men discovered Wallis. See A. Nicholson (1987), p. 93. 
165 Stlves (1985) 'Biographical Notes', p 136. 
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as a spouse and doubles as a model for Wood's depiction in his The Fislrerman!s Farewell, 

1928. 166 

So why is she absent from St Ives? 161 Explaining it only as a gendered bias would in this 

case not tell the whole story. In her case there is also the issue of the avant-garde and class 

behaviour determining her long-suffering understanding and despite her reluctance to 

'misbehave' either publicly or privately. Refusing initially to grant him a divorce or to live 

in a menage a trios, she forged for herself an independent life in Paris, where Ben came 

sporadically to visit her and their three young children and immersed herself in the Parisian 

avant-garde and painting non-figurative paintings. Only with the birth of Ben and Barbara 

triplets did she concede to a divorce, but even then her professional contacts with Ben 

continued. 168 As Andrew Nicholson has pointed out, Winifred and the whole family 

subsequently, treated St Ives as the homestead and domain of Barbara, and retreat from 

making any claims that Winifred shares any claim to the making of 'St Ives'. And yet, a 

tacit admission that Winifred has a stake at the construct of that British modernism was a 

solo, memorial exhibition held at Penwith Society in 1981, after Winifred's death. 

Hepworth is the only woman to be attributed a central creative role in St Ives 1939-64 

catalogue, and remains an undisputed pivotal artist in the construction of the St Ives group. 

In its incorporation of 'major' woman artist within the avant-garde 'St Ives' is one of the 

exceptions to the masculinist rule initially defined by Carol Duncan and revisited by Lisa 

166 St/ves(1985)sheismentionedinpp21,31,99,135, 136,146149,152,159. Forareadingofthepainting 
see Matthew Rowe (1996) 'The Fisherman's Farewell' in Andre Cariou and Michael Tooby, Christopher 
Wood, A Painter Between Two Cornwalls, Tate Gallery Publishings, p 31. 
167 When I posed this same question to Alan Bowness he initially answered with indignant surprise at the 
suggestion that she ought to be included. But when I put it to him that by comparison to the time that Rothko 
had spent in St Ives she surely deserved at least as much mention, he couldn't stop himself from seeing the 
funny side of my argument and burst in laughter. 
168 A large collection of their correspondence is now held in various archives, mainly in Kettle's Yard, Tate 
Archive, and Dartington. 
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Tickner. 169 Apart from~her, predictably, the category of 'major figure' is reserved-for male 

practitioners, a notion that is metonymically expressed in a collage of ·Hepworth 

surrounded by men artists (fig 30), where despite her small scale being different and at the 

centre semiotically stands for the eternal Other. Hepworth's success was mainly of personal 

consequences, as for her position in relation to other women, or to the Artwriting 

consideration of other women, her example served as tokenism whereby an illusion of 

equality was created and supported by an erroneous impression of adequately inclusion and 

therefore, as if needed inclusion of no other women artists. 

The little coverage that younger women painters were given, was at best as disciples of the 

senior or imitators of the junior men artists. Unlike men artists of their generation, they 

were not credited with. having outgrown the stage of dependency. Almost every single 

decision in their private lives and professional one are described as prompted by men, be it 

parents, teachers, partners, husbands or their friends. Artistic inspiration is forever ascribed 

as flowing in one way direction, from male to female, no matter how senior in age or 

professional experience the woman artist might be. It is as if the other way flow, that a men 

artist is appropriating a woman's work, is either unimaginable in the Artwriting, or else is 

the influence that cannot be named. Following their institutional marginalizations, women 

painters working within 'St Ives' have hardly been considered critically, their dismissal 

seems to be determined a priory without a need to collate a comparative list of the dates of 

what the artists painted. Other than thin leaflets, hardly any of the women painters had as 

yet a comprehensive survey of their art, let alone a detailed critical catalogue. 170 

169 Lisa Tickner (1994) 'Men's Work? Masculinity and Modernism' in N. Bryson, M. Ann Holly and K. 
Moxey (eds.) Visual Culture: Images and its interpretations, Hanover and London, University Press of New 
England. 
170 Except for W. Bams-Graham who commissioned Lynn Green to write a monograph about her. Green, 
Lynne (200 I) W. Barns-Graham, A studio Life, London, Lund Humphries. But as important as this lavish 
publication is, it is more of a first chronology than either a catalogue raisonnee or a critical study. 
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In a hindsight disclaim:erc::that Charles Harrison presented in a conference paper -and later 

published he refuted his original claims about aesthetic superiority of Ben Nicholson and 

stated that he had come to recognize aesthetic superiority of Gwen John's art. 171 But a 

couple of years after the paper he published yet another book on Ben Nicholson and not on 

Gwen John, it is He who is the stuff on which reputations are being made, not She. But, 

Winifred Nicholson, Mary Jewels, Margaret Mellis, Wilhelmina Bams-Graham, Marlow 

Moss, Miriam Gabo, (whose art has all but become invisible), Margo Maecelsbergh, Rose 

Hilton, Sandra Blow, Thelma Hulbert, and Prunella Clough to name but few, are still 

awaiting basic collation and documentation of their work. Hepworth's acclaim has situated 

her differently and in opposition to both her male colleagues and other women artists. 172 

Hepworth's twelve years difference from Gabo's age is not considered as casting her as his 

artistic junior in the way that her seniority of 12 years to Mellis' did impact. Equally the 

nine years difference between Hepworth and Nicholson are deemed relatively minor 

compared to the same age gap between Hepworth and Bams-Graham. Another significant 

variant was the often uneasy relationship between Hepworth and other women painters, in 

Douglas Hall words she has claimed for herself a position of "one undisputed Queen' in St 

Ives", 173 despite Hepworth's claim that "We women must stick together." I
74 

Women painters' work was given only a limited exposure in St Ives, while the discussion 

about them was distorted in information, restrictive in interpretation, and denied any 

independent voice, choice or subjectivity. Other than Hepworth no woman artist was 

acknowledged with individuated expression, but their lives and professional attainments are 

171 Harrison, Charles (July 1997) 'Looking Back and Going On' at Rethinking Englishness: English Art 1880-
1940, University of York. Conference paper.Harrison, Charles ( 1999) ' "Englisness" and "Modernism" 
Revisited'. Modernism/Modernity, Vol. 8, No. I, Jan 99, 75-90. 
172 SeeP. Florence (1995) 'Barbara Hepworth: The Odd Man Out?' in D. Thistlewood (ed) Barbara Hepworth 
Reconsidered, Liverpool, Liverpool University Press pp 23-42 for strategies available to a woman modernist. 
Also Katy Deep well about the critical reception of Hepworth in the same volume. 
173 Douglas Hall (1989) W. Barns-Graham Retrospective: 1940-1989, Edinburgh, Edinburgh Museums and Art 
Galleries, p 3. 
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perceived as either 'chaperoned' by men, or being of a lesser standard than the-men or the 

single exceptional woman scUlptress. 

Primitivism- or the uses and abuse ofWallis 

If avant-garde self-identity is underpinned by a masculinist project of defining self against 

the Other, the Others in St Ives case were not just women but also 'primitive' self-taught 

artists. Alfred Wallis, in the catalogue, stands as a sign for untutored, 'unspoiled' 

expression, and functions as a double trope of 'primitivism', which has since become highly 

commodified (fig 27). 175 His almost illiterate, low working class status as well as the 

romance of his past involvement with the dying industry of fishing prompted the elaboration 

of him as a mariner, as the inscription on his grave declares. These attributes embodied a set 

of primordial qualities which the peninsula signified in the 'modems' imagination. By 

contrast, the Cornish-born artist Mary Jewels, who was self-taught and defined as 'naive' 

painter, attracted little critical attention. 176 While their artistic impetus had some parallels, 

there were significant differences between Wallis and Jewels. She was born and lived in 

Newlyn where she met many artists through her brother-in-law the sculptor F. Dobson. In 

1918, as a young widow Cedric Morris encouraged her, to take up painting. During and 

after the war-years Ben Nicholson frequently visited her and expressed his appreciation of 

her art. 177 But unlike in the case of Wall is, a different cluster of connections is ascribed to 

Jewels art. While Wallis because of his gender, class and previous profession, serves as a 

'magnificent exception' to his gender, against whose Otherness the modems could define 

themselves, Jewels's Otherness - as often is the case with the category of woman as Other-

174 Bams-Graham in interview, 5.6.96. 
175 A recent display in Tate Britain shop tastfully arranged reproduction of Wall is painting as kites hats and the 
image itself. Photographed in October 2002. 
176 See Denys Val Baker (1985) 'Primitive Visons', Country Life, 16 August, Newlyn. And Newlyn exhibition 
1977. 
177 Information, interview with Bams-Graham I 0.6.1996. 
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was made to disappear. 1?!=_Wallis's model is a gendered inversion of the model-of the 

'magnificent exception' concept, which usually is applies to women who are perceived as 
--- -

unusually gifted. Wallis's 'Primitivism' operates as a useful Other by being highly 

feminised, in the claims of his creativity as a function of spontaneity, which traditionally has 

been a concept naturalised to women's creativity. Wallis therefore stands for the local, male 

spontaneity that expresses modular insights in his art, a natural treasure to be guarded, in 

other words, to be patronised. 179 By contrast, as her photograph indicates, Jewels was a 

stylish woman, and as the sister in law of Frank Dobson, was well connected to the local 

advanced art world. 180 She would fit awkwardly to the category of 'primitive' because of 

her class, and social milieu. Instead, by defining her as a 'naive' artist, the notion of her 

being civilised remains in tact, but with the connotation of not having attained a high 

degrees of sophistication. The distinction creates polar opposites of class and gender; to 

Wallis's enobled primitive she provides an index of the civilized but intellectually less 

capable naive woman. 

The myth of Alfred Wall is serves both symbolic and economic purposes. He represents for 

the 'modems' the equivalent of role that the Noble Savage served for the 181
h century 

enlightened colonising practice. Both admired, adulated but patronised with an eye for 

economic profit. It still remains an unanswerable question why this patronising amazement 

still survives despite the proliferation of post-colonial discourse. 181 In this context it is 

important to stress that most of the individuals identified as 'major' artists of 'St Ives' did 

not have any institutional or established art education. In that sense, in 1928 Wallis also 

178 On 'structure-Other' and the implication of the disappearance of the 'Other' see Dorothea Olkowski (I 999) 
Gilles Deleuze: and the Ruin of Representation. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California 
Press, pp. 36-39. 
179 Margaret Mellis TAY 272 AB pp 57-59. 

181 Though in recent years there has been evidence of a shift to slightly more critical assessment ofWallis's 
'primitivism'. See Matthew Gale (1999) 'Artistry, authenticity and the Work of James Dixon and Alfred 
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provided an encouragement-and an indirect self-promotion for Ben and Christopher's 

professional ambitions, as much as it set the same example, almost twenty years later for the 

aspiring young generation during the post world war years. This assumption works on the 

basis of set hierarchies of value in Western art, whereby primitivism of spontaneity and a-

historical representation has become a factually misguided but all the same a powerful 

discourse. 182 The fact that Wallis and his wife run marine shops in Penzance and in St Ives 

(fig 29) at the end of the 191
h c. points to a high probability that he must have been part of 

vernacular decorative paintings, such as marine objects, or sign paintings that were then still 

a living tradition. 183 Presumably, equipped with this background and encouraged by the 

vibrant presence of artistic activities in the art colony in St Ives it was for him but a small 

transference of experience that needed but small adjustment, namely painting on found 

surfaces rather than on second hand marine objects. 

There is a gap between facts and claims of what modernist qualities did Wall is fulfil for the 

'modems' in their unflinching admiration. With the over-emphasis attributed to abstraction 

in 'St Ives' the literalness of Wallis's depictions seems to belong to an altogether different 

expressive mode. Primitivism and 'imposed surrealism' are two expressive qualities 

contained in his paintings that would appeal to the cultural affinity of the late 1920s and 

revisited in the 1940s. The art of Wallis stands explicitly for aspects of the Noble Savage, 

and tacitly for its raw spontaneity and chance - in the shapes of the boards on which he 

painted - that offered for the sophisticated viewer, as surrealists believed, a direct 

expression, an innocence that was oblivious to and different from civilized expressions, 

which were more of cultural refinement than true expression of the subconscious. Chance is 

Wall is' in exhibition catalogue Two Painters: Works by Alfred Wa/lis and James Dixon, London, Merrell 
Holberton, in association with Irish Museum of Modem Art and Tate Gallery St Ives, pp 16-26. 
182 The literature on the subject is extensive and it will suffice here to mention only the debate that surrounded 
the Primitivism exhibition at MOMA and the debate in precisely these terms that it provoked. Most famously 
Hat Foster's article 'The Primitive Unconscious' 
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applied m two contexts to-Wallis, one intrinsic to his work the other extrinsic,-the so 

narrated, chance discovery ofhim by Ben and Christopher Wood, the other, the claim that he -- -

painted on whatever shape of ground he came across, which are retained in the irregular 

shapes of his paintings, and held an aesthetic, almost iconic value for his collectors. 184 In a 

way these are tropes of chance, linking it to the Surrealists valued notion of both chance 

meeting of culturally incongruous objects, as well as the serendipity of the ob} et trouve. 

The controlled patronizing of Wallis is an indication to the degree to which he became 

commodified and the degree to which Symbolic Capital was invested in his myth. The 

patronising of Wallis did not express itself solely in the purchasing and selling frenzy 

amongst a small circle of friends, but even in attempts of controlling his art, by making sure 

that none of his benefactors supplied him with colours that did not belong to his 'original' 

range. Such a control aimed at ensuring that his painting did not change from their initially 

encountered configuration and thereby securing that for the constant and volatile 'modem' 

he remained the unchanging a-historical 'primitive'. Wallis's initial colour range was 

restricted by the preferred hues used in local boat and gates paints, therefore his use of 

blue/grey/green was not one of choice and preference, but a result of availability. Under the 

watchful eyes of his admirers, the economic restriction became an 'aesthetically' controlled 

one. Wallis's painting from his last years, when hospitalised in Madron Public Assistance 

Institution, contain warm, red and brown earth colours are indicative of his own preference 

for and delight in experimenting in different and wider range of colours. Patronising 

Wallis in this way was an attempt to stop him from changing evolving or having the 

freedom of expression. Another, though related aspect of control over the meaning of or the 

Symbolic Capital contained within Wallis was the battle for the control over his biography. 

183 None of the publications about Wallis that I have come across has taken this line of research. For my own 
argument here it is only an observation and not central to my thesis. 
184 In letters to collectors Ben Nicholson warns that the shapes of the ground must not be touched or corrected. 
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When Sven Berlin wrote an article about Wallis after his death, and intended to publish-it 

Horizon in 1942, Ben Nicholson made sure that he wrote one too and that it appeared 

alongside Berlin's in 1943, after having failed to convince Adrian Stokes from dissuading 

Sven from writing the article altogether. 185 Apart from the Other, the Primitive that Wallis 

offered as an English counterpart for the Cubists' Rousseau, he also was an affirmative 

example for the paradigm of the untutored intuitive genius. An important paradigm, since 

being untutored in a traditional way, became part of the ethos of 'St Ives' artists, most of 

whom were untutored. Wallis who was an artist on whom Nature has bestowed the rarest 

gift, not to know that he is one' as the Gabos' put it in their funerary floral tribute, 186 was an 

ideal father figure for the 'St Ives'. Unlike others his art remained static, left to be sold and 

promoted by others, and after his death could be articulated a useful manner for the 

'modems' purposes. At the time that women made headway in their attempts to become 

respectable professional, Wallis was indexical to the feminization of the male artist, but his 

vulnerability could be presented as unique that at the same time showed up the 'major 

figures' in even more favourable light. 

MeUis and Barns-Graham- an intervention 

The issue that has been erased from the catalogue is how the absence of women painters is 

positioned in relation to the double contexts of male artists working under the cultural and 

political cloud of threatened masculinity, coupled by the feminising of the art practice. Thus 

their absence from the canon of 'St Ives, I argue, is not just yet another illustration to Carol 

Duncan's thesis of the dominant culture's inability to recognise women as founders and 

original creators, but in this particular case it is confounded by socio-psychological 

conditions of biographical, national, and international nature. An equally complex 

configuration operated in relation to women painters as the one I have outlined above in 

185 This extraordinary request brought about a rift in the relationship of Stokes and Nicholson. 
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relation to the hierarchical web-of~primitivism' operating tacitly on inter and explicitly-on 

intra gendered trajectories. 

The specific conditions of production for women artists need to be inserted into the broader 

mapping of modernism in Penwith. In addition, Mellis and Barns-Graham were 

marginalized in the catalogue as examples of eternal disciples of the 'older generation', or 

copyists of their own men colleagues. This positioning mirrors that of the Mary Jewels's in 

relation to Wallis, where privileged class and education was considered as a specific 

disadvantage on top of the naturalized limitations inscribed unto their (gendered) art. All 

biographical facts were used to belittle their artistic output. Their age, was used to exclude 

them from being considered as part of the older, already established, generation, but having 

a diploma made them outsiders from the so called 'middle generation'. 187 In a curious 

way, their 'in-between' situation in relation to age and professionalism, made them fall 

between two stools as in the Artwriting of St Ives they belong to neither. 

Margaret Mellis, features in the catalogue mainly in the role of a wife and hostess 

(mentioned 14 times), 188 and as an informant about the early days at Little Park Owle 

contrary to her role (especially her adherence to abstraction since 1940). The degree to 

which a blind eye and deaf ear were turned to the women painter's subjecthood is manifest 

in a clear fashion in the 1981 interviewing tapes and transcripts kept at the Tate Archive. 

Time and again, both Mellis and Barns-Graham are being asked to impart information about 

their male colleagues, for which they readily offer information. But whenever they either 

modified the question or attempted to discuss their own art or experience, their comments 

were cut short, and whatever information they did depart in relation to their art did not 

186 Sven Berlin (1949) p 8; SIT 11.9.42. 
187 In my research I did not come across any ridicule ofBryan Wynter for having a diploma, while Bams
Graham and Mellis did. 
188 SI Ives (1985) pp 21,22,24,25, 99,100,101, 102, 103, 115. 
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appear in the published catalogue~As individuals they disappear amidst their very presence-

and emerge only in the footnotes and asides as informants about others, implying that their 

sole value had been to witness the men's art. Mellis's persistent effort to explain the 

difficult conditions in Little Park Owles for the first six months, IS9 shed a completely 

different light on the image of a united group working away together on abstractions. 

Mellis, who practiced abstraction after 1940, and Barns-Graham's advanced style and 

eventual abstraction, have indeed been subjected to a quadrupled marginalisation: for their 

gender, within the 'modems' for their age, in St Ives for adhering to abstract paintings, and 

finally in the critical literature for working within the avant-garde that already had its token-

woman, Hepworth. Wilhelmina Barns-Graham-has remarked on the influence that 

Hepworth's single-minded dedication and work-ethic had on her professionalism, but 

neither she nor Mellis concedes to having derived any artistic inspiration from Hepworth. In 

that respect, both painters stress the debt they owe to Ben Nicholson. At Carbis Bay Ben 

Nicholson encouraged Margaret Mellis to make abstract collages. After his separation from 

Barbara in 1949 Ben became an intimate friend of Wilhelmina Barns-Graham and her 

husband David Lewis. During this time they regularly went out for sketching expeditions, 

he wrote for her introduction letters for artists in Paris, and promoted her work amongst his 

friends in London whenever she exhibited there during the 1950s. Wi1helmina 

acknowledges to have been influenced by his use of tinted paper for sketching, but William 

Gear claimed that Ben appropriated Barns-Graham's habit of softening the lines of her 

drawing by way of smudging them.I 90 Gabo's tacit example was the greatest influence on 

both artists. Their adoption of abstraction included Mellis and Barns-Graham with their 

peers' exhibiting policies and strategies, with Mellis being included in the 1942 New 

189 TAY 272 AB; 7817.6; and my interviews and conversations with the artist. 

190 He claimed that time and again according to Clare Stacey from Art First Gallery London. According to 
William Gear she already used to smudge her outlines for atmospheric effect as a student. 
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Movements in Art, exhibition in-~London with Ben's selection of her work for the----::

constructivist section, and Bams-Graham becoming in St Ives 'one of the boys' an integral 

part of the group that made up The Crypt, as well as being one of the original founders 

members ofPSAC. 

The issue of commitment to abstract or figurative had implicated avant-garde affiliations on 

one hand and impacted economic survival on the other. Commitment to abstraction 

decreased their immediate ability to survive from selling their paintings, as the local market 

in the early days was buoyant only for figurative paintings, as were national museums at the 

time. As for the commercial galleries and private collectors, these were tightly guarded by 

and for the 'middle generation' under the nationalistic sentiment that the boys needed all the 

support to compensate for their lost and traumatic war years. On one occasion T. Frost 

justified to Wilhelmina his commercial aggression by his determination to provide for his 

sons. By implication, her elected preference of artistic life over motherhood, placed her 

'unnaturally' in a cerebral domain, where she had to face punitive consequences. 

David Lewis 'Memoir' is claimed to be based on his intimate fiiendship with Lanyon, 

Wells, Nicholson and Hepworth, without any intellectual reference to the main person who 

introduced him to this circle, his spouse Wilhelmina. Despite his arrival at Bosporthennis 

only in 1947 that is after the departure of Adrian Stokes, Margaret Mellis and Naum and 

Miriarn Gabo they too feature extensively in his 'subjective' narration. Obviously, Lewis' 

omission of detailed references to his life with Bams-Graham might have been due to an 

uneasy attempt to negotiate between a subjective and too intimate an account of personal 

life. But beyond this, Lewis' authorial voice oscillates between two perspectives, each of a 

different genre: one, personal/anecdotal, the other that of an art critic and historian, 

pertaining to factual objectivity, especially when he attempts to evaluate well-known artists. 
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Bams-Graham features in Lewis's___:Memoir' only in three short and dispersed sections--

rendering the narration both brief and discontinuous, which entail: their first encounter, the 

details of their wedding in Scotland, with Lanyon was best man, and just one paragraph 

discussion her art. 191 He recalled his surprise when he first met the artist 'Willie' 192 in 1948: 

At the time she was painting a series of street scenes of houses with steps and balustrades, and she was 
known as W. Balustrade Graham .. .I was surprised to find that 'Balustrade' was not a man but a 
woman, and a beautiful woman at that ... " 193 

Inadvertently, he wrote a double insult both of her professional and personal reputation, at 

once: using a pejorative rhyming word for her surname and dismissing her artistic 

practice. 194 By this identification he undermines her recognition as an artist and positions 

her instead as only an object of pleasure for the male gaze. This objectification, is 

reinforced by the three accompanying photographs - one on Porthrneor beach with David 

(fig 31 ), the second Wilhelmina facing the photographer in her Porthrneor studio the third is 

in her studio facing David Lewis (fig 32), very different images to those of, say, Gabo 

absorbed in his work. 195 Lewis evaluates women, artists or otherwise, according to their 

desirability, as objects to be looked at. Bams-Graham, like Hepworth, is referred to in terms 

of feminine appearance 196 rather than as a producer of images. He similarly recalls "a 

sunbronzed goddess of a waitress called Mary". 197 Thus, Bams-Graham is positioned in 

between Hepworth, who has also been discussed for her artistic merit, and the other extreme 

of 'Mary' whose sole entity was reduced to her appearance. In discussing Bams-Graham 

Lewis imposed a masculine gaze at her femininity which in a catalogue article, ought to be 

directed at her art. 

191 SI Ives ( 1985), Lewis did ot mention Barns-Graham either in section VI, where the Carbis Bay group are 
discussed, or in section VII as part of the younger generation. Their meeting appears in section VII, p 25, their 
marriage in section X, p 29; on p 31 Lewis discusses her art. 
192 As the artist is universally known. 
193 SI Ives (1985) p 25. 
194 According to Wilhelmina the topic had been a bone of contention between them and therefore, he was fully 
aware at the time of interviewing her and later writing it that she would take offence. That was one of the 
reasons that she had put an embargo on the interview tape and transcription at the Tate Archive. 
195 SI Ives ( 1985) pp 24-25. 
196 Ibid., p 18. 
197 Ibid., p 31. 
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Lewis's bias stresses the men artists, and is reductive and pejorative about her art except for 

conceding to the value of her Glacier Series paintings of the 1950s. His view limited any 

in-depth consideration of the work of Bams-Graham. As opposed to his denigration of her 

'Balustrade' series (see fig 9 where they are on the easel in the background), these works 

need to be considered as a comment relating to the economic and societal reality of wartime 

St Ives. In these Bams-Graham inscribes her visual and emotional awareness of the 

transformations of the townscape caused by the war, which forced the tearing down of iron 

balustrades because of material shortage. 

Other indirect references to the impact of the war on St Ives are is a recurrent theme in 

Bams-Graham's paintings (see chapter 5 for detailed discussion). Lewis wrote during the 

1980s in high modernist language, which owes much to Clement Greenberg's formulation 

of modernism, 198 of how "she freed herself from literal figuration, and began a series of 

abstract compositions."199 Furthermore, in 1985 Lewis repeated the acclaim for Barns-

Graham's Swiss Glaciers Series of 1948-52 and reduced her total oeuvre to this one 

example. All her subsequent paintings were absent her lifelong work has been condensed, 

arrested, as if frozen to one moment of acclaim. In addition his reading of the series' 

meaning as a signifier of St Ives neatly accommodates and locates the paintings within both 

his own biography and the aspirations of the exhibition while eradicates from the narrative 

Barns-Graham as an acting agent. 

Ironically, the town of St Ives was discussed as the principal referent for Bams-Grahm's art 

even when she was painting images of Grindelwald, Switzerland! Here, an irreconcilable 

198 For a critique and bibliography ofGreenberg see Donald B. Kuspit (197.9) Clement Greenberg, Art Critic, 
Lonodn, The University of Wisconsin Press. 
199 St Ives (1985) p 31. 
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tension emerges between the cosmopolitan aspiration of the catalogue and its nationalism, 

which are mapped over a gendered differentiation and consistently operate in a detrimental 

fashion for women artists. This evaluative asymmetry is expressed most clearly in the 

negative reading of the two St Ives Island sheds paintings, which are forever claimed to be 

influenced by Alfred Wallis,200 or in contrast to the much-mythologized Terry Frost's Walk 

Along tire Quay, 1950201 the Bams-Graham 's figurative Balustrades Series of about 1944-

46 is only mentioned in terms of personal ridicule. Even more surprising is the omission of 

her paintings of St Ives, as she alone, of all other 'St Ives' has produced a body of art that 

considered the effects of war and its after math on St Ives. My intervention to the story of 

'St Ives' aims at redressing these issues in my chapter about Bams-Graham in representing 

her as an active agent, whose body of work relates both to societal observation as much as to 

expressing her subjectivity. 

Women's marginalisation has also been mapped in an independent hierarchy, outside of and 

parallel to the artistic hierarchies of their male colleagues. It is in this rhetoric shift the 

asymmetry of valurisation persists. It is manifested in various fashions, from a total 

expunging as that ofWinifred Nicholson, Miriam Israel and Marlow Moss, to a high degree 

of relatively pejorative terms as in the cases of Mary Jewels, or in a reductive gendered 

fashion as in the cases of Mellis and Bams-Graham. In addition to the inter-gender 

asymmetry there is also the intra-gender hierarchy; that operates differently within each 

gender. Barbara Hepworth within 'St Ives', who despite all the acclaim she seems never to 

have musetred was, all the same, never bestowed with an equal evaluation, to that of her 

200 The paraphrased discussion that D. Brown had with W. Barns-Graham on 3.11.84 in which she stated the 
impact mainly of Gabo and also of Wall is, is always reported out of context and proportion. The work is not 
interpreted in the context of her creativity but as supporting the indexical figure of the 'spirit of primitivism', 
Alfred Wallis. St Ives (1985) p 162. 
201 D. Lewis in St Ives (1985) p 30, gives a misleading chronological impression of Terry Frost being the main 
artist and that J. Wells and W. Barns-Graham paintings also explored similar themes to his. In effect when 
Frost arrived in 1946 he had no tuition of art whatsoever. During 1947-50 he studied in Camberwell School of 
Art, the period in which Wilhelmina's art moved from its formative phase to be of her own voice and 
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male colleagues have received.202 But for~other women artists creative either within SISA, 

Carbis Bay or PSAC, the presence of a successful, recognized woman artist, acts not only as 

tokenism, but also as having filled the 'available quota' for women artists, a restriction that 

doesn't operate in the possible numbers of male artists to be included in 'St Ives'. The 

various levels of selection and/or exclusion of modernist women artists was thus not 

informed by a consideration of their artistic merit, as practitioners - since little critical 

attention was given to their works - but by the symbolic violence of a masculinist genealogy 

and domination.203 

Contrary to modernist claim of alignment with the cosmopolitan artistic genealogies, and its 

emphasis on the master-disciple formula that then evolves to the disciple's attainment of 

independent artistic expression, this formula was not applied to women painters' 

progressiOn. Neither Winifred Nicholson's influence on Ben Nicholson and Christopher 

Wood, or Marlow Moss's on Mondrian were included in the catalogue.204 The absence of 

women painters from the catalogue also indicates the cultural inability to perceive women as 

formulation. Terry Frost Painting. cat.no.99, and a photograph of him walking along the quay stress his 
'symbolic ownership' of the theme, p 119, and 80. 
202 SeeK. Deepwell (1996) 'Hepworth and her Critics,' in: Thistlewood, David (ed.)(l996) Barbara 
Hepworth Reconsidered, Critical Forum Series, Vol. 3. Liverpool University Press and Tate Gallery Liverpool, 
pp 75-94. and P. Florence (1996) 'Barbara Hepworth: the Odd Man Out? Preliminary Thoughts about a Public 
Artist', in: Thistlewood, David (ed.), Barbara Hepworth Reconsidered. Critical Forum Series, Vol. 3. 
Liverpool University Press and Tate Gallery Liverpool. 
203 I am using Bourdieu's terms here. His definition of symbolic violence is: "violence which is exercised upon 
a social agent with his of her complicity." In Pierre Bourdieu and Lolc J.D. Wacquant (1992) An Invitation to 
Reflexive Sociology, Cambridge, Polity Press in association with Oxford, Blackwells, p 167. 
204 Marlow Moss was a founder member of Abstraction-Creation group in Paris and her art and statements 
featured in their annual Cahier from its first publication in 1932, on an equal footing as Gabo, Mondrian, 
Pevsner, Schwitters and Wadsworth. During the war years she took refuge in Newlyn, Cornwall, where she 
died in Abstraction-Creation ( 1932) Cahier no I, pp. 14, 25, 26, 30, 33. Moss' work was also illustrated in the 
four following cahiers, in each with two illustration Cahier no.5 (1936), published after Nicholson and 
Hepworth became members and are not named but subsumed in the statistics of abstract artists outside France. 
P.3, while Moss has two illustrations in p.18. The fact that she was kept out of becoming a member ofPSAC or 
invited to exhibit in any of the exhibitions that claimed to promote non-figurative art, indicate the threat that 
her seniority posed on Ben Nicholson's self-positioning. More importantly, is the fact that though she was the 
initiator of the compositional exploration with a double line, for which Mondrian acknowledged her influence 
on him, in recent solo retrospective of his work, though one of his own double lines is used as a cover 
illustration, but on pp. 353-359 Bois discusses the 'double line' introduction into and evolvement in his art, 
with no mention of Mar low Moss. The early examples of sketches he brings to support an argument that 
Mondrian considered the double line as early as 1928 are very dubious, especially at the face ofMondrian's 
own recognition of the debt he owed to Moss. Bois, Yve-Alain (1994) 'The Iconoclast' in Piet Mondrian 
Catalogue. Leonardo Arte. 
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mature independent creative agents. -Their status, in the Artwriting and in public 

institutional appraisals remains forever 'chaperoned', that is, their art is never allowed to 

stand on its own, expressing their subjectivity, but is forever tied into a web of paternal 

reliance, responsibility, indebtedness. Either in terms of decision making for them or in 

terms of offering a model for imitation, any of the women artists' achievements are 

transformed to yet another sign of a male's excellence from whose influence and 

'chaperoned reputation' they seem never to be able to have grown out. 

Reading the recorded and transcribed interviews of 1981 not for their information initially 

but for the methods used makes clear the degree to which women voices were denied their 

views. It ranges from the kind of questions they were asked; to the interruptions if and when 

they attempted to discuss their own art; and finally, in the biased selection of the material 

finally brought to publication. Only the information that reaffirmed the 

interviewers/authors' preconceptions made its way to the text. Other versions, insights and 

amendments were ignored, as a matter of fact are still ignored by the publications. The 

interviews with women painters and wives are extensive, but in the catalogue's main text 

their presence is extremely minimal, as it has been in the exhibition galleries. By contrast, 

women seem to disappear amidst their verifying evidence?05 Their presence in the 

footnotes and chronologies though relatively more frequent, where their letters, diaries and 

interviews, have all footnoted, indicates a textual-spatial division, or rather, the relegation of 

their subjectivity and art to the margins and to the footnotes. It is this trend that my thesis 

aims to reverse in offering an alternative reading of their art, by reinstating the women 

painters' subjectivity on a par with their male colleagues. 

205 As a foreigner to British culture I cannot help but thinking about the ditty that children should bee seen but 
not heard as a parallel to the disappearance of the women's subjecthood. They seem to be working and talking 
about it but it remains unheard. 
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Contrary to the claimed cosmopolitan lineage of modernism, a model following Barr's 

famous marking of lines of influences, which marks intellectual and expressive lineages, the 

English modernism established as 'St Ives' operates strongly on a familial lineage. To 

varying degrees, men occupying powerful organisational or otherwise, positions (i.e. with 

access to making authoritarian, decisions and/or public statements) promote artists that align 

themselves within a dynastic genealogy. Thus even biological essentialism operates 

asymmetrically; it reduces women to the short-term functions of procreation; but it enables 

powerful men to establish and claim the long-term dynastic cultural projection. 

Paradoxically, this dynastic impetus seems to be a tacit contributor in the a-symmetrical and 

gendered historicising of the so-called 'St Ives Modernism'. A high-ranking man, in control 

of symbolic capital and with either access to, or the power of, decision-making proves to be 

an essential asset and possibly determinant of women artists long term positioning. This has 

certainly been the case, albeit in relative terms, for Berthe Morisot, in the past history, and 

for Barbara Hepworth within 'St Ives'. Interestingly enough it seems also to be at this 

moment, while writing the chapter, the case of Margaret Mellis reputation. Despite years of 

active efforts invested in organising exhibitions in attempts of promoting her own and her 

late husband's, Patrick Davison public visibility, it is only recently, when due to her 

increased vulnerability at the age of 88 that her son, Telfer Stokes took on himself to 

promote her art206 that she had a retrospective accompanied by a catalogue with critical 

considered critical views.207 The accompanying catalogue is the first one to contain in 

addition to the general biographical data: a foreword by Damien Hirst 'Where Land meets 

the Sea'208 and David Batchelor's 'The Envelope Paintings' .209 Thus, the role of the 

206 In coversation with Telfer Stokes on 29.7.02 during the Adrian Stokes Conference in Brumwell, University 
of Bristol. 
207 There were two consecutive exhibitions - in London's Austin/Desmond gallery, and Newlyn Art Gallery, 
Cornwall during October-November 200 I. 
208 Margaret Me/lis (200 I) Exhibition Catalogue. Austin/Desmond Fine Art and Newlyn Art Gallery, 
Cornwall, pp 3-5. 
209 Ibid., pp 37-39. 
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surviving influential, (or should one write 'significant'?) male who will take on the role of 

positioning and promoting the art of women artists is crucial. 

However the recent mushrooming of artistic dynasties, such as that of the Nicholsons, 

Leaches, Herons, Frosts, Lanyons, Hiltons, Feilers, and others besides, puts into question the 

autonomy arguments of modernism on one hand and at the same time also operates on a 

denial for women's subjectivity outside the realms of familial, dynastic framework. To 

what extent is it an issue of pure aesthetic evaluation or one of upholding the masculine 

dynastic reputation remains a mute question. Whichever way, it seems that, even the 

inclusions ofWinfred Nicholson, M. Mellis and Barns-Graham in the system of recognition 

which constructs modernism through an artistic and masculine centred dynascy2 10 even then 

-alas- acts as a relative closure on the evaluation of their life and work. The categories of 

implied importance identified in the catalogue: major individuals, abstraction, primitivism, 

place and displacement, are all used rhetorically in the construction of 'St Ives' by way of 

inaccurate omission and marginalisation of: society, crafts, figuration, surrealism and 

gender, from the institutional, authoritative system of conferring aesthetic value. But the 

most pernicious distortion in the 1985 exhibition was that it reflected and established the 

masculinist, naturalised paradigm that denies subjectivity and agency to the women painters. 

210 The family trees of the Nicholsons, incl. A. Bowness, and that of Patrick Heron and his daughters are 
displayed prominently in Hepworth's Museum, St Ives. 
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Chapter 3 

Margaret Mellis - The exquisite-arrangement of Space1 

Introduction 
In this chapter I am looking at Margaret Mellis (Appendix 17) from two perspectives: first, 

how she operated within the circle that eventually became known as St Ives School, and her 

reductive appraisal within the group. Generally the first section considers her place within 

the English artworld structure and in the second part I consider her artwork, namely reading· 

her work as a speaking subject, whose voice has been marginalized within the Symbolic 

Capital that 'St Ives' other artists have acquired since 1985. 

Of the three women artists that I argue ought to be given greater prominence within 'St 

Ives'- Winifred Nicholson, Wilhelmina Barns-Graham and Margaret Mellis- the latter has 

received the least institutional exposure. While her paintings make occasional appearance 

in group exhibitions, as the Tate Gallery's 1985 (two works), and at the inaugural exhibition 

of the Tate St Ives, 1993 (one canvas), the only retrospective exhibition dedicated to her in a 

civic, non-commercial gallery was in the City Art Centre, Edinburgh, June-July 1997, when 

she was well into her eighties (Appendix 18)? The exhibition, a comprehensive, two floors 

display, was jointly curated by Kapil Jariwala and Mellis and accompanied by the most 

comprehensive catalogue about her work so far with 6 pages of introduction by Me! 

Gooding and 19 colour illustrations. Compared to the vast number of exhibits the catalogue 

is but a modest affair (for her paintings at the Tate Collection see Appendix 19). The 

guiding principles of this chapter are revisiting the defining categories of 'St Ives' as 

defined by the canon by way of qualifying the over-emphasised claims as well as inserting 

some of the absences and consider the following issues: the gap between reductionism in the 

representation of Mellis's (and other women artists) and the richness of her output; the tacit 

1 From Adrian Stokes Inside Out p 162. 
2 Margaret Me/lis: A Retrospective (June-July 1997) City Art Centre, Edinburgh and Kapil Jariwala Gallery, 
London (October- November 1997). 
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but ubiquitous regionalism contained within_ British (in effect English) modernism; the 

----terms in which Mellis's life-long creativity relates-to -her wartime stay and experience in 

Little Park Owles, Carbis Bay. 

Mellis's 'presence' in the 1985 catalogue was limited to two abstract works: Collage with 

Red Triangle, 19403 and Construction with Wood, 1940.4 Both works were also exhibited 

in the 1977 exhibition Cornwa/11945-55. She is however listed 18 times in the index ofthe 

catalogue. Most of these references are of her as a spouse to Adrian Stokes, or as an 

eyewitness informant of those years, rather than as an artist. The two illustrative 

photographs in the 'Biographic Notes' section stress this image even further. She is pictured 

there either as a mother or a companion.5 Despite having her work in its collection, the 

Tate Gallery has never staged a one-person exhibition of hers.6 Like Winifred Nicholson, 

Mellis too was represented in St Ives and the official museal appraisal in a reductive mode, 

but each artist in a different artistic practice. Mellis work was represented in St Ives only 

with her abstract collages of the early 1940s, her paintings prior and after that was ignored. 

Thus, while both women painters were positioned in a reductive manner, each stood for a 

different kind of practice. Winifred Nicholson was positioned (generally, that is, since she 

does not feature in the catalogue as an artist) as only a figurative painter mainly of flowers 

3 St Ives (1985) cat. No. 60, fig. I, pp 167-168. 
4 Ibid., cat. No. 61, fig 2, p 168. 
5 Both photographs by Annelie Bun yard ofBunyard-Adler Studio, 1942 pp 131,142. Only Terry Frost is 
portrayed in a paternal role but walking ahead in a fatherly manner p 119, and Joe Tilson seen on the beach 
with his wife and son and Peter Blake p 143 and Alan Lowndes p 130. Sandra Blow is photographed in her 
studio 118; W. Bams-Graham is photographed in her studio but having a discussion with her husband David 
Lewis p 115; Hepworth is the only woman seen as working on a sculpture p.l24. The photographs 
accompanying the Biographical Notes section are mostly either traditional portraits, bust to full-length, or in 
studio or against their work (Trevor Bell p 116, Feiler p. 119, Fuller p. 120, Gabo p. 121, D. Haughton p 122, 
Adrian Heath p 123, R. Hilton p. 127, P. Lanyon and B. Law p. 128, Roger Leigh p 129, John Milne p 132, 
Denis Mitchell p 133, Guido Morris p 134, Dicon and Robin Nance p 134, Adrian Ryan and William Scott p 
140, Borlase Smart p 141, Brian Wall p. 144) or in landscape environment- 8 in total: Sven Berlin against his 
tower, home/studio; Ben Nicholson- against the view of St Ives harbour, Patrick Heron- sitting against rocks 
of the moor, Chritopher Wood, Alice Moore and Kate Nicholson. Adrian Stokes , with Margaret and Telfer 
are photographed in their garden with Little Park Owles at the background, A. Wall is leaning against his 
home's doorway. Ten photographs are traditional, focusing on facial features. Activities such as drumming 
are an exception in Tunnard photograph p. 143. 
6 Tate Gallery collection nos. T04124, TOI267, T04929, TO 4930. 
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while ignoring her abstract work, Mellis was represented in the catalogue only by her the 

-abstract work. This curious inversed emphasis cannot-be explained in gendered asymmetry 

but in terms of positioning that relates to the claimed status of Ben Nicholson, namely age 

and perceived seniority. Winifred, who was the same generation and whose paintings were 

more advanced in modernist terms than Ben's was appropriated by her husband to a degree 

that his paintings of the late 1920s are easily mistaken for hers (Appendix 2). The image is 

of unintended poignancy in its corrective erasure of the initial attribution of the drawing to 

Winifred. Unlike the erasure of Wilhelmina Bams-Graham's name from Lanyon's 

reconstructed history (Appendix 3), here the mistake points to the canon's error in assuming 

figurative interiors with still-life in front of a window to be the categorical domain of 

Winifred. The drawing by Ben reveals how much his art is indebted to his first wife and 

how much of this debt has been written out from the canon. Ben regularly and extensively 

acknowledged the debt he owed her in his numerous letters to their mutual friends of the art 

world of the time.7 After their separation, when Ben's self-positioning became aggressively 

of a geometrical abstractionist he stressed Winifred's figurative paintings as opposed to his 

abstracts, concealing in the process her contribution to his abstract formulation. 8 Ignoring 

Winifred's equal standing was essential for Ben's claim for greater advanced practice. * 

The opposite is true about Margaret's abstractions. For insisting that Margaret, the young 

bride of Adrian Stokes, took up making abstract collage becomes indexical to Ben's 

leadership and supports his image of not only of a progressive artist but also as a head of an 

avant-garde. Thus, though both artists were subjected to reductive evaluation their temporal 

context is crucial to the kind of reduction of their practice. What both cases share is that in 

different ways both are deprived of any recognition of their independent creativity. The 

reductive positioning of Mellis supports the significance attributed to abstraction, and also 

7 Despite the fact that during the 1920s he wrote on numerous occasion that she was one of the main influences 
on his art, on a par with Picasso's. Kettle's Yard Archive Ben Nicholson File I, no 2, 1927. 
8 The argument of her abstract work and involvement in Paris is long and detailed, but here I will only state the 
facts that in Paris Winifred studied the language of abstraction with Domela, and that Ben's first geometrical 
abstracts were made when he came to visit her and their Children in Paris. 
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has its rationale in looking at the artistic change that she has undergone while living in close 

-proximity to Barbara, Ben and Gabo. 

But the focus on her work comes a long way down the scale of interests after the main 'use' 

of Mellis in the catalogue, which is really an affirmation and illustration of the 

transformative and influential power of the 'major artists' .9 In effect, her art as well as that 

ofW. Barns-Graham is presented as example of young women artists, followers of Ben and 

Gabo. 10 Like Winifred Nicholson, Mellis too has mostly being restricted to the spaces of 

footnotes and where there is attention to her art her creativity is articulated in a chaperoned 

context. Mellis's position is fixed as an eternal disciple, Winifred's as a matron, a 

connotative reduction that mirrors the western categorising of women into three categories: 

the virginal, desirable nubile woman, the maternal woman, and the old hag. 11 Their relative 

ages to that of Ben have determined the way their work has been reduced and fixed. 

In what follows I first will locate the community and specificity of the 'Carbis Bay Group,' 

as distinct from St Ives, in order to highlight how it impacted on Margaret Mellis, as distinct 

from how she has been positioned within it. Following Bourdieu's assertion that positioning 

is obtained not only by artistic output but by the strategic use of the avant-garde network, 

my analysis aims to outline the wartime conditions and character of the Carbis Bay 

Phase/Group and their internal and external dynamics of creativity and strategic support 

9 In this sense, the catalogue is an accurate reflection of the interviews and taped transcriptions. All the 
questions she was being asked were about the 'major figures' and whenever she attempted to talk about her 
own work or offer an alternative perspective to the preconceived narrative she was interrupted by the 
interviewers. The interviewers did not seek new perspectives but new anecdotes to verify their already 
established narrative. 
10 She and Bams-Graham are thus described in the introduction to the section on the war years p. 162. 

11 This essentialising of women's age sets must have been even further stressed with the loaded 
psychoanalytical gendering in Adrian Stokes's writing, especially in his emphasis on the matter as maternal, 
be it stone or landscape. For the first see Alex Potts (1996) in David Thistlewood (ed) Barbara Hepworth 
Reconsidered, Critical Forum Series, Vol. 3, Liverpool University Press and Tate Gallery Liverpool. For the 
second, see for example Adrian Stokes's assertion in Inside Out that "Hyde Park is especially a destroyed and 
contaminated mother", p.l58. in (1978) The Critical Writings of Adrian Stokes, vol. II, Thames and Hudson. 
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and/or rivalries. This aims firstly to redress the- mainstream's lack of attention to its 

-specificity of what I argue to be a distinctive phase. 

From whichever way one considers the Carbis Bay wartime configuration, either as a 

postscript to London's Mall Studio's Circle or as a prelude to 'St Ives' construction, its 

unchanging characteristic is that during the war years it has been an artistic battlefield for 

individual's claim for top position in an avant-garde hierarchy. I will therefore consider 

what were the artistic and personal aspects of the Carbis Bay phase that have become crucial 

in the lifelong artistic output of Mellis, as well as for her positioning. This section is not 

only an intervention but also a brief thematised chronology of her art, for of all the three 

protagonists of my study her art is the least written about. My aim is not to claim that 

Carbis Bay left her without its artistic impact, but to highlight how it has been absorbed into 

her own subjectivity. In essence I want to portray her as an agent of her art in contrast to the 

'Chaperoned evaluation' into which she has been fixed. 

Carbis Bay 

Having discussed the national and local cultural connotations contained within the notions 

of Carbis Bay, in this section I am looking at the particular meaning of the place for the 

group that lived and worked there during the war years and that defined itself for that 

duration as 'Constructivists'. The focus is both on the group/phase as a unified entity, 

which is not recognized as such in the dominant literature, and as a setting within which 

Margaret Mellis lived and worked. 

The exclusive trend of the 1985 catalogue inevitably meant expunging, and one of its 

fatalities has been the Carbis Bay phase. Unlike the detailed attention regularly directed at 

both the 'The Gentle Nest of artists' period in Hampstead, during the mid 1930s, and to the 

St Ives post-war years, precious little attention has been directed at the dynamics of the war-

years, either in terms of two localities or of two neighbouring communities of artists. Even 
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when Carbis Bay and St Ives are being identified as separate places, still their distinctive 

-nature remains blurred. For instance, a post-war guidebook presents a rough outline for 

visitors to the region to give them an idea of what to expect: 

This charming bay is but a part of the great inlet to which S t Ives has given its name. Only a mile and 
a quarter separate it from the town .... At one time Carbis Bay was known only as a picnicking haunt, 
but of late years it has attracted a considerable number of residents and visitors, so that quite a little 
town has sprung up on top of the cliffsY 

It connects and separates the two at one and the same time. This kind of blurring, exposes 

lack of sensibility for their individual atmosphere and meanings. It stands in stark contrast to 

the finely-tuned distinctions made, say about Cheyne Walk, Hampstead or Bloomsbury, in 

London, or indeed the worldliness displayed in the connoisseurship of the configuration and 

constituencies of both Montmartre and Montpamasse of Paris. 13 St Ives and Carbis Bay 

are subjected to a different set of worldly connotations. Being a favoured destination for 

holidaying, for escapism, they became one and the same in the collective imagination of 

urban, middle-class visitors. Adrian Stokes expressed his rejection of the capital city in 

favour of the country, determined by a sense of fatigue and disillusion with the modernity 

that is city life: 

Modem cities fight the mystery of the seasons and themselves receive wounds. Here in England is a 
nameless care in moderate climate. Electric bulb! ... Nothing is more sudden than the switched-on 
light One moment darkness, the next the radiant stare of a glass eye, brilliant, fixed, without 
incandescence_ The dome of the bank fills with holiness at dawn. Space and measurement are diluted 
by oil and candle-light: in the flicker of a flame a door rears the head of portal. Night rushes on still 
faster as she enters the mouths and caverns that quiver on the wall. But in a cage of wire the electric 
bulb does not wink. At the mouth of a gusty tunnel it illuminates a white patch around which dust is 
blowing .... But what is this fibrous, non-pulsating electric light in the mouth of a gusty tunnel? Like a 
crane that cleaves the night air, we are waiting. We cannot yet humanize (such is the process of all 
image, of all correspondence between inner and outer) the electric light. 14 

Carbis Bay and St Ives as a combined entity offered a welcome escape from the 

dehumanising effects of the city. St Ives offered the quaint primordial simplicity that was 

there so reassuringly to be viewed, Carbis Bay, the nearby comfortable locality to lodge in 

12 Ward Lock & Co. guidebook (1946) St Ives Carbis Bay and Western Cornwall, 14th edition, p.9. 
13 For an analysis of the identities, distinct and interrelated of Bloomsbury: Raymond Williams (1980) 'The 
Bloomsbury Fraction' in Problems in Materialism and Culture_· Selected Essays, London, Verso. For 
Montpamasse and Montmartre, see Cottington (1998b) pp 47-48. 

14 Adrian Stokes ( 1978 ( 194 7) ) Inside Out, Thames and Hudson p. 167 in The Critical Writings of Adrian 
Stokes, vol. 11, Thames and Hudson. 
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--~~hi le taking in the scenes. What became the unifying quality of Carbis Bay and St Ives in 

the-imagination of Adrian Stokes, and possibly also the others, was its contrast to the urban 

life from which these peripheries offered an escape. In mapping unto the South-West 

region an exotic quality, that is essentially their non-differentiating fantasy, the two merge 

into one in the 'outsiders' way of thinking, not as differentiating explicitly St Ives and 

Carbis Bay, but London and Penwith. 

But different historical spans and connotations are attached to each of the locations and the 

trend of the outsiders' naming shorthand, that imposed its perception, is at variance with the 

'local knowledge' .15 Against this generalised unification the natives of St Ives were tuned 

not only to distinctions between St Ives and Carbis Bay but even to parts of St Ives itself. 

While he interviewed Priaulx Rainier David Lewis recounted how in the 1950s a local 

woman from 'Downalong', St Ives, has told him that she had never left the harbour part of 

St Ives. 16 

Contrary to the highly romanticized connotations ascribed to St Ives and Carbis Bay's 

history by outsiders their history has been predicated and punctuated by modernity 

accompanied by economic and employment shifts of which the expansion of railways and 

rise of tourism are the most obvious manifestations (figs. 20, 68). This aspect is evident in 

different genre of literature from that of modernism, namely, the proliferation of guide 

books of which The Blue Book Guide to Cornwall with a special 'Complete Guide to the 

English Riviera' ,1937-38, divides St Ives itself to ''up-a-long, modem and fresh and up-to-

date; the other, down-along, and is called 'The Digey,' and is nothing if not old and quaint 

15 I am using here Clifford Geertz's concept of 'Local Knowledge' as an anthropological source of perception: 
he argued that colonising notions of traditional anthropology did not take into account its classification of 
societies, Islamic in his study. I am using it in terms of internal colonising by the centre of the periphery, by 
the Londoners and beyond, ofPenwith. Clifford Geertz (1983) Local Knowledge: Further Essays in 
Interpretative Anthropology, New York, Basic Books. 
16 On reading this passage of the thesis, (3.11.02) W. Barns-Graham was taken aback since, she claimed that 
the event and statement were made to her and it became one of her much-repeated anecdotes that seem to have 
been appropriated by her ex-husband as if it happened to him. The appropriation, in her view, is indicative of 
many other things that she claims ownership over but have been told and published as his either making or 
experience. 
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~d grey with venerable age as Father Time himsilf." 17 By contrast, Carbis Bay is 

described as "one of the newest.. .and most promising of the-rising pleasure resorts in West 

Comwall."18 What was/is at work is the dual, ifuneven, impact of an internal (in terms of 

British regional) colonising process, magnified by the impact of 'urban myths' of English 

modernism that unifies rural regions and is insensitive in recognizing rural distinctions, not 

only when they are adjacent but also those of geographical extreme distances. Such an 

essentialising of localities that are actually geographically located at the extreme ends of 

north and south of the British Isles is manifested and fictionalised in Virginia Woolfs To 

The Lighthouse. Convincingly she fictionalised her memories as if they happened in 

Scotland, but factually she described St Ives, in a manner that both transposes and collapses 

two localities into one generic place. In effect, though it might have been done for reasons 

of propriety and privacy, it amounts to generalised reduction of St Ives to any picturesque 

holiday destination. 

Despite their proximity, Carbis Bay differs from St Ives in its topographical, environmental 

qualities, geology, fauna and kind of habitations - as well as in it artistic social network. 

The difference between the small vernacular fishermen terraces of St Ives and the spacious 

detached houses surrounded by gardens with views, speak of an a-priori class distinction of 

the inhabitants of each of the places. Other than impoverished artists in search of cheap 

studios and living spaces, visitors to the region were not inclined to 'rough-it' in St Ives's 

downalong. By contrast to the old St Ives's, Carbis Bay is a by-product of Victorian 

industrial engineering, and clearly signals input of new economic opulence and available 

comfort of which guidebook reassures the visitors: 

Old St Ives, in fact, is now enclosed by considerable and very attractive residential areas, with ample 
modem hotel and other accommodation for visitors and those who expect to find merely the 
picturesque old fishing town will be surprised at the extent to which St Ives has grown in recent 
years. 19 

17 The Cornwall Blue Book (1937-38) lOth ed., Newquay, H. Liddicoal, p 258. 
18 Ibid. p 261. 
19 Ward Lock& Co. (1946) p2. 
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The heady mixture of Old St Ives with the modem, comforts in Carbis Bay provide a unique 

opportunity for cultural voyeurism, of old times hardship (declining mining and fishing 

industries, as well as the then current myth of impoverished bohemian artists) combined 

with bohemian escape from the mores of middle class regulated life. 

In topographical terms too Carbis Bay is an inversion to St Ives. The latter is a rocky, thin 

causeway, jutting ruggedly northwards into the Atlantic Ocean, the former gently closes into 

itself in a soft long sandy curve all the way to the Hayle estuary and dunes. Carbis Bay's 

large Victorian detached houses are set high above the fir treetops and their view commands 

the whole sweep of the long, sandy beach. St Ives small vernacular cottage terraces are 

huddled in tight proximity, in narrow cobbled lanes: 

Sometimes of an evening in a narrow marine street a concentrated salt air blows over a wall; it is as if 
the very cobbles, not the waves were hissing. These strong airs are warm, a lighted doorway is firm 
and open. Both air and noise blow round incessantly, are never stale. Indeed there is a calm and a 
freshness inter-allied, a temperance of wild air that gives some meaning to the word 'eternal'; an 
embrace of ferment as sleep should be?0 

The way in which Adrian visited the streets of St Ives expresses an embodied experience 

which he described as timeless. Its feel is totally different from that of the detached aloof 

domineering sense of Carbis Bay heights. A similar note of exoticizing poverty is also 

expressed in Margaret's comment: "We thought it was marvellous ... all those old mines are, 

or mine shafts and old mines fascinating part of the country."21 Thus both the natural 

topographical spaciousness and the built environments of either place speak of different 

moods, class and histories. If classification needs to be made, then the rationale offered in 

the catalogue for periodization of 'a St Ives'in term of generations surely deserves to be 

qualified further in terms of networks of the artistic communities and oflocalities. 

20 Stokes ( 1978 ( 1947) p 160. 
21 Mellis in interview transcript, T AV 272 AB p 9. 
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Broadly speaking, modernity and the influx of tourism into Cornwall since the 1904 

railways-promotion campaign of the Cornish Riviera have changed the patterns of income 

and the social fabric, especially with the decline of both the mining and the fishing 

industries. In this long-term sense, the arrival of evacuees into Carbis Bay, during the war 

years, fits generally into a long tradition of the place accommodating an escape from the 

city for the more affluent sections of society, and more specifically from the turmoil that 

Europe was subjected to during the war. While St Ives had been previously the holiday 

destination of both Ben Nicholson and Adrian Stokes, on this occasion none of the evacuees 

made the region their home out of free choice. After their Italian honeymoon Margaret and 

Adrian searched for a time for a house in Suffolk and Norfolk and only after their efforts 

had come up with nothing, did they go to St Ives, with only a vague idea that it might be an 

alternative location?2 They came down to St Ives in May 1939 because of the pending war, 

"after Munich Adrian believed London would be blown up."23 Little Park Owles was 

bought from the original owner, Mrs Lewis Thomas, who had commissioned it from 

Kennedy the architect, and they retained in employment the original gardener, Mr Farrel.24 

Thus the atmosphere around Little Park Owles contained the ambivalence of the holiday 

atmosphere of the surroundings with the comforts of a modem architect-designed building, 

a far cry from the vernacular style of St Ives terraces, and at one and the same time the 

harshness and anxieties that the war years brought with them. 

On a professional level from the outset the Carbis Bay artists saw themselves as advanced in 

relation to the prevailing art practice of St Ives society artists, claiming for themselves the 

title of 'the modems' or 'the modem movement', as well as claiming to be abstract artists 

and 'constructivists', as distinct from and more advanced than the academicians of SISA.25 

22 Ibid., p 3. 
23 Ibid., p 4. 
24 Ibid. 
25 I owe this distinction between the two groups of artistic communities to W. Bams-Graham. 
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The core individuals of the Carbis Bay 'modems' - Naum Gabo, Barbara Hepworth, Miriam 

Israel, Margaret Mellis, Ben Nicholson, and Adrian Stokes --kept themselves aloof and 

separate from the 'artists colony' .26 The distinction between the two groups was one of self-

formation along stylistic, generic and social lines as well as the different patterns of links 

that each group maintained with London. Members of SISA aligl!ed themselves with the 

Academy, while the associations in Carbis Bay had maintained and developed further their 

personal contacts with a network of patrons, writers, art critics, patrons/collectors and 

scientists (H.S. Ede, H. Read, Summerson, Bamel, M. Margeret, Ramsden). 

The two groups also differed in their reaction to and involvement with the war. Reading 

their correspondence and looking at their art, it is surprising how little, amongst the Carbis 

Bay group, the war features in their life other than as an irritating interruption to their 

careers. 27 For personal ethnic reasons, the two exceptions were Naum and Adrian, the first 

a atheist Jew28 and the latter a closet Jew, whose descent from the Spharadi Montefiore's 

was kept unmentioned. Both reacted to the war with a level of externalised fear which 

made it appear as if their reaction was stronger than that of the others (likewise did 

Mondrian).29 Adrian Stokes on his part famously left London in a most emphatic manner 

very early, in May of 1939, in anticipation of a looming war. In Inside Out, 194 7 he 

contrasts the 'good mother' he has found in Rapallo and how it lead him to his aesthetic 

theory with: 

26 Bams-Graham recalls being ridiculed by the Carbis Bay circle for living and working in St Ives. She was 
asked: what did she hope to find amongst those academicians? Information during interviews. 
27 For myself it is incredible to see the photographs of sunbathing, croquet games and walks along lanes, all 
taken at the time that horrific destruction and extermination was taking place in Europe, and read the group's 
complaints about the hardship they had to suffer. See figs.34,35. 
28 Who claimed that the war forced him to become a Jew, see Hammer and Lodder, (2000) pp 11-17, 284. 
29 The racial configuration of 'St Ives' is another absent topic from the mainstream literature. Sven Berlin, 
Stokes, David Lewis, Naum Gabo were Jews, with varied degrees of self-awareness. Gabo, who worried about 
the fate of his brothers about whose fate he had no news, is frequently referred to as paranoiac. For his state of 
mind at the time see Miriam Gabo interview TA V270 AB, as well as Hammer and Lodder p 284. The same 
accusation of being paranoiac is directed at Gabo's irate reaction to hearing about Nicholson and Hepworth's 
manipulation of their exhibition priorities after the war. While in 1937 he only protested mildly at 
Nicholson 's strategic manipulation of the order of the printed names of the editors of Circle, with Nicholson 
being before Gabo, against their alphabetical order. 
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Fire, slaughter, sunlight, rain: the major conflict went on; in London especially. Was there 'objective' 
justification for the hopelessness I felt in urban life, in suburban-life, in polite or semi-polite country 
life; justification, I mean, warranted to every civilized person who, for one reason or another was not 
equipped with adequate defences? 30 

--

He poignantly relates the horrors of war to his inner doubt and sense of hopelessness in his 

beautiful refuge of Carbis Bay's 'polite or semi-polite country life' (figs 33, 34). On a 

further more imaginary sombre note he writes about the conditional/personally symbolical 

way that nature is being perceived: 

If we were to be shot or hanged within the hour, how fine and untroubled the landscape. We should 
feel that the ruthlessness within was already dead; or at least expiation was about to be made. And so, 
the exterior world would lean for us lovingly: we would feel of Nature only the wide embrace. Hitler, 
the slums and shipwreck would be dead in us: they would no longer qualify the landscape. How 
finely, how unattainably out there the world would look. Unattainably? We shall attain the state out 
there, the state of complete object, the very brother to stone, all too soon, all to completely ... J 1 

There is a morbid imagining of being already dead. In a more specific passage about "Here 

in Cornwall" Stokes expresses his sense of "othemess", a sense of alienation from the daily 

flow of life for, "I sometime have the feeling that what I see out of my eyes is a projection 

of pictures in my head as if I were a cinema reel and the outside world a screen on which the 

film is projected."32 However strongly and personally these feelings are being expressed it 

would be reasonable to assume that they express also the feelings of the other members of 

the group at Carbis Bay. 

By contrast to the contemplative aestheticising expressed in Stokes's writing there is a sense 

that in St Ives Society there was a stronger feeling of active involvement with the war. 

Many of the members' studios were left empty as the artists joined the forces. 33 Even on 

an intellectual level, the Carbis Bay group seems to have been of a retiring political culture 

30 Inside Out (1978) p 159. 
Jl Ibid., p 160. 
32 1bid., p 159. 
33 Barns-Graham was one beneficiary of this state of affairs as she was offered the use of one of the Porthmeor 
studios shortly after arriving in St Ives. As for the Carbis Bay men's involvement with the Home Guards, the 
language of heroic involvement by comparison to the sufferings and battles elsewhere seem to have more to do 
with attempts to regain some of the kudos that they suffered in their feminising situation and age, the 
anecdotes of self-sacrificial actions are by and large an attempt to regain a modicum of masculinity. 
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when we compare their commitments and expressions to intellectual commitment of their 

close friends like Herbert-Read and the activist Margaret Gardiner. 34 For the-Carbis Bay 

group time was spent, understandably, in the effort of surviving, (gardening) and being 

creative, without ever overlooking any opportunity for strategic self-positioning.35 These 

precarious artificial ties that held the group together also became their bone of contention 

within a short time of their starting to live in a claustrophobic proximity,36 and brought 

about at the end of the war the dissolution of marriages and friendships. The marriages of 

Adrian and Margaret and that of Ben and Barbara broke up after the war. The Gabos and 

Adrian Stokes left Carbis Bay, and six months after Adrian's departure Margaret left too 

with her new partner and husband to be Francis Davison. Gabo's suspicion that Hepworth 

and Nicholson's strategically argued for and brought about a change in the planned order to 

exhibitions at Lefever Gallery, with Gabo's being swapped to take place only after theirs, 

clinched the Gabos resolution to leave Carbis Bay and England as soon as possible.37 

The Carbis Bay phase had come to an end with Ben and Barbara emerging after the war as 

well poised to make full use of their cultivated national network, by way of fine tuning their 

regional activities with the emerging new art world and institutions established in the capital 

after the war.38 The dissolution of their marriage, however, did not affect their strategic 

manoeuvring within the local art scene. For Barbara and Ben the new institutional culture, 

34 Kevin Davey ( 1998) ' Herbert Read and Englishness' p 279 writes: "Read took his political bearings from 
an anti-statist left in Britain (Morris, Carpenter and the Guild Socialists) and the traditions of Continental 
anarchism (Kropotkin, Proudhon and Bakunin)." Also in the same anthology see David Thistlewood 'Herbert 
Read's Organic Aesthetics' p 216. Gardiner claimed to have been too involved in political activism to really 
try and understand art. She collected art and supported artist only because she felt a loyalty and a sense of 
responsibility and support towards her creative friends. Interview with Margaret Gardiner August 1997. 
35 A note of criticism that also indicates the degree of self-gratification in Ben Nicholson's life is expressed in 
H.S."Ede's letter to him in possibly the spring of 1945: "Mercy I can't see all these romantic orgies you are 
indulging in for I couldn't afford them .. " TGA 8717 1.2.907. 
36 Terry Frost made the pertinent observation that in every artistic milieu there are rivalries, but the size and 
density of St Ives and the region made it seem more than elsewhere. In London, he claimed, there is a 
possibility to socialise outside the watchful eyes of your colleagues, not so in St Ives, interview September 
1997. 
37 Miriam Gabo TA V 270AB. 
38 For a comprehensive survey of the institutional changes during the postwar years see Brandon Taylor 
(1999) Chapter in Art for the Nation: Exhibitions and the London public 1747-2000, Manchester University 
Press. 
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especially with the founaation of the Arts Council, and the relatively buoyaliCdemand for 

public sculpture, had been-a- welcomed opportunity for renewed energy and-intensive 

productivity. Their separate move to St Ives and foundation of PSAC was in effect a local 

take-over of a society39 of which they were practically in control and usefully also acted as 

its spokespersons to the new mandarins40 in a way that they positioned themselves at the 

. centre of the actions both in St Ives and in London's new art institutions. 

Carbis Bay Group 

What were the societal and artistic dynamics of the Carbis Bay group and how did Mellis fit 

into them? Just like Winifred's crucial contribution to the formation of Ben Nicholson as 

'the British Picasso', so Mellis too has been right at the centre of the heroic international 

phase that took place in her home at Carbis Bay. The Carbis Bay Group was a 

configuration initially based on friendship and professional loyalties that evolved into 

rivalries and professional bickering, and led to the group's disintegration. In a curious way, 

the fate of the marriage of Adrian and Margaret charts a parallel to that of the groups' 

d . 41 ynamiCS. 

Charting the evolution of 'St Ives' in a periodizing way of thinking locates the Carbis Bay 

Phase as a follow-up and regrouping of the Hampstead based 'nest of gentle artists', as 

Herbert Read famously described them. Three different kinds of symbolic capital 

represented the masculine competitions between Adrian Stokes, Naum Gabo and Ben 

Nicholson, despite the claimed unifying social milieu of Hampstead's Mall Studios. The 

intensity of living in such a proximity and interdependency exposed in a more severe 

39 A take over that Ben had previously expressed the wish to do, according to Mellis additional notes in 
TA V272 AB, and reiterated during interviews with me. 
40 As Brandon Taylor ( 1999) calls them in his Art for the Nation. 
41 Nicholson and Hepworth, unlike the Stokes, remained an effective and powerful professional unit in St Ives, 
(rivalries took place outside it) between 1949-1958, when Ben left St Ives. 
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manner earlier competitive tensions. Adrian was the philanthropic host,42 w!:lo has also 

been influential critic ofNicholson and Hepworth's art as well as a patron who bought-their 

work. Gabo's symbolic capital was in his supremacy in terms of cosmopolitan recognition. 

Against these two, Ben placed himself as the agent provocateur of the English art scene, to 

begin with by appropriating the Gaboesque term construction for non-figurative art, but later 

settling for the broader term of abstraction. By the end of the war the tangled and tight 

network of local and national support systems that Ben managed to keep alive helped in 

determining Gabos' pre-war plans of immigrating to the USA, where he thought he would 

enjoy a more democratic aesthetic recognition.43 With the collapse of the Carbis Bay Group 

Nicholson's new target for a strategic formation of an abstract avant-garde was redirected 

towards St Ives, with the very early intention of take-over expressed to whoever wanted to 

listen.44 

In true modernist manner the 1985 catalogue privileges Nicholson's and Hepworth's life 

and work. But rather than individualised mimeographing, a group dynamic reflects more 

accurately the lived experience of wartime Carbis Bay. It consisted of three couples, six 

creative individuals, all of whose professional life has started prior to their arrival there. 

Margaret M ell is and Miriam Israel were juniors within the group both in terms of their age 

and their position in public acclaim. But each had a different set of priorities; 

accommodating Naum Gabo's career was Miriam's, a life committed to painting was 

Mellis's. It was a singular combination of a network based on like-minded, professional 

friends whose bonding had been based on personal support, 45 laced with a heavy dose of 

matrimonial relationships 46 non-matrimonial relationships, and bohemian leisure activities. 

42 In TA V 272 AB Mellis states that the decision to invite Ben and Barbara rather than Coldstream or the 
Sitwells, who then were closer friends of Adrian, was determined by the poverty and need for support of the 
Nicholson-Hepworth household. 
43 Miriam Gabo TA V 270 AB. 
44 Mellis (1976) notes to D. Brown TA 7817.6. 
45 Stokes wrote about Ben and Barbara; Gabo obtained his documents to remain in the UK through Winifred 
Nicholson's letter to her brother who intervened on his behalf; Gabo, Hepworth, Nicholson collaborated in 
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In addition to the core group there were also local individuals closely associated with them, 

most prominently Bernard Leach and Peter Lanyon. Leach, who became close to Gabo;-had 

been the earliest modernist working in St Ives, with his and Hamada's 1920 first Japanese 

built kiln in the Western world (1920).47 Lanyon was the young aspiring artist, who met 

and befriended Adrian on his 1936 painting visit to St Ives and went with his advice for a 

short time to study at Euston Road School. Lanyon came from an upper middle class family, 

whose artistic father played the piano and took photographs; thus he had both a domestic 

and local entree to the art world. Following Adrian's advice he became Nicholson's student 

but his special bond with Gabo is evident in his early three-dimensional constructions made 

out of humble materials frequently with glass and transparent elements. In a sense Bernard 

Leach and Peter Lanyon provided the lifeline to the local disaffected artists, who had 

connections with SISA - Leach being a member, and Peter being on friendly terms with 

Borlase Smart, one of his many ex-teachers. For Leach professional activities centred in St 

Ives, where his pottery was and where he belonged to SISA, while family and socialising 

centred in Carbis Bay. In Carbis Bay he shared with Gabo an enthusiasm for Chess and 

also long discussions on spiritual matters, as well as discussions on the role of design for 

contemporary society.48 Peter Lanyon became the youngest, keenest and most promising 

student disciple of the non-figurative, non-precious medium and spontaneous expression 

ethos that Gabo, Hepworth, and Nicholson shared at that moment in time. It was however 

1936-7 on Circle, in an alignment aimed at creating a 'counter offensive' to the success of and attention to the 
1936 Surrealist Exhibition. 
46 Much of the taped interviews is about the difficult relationships inter and intra couples. For instance, 
Margaret claimed that the Nicholsons were invited, rather than any other friends of Adrian because of his wish 
to help them out of London and their poverty. Once they were there, Adrian wanted Margaret to learn from 
Barbara's managerial abilities (Mellis 272 TAV). Adrian and Naum Gabo had between them a newly wed 
competition of who would get his wife pregnant first (information in conversation with Adrian Stokes 
biographer Richard Read on 29.7.02). 
47 His Oriental ism does not only consist of bringing along Hamada and practising Japanese stylistic and 
formative elements in his ceramics, but even more so in his tiles and pots decorations and shapes , and his 
prints and poetry. These aspects are much neglected in the construction of 'St Ives'. The building he 
purchased for his pottery in 1920 is reputed to be the last traditionally built granite building in St Ives. See 
Oliver Watson (1985) 'The St Ives Pottery' in St Ives p 221. Thus the pottery, like his ceramics, and kiln 
represent an anti-modernist approach combined with Japanese tradition. 
48 Both W. Bams-Graham and M. Mellis, made comments to the effect that initially, prior to PSAC, Nicholson 
and Hepworth did not seek Leach's company due to their disregard for his pottery. 
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the special artistic and personal bond with Gabo that became the defining influ~ence on 

Lanyon.49 He gave Gabo his studio when he joined the air force in March 1940, and~after 

the Gabos' departure to the USA the two corresponded regularly, affectionately, and 

intensely, both on a personal level and on the artistic one.50 Lanyon continued to explore 

issues of space and embodied experience that sprang directly from Gabo's ideas about 

space. He promoted the modernity of constructivism and championed Gabo's ideas and art, 

even against his childhood friend Patrick Heron51 and the curious bond between such 

different temperaments as John Wells and Peter Lanyon was largely based on their shared 

admiration for Gabo. 52 Neither Miriam Israel not Margaret Mellis fitted professionally 

well into either of the groups. Both were juniors in terms of artistic reputations and, like 

their spouses and friends, outsiders to the region. Virtually no public evidence other than the 

listing of her name as an exhibitor exists of Miriam Israel's painting. It is this 'in-between' 

status that has brought about the marginalisation of Mellis and, in a different configuration, 

also W. Bams-Graham. W. Bams-Graham, who arrived at St Ives in March 1940, to be 

close to her friend Margaret Mellis and to learn from the authors of Circle, did not feel 

comfortable in the exclusive atmosphere at Little Park Owles and preferred to get involved 

in the local life and found for herself accommodation in St Ives, where she also joined SISA 

as well as the Newlyn Society of Artists. 53 Like her ECA years' friend, Peggy Mellis, she 

received postgraduate scholarships and awards, and was therefore professionally more 

experienced and advanced than Lanyon and Berlin, who were of her age group. She too, 

like Leach and Lanyon, acted as an intermediary between SISA and the self-declared 

49 During the period that Peter Lanyon served in the air force he let Gabo use his studio. 
5° For their correspondence see Margaret Garlake (1995) 'Peter Lanyon's Letters to Naum Gabo' The 
Burlington Magazine, vol. cxxvii, no.ll 05 April pp. 233-41. According to Miriarn Gabo Naum kept a portrait 
photograph of Peter on his desk all his life. 
51 See Hammer and Lodder (2000) p 312. Also Transcript of Peter Lanyon speaking to Lionel Miskin, (1962) 
TAY 211 AB. 
52 Peter Lanyon bought Little Park Owles after the Stokes left Carbis Bay and later when he became 
disillusioned with PSAC and wanted to create an alternative centre to it, he moved to Newlyn, living next to 
John Wells, who elected to live there in 1945 after he had left the Scilly Isles and gave up medicine. As for 
the esteem in which Gabo was held, the notes that Wells took down while Gabo gave his farewell speech at the 
party in Bernard Leach's house were carefully kept all his life and are now at the Tate Archive. Significantly 
Ben and Barbara were absent from that event. 
53 Of which she still is a member. 
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'modems' of Carbis Bay, though unlike them she was, like the rest of the Carbls Bay 

nucleus group, also an outsider.--- Wilhemina Barns-Graham's presence in the region-

strengthened the Scottish regional emphasis, for the friends shared a common regional and 

educational background and had been on Study scholarships to France together. But 

Wilhelmina made her life and studio in St Ives and went to Carbis Bay only on occasional 

socialising ventures, especially when the guests also shared Scottish background. Such were 

the visits of Herbert Read, who lectured on modern art at Edinburgh university and ECA, 

when both Mellis and Barns-Graham were there, Norman Reid, whose wife was one of the 

students and close friends of Wilhelmina, or indeed any other intellectual visitor such as 

scientists or literary people. 54 

Peter Lanyon's family status made him a social equal to the Stokes,55 but it is his 'age-

group' and his artistic inexperience that has positioned him as subordinate to the established 

artist in Carbis Bay during the war years. His artistic output and activities made him a 

central local figure in 'St Ives' and his art has been evaluated as attaining maturity during 

the late 1940s and early 1950s. Not so with Mellis and Barns-Graham, since their age 

rather than their output or their previous experiences, determined their positioning with their 

age-set. While artistically their level of artistic and professional competence was in 

between the older and the disciple groups, their training in Edinburgh and in France have all 

but been ignored in the evaluation of their art. Unlike the men of their age Peter, Patrick, 

Terry who were all newcomers to art and yet were acclaimed as independent artists - Mellis 

and Barns-Graham, both of whom are still creative in new forms and expressions, have been 

cast as eternal disciples and their art subjected to a reductive misrepresentation. 

54 There was pressure exerted on Barns-Graham to become one of the Carbis Bay Group, by mocking her for 
her association with the 'St Ives academicians", according to her. 
ss Sven Berlin (I 962) The Dark Monarch: A Porrrairfrom Wirlrin, Gallery Press, expresses resentment for 
Lanyon's privileged sociaVeconomic status. 
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Age grouping had its immediate- advantages and long-term disadvantages. Being only four 

years Margaret's junior, Peter Lanyon-became Margaret's dancing partner56 in their regular-

ventures into St Ives, in which she found a respite from the claustrophobic atmosphere of 

Little Park Owles. 57 The seniority ofHepworth-Nicholson and their insistence to retain as 

much as possible of their previous domestic arrangements became a priority in Little Park 

Owles, into which Margaret had to fit. 58 Mellis's studio became the nursery for the 

triplets and nanny, and she had to make do with setting up her easel in the corridor. At the 

time she still painted in a heady late Fauve inspired figurative manner, though her Euston 

School experience made her at times try to subdue her colours and experiment with 

primitivising her style as in Regents Park, 1938 (fig 41). At the same time Adrian's 

progress in painting was also heavily dependent on her support, as frequently he would have 

a clear idea of what he intended to paint but asked Margaret to draw for him the outline of 

the composition. 59 

Of all the inhabitants of Little Park Owles, only Margaret did not have a secluded space to 

paint in. She had to make do by setting up her easel every day wherever she could paint be it 

the kitchen or corridors.60 She also of all the people had the responsibility to attend to the 

running of the household as smoothly as possible, a domestic burden she disliked 

immensely. Desperate to have more time for her paintings she invited her sister Ann to join 

them and help her with the running of Little Park Owles, in between her ballet classes in St 

56 Dancing has been a lifelong passion ofMargaret and one that she kept alive untill999, going regularly to 
tap and ballet dancing classes in Lowenstoft, as well as clubbing with her new agent, Kapil Jariwala and his 
partner. 

7 In TA V 272AB Mellis describes the conditions at Little park Owles and of all the individuals there she was 
the most put upon most of all for the ftrst five months when the Hepworth-Nicholson household shared and to 
an extent took over the spaces available. Margaret lost her studio, and despite there being a cook and a nanny, 
she had to manage a household of three bohemian strong-willed individuals, each with different culinary and 
other household demands. For a young bride who was just adjusting to her wifely duties and determined to 
keep up her paintings it proved to be a very unhappy time. She even believes that that taxing time doomed her 
marriage to failure. Interview 20.1996. 
58 For Adrian their arrival meant that his writing studio doubled up to become also his painting studio. But 
Margaret lost hers. TA V 272 AB. 
59 Mellis frequently joked about many collectors who believe they have in their possession a Stokes while they 
really have a Mellis-Stokes. The same was reiterated by Richard Read in conversation 29.7.02. 
60 Interview with M. Mellis and TA V 272 AB. 
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Ives.61 Within short time oTUie-Nicholson-Hepworth family arrival there were frictions 

about most daily matters, from-sleeping arrangements62
, to diet requirements, and- -

preferences of music while working.63 In Margaret's mind she and Adrian were therefore 

subjected to pressures in their guest family relationship and were themselves deprived of the 

privacy that a young couple needs in order to work out their relationship. As in Adrian's 

previous relationship with Ben and Barbara personal and professional boundaries became 

blurred. Adrian's outspoken hope that Margaret might learn from Barbara's example 

efficient tidiness made things even harder on her. While Adrian became increasingly 

uncomfortable with the professional enthusiasm and attention that Margaret's paintings 

were attracting, especially by Ben. Things became even more difficult with her acquiescing 

to Ben and Gabo's pressure to try and make abstract constructions. It isolated Adrian's 

painting practice and he became the odd one out among the otherwise 

constructivists/abstractionists initially in and later around Little Park Owles, not only on the 

trajectory of figurative non-figurative paintings but also on the professional and amateurish 

o~e.64 While on a personal level the presence of the evacuees complicated life for M ell is, 

her painting in spaces for all to see did attract the attention of Ben and Gabo both of whom 

impressed on her to use her talent for non-figurative art. It is though a curious fact that Ben, 

who rarely made collages himself, at least during this period, insisted that Mellis ought to do 

them herself.65 The commitment to abstraction of Mellis was different to that of Lanyon. 

61 It was Ann's total dedication to Adrian's all needs that Margaret suspects has made him leave her and set up 
house with Ann in Switzerland. It is perhaps an indication of Mellis's degree of absorption with her art that she 
did not notice or suspect anything; even after Adrian left Carbis Bay she had no idea who was the other 
woman in his life for quite a while. Information from interviews with Mellis and Barns-Graham. 
62 Prior to their arrival at Little Park Owles they had separate bedrooms because ofBarbara's smoking habit 
and Ben's Asthma attacks, as well as her insistence on waking up to an alarm clock that irritated Ben. 
63 TA V 272 and interviews with me. 
64 Adrian's paintings, seem to be considered as amateurish in St Ives (1985) exhibition catalogue where none 
of his paintings are included, which is surprising since David Brown was a proud collector of his paintings_ It 
could be that at that time his painting activity was considered as a privileged person's leisure activity. Mellis 
however does refer to his paintings at the time as being often over painted on top of her compositional 
drawings, as much as also Margaret Gardiner various leisure attempts Gardiner's attempts to copy one of 
Mellis's paintings that she had bought. 
65 Ben did make collages during the Carbis Bay years for birthday and Christmas cards. One of these, sent to 
Mellis, he later refused to acknowledge as made by him. He claimed that the poor quality of paper and glue 
used to make them ended up in work that he rather not put his name to, conversation Mellis 20.1 0.96. 
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Her level of sophistication and experience prior to the making of the construction collages 

remains a moot matter. Lanyon, however, fitted perfectly into of the paradigm claimed in -

1985 to be one of the hall marks of 'St Ives', direct spontaneity as stated in the catalogue: 

"St Ives commitment to the direct and untutored vision."66 

But to set himself up as the new leader of the modem movement it was important to Ben 

Nicholson to establish a school of followers committed to spontaneous expression of non-

figurative art. The Carbis Bay years were effectively used for that purpose, as his promotion 

and inclusion of the works of his group of followers in the 1942 exhibition New Movements 

in Art, Contemporary Work in England shows. Mounted at London Museum it was the first 

of many other instances in which exhibitions were used as strategic spring-board for his 

positioning. Mellis, with Ben's encouragement and selection, showed her collages in the 

Constructivist Section of that exhibition. This first exhibition will establish a pattern of 

restrictive inclusion in group-exhibitions where her art would serve as a reductive 

illustration for ideas that do not centre on her subjectivity, but serve a generalised and non-

differentiating image of a claimed avant-garde. Why did Mellis change from figurative oils 

to abstraction? She cannot offer an answer other than once she started doing collages she 

found that they were fun and wanted to carry on.67 There might be a hint or rather 

suggestion at the reasons, in her claim that once everything fell apart (referring to her 

marriage break-up) she stopped altogether making collages and went right back to square 

one to rediscover oil paint. 68 Whatever the reasons might have been for taking up making 

abstract collages and later dropping the practice altogether, what emerges clearly is the 

degree to which personal affairs and artistic ones were intertwined during the war years 

phase at Carbis Bay. 

66 St Ives (I 985)p 215 in the 'post 1964' section about how Bryan Pearce fits into the category of 'St Ives'. 
67 Interview 20.10. 96. 
68 Contrary to the repeated claims of Gabo, Hepworth and Nicholson about unavailability of materials, Mellis 
insists that she did not experience any shortage of materials. Making collages was a purely artistic decision in 
her opinion. lnteview 20.1 0.96. 
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In this sense of familial-cum-collegial network of the avant-garde it emerges that, other than 

in the case of Barbara Hepworth, a marital break up affected women's reputation in a 

devastating way. Winifred Nicholson, Margaret Mellis, W. Bams-Graham, Janet Leach, all 

have suffered from their separations to a much greater degree than their respective 

partners.69 In the case of Margaret Mellis her new attachment to the collagist Francis 

Davison, her return to Matisse/Bonnardian figurative paintings, and her move to Cap 

d' Antibes for three years was later evaluated tacitly as a regression and as not fulfilling her 

early promise. 

While much critical attention has been focused around the meaning of figurative landscape 

in relation to abstraction 70 and how the question can be settled with the rhetorical claim for 

the unconditional superiority of abstract, far less attention has been directed to the varied 

uses and meanings of the terms constructivist and/or abstract. 71 

Mellis's stay in Cornwall between 1938-1946 determined and ended the Carbis Bay phase, 

and was mapped to the war years. 1946, the year she left Carbis Bay, was the year in which 

the 'young modems' made their first concerted appearance at the Crypt of the deconsecrated 

Mariner Church, as a section of SISA. These two temporal framing specificities of Mellis's 

involvement in the South West offer a neat discursive focus for the definition of the group's 

identity and of her place within it. 

69 Bohemian serial monogamies seem to enhance a male artist's reputation. As for Adrian Stokes, his relatively 
more reclusive subsequent years might have more Io do with other personal tragedies than with his divorce. 
70 Those who focused on the work of Peter Lanyon inevitably had to emphasise his particular expressions and 
notion of landscape. Stephens's (1997) unpublished Ph.D. thesis contains the work landscape in its title and in 
a predetermined way takes as given that landscape is the main genre of 'St Ives' artists. Stephens's focus on 
landscape in his monograph on Peter Lanyon (2000) is more justified. See also Margaret Garlake ( 1998) Peter 
Lanyon, London, Tale Gallery,St Ives Artists Series, Tale Publishings. 
71 Stephen Bann (ed) (1974) The Tradition ofConstructivism, The Documents of the 20th Century Art, 
London, Thames and Hudson. In the section about Constructivism in the UK, pp 202-222, he includes only 
the Circle and Gabo as relevant. Also Lodder and Hammer (2000) pp 237-8 240, 241, 244; 280,282,306 338. 
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Mellis's art works 

After meeting Adrian Stokes in Paris at the Cezanne exhibition in 1937 Margaret's personal 

life became increasingly inextricable from her professional one. She had been in Paris on a 

Fellowship from Edinburgh College of Art, and worked/studied in the academy of Lhote's 

and Ozenfant, one of the numerous free academies that had mushroomed in Paris with its 

growing reputation as the capital of modernism. 72 She recalls that tuition there amounted to 

being allocated space and left to her own devices, with either of the masters arriving once a 

week for an approving brief conversation. 73 In her estimate the benefit was more of having 

a studio to work, where she could experiment with aspects of art that she could see in the 

many museums and galleries of Paris. With hindsight it seemed to Margaret that she had 

achieved there a broadening of her artistic education, a richer visual access to contemplating 

art works and the works being available for repeated visits and consideration. 74 Having 

been tutored by Peploe during his final year in Edinburgh College of Art, must have 

prepared her, or even pre-conditionc;:d her taste to look at a specific aspect of French 

Modernism. In vain would one look for signs of Lhote or Ozenfant in her early work, 

although she maintains that on her return to Edinburgh after that year her colours were more 

daring than previously. 75 Her affinity then is with the French artists who liberated colour, 

an affinity that had started with her studying under Peploe earlier in ECA, and which has 

been even further enhanced by her encounter with the work of Bonnard and Matisse.76 

The impact of the Edinburgh College of Art cannot be, must not be, disregarded, 

considering that all its students of the same generation, who have become artists of 

international and national recognition - Wilhelmina Barns-Graham, Bill Gear, and Alan 

72 About Paris and the independent academies in Montparnasse, see Cottington (1998) pp. 47-8, 123, 194. 
73 She likes telling how she overheard once, when arriving late to the studio, Lhote praising her work. The 
anecdote is told with an equal mixture of pride and embarrassment (my taped interview 20.10.96) which I 
like to believe is due to her recognition of the dependency of women painters on men artists' approval. 
74 In our conversations she could not list exactly which exhibitions she saw, except that of Cezanne. She does 
however talk about being impressed by Bonnard and Matisse, without specifying when on the various visits to 
Paris she actually saw them work. 
75 20.10.96 
76 For a good evocation and documentation of ECA during the 1930s see Lynn Green (200 I) Chapter 2 pp 24-
53, fn 77. 
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Davie - have all in various ways emplo)ied the expressive qualities of paint and colour. For 

Margaret painting and viewing art in Paris must have been a first-hand experience of 

elements of possibilities that she had been taught during her students' years. 

What constituted modernism for Margaret Mellis in Paris 1933 can be gleaned form her 

early work. The earliest paintings that was exhibited is a Self-Portrait of 1935; being a 

self-selected exhibition, declares in her estimate it was the first, the earliest painting in 

which she considered to have found her own stylistic expression. It is rather neat that it 

should also be a painting expressing a double declaration of subjectivity, in its subject 

matter, a confident self portraiture, and in style, her own voice (Fig 44). No stylistic affinity 

whatsoever can be seen between Mellis and her Parisian tutor, Lhote or Ozenfant, begs the 

question why does she refer to this phase so frequently. 77 Furthermore, what precisely is 

the meaning of Mellis enrolling later when in London, at the Euston School, rather than the 

Ozenfant Academy78 remains an unanswered issue. It might have been a choice made both 

for personal as well as professional reasons since she at that time sought to tie her life and 

art to that of her husband to be, Adrian Stokes. Therefore, the rejection of Ozenfant's 

Academy might have been one made for reasons of stylistic preferences as well as 

emotional attachment she developed at the time: 

At that time I was still interested in Matisse and Bonnard so I didn't appreciate Mondrian and Gris 
properly- but later when I saw Mondrian's paintings in Holland and Gris in Paris Ben's words came 
to life.79 

The statement verifies two aspects. It provides information about what 'The School of Paris' 

represented for her in the early 1930s. But in addition to that informative, empirical 

77 I did not see any of her work of that period in her studio as the three floors of her home/studio is stacked to 
its capacity with paintings of hers and of Davison her second husband and of friends. They have as yet not 
been listed and arranged according to chronological or indeed thematic order. 
78 In relation to Ozenfant as a teacher there is an interesting investigation to follow, for he had opened an 
Academy in London about which very little material seems to exist except for brief mention that Leonora 
Carrington studied there. 
79 In 1984 Mellis added some corrective notes to the transcript of her original interview conducted by David 
Lewis and Sarah Fox Pitt in 21" May 1981. In these additional notes she writes about the initial discrepancy 
of tastes between herself and Ben Nicholson. His conversations with her were about the art of Mondrian, Juan 
Gris and Miro. TA V 272 AB. 
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evidence it also exposes a pattern of internalisation and assimilation. Just as assimilating the--

lessons of coloursim to which she had been~introduced at ECA 80 required time and first-

hand viewing in Paris, equally, the full meaning of Mondrian and Gris became clear to her 

only after seeing the works.81 

While Mellis, and indeed Winfred Nicholson and W. Barns-Graham, took the professional, 

strict path of education that then became available for women, there is all the same a need to 

qualify the cultural and dominant institutional structures operating at the time and to 

examine how these impacted on their formation and self-perception as professional artists. 

From the perspective and perhaps wisdom of hindsight, what emerges is a two-way pull that 

was in operation, in the context of educating women in becoming independent subjects who 

could voice their views. On the educational, institutional and at times personal levels, 

women of talent and determination were encouraged on their path at the beginning of their 

artistic venture. That seemingly liberating new world order was however run by, and 

inevitably the teaching on all the levels was modelled on, exemplar men. This historical 

condition, like biological essentialism, has then become a self-defining mode. For women 

artists there seems to be a trend of 'inscribed chaperoning' of their formative years. For 

they, unlike their male colleagues, whose lineage of teachers and self-selected models for 

homage and affinities are valued as positives, do not seem to free their status from its 

formative phase of 'dependency'. The 'inscribed chaperoning' trend manifests itself by a 

tacit assumption of women's dependency on their fathers'/ teachers'/ partners' modular 

male examples, rather than being given their own subjectivity. Thus, after the initial period 

80 Lynn Green (200 I) gives thorough and lively overall view of ECA, Chapter 2 pp 24-55. 
81 Deepwell, Catherine (1991) Women Artists in Britain Between the Two World Wars, Bikbeck, University of 
London, unpublished Ph. D. thesis discusses the professional paths of British Women artists in the early 20'h 
Century. She has a very thorough and informative chapter there about women's art education. This is the only 
detailed study of that time and kind that I am aware of. 
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of education and encouragement, there 'is a narrowing down in the professional support 

system denying them equal public exposure or appraisal. 82 

It might be useful at this point to think about what she was looking for rather than at what W 

Barns-Graham did not. The meeting between Adrian Stokes and Peggy Mellis, the name by 

which she was known then to her friends, is less of a coincidence than it might seem. She 

visited the Cezanne exhibition time and again, being very excited about what she considered 

a totally new way of using local colour in paint. Adrian, who like her could hardly contain 

his own excitement in front of the paintings, matched her enthusiasm and they embarked on 

a long analytical conversation. The excitement about Cezanne then became one and the 

same as her excitement about the way that Adrian had articulated his vision of painting. 

While she had been wrestling with how to make colour expressive in her paintings, he 

offered her for the first time a refreshing theory, the first that addressed issues of space and 

colour, which she had been interested, in rather than in the by then tedious claim of 

'significant form'. It seemed to her to be a healing antidote to the omnipresent repetitive 

discussion at the time of fry and Bell's idea of 'significant form'; an idea repeated by others 

who had made his concept their own. 83 Reconsidering the art of Lhote and in particular that 

of Ozenfant during the mid 1930s shows their persistent grappling with formalist issues as 

an unresolved but urgent problematic emerging as a legacy of Cubism. She repeatedly has 

claimed, in1981, 1984, and during my conversations with her through 1996-1999, that 

colour had been her main concern for the period of post graduation, fellowships, and early 

years with Adrian Stokes, right up to the time when she hosted Ben Nicholson and 

82 Deepwell calculated that "between 1910-1986 of the 214 one person exhibitions at the Tate Gallery only 8 
(less than 4%) were devoted to the work of women artists", p 21. She also calculates the general funding of 
purchases, gifts & bequests according to gender between 1914-45 and finds that, of a total of 436 purchases, 
only 13%, 58 in total, were of works of women artists. In her Appendix 17, p 180. 
83 1 am paraphrasing Mellis' s interview. 
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Hepworth, at which point Ben, after being-impressed by her painting, insisted that she ought 

to try collages and abstraction.84 

The encounter between Adrian Stokes the aesthete, as he had been at the time, and Mellis 

the young but tenacious Scottish painter, was as fortunate as it was fortuitous for both of 

them. In 1936 Adrian had been reading critically Roger Fry's Cezanne, of 1927.85 In his 

note book of 1936 Stokes quotes studiously Fry's comments on Colour, as well as 

comments about his disagreements with Fry's perception of Cezanne's artistry. The 

obvious interest in reading the diary in conjunction with his article is that there is a sense in 

which the diary reveals more of the thought processes of Stokes, of his selective attention in 

reading and strong attitudes, especially of disagreement, as for instance in this passage from 

Page 1 of the diary: 

To 'modulate' rather than to model, Cezanne would say, had the 'notion that changes of colour 
correspond to movement of planes.' It is not the (?) of colour of the impressionists. No parts of the 
surface more or less expressive than other, which is not true of Impressionists." 
" ' One has the impression that each of the objects is infallibly in its place, and that its place was 
ordained for it from the beginning of all things, so majestically and serenely does it (beach?) 
there.' .. .' .. the forms are held together by some strict harmonic principle almost like that of the canon 
of Greek Architecture.' 

There are several points of interest here relevant to the scholarship of Adrian Stokes: first 

the interest in the word 'modulate' as distinct from 'to model', which is an early version of 

his contrasting concepts of 'modelling' and 'carving'; second, his attempt to establish his 

aesthetic theory on a metaphorical transposition of architectural principles into aesthetic 

qualities of two dimensional arts of relief and painting; and thus his lifelong interest in the 

representation of visual evaluation in words. On the verso side of the page where this chain 

of quotes and thoughts are written Stokes wrote in pencil, probably at some later date: 

"Relevant to the [?erring] idea of painting" and marks the importance of this with double 

lines along the margin. To date relatively much and increasingly has been written about the 

84 See for instance TAY 272AB transcript p 71, Ins. 10-33. "MM: ... [A]ctually what was nice about it was that 
it was very exhilarating having Ben about, being interested in what [I] ... did, you know." 
85 Hogarth Press, Pellerin Collection, as he annotates in his 1936 notebook, p I in TA 8816.56. 
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works and thoughts of both Adrian and Ben. The context in which their work and thoughts 

are relevant to the practice ofMargaret Mellis iswhat interests me here. 

Mellis's early years 

Since her student's days, Peggy Mellis had proved to be a determined and promising artist.86 

She prides herself to have been the youngest student to be accepted to the College, after 

having decided against the other professional options of music or dance.87 Although it is 

not overtly expressed in her art, her conversation and much of her daily life is affected by 

her identification with things Chinese, an affinity that she has attributed88 to her birthplace 

in 1914, where her parents were posted as a missionaries. She believes that her earliest 

memories are of the family sailing back to Britain on her parents return to Scotland. 

Whatever the factual accuracy of that memory, I would like to argue that the event had a 

lasting and important impact on her artistic imagination and expressive quest. 89 While her 

various artistic mediums and formats deny her oeuvre from being reduced to a single 

identifiable signature style, there is in her art a continuous and multifaceted exploration of 

issues of time, seas, distance, and spatial explorations. It would be wrong to assign to the 

one biographical 'Odessea' of early childhood a causal impact on her art. Rather, I would 

argue that this personal family myth was transformed in Margaret's mature artistic 

imagination to fit theories and interests that she had developed in her early formative years. 

Her student's interest in colour found its theoretical justification in Adrian's theories. 

86 Wilhelmina recalled on many occasions two anecdotes that illustrate this. First, that whenever Peggy arrived 
late to live-classes, at Edinburgh she would make her way in a determined way to the front, ignoring the 
annoyance of the other students. Wilhemina also repeatedly recalled that it has been taken as a certainty that 
both she and Peggy would make it in the professional world of art. Denise Peploe was also marked for success 
but he failed to shake off the weight of his father's reputation. While William Gear, who was their junior, has 
been a surprise success. 
87 Interviews and conversations. 
88 Margaret's belief in Chinese horoscopes is more serious than a frivolous leisure activity. She also tries to 
keep a Chinese-inspired health-conscious diet. 
89 It is difficult to ascertain what of Oriental visual arts was available to her at home and childhood, other than 
her memory of her mother and Ann her younger sister embroidering Chinese themes. In this respect it is also 
interesting to note that Ann Stokes, herself now in her eighties, has taken up pottery and much of her work is 
of elaborated ceramic highly decorated utilitarian objects, which are freely inspired by Oriental themes and 
colours. 
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Margaret's love of the sea, and physically acti\{elife date back to her Scottish childhood, in 

which she and her siblings were regularly taken-on adventurous sailing and camping 

ventures with their father. On most of these instances the whole truth of their exposure to 

danger was kept a secret from her mother, who did anyway suspect some of it. In 

Margaret's memory thus, her father was the person who opened up adventure and 

excitements, her mother on the other hand, though of artistic talent, being the more careful 

domesticated and disciplinarian of the two. 90 Margaret retained a lifelong commitment to 

various physical leisure activities, such as dancing and a daily morning swim in the North 

Sea, in the same dedicated way that she kept time for her art making. What I argue here is 

that the impact of the political context of the end of an Empire on her biography, 

compounded with the childhood exhilaration of sailing experiences of exhilaration have 

been transposed in adulthood to become a symbolic quest for a configuration of national, 

personal and gender identities. This configuration is related to what has evolved into, in my 

reading of her art, a symbolic repeated expression of notions of what can be termed 

generally as issues of framing, and more specifically, of space, both physical and temporal, 

and of time. 

Between 1929-and 1933 she was lucky to be one of the last students to have been taught by 

the legendary S. J. Peploe (1871-1935), who was the Scottish follower of the French 

colorists: Derain, Matisse and Bonnard, and who had developed his own colourist mode of 

broad impastoed brash-strokes, and a particular harmony of sonorous saturated purples and 

deep reds. The Edinburgh College of Art (ECA) during these years had been by far more 

advanced in relation to its direct contact and knowledge of French Fauvist modernism. 

Much of the energy at the ECA was due to the appointment in 1932 of Hubert Lindsay 

Wellington ( 1878-1967) who further encouraged and actively promoted greater connections 

90 What matters in this instance is how Margaret remembers her parents rather than how they really were. 
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- 91 with knowledge of international trends in the arts. With revolutionary ideas and the 

availability of funds with the 1930 Andrew Grand substantial bequest made available, 

students who excelled could enjoy grants for studios to work in, for travelling scholarships 

and further post-graduate scholarships, by far more advanced and enterprising than those 

offered by any art institutions in England. The appointment of Herbert Read as an academic 

lecturer in the history of art, and in particular modem north European art, was also a feature 

that made German Expressionism, Edward Munch and issues about National traits of art 

feature high on the lecture programme and in available exhibitions that he organised there.92 

In her formal art education at ECA, then in the Lhote academy in Paris, Mellis followed a 

well-established Scottish art tradition. William Gillis (1898-1973) had studied there with 

Lhote and both he and Leger had continuously Scottish artists studying in their academies, 

as did later William Gear. The legacy of French Fauvist colourism is one that she made her 

own during her student years and postgraduate awards and scholarship years. Palms and 

Olives, Rapallo, Italy, c.I937 (fig 45)93 is indicative of Bonnard/Dufy-like soft colour 

harmonies, with a high viewing point. The Mediterranean, is depicted in pale blue and 

extends above the upper frame, seen behind lush soft foliage, with palm trees, the sign of 

exotic holiday locality as are the white sails, all depicted with a feathery quality, that reads 

as Summer's haze. In contrast to the soft relaxed mood of the seaside resort, is the more 

intimate, urban expressionistic, harsh treatment of her Self-Portrait, 1935 (fig 44).94 Painted 

after her return from two years of travel and study in France, and while taking up a 

fellowship at Edinburgh College of Art, the image reveals itself in a layered manner. Its 

expression is an indication of a moment of hesitation and indecision between various artistic 

91 Lynn Green (2001) A Studio Life pp 28-34 gives a well documented and lively account of the atmosphere 
and curriculum as well as sketchy profile of prominent teachers and students of these years at ECA. 
92 His enthusiasm for German ideas and art manifested itself already in 1927 when he translated and edited 
Wilhelm Worringer, Form in Gothic, London, G. P. Putnam's. 
93 Illustrated in Margaret Me/lis Austin/Desmond Fine Art Catalogue (2001) p 17. 
94 Illustrated in Margaret Me/lis: A Retrospective ( 1997) exhibition catalogue, City Art Centre, Edinburgh and 
Kapil Hariwala Gallery, London, Illustration I. 
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modes she had encountered so far. The patterned background, obviously a rejected earlier 

-attempt at abstraction, remains visible, not only as-ground for the image but also as 

penetrating through its 'solidity', its depicted mass, at various points, most obviously at the 

lower part, under the dark broad, dry black outlines of her garment, as well as from under 

her hair, at the top right side. The patterned horizontal and vertical background, looking 

like a colourful weave of saturated colours, is used to appear as a paler highlight against 

dark passages of the figure. The most solid object of the painting is the unnaturally 

cylindrical form of her neck, where volume has been attained by way of tone and warmth, 

pale blue for highlight, (left side of neck and cheeks) and dark sienna for shadow (on the 

right). She employed the pigments' warmth to work against their traditional use of 

chiaroscuro, while leaving tonality to act as the illusionary device. The portrait's red 

impastoed line, that represents the bridge of her nose, is probably a variant on Matisse's The 

Gree11 Li11e, (fig 46) an essay on colour saturation and perception. The original, abstract 

painting/background is blocked out only around the face, with warm adjacent siennas 

ranging from yellows, through orange to reds. These too create space by way of tonal 

contrast, while denying it through the innate projective quality of the warm colours. Thus, 

what is evident about her art at this point are: the attempt to assimilate the lessons of Fauvist 

use of colour and the Scottish brushwork; the painting also bears evidence of her toying 

with abstraction prior to her encounter with Ben Nicholson. 

Nicholson's impact on Mellis's work was her introduction to abstract collage making. In 

this narrow sense, her representation as an abstract constructivist in the 1985 exhibition was 

accurate, and surprisingly of an essentializing that is of an extremely different model to that 

essentialising that the art of Winifred Nicholson had been subjected to. Why is it, one may 

ask, that Winifred Nicholson and Marlow Moss were not been included in 'St Ives', while 

Mellis, who prior to the war years in Little Park Owles and immediately afterwards painted 

in a figurative manner (thought later she returned to abstractions), has been represented only 
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as an abstract collagist? Very few collages are known to have been made by Ben 

-Nicholson.95 One can but assume that positioning-Mellis as his follower/disciple, at the 

same group category as John Wells and Peter Lanyon, as he had done in the 1942 section of 

Constructivism at the London Museum, Ben set a range of expressions against which he 

appeared as the old master. In the case of Mellis, indeed of the same age as Lanyon but 

with greater educational and professional experience, she has been thus positioned in a 

double marginal status, to the old master, as well as to her own age set. On a personal level 

it added yet another facet of disagreement between her and Adrian. 

The question of independence, finding one's own voice and style as opposed to being 'status 

chaperoned', is a complex issue in the case of M ell is. Her paradigm of strategic 

manoeuvring her career is fraught with contradictions. While in many ways she has been 

her own person and a creative one when it comes to either positioning herself or to 

articulating her lineage or indeed to her overall artistic intention, she refers to men mentors. 

As a student at ECA: Peploe, Cadell and Hunter;96 in Paris, Lhote is named despite the 

difference in their style; she visited the Euston Road School in 1938 in order to accompany 

Adrian in London; at Carbis Bay it was Nicholson who insisted she made a collage. What 

emerges from this is the reality of women artists who wanted to paint and turn it into their 

professional vocation too. They had to learn from the only academic teachers both in 

national academies and private ones: men artists were the only option. The same applied to 

early stages of career life and formative years, where networking and reliance on influential 

individuals was paramount in the strategic manoeuvring that they had to submit themselves 

in order to be taken seriously. It is within this double bind, between dependency and only 

95 He tended to make collages as greeting cards and Christmas cards during the war years according to W. 
Bams-Graharn and M. Mellis. Mellis at a later stage when she was in dire financial difficulties tried to send 
one of these to an art auction house, but Ben refused to concede that he had made it. 
96 See Mel Gooding ( 1997) in Margaret Me/lis Retrospective. No pg no. Also interviews with the artist by me. 
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--relative independence possible, that M ell is had to jUggle her creativity and her reputation 

-management. 

So what did abstraction mean to Mellis? It was a manner of joining the most advanced 

British artistic group at the time. It enabled her to exercise her already developed sense of 

composition.97 It was more practical to collage paper during the time of austerity and paper 

was easier to come by than paint and canvas. It also meant an opportunity for her as indeed 

it did for every single women abstractionist, to escape into a contemporary mode of practice 

that as yet, so they believed,98 did not contain gendered associations as for instance 

figurative or still life did. In effect the women's misguided belief then was that with the 

new pursuit of purity, which with its essentialism claimed universality (that amounted to an 

a-historical view), the gendered differentiation had come to an end and merit alone would 

determine final appraisal of the works of art. 

Another aspect of Mellis's self-positioning that illustrates the tangled relationship between 

dependency and independent creativity is her appropriation and redefinition of masculine 

critical terminology in her verbal explanation of the meaning of her art. 'Getting it right' is 

an expression she uses frequently in describing her process of creativity.99 A more critical 

term she uses to describe the qualities of a work that has attained the desired standard of 

expression is that it has a carving quality as opposed to modelling, a term she retained, 

appropriated and redefined from her first husband Adrian Stokes. This tendency of 

appropriating terms and using them to suit one's own purposes, is not unusual in modernism 

as I have argt.ied above in the changing meanings and use ofthe term 'constructivism'. 

97 Mellis often joked about several paintings in the possession of collectors who do not know that they had a 
Mellis and a Stokes all thrown into one. Her claim was also verified by Adrian's biographer Richard Beer in a 
conversation at Bristol University's Stokes conference 28th July 2002. 
98 Mark Cheetham argues convincingly that the discourse of essentialist abstract work based on Schopenhauer 
"excluded all women on principle." p xvii in Mark Cheetham (1991) The Rhetoric of Purity: Essentialist 
Theory and the Advent of Abstract Painting, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 
99 Me! Gooding (1997) and also in my interviews. 
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Mellis's stylistic periods 100 

From the two retrospective exhibitions ofMellis (199T& 2001) emerge two clear messages: 
-- -

that Mellis's abundance of work cannot be reduced to a signature style and that she 

considers her recent work, the constructions she makes out of found wood and driftwood, 

(since 1978) as the pinnacle, the summation of her art. But the selection for her 1997 

retrospective about which she had the ultimate say (since it was curated by Jariwala, her 

new agent) reflects her own appraisal of the significant stages of her creative career. 

One of the earliest works exhibited there, in the '1938-52 Still-life and Landscape' section, 

is Regents Park, 1938 (fig 41)101 which, Mellis recalled painting in London prior to her 

marriage. Its schematic, formulaic tree branches and the perspective defying upright lane on 

the right hand side indicate the then in vogue primitivising tendency, which she probably 

had encountered when at the Euston Road School. The geometric simplicity and chiming 

shapes of square hedges with lawn, arched tree tops and shrubs, dark cylindrical upright of 

the tree trunk and the terracotta path, all arranged along the pictorial plane, reveal their faux-

naive quality by their contrast to the sketchy but spatially and anatomically convincing 

shapes of the man walking with his dog. Another interesting observation is that the colour 

harmonies of subdued greens and yellows and ochre, which are usually used in the literature 

as an indication of A. Wallis's or St Ives' colours on the artists' palette, were used by Mellis 

prior to her encounter with either. 

Palms and Olives, Rapallo, Italy (Fig 45) though dated c.193 7 in the 2001 retrospective 

catalogue, was painted according to Mellis during her honeymoon, and therefore was 

100 I am giving this survey of her artistic periods not so much for my thesis's argument but more for the reason 
that so far no verbal survey of her work has as yet appeared in any form of publication. 
101 No.2 illustrated in the catalogue. I went through this exhibition with Mellis in which she explained the time, 
and meanings of the work. Therefore, whenever I refer to her opinions, they are based on that July 1997 
discussion. 
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--- 102 --
painted later than Regents Park. The two paintings differ in all aspects, other than that 

both-are 'landscape paintings' with a high horizon line. Regents Park is a landscape format 

canvas, Palms and Olives, a portrait format. The high viewing point is forced, patterned in 

the first, and spatially convincing in the second; colour harmonies are earthy, pigments 

muddied in the first- pastel harmonies scintillating with whites alluding to light in the 

second. The foreground emptiness as the scarcity of foliage and the few foraging birds on 

the ground in the first painting all speak of winter austerity in Regents Park. The density 

of the foreground in Palms and Olives, in terms of representing a mass of tree top foliage 

and in terms of prismatic colour use in the foreground, beyond which the leisure 

associations of sea breeze and sails are seen all painted with light touches assimilating the 

light rays - all impart a sense of summer's fecundity, well being and mental and physical 

elan. The significance for my argument in comparing these two early paintings is not 

whether Mellis moved from naturalism to primitivism and back to naturalism, but rather an 

observation of what has been already an element of her work at that stage, namely that of 

the use of space for expressive purposes. What these two so different paintings share is an 

indication of an early exploration of the means of art in, and of space. 

The third landscape exhibited in this section Trees, Chateau des Enfants, Cap d'Antibes, 

1949-50, painted during her year in southern France with her second husband the collagist 

Francis Davison. It was painted after the meagre war years in Carbis Bay, and after her four 

years commitment to collage (she returned to painting in 1945). In the foreground are 

painted flowers in saturated colours, their petals defined by a single, or two fluid brush-

strokes. The detailed gaze at growth, at vernal rebirth has to be read in relation to her 

emotion of new personal and global start. Syleham, a dark painting with black background, 

bearing the name of her new Suffolk village, where she and Francis Davison had a small 

102 With Mellis not being able any longer to relate precisely to questions of dating and with the dates and facts 
no longer being verified by her, the reversal of the order indicates the assumptions made by the curator that she 
must have moved from 'Bonnardian' style of paint application to a 'primitivising' one. 
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farm, 103 represents again a different mood. There was nothing M ell is wanted to comment 

about-this painting, but liked the fact that the hanging was-not strictly chronological, and 

how pleased she was with the contrasts that emerged from the proximity of the Antibes and 

Syleham paintings when hung next to each other. Even with hindsight and in retrospect 

Mellis' notion of space, in this instance temporal spatial collapse revealed to her new 

meanings and curious chance juxtaposition. 

The collage years -1940 to 45 - in Little Park Owles she considers as containing three 

phases. During the first phase she produced collages that are strongly based on still-life 

compositions, such as the r' Collage July 1940 (fig 42) and 3'4 Collage July 1940 (fig 43), 

which she describes as a table with things. Thematically these relate to her earlier, White 

Still-life (fig 47) oil exhibited, but there is also a stylistic break from naturalism, a break 

made more pronounced because of the genre similarity between the early oil painting and 

the reduction to basic forms in the early phase collages. The second phase of collage work 

was that in which she tried to get altogether away from any representation and to do pure 

forms, mathematical shapes - following Gabo's example104 
- of ovals and lines, as in 

Collage witlr Dark Red Oval, c. I 941, 105 mixed media on card. Towards the end of 1941 and 

the beginning of 1942 she introduced words, or rather paper that included words, into the 

collages, this phase Mellis thinks of as being her third phase of which Blue, Green, Red and 

Pink Collage, 1941 (fig 48) is an example. The expression of these collages, being of small 

scale and of paper, now faded, but which has been from the start of mundane quality, of 

simple labels and papers that were available during the war years, projects a feeling of timid 

tidiness and an expression that anticipates that of arte povera in its unassuming nature, 

103 They had to leave Chateau des Enfants after the foster parents of Davison decided to sell it. They moved to 
Sylebam in 1950 to a small farm, and the next few years proved to have been of great economic and physical 
hardship. 
104 Mellis 's words. 
105 No 3 in the 1997 exhibition, 21 x 33 ems. Colour illustration in the catalogue. 
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·- . . . -.-·· • 106 
rather than hnkmg these collages to the practice of objets lrouves, because of the use of 

basic-material available in domestic shopping during the war-years. After the break-up of 

her marriage to Adrian Stokes and the turmoil that followed she stopped making collages 

and according to her never returned to do any. While her version of events is indicative of 

the reasons and has to be considered as such I would also argue that her most recent works, 

the constructions of driftwood, contain elements ofthe collages of the war years. Margaret's 

linking of the marriage break-up with her rejection of collage-making begs for a 

psychoanalytical reading of the purpose and her intention in making them. Her 1997 

explanation of phases, periods, according to stylistic variation indicate her familiarity with 

the artistic evolution of modernist paradigms. But the categorical statement that links the 

end of collage with her marriage break-up orientates interpretation of these collages towards 

reading them even more strongly not as works that seek to express universal purism but 

rather as an alternative to, maybe even a metonym of, domestic order. Reading them thus 

makes them_in addition to their exploration and experimental aspects, also a stance for 

appreciation. In domestic terms they replace her lack of housewifely inclination, in 

professional terms they claim her to be on a par with the 'older', already established 

members of the Carbis Bay Group. 

Two pictures painted in the early 1950s at Syleham are at one and the same time a 

summation of her exploration so far and an articulation of the directions she will take up in 

the future. The colourful and rounded shapes painting Compotier on a Window Sill, c 

1950107 and in Spotted Jug of the same year (fig 49) as well as the angular minimalist 

Match Box Relief, 1952. 108 The mundane subject of the Compotier is rendered in an 

unusual composition with a white line dividing the field of vision into two. The spatial 

106 Curiously she claims not to have known at the time Kurt Schwitters' collages. Nicholson might not have 
come across them, but Gabo knew him from Germany where he together with Richter, Raul Hausmann and 
Hanna Hiich, formed "what Lissilzky described as 'the nucleus of German Constructivism'." Hammer and 
Lodder (2000) p 114. 
107 No 4 in illustralions of l997retrospective catalogue. 
108 lllust.no. 5 in 1997 retrospective. 
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ordering of colours in either of the two sides is a reversal of the other in its wall11icold and 

tonal values. The background on the right is of a deep Prussian-blue, against which a white 

outlined bowl is seen heaped with fruit painted in saturated touches of reds and yellows. On 

the other side the background is dominated in the upper corner by a yellow window, against 

which the body and leg of the Compotier are painted in white, its content is dark, possibly 

empty or else darkened by the effect of contre jour. In experimenting with either Cezanne's 

or Braque's recent explorations of black and white in relation to space and volume, the two 

halves of the bowl do not seem to make one coherent naturalistic vessel. The visual 

conundrum turns on two kinds of visual obstructions: an object only half perceived when 

seen through a curtain, or when seen against strong light. It is a meditation initiated by 

domestic intimism and taken into a quest about the nature of vision. 

Match Box Relief is a completely different kind of painting. Any kind of spatial allusion 

into the depth of the field of vision is denied and reversed. The depiction is of an object 

superimposed on its larger ground and painted in few graphic angular shapes, painted in flat 

and opaque colours: blue, black, white, and three touches of red for the match heads. The 

only painterly element is the circle on the white ground and the letter M, that were depicted 

by way of clearing the wet white paint in order to reveal the ground. M could stand for the 

depiction, that is, for matches but equally for Margaret or even Mellis. Rendering the 

picture as an object in this complex and deliberate manner links the work to the way 

Mondrian framed his work, a practice which was carried out in a lesser spatial manner in 

Ben Nicholson's idiosyncratic 'box framing' or maybe there is here another attempt to 

interpret Adrian's notion of carving in Mellis's own way. Her creative and individualistic 

understanding of the Stokes notion gives of a work that, despite its flatness, projects 

through its power of expression into the space of the room. Mellis, who keeps all the 

volumes of Stokes' books on a bookshelf in her studio, obviously is familiar with his 

theories but then at one and the same time makes independent creative use of them. 
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Contrary to the 'Chaperoning model' which indicates the lineage of influences as a 

reductive,restrictive impact on the originality of women painters,that are never credited 

with internalising impact and making it their own, Mellis example can be seen· as the 

contrary. It can be seen as an irreverent attitude to the original sequence of rationalisation, 

and a 'devil-may-care' attitude to intellectual preciousness, or else as an expression of 

finding her own voice and selecting, from the ideas and art she comes across, only the 

elements that are relevant to her own quest. 109 

But Match Box Reliefhas a place in Mellis's work not only in relation to its summation of 

or as a new attempt to think through the Carbis Bay phase ideas and transpose them into a 

different expressive configuration, but also a also a milestone in her work of.the future. In 

terms of the moment it is also significant that Francis Davison, was in the 1950s and is now 

(2000) working on collages of torn paper in large scale and subdued colour harmonies. 

While the forms are angular and reminiscent of her geometrising during the Carbis Bay 

period, here the overall mundane object is being rendered at once as luxurious. and 

mysterious. So just as she made her foray into abstraction while being married to Adrian, 

who painted consistently naturalistic paintings, this phase too can be seen as a statement of 

differentiating herself from her current husband and colleague artist. Mellis's Relief Series 

of the 1970s (figs. 64, 65) can be thought of as a painting of a collage and in this sense it is 

self referential specifically to her earlier work and generally to the nature of a work of art in 

modernism. The way the Relief is set on its ground is like but altogether different from the 

relation of image to its passepartout the painting is emphasised as an object, set preciously 

like a gem on a ring's bevel, but at the same time it retains the depiction's flatness. A game 

of real and illusionary relationship to space is being evoked here. 

109 The different appraisal is evidenl whenever there is a discussion about Gabo's impact on say Wells and 
Lanyon or on Mellis and Bams-Graham. 
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Match-Box Relief remained for a while an isolated workwhose lessons Mellis revisited 

only later,not before she went through various painterly experimentations. The early 

1950s were years in which Mellis explored the relationship of tone, colour and paint as 

material. Experimenting in triad colour harmonies (Still-life with Pears, and Dark Fish 

both of 1953) and placing forms against a dark background led her to further 

experimentations with house paint which she used to explore their fluidity, resistance and 

the films and crusts they have created. "I wanted to push it till I got it right" is the only 

explanation she offered about these paintings. The 'it' and what it stands for remains open 

for the viewer's reading. 

Increased interest in the paint textures brought about a series of paintings in which 

monochromatic tendency replaced her previous hedonistic use of pigments. In Girl With 

White Flower, 1954 (fig 51) 110 forms and colours are reduced to abstract tonality and to 

geometric forms relating to the frame. By this elision of either naturalism or the pleasure of 

pigments the viewer's attention is drawn to the paint application, its resistance to being 

placed or later even to being scraped off the canvas. It speaks of the artificiality of painting, 

of it being conceptualised and made by the artist. Light/rouse Blue, 1955 (fig 52) 111 follows 

textual experiment but by exploring a different quality of paint viscosity, it is the filmic 

dense surfaces that the household paint attains with which she creates large colliding or 

superimposed semi-geometrical shapes. Kitchen Table 11, c. 1956 (fig 53) 112 shows an 

array of buckets, pots~ bottles and casseroles, which are arranged in the same two 

perspective devices as that of the Regents Park painting, but the pots and containers are 

piled up on the painting's surface as if they serve an excuse for different textures, impasto, 

palette knife application and scraping of varying degrees. The colour harmony is subdued 

to blues and browns punctuated by patches of white and black lines, curves circles and 

110 Retrospective ( 1997) no. 6. 
111 Ibid. No. 7. 
112 lllus. p. 26 in 200 I retrospective. 
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uprights. A similar two-way and superimposed perspective on a flat surface also appears in 

Checked Table, 1957 (fig 54). It is painted in an even starker range of black, white and 

grey, and the geometrY is given by and obeyed by the checked table, with its superimposed 

bird's-eye view of the table and a level-view depiction of the glass top, bottles and goblet. 

· This time the paint is fluid, and runny, and against the rigidity of the composition is the only 

animated element in the depiction. This group of paintings and the use of household paint 

in particular gav~ Mellis a sense of freedom, possibly because of its non-precious 

association, and during this time she stopped painting in front of the subject, with the 

exception of Droopy Flowers, 1957 (fig 55) which she initially painted because of their 

"good shape", and subsequently joined them with the geometrising theme of the Girl with 

White Flowers of 1954 (fig 51) with the still life and colour harmonies and texture of 

Kitchen Table of 1956, and combined them all in Blind Woman of 1957. 113 

The sequence and causal evolution of her practice and explorations that I have outlined in a 

somewhat exaggerated and selective way is symptomatic and typical of the way in which 

Mellis's work progresses with new experimentations, punctuated with revisiting of old 

themes, medium and compositions. The title of Blind Woman states her interest in ways of 

seeing, in her quest for what lies between sight and representation even to the degree in 

which she places a fictive, but highly indexical, blind person in front of a highly textured 

still life, that contains not only tactile but also scent in the depiction of flowers that lean 

towards and replace the woman's eye. 

This notion of lack of space, visually- as in the flat representation, biologically- in the 

depiction of the blind woman, and the contact of flower/eye socket, was in fact a collapse of 

space in her oil paintings. During the same period, and concurrently with the evolution of 

the flat space, Mellis also worked on her envelope drawings which express a totally 

113 Illust. P 31 in 200 I retrospective. 
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differenn>ense of space. Round about 1956 (fig 56) 114 she drew lier theme ofwilted flowers 

on the back-of-an envelope she just happened to have at hand. 115 The-full meaning of that 

drawing was not recognised by her, though on several 'cleansing' and throwing away of 

unwanted drawings she resisted destroying this one. Only in 1987, nearly thirty years later, 

the expressive and symbolic meaning of the combination of a pastel drawing on a chance 

shaped envelope was fully understood by her (fig 56a). 116 

In 1959-60 Mellis was taken on by Waddington and the contract entailed her commitment to 

provide the Gallery with 12 paintings every two months. 117 The precise sequence and at 

times even the meaning and aims of the paintings then are not so clear in her mind, probably 

because of the fast and furious pace she had to produce them in. 118 By that time Mellis 

developed a particular love not only of household paints but of the equally humble Essex 

board as a support for her paintings. She liked its texture and would often even use it 

unprimed and either leave parts of it unpainted or scrape off paint to reveal it as another 

pigment. In Ships in the Night, 1960 (fig 57) as well as in other paintings from 1957 she 

used red underpaint that she then allowed to be seen either through by scraping or by 

leaving it exposed, and painting with black over it. 

Annely Judas, who was running the Hanover Gallery, took Mellis on in 1964119 and insisted 

that Mellis give up painting on Essex board. With her return to canvas she also gave up 

household paints and painted either large "origami-like abstractions" or small relief 

114 David Batchelor gives this date in the 200 I catalogue p.3 7, but in my interview in 1997 she told me that it 
was drawn in 1977 or thereabouts. 
115 Retrospective (2001) p 36. 
116 Interestingly it happened when she again went through her drawings with intent to destroy those that she 
didn't like and the meaning then came fully to her. What might be read into this is that at the time, that is in 
the 1950s, her experimentations with the many possible spatial expressions was not as yet fully formed in her 
mind in that particular way of abridging the daily activities and the artistic practice. 
117 Of the hard work of that time she commented, "I worked like a nigger." Interview in the retrospective 
exhibition 23.7.97. 
118 Although in her 85th year her memory was razor sharp then about all the other details. She did admit though 
that some of the dates of the other paintings in the exhibition were inaccurate, as there was such a rush in 
putting it together that she did not have time to reflect precisely on dates and at times dated paintings in 
relative terms to her professional or personal events. 
119 After she was" kicked out ofWaddington", why she did not explain. 
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canvases, in'-which interlocking geometrical shapes of no more thaifthree layers were set as 

three-dimensional-objects and raised from a flat ground (figs. 64, 65).-The large hard edge 

geometrical abstractions in saturated colours, often in triad colour harmonies, echo on one 

hand an affinity with the new British frivolous and joyful expression that indicate awareness 

of both the graphic aesthetics of some trends within Pop Art and the visual games of Op. 

But at the same time they are also a long-term memory or perhaps homage to her oriental 

birthplace and to some fragility and sensibility that she relates to in an indirect, implicit 

way. 

The small reliefs that were made out of canvas of complex geometrical interlocking shapes 

were a return to the painting as an object that is projected into space and have about them a 

synthetic quality in so far that the parts are being brought together, to make one overall 

shape, that consists of many particles. These elaborate structures gave way in 1977 to 

wooden structures that have become her last and most comprehensive art, the driftwood 

constructions. 

In making these driftwood works she repositioned herself as a constructivist (figs. 58-62). 

She takes on the meaning from Gabo in the sense that she understands the emphasis of 

construction to be in the process of making. Like Gabo many years earlier she avoids the 

'established' materials of art, but unlike him does not seek these in the new modernist, 

scientific materials, but rather in driftwood, a material that is natural. Driftwood may be 

compared to a found object, but she is much more interested in its condition, as a found 

object that the sea has deposited on the shores after it has worked on the marine artefact it 

used to be. Driftwood is deposited on the land with traces of its cyclical different 

'existences' as a living breathing tree, after being cut, shaped transformed for human use 

and its surface changed to be covered by paint, only to be broken, discarded and mulled by 

the forces of the sea movement, which eventually also deposited it. A true many layered 
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palimpses-~ Which bares all the traces but can reveal only the sketchiest of its cycles. 120 

Compared to canvas, or even board, driftwood is even more irreverent-to-the hierarchies of 

traditional art materials as well as to traditional practices. It can be considered in relation to 

its popularity of the 1970s121 or even in the context of Greenbergian formalism, but it can be 

viewed differently when considered within Bemard Smith's concept of the formalesque. 122 

In this analytical framing the tensions between rhetoric and practice emerge more clearly. 

These tensions arise from the rupture in the almost anthropological assessment of work 

according to the Mellis (and Bams-Graham) generations, age-set community. A dislocation 

between practice and 'age-set identification' occurred at both ends of Mellis's and Barns-

Graham's professional life; during Mellis's Carbis Bay years as well as in her mature, old 

age practice. In the former her age difference and early stage of professionalism brought 

about her exclusion from the 'Older Generation' in the mainstream assessment, and 

positioned her on a par with the male disciples, who indeed were closer to her age, but 

professionally still amateurs and beginners compared with her. While they have all matured 

into individual artists, according to the dominant narrative, Mellis was constantly positioned 

in that category of 'chaperoned evaluation'. In a similar way the evaluation of Mellis' old-

age work remains within the critical framework of modernism, a static appraisal that ignores 

personal and cultural changes that any artist or individual inevitably undergoes during thirty 

years of maturity and active creativity. Despite the rise of various postrnodem sensibilities, 

of which one of the hall marks is a new personal interaction between 'nature' and the artist 

as an experiencing 'person' (rather than mind and/or hands), Mellis's work, by and large, 

has been left out from this discourse. 123 By contrast, Richard Long's use of driftwood as 

120 David Batchelor defines Mellis's envelope paintings and constructions as palimpsest. I wrote the analysis 
of her work and gave a paper on the subject in the same vein in Edinburgh AAH conference April 2000. 
121 During the late 1960s and early 1970s it was a popular decorative element that many homes contained. In a 
sense it used to be a fad belonging to the hippy age, and to a democratising interior creativity into irregular 
chance shapes. 
122 A term that Bemard Smith ( 1998) has coined in a critical distancing from the support position to an 
analytical one in his Mod en ism's History, pp 8,9,53. 
123 I am writing this despite the fact that Mellis's 200 I retrospective catalogue included the beginnings of this 
analysis, especially in David Batchelor's short article on the meaning of her envelope drawings, and the 
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well as Andy Goldsworthy's work attracts ample and rich postmodem and critical theorist 

articulations. 124 

Mellis's last phase work, constructions of driftwood, as she calls them, is significant to my 

argument for several reasons: first and foremost it is a manifestation of her artistic maturity 

and a powerful expression of the total sum to date of her personal and artistic engagement. 

In it the various trajectories, of her life-long association with the sea, with colour, with 

spatial expression, the pulling of figurative and abstraction, and her irreverence and disdain 

for boundaries and constraints all come together to voice her particular subjectivity. For 

me, having experienced her sense of fun 125 and determined energy126
, they also represent a 

defiant spirit, not willing to give-in to old age perceived or real vulnerabilities. 

But most important for my attempt for an intervention into the 'St Ives' canonised version is 

the question, what is the relationship between these driftwood constructions and Mellis's 

Carbis Bay years? First and foremost in my mind is the use of simple, non-noble materials, 

which in the 40s could have been an outcome of wartime shortage, 127 but has since become 

a personal choice and an expression of her irreverence towards hierarchies and authority. 128 

Her sensibility to colours, which begun to express itself at ECA, is combined in the 

constructions with the ideas of art and its spatial existence that she encountered during her 

questioning of why she had been ignored by critics by Damian Hirst. See D. Batchelor 'The Envelope 
Drawings' pp. 37-39, and D. Hirst 'Where the Land Meets the Sea' pp.3-5. in Margaret Me/lis (2001). 
124 For instance See Herman Rapaport (1994)'Brushed Oath, Slate Line, Stone Circle: On Martin Heidegger, 
Richard Long, and Jacques Derrida' in Peter Brunette and David Wills (eds.) Deconstruction and the Visual 
Arts Art, Media, Architecture. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press. pp 151-167. 
125 On our last meeting in London 1999, she still was dancing in Southwold local ballet and tap classes as well 
as going to clubs to dance with her agent Kapil Jariwala and his partner. 
126 Margaret used to swim every morning in the North Sea, and during my visits also insisted that I join her, on 
one occasion she had to pull me out of the freezing water. I also saw her putting her constructions together 
with enormous screws, which are more difficult than hammering the pieces together with nails. I have also 
witnessed her determination when after reconsidering a construction, a young neighbour could not help her in 
unscrewing the pieces, and she proceeded to do it by sheer force of determination. On the same occasion I 
also saw her dislodging Leaning, 1997 (216 x 47 x 9 ems) (that we then have decided to name 'Take off) 
that got wedged in her third floor studio. She even intended to carry it down the stairs single-handed. 
127 Though Adrian Stokes continued to paint, and this indicates that there was access even if limited to 
traditional materials. 
128 Margaret was a staunch campaigner and in particular a supporter of the anti-Sizewell Nuclear campaign. 
Sizewell was located across the bay in which she swims every morning. We used to joke that she probably 
glows at night. 
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Carbis Bay years. These are still with her. She explicitly locates her work in relation to two 

key two concepts:-Stoke's aesthetic notion of 'Carving' and Gabo's 'Constructions', but her 

own interpretation and use of them is, divergent from their authors' orthodoxies. 129 For 

Mellis' practice carving is that particular quality that used colours and forms to render a 

work as projecting into real experiential space, both literally and expressively. Construction 

in Mellis's use stands for the process and the making of the work, it is a commitment to the 

single work and a continuum of a way of life. This interpretative trend, of making a concept 

one's own, is also manifested in the way she has both appropriated Gabo's explorations with 

space, and made these her own. No modem materials or scientific alluding forms for 

Mellis: the organic, cyclic qualities of the materials and the traces with which they appear 

speak of her own Scottish, feminine, identity, with self-identification of a distant, oriental 

place of birth. The sea is as much a force and presence in her driftwood constructions as is 

the organic past of the tree, turned into an inanimate building material, reshaped by the sea's 

forces and deposited as a gift (literally) on her doorstep and overflowing in her studio (fig 

62). Space in these constructions is geographical, temporal, and cyclic as much as 

imaginary. It is at one and the same time an index of her sense of her own life cyclic 

patterns and a return to live on the shores of the same North Sea in which she spent her 

childhood. 130 It is significant that she begun making Driftwood constructions in 1978, two 

years after moving to Southwold, Suffolk. But in terms of the many aspects contained in 

the driftwood constructions there is not so much the found object as the found colour. In a 

similar manner to the way in which Matisse in his old age cut into colour, for Mellis, colour, 

129 For the reading of Carving see Alex Pons {1996), in Thistlewood, David (ed) Barbara Hepworth 
Reconsidered. Critical Forum Series, Vol. 3. Liverpool University Press and Tale Gallery Liverpool. For the 
many changes of the meaning of Construction and Constructivism as well as the particular use that Gabo had 
in the West see Stephen Bann (ed) (1974) 'Introduction' pp xxv-xlix and 'From Circle -International Survey 
ofConstuctive Art' pp 202-220, in The Tradition ofConstructivism. Also in Hammer and Lodder (2000) 114-
118, 240-241; Gabbo's appropriation of the term 107, 116; Gabo's definition pp.99-IOO, 164-5. They stress the 
flexible nature of the term in relation to: Gabo's life and contexts; the English art scene; and conflicting 
understanding between Hepworth and Gabo. In that sense, the individuated understanding of constructive art 
and constructivism is not unique to Mellis, but shared by other 'St Ives' artists, not least for a short period Ben 
Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth, and in a more sustained approach by John Wells, Peter Lanyon and Mellis. 
130 This connection was made by Mellis several times in our conversations. 
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has the quality{[fbeing both a palimpsest, revealing its mysterious past, and a purveyor of 

hedonistic pleasure-that-she expressed so powerfully in her early career and-formative years. 

The hedonism of the colour relates both to the pigments and to their textures. [illustrate] 

For my own imaginative reading of these there is in them also a visualisation, a homage and 

reinterpretation of Adrian Stokes's book's content and title Smooth and Rough. The surfaces 

of her constructions are hedonistic evocation of Colour and Form, of Smooth and Rough. 

The hidden, personal messages of her work are something she plays with constantly. For 

instance the construction F, 1997 (fig 59) is for her an obvious reference to her husband 

Francis Davison. On more general level, her memory of names of people depends on her 

synaesthetic colours letters association. In this sense, her constructions are also an allusion 

to Adrian who was in her memory the first person who shared with her a passion for the 

expressive power of colours. It is also, to my mind, of significance that Stoke's Smooth and 

Rough is about their married life and home, about the birth ofTelfer their son in Little Park 

Owles. Her driftwood constructions display physically the qualities of smoothness and 

roughness [illustrate the cover of 2001 In the Night, 1993]. The reason she gives for using 

driftwood is because of the wonderful smooth quality it has by being pickled for so long in 

seawater. 131 The exposed bits of wood are indeed seen as smooth by contrast with the rough 

state of the layers of paint. Mellis's love of imaginary, symbolic gestures certainly invites 

the viewer to opens up for this kind of reading, of seeing in the driftwood construction a 

wide gamut of experiments, of debates, or possibly of inconclusive conversations. 

Refusal to restrict her understanding to orthodoxies about space and time is also manifested 

in her 'objecthood' of her driftwood constructions, which defy not only logical strict notions 

of space in their archaeological sense but also their current fixed format as her creative 

constructions. Apart from the clear marine/sea association that they all share in content or 

medium they also all defy the academic, traditional notion of being framed. The notion of 

frame/lessness is repeatedly referred to in Mellis's driftwood constructions. Pandora's Box 

131 Interview 20.10.67. 
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is an aggressive e~ption out of the boundaries of the red box. After the Fire, 1996 (fig 60) 

is clearly a precarious,-vulnerable frame, its lintel delicately poised, and-can be read as 

either being seen from inside or from outside. Mellis's repeated concern with frames and 

their destruction or bursting open relates to her continuous exploration of space. It is as if 

she continued in her art an adventure with her father and siblings, about looking directly 

into the eye of the storm, or even some unfinished conversations with Adrian, who 

dedicated to her Inside Out: An essay in the Psychology and Aesthetic Appeal of Space, first 

published in 194 7, a year after their separation. Could Pandora 's Box or After the Fire's 

angry and elegiac expressions be read as a dream-like conversation, an assessment of 

feelings, of past memories coming to haunt her, and she responding in collapsing the now 

with the then and the 'what if. Through the Window, 1990 (56 x 44 x 3.5 cms)132 defies 

any notion of a possible clear view, the frame is only half existent, and the view can be read 

as either a flat depiction of illusionary space or its opposite, namely a categorical and 

complete negation of any possible clear view. In other words, the window is blocked. 133 

Initially Mellis did not give the driftwood construction titles but only numbers, as in 

Number 35, 1983 (fig 61). 134 She dislikes giving titles to her works because in most 

instances she does not have an idea what the construction will be about and only lets it 

suggest a title after she completed making it to her satisfaction. She realised that she had to 

give them titles only when she could not remember their sequel numbers. Giving titles she 

considers a deterrent from a real unmediated visual engagement with the work, since 

viewers tend to interpret the work through titles and apply to them greater meaning than she 

had intended. And yet, despite Margaret's reticence in attributing to the titles too much 

guidance in terms of the meaning of the work, her articulation about the immediacy of 

132 Illustrated p 49 in Retrospective (200 I) 
133 It therefore becomes a visual pun on the Albenian use of the window as a metaphor for the surface of the 
painting. It is interesting in relation to frames that one of the points of conflict she had with Waddington 
Gallery, after which she left them, was about the question of the kinds of frame. The gallery wanted to frame 
her work in gold and silver, then fashionable thin frames as they sold better. She felt that the frames distracted 
and interfered with the mood she wanted to express in her work. 
134 Illus. No. 12 in retrospective (97) 
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making driftwood constructions begs to read the titles as opening up possible readings. She 

has long since relinquished-her college training of making sketches, because -she is a firm 

believer that sketches are the most immediate and therefore the most powerful and direct 

expression of artistic intention and insight. Creatively, she considers the greatest advantage 

in working with driftwood is that the finished construction is both the sketch and the 

finished work at one and the same time. This ethos of direct expression of intention points 

to a need for reading of these intentions, whether they were conscious or unintentional. 

It would be simplistic to read into this love of spontaneity a residue of her Carbis Bay years, 

and of being subjected to Ben Nicholson's encouragement to work in such a way. But a 

comparison with Barns-Graham, who works meticulously and carefully in order to obtain an 

illusion of spontaneity and immediacy, proves that such causality would be wrong. What 

needs to be taken into consideration is a total sum of patterns of interest and cycles of 

experimentation together with expressive and temperamental predilections. Whoever visits 

Mellis's home knows that it is first and foremost a studio, with little space allocated for 

cooking, eating and sleeping in. Domestic order cannot be found anywhere, not because she 

doesn't like it orderly, but because it takes a lot of time to obtain and then she can never 

keep it. During the years she and Francis lived inland, in Seylham, they regularly visited 

Southwold, because she found that bathing in the nearby river was never as invigorating as 

the sea. She loves the surprises and unpredictable character of the sea, and it was for that 

reason that she wanted to move nearer to it. For Francis living so close to the sea was a 

disturbance; he found the chaotic element of it threatening, unlike Margaret who loves it for 

that reason. That elemental aspect of fluidity, of chance without boundaries is part of M ell is 

temperament and is expressed in her driftwood constructions. A similar kind of resistance 

to setting strict parameters for her artistic evolution, also informs her description of the 

different phases of her artistic output. She delineates a sequence and stresses time and again 

that it is a gradual and cyclic progressiOn, of revisiting and re-engagements with 
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experiments that she might have done in earlier periods and returned to them after a long 

time in which they were left-dormant. 

The only group of works that were repetitive, and to a great extent planned and pre-

prepared, are the works belonging to the Saints Series, such as Resurrection, 1985 (figs. 

66a&b) and Garden of Eden, 1988 (fig 67), a series she began after the death of Francis. 135 

The notion of afterlife already existed in Mellis's paintings and in her drawings of dead 

flowers, whose shape she had found pleasing and intriguing. But with the passing away of 

Francis, she embarked on the Saints Series for both metaphysical and romantic reasons. 

Both their names- Margaret and Francis - she explained are Saints' names and the work 

initially reunited them in her work and in its religious titles. 136 The basic form which she 

used to replicate and use in this series is an old discarded butter patting tool that found on 

one of her walks. It looked to her like a shadow of a figure and she replicated that same 

shape and used it repeatedly in the Saints Series. Her Scottish childhood upbringing in a 

religious household has returned to haunt her imagination, as well as her notion of Scottish, 

Celtic identity that she stresses when she discusses the series. She finds the positive 

negative aspect of cutting the forms out as particularly suitable for that work, as is so clearly 

arranged in Garden of Eden, 1988 (fig 67). This series is the only one in which she made a 

I d . . . h th . 137 pre-p anne mtervent10n w1t e construction. That this series is her own farewell to 

and meditation on a quantatively different notion of space is made visible by the hollowed 

out shapes and outlines of the absent figure, against which solid outlines are being ordered 

as if in a theatrical staging of the after life, or perhaps pre-life, a fantasy of eternal unity. 

When she talks about this series, she quotes biblical passages, or even recites rhythmically 

nursery rhymes about angels and protection. 

135 She found his death particularly traumatic, for the loneliness and loss of companionship and also for the 
strange coincidence that the cause of Adrian's death and Francis were identical. Both died from a brain 
haemorrhage. 
136 Other titles of the series are: Temptation, The three Maries, and more such of religious iconography. 
137 With all the rest of the driftwood she prefers to use the colours with which the wood has been found, and 
rarely adds small touch or two of paint to balance the colour harmony. 
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Looking at the physical,-and visual qualities of her driftwood constructions and-at the 

content of her envelope drawings, dead flowers, blind girl and in particular the theme of 

death and resurrection of her saints series, it can be claimed that Mellis did make art in 

which the Smooth and Rough of art making, of the presence of art and its meaning are all 

there combined. 

Mellis physically was for a short but crucial time in Carbis Bay, a time in which she was 

professionally and educationally proficient, but still was defining her specific voice in terms 

of fine tuning what her art was about. Ben and Gabo did indeed encourage her to explore 

the possibilities of abstraction. The terminology she uses to discuss and define her art is 

appropriated from Adrian, Gabo and Ben but not in a pure replication of their 

understandings. But contrary to the reductive presentation of her art as a brief moment of 

influence, being a disciple is far from the reality of her work and artistic intention. Just as 

Lanyon has made the quest of space his own in expressing his own masculinity and Cornish 

nationalism, so did Mellis make the concepts of abstraction, construction and space her own 

from her personal, feminine perspective. She rendered these as her own subjective, 

independent voice, and doing so despite the fact that relationships featured highly in her 

personal daily life. And yet, to what extent the authority of the masculine view 

determined/s hers remains an open question. From the way I see it, with her love of chaos, 

of risk, of fun, and of physical activity, she guarded her freedom and independence. The 

strategic manner in which she managed to eschew domestic chores and give preference for 

her artistic work could also be her strategic consideration in expressing respect for 

masculine terminology. 
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Chapter4 

W. Bams-Graham: 'The Stars were too near to the Moon' 1 

Introduction 

If commitment to living and working in St Ives is a determinant for the inclusion in the 

'modem movement', as claimed in the 1985 catalogue and in justifying the omission of 

Winifred Nicholson, then Wilhelmina Bams-Graham ought to be at the head of the list. She 

arrived at St Ives in March 1940, on a postgraduate travelling studentship2 from Edinburgh 

College of Art; and is living and working there 62 years on. The choice of St Ives as a 

destination was made because the war and her chest illness compounded by the necessity to 

use her travelling scholarship or else it would have been annulled. As Europe as a 

destination was out of the question, St Ives was proposed by Herbert Wellington for several 

reasons: one of her tutors had known Ben Nicholson and suggested she would be interested 

in his art, in addition the mild climate of St Ives offered the best available healing conditions 

for her within the UK, and there was the added advantage for her of getting away from the 

confines of a strict autocratic family mores. The presence of Peggy Mellis,3 her student-

year's friend and then the wife of Adrian Stokes, in nearby Carbis Bay, offered an additional 

bonus and made for an easy transition from Scotland to Cornwall. After a short stay at Little 

Park Owles Wilhelmina found accommodation and settled in St Ives where she has lived 

ever since, other than one year in 1956-7 - when she joined her husband in Leeds - and 

between 1961-634 
- after her marriage break up she lived continuously in St Ives. Thus, St 

1 It was the first thing the guard said to Wilhelmina Bams-Graham as she alighted on the platform ofSt Ives 
Station in March 1940. Also quoted in Nedira Y akir ( 1997) Introduction to Wilhelmina Barns-Graham New 
Painting Exhibition, St Ives, New Millennium Gallery, 30 August- 12 October. 
2 Which she won in 1937 and that was the last year she could take it up. 
3 As Margaret has been known to her student friends. Wilhelmina herself is universally called Willie. I discuss 
the meaning of names in the disadvantaging structures section of my Conclusions. 
4 During which years she was mainly based in London, painted and was involved in the art world there. She 
showed regularly with Waddington and sold her work through his gallery. 
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Ives:has been her base both as an adopted home and mostiffiportantly as her studio for well 

over half a century. 

In terms of her professional commitment come what may, she painted every day and is still 

keeping to that routine, resulting in an extraordinary output both in terms of sheer output and 

in her expressive diversity,5 she exhibited on equal footing with SISA,6 Newlyn Art Society, 

the Crypt Group and PSAC, as well as in London and abroad (Appendices 23-26 fig 126). 

Her painting were bought by collectors in Scotland, Cornwall and London since the late 

1930s as well as by institutions such as The Arts Council after the Second World War and 

has a loyal and enthusiastic following of collectors.7 Barns-Graham's art also earned the 

respect of artists from three consecutive generations of British modernism: Borlase Smart, 

Ben Nicholson (Appendix 27) and Roger Hilton, as well as included in the seminal 

Dictionary of Abstract Painting compiled in France by Michel Seuphor, 1957.8 In her native 

Scotland official recognition of her artistic merit came early, already as a postgraduate 

student and increased with the years despite her electing to make St Ives in Cornwall her 

permanent base. English official recognition was slower and relatively late to come and 

happened only recently, as she was nearing the age ripe age of 90. In November 1999, 

through to 2000 the Tate St Ives staged a solo exhibition The Enduring Image,9 she was 

honoured by being conferred a CBE, 10 and on her 90th birthday a celebratory lunch was 

organised in honour of her at the Tate in London. And yet, she still is neglected in terms of 

art historical analysis. 11 So why is it that her official, museal recognition was so late in 

5 There is not as yet a comprehensive catalogue of her work. 
6 Which she joined in 1942. 
7 The Tate Gallery had till recently only paintings being bequeathed to them, but in 1999, prior to her solo 
exhibition in the Tate St Ives, they purchased and she donated some paintings so that now there are Bams
Graham's in their collection (Appendix 26). 
8 Seuphor, Michel (1958, (1957)) A Dictionary of Abstract Painting, London, Methuen. 
9 On which occasion they bought for the first time one of her paintings, and she gifted four others of their 
choice (see Appendix 26). 
10 In the Honours' List of 200 I. 
11 Though Lynn Green (2001) W Barns-Graham, A studio Life, London, Lund Humphries, is the first overview 
of her life and chronology of her art it is still more a book of compilation than of analysis. It was 
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comil}g? 12 Part of the answer to the question lies with the::way she was positioned in the 

1985 exhibition, where it is claimed that she belonged to the·post-war phase as part of the 

young modernists group, who exhibited in the crypt of the recently deconsecrated Mariner 

Church (1946-48). This 1985 classification - based on age grouping - is neither of artistic 

nor of historical accuracy. It serves, above all, to privilege the older generation, in particular 

representing Ben Nicholson as the leader and model for imitation in implying that he was the 

'old modem' after whom they all fashioned themselves, and secondly, to position the young 

men artists, in an heroic manner where the artistic kudos of their war efforts was being 

transposed onto what was claimed to be their artistic avant-gardism. In the first section of 

this chapter I locate Bams-Graham within 'St Ives', that is, the local art world. In the second 

section I consider her expressive output by selecting some key issues that are intrinsic to her 

art. In this formula of dual relationship, I am informed by Bourdieu's analysis of the 

interrelatedness of creativity and networking, of agency and structure in the process of 

reputation positioning. 

Diversity ignored 

Unlike Winifred Nicho1son, who has been attributed a single signature style - of flower 

paintings - to the exclusion of her non-figurative paintings, Mellis and Bams-Graham are 

presented as practicing only a single meaningful creative phase in their lifetime. The 

principle of their evaluation is not about sustained career and professional achievements, but 

of a restrictive, singular expressive mode, that is being claimed as the only mode of 

importance in their art. Apart from the erasure of other works and expression this formula 

also implies a short-lived concentration or spontaneous formulation that has either not been 

sustained or not developed. In this restrictive formula, 'Bams-Graham's Glaciers Series 

stands as both an equivalent for and a variation on the example of Mellis's valued abstract 

commissioned by the trustees and enjoyed the cooperation of by Bams-Graham who also authorised it. This 
gives it its strength in terms of informative details and accuracy, but it has little analytical content. 
12 The Tate Gallery's first acquisition of her work was in late 1999, just prior to her solo exhibition in the Tate 
St Ives. 
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collageL_ Of Bams-Graham's three paintings in the catalogue:twq were illustrateed: Island 

Sheds, Stives no. 1, 1940 (fig 10)13 and Upper Glacier, 1950 (fig 72) 14 were not considered 

as stages in her artistic path, but as illustration for and affirmation of the canonical stages of 

'St Ives', in the way the painting are located to assert the impact of men artists, from the 

untutored primitive, to the most cosmopolitan modernist of them all; the claimed 

internalising, ofWallis (figs 69, 70) in her Island Sheds, 1940 and ofGabo in her Glacier 

Series of the 1950s. Her absence from sub-section X of the catalogue 'Post 1964' indicates 

even more emphatically the bias contained in the selection of her works despite her 

continuous and prolific output. At best, it is possible to assume that the lack of signature 

style in the work of both Mellis and Barns-Graham has presented an interpretative and 

evaluative difficulty. But this benefit-of-the-doubt assumption seems more questionable 

when comparing the rhetoric justificatory meanings ascribed to men artists who practised a 

wide variety of styles and expressive modes. For male artists' shift in affinities is read as an 

intellectual search, for women as an inability to find one's own voice. Stylistic or expressive 

inconsistencies are usually equated with formative or transition years when appraising male 

artists. 15 Diversity in the artwork of women modernists is seen as appropriation, lack of 

individuality, while a repetition of format, style or theme, are being appraised as poverty of 

ideas. 16 

Bams-Graham's diverse art practice stretches, from academic representational portraiture, 

cityscapes and interiors, to postimpressionist still life, landscapes, and to spectacular 

drawings in situ, as well as to a substantial abstract body of work of wide range of varying 

13 St Ives (1985) colour reproduced on p 72 (cat. no.39) & p 162. 
14 Ibid. black and white reproduction, p 180 ( cat.no.97) p 179. 
15 Mondrian's own term 'transition years' for the years 1908-11 has been accepted and repeated in the literature 
and it is a unity within diversity that is being argued by art historians. See Yve-Alain Bois et al (eds.) (1994) 
Piet Mondrian, Exhibition Catalogue for Haags Gemeente-museum, The Hague, Washington and New York, 
National Gallery of Art, The Museum of Modem Art, Milan, Leonardo Arte. For division of phases see 
Introduction; for 'Transition Years' seep 330. 
16 While current culture prevents such crude statements to be made in print or public, they are frequently being 
made orally. The very fact that women artists still do not attract scholarly attention indicates the persistence, 
even if tacit, of differential evaluation. 
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degrees:o(abstraction and strict non-figurative paintings. Withi!!_D.er major group of works, 

the abstract paintings, there is an equally wide range of stylistic and expressive modes: 

organic, geometric, spontaneous free brush, careful architectonic structures, rhythmic 

patterning, as well as images alluding to natural forces from the movement of the earth's 

tectonic plates, mysteries of water/ice, the power of waves, destructive and mysterious force 

of fire as well as a series of cosmic constellations. This variety and its cyclic tendency of 

emerging at different periods of her life, add to the difficulty of periodizing her oeuvre. 

This diversity and complex temporal distribution of practice renders a pattern that does not 

comply with the traditional art historical discourses. If her work were to be read merely as 

an expression of biographical events, it becomes illustrative of the anecdotal; if it charts 

encounters with modernisms it becomes a chronicle of cultural concerns. Neither of these 

interpretative models accommodates a reading of her art as either innovative, or as of 

individuated expressive qualities, that are the pre-requisites of autonomous modernism. My 

reading of Barns-Graham's art is of a practice indexical to the intrinsic conflict within 

modernism: that of the limited acceptance of women modernists, even if they are practising 

their avant-garde's modes of expression, let alone when they subvert modernist paradigms. 

In Barns-Graham's work the conflict resides, I argue, in her astute, deliberate and conscious 

internalisation of modernism, which is either employed for her personal musing, or at other 

times is at odds with her emotional expressive drive. In a reversal of the model that I have 

outlined in relation to Ben Nicholson, where the personal has been dismissed in the 

evaluation of his work, in Barns-Graham's case it is her intellectual input that has been 

ignored and the personal, anecdotal magnified. 

Barns-Graham and the art world of 'St Ives' 

In terms of the chronological mapping of 'St Ives' Wilhelmina features in all the significant 

events that the 1985 catalogue has outlined. In this section my intervention locates W. 

Barns-Graham in these listed events: the Carbis Bay Phase; the incursion of the 'modems' 
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into SISA,~Id (1944) and young- the Crypt (1946-48) 17
; E'SA~ (1949-); and the local 

festivities for The Festival of Britain (1951 ). During the war years Wilhelmina was both part 

of the social circle of the Carbis Bay, and yet not wholly a part of it. While mingling with 

the Carbis Bay Group was for her an amazing eye-opener, both on personal and artistic 

levels, she all the same kept somewhat of a distance from it by making St Ives her base, 

home and studio. 18 In St Ives she equally socialized with the Academic painters, joined both 

SISA and Newlyn Society of Art, of which she still is a member. 

From the outset, her arrival in St Ives on March 1940, Barns-Graham was socially involved 

with the Carbis Bay Group, as well as with St Ives the town and its local art society SISA. 

As a graduate from ECA she was respected and accepted in both camps, and held a unique 

position of straddling the two distinct camps. She remembers that in Carbis Bay gatherings 

she was amazed at the new world of forms and colours that was not restricted to art making 

but spilled over to everyday life. In St Ives the academic artists, especially the influential 

Borlase Smart and Leonard Fuller, 19 welcomed her as a member of SISA for her 

accomplished drawings, in particular her portraiture, which had been her speciality at the 

time.20 Her ability and commitment earned her not only the support ofBorlase Smart to the 

extent that he let her use one of the Porthmeor Studios as early as 194021 he very early on 

arranged for her to have a studio at Porthmeor studios and also approached her to intercede 

17 Guido Morris (arrived at St Ives 1946), Sven Berlin (38-39 market garden at Little Park Owles; 42-45 serves 
at the Royal Artillery), Peter Lanyon (returned in 1945), Bryan Wynter (to St Ives 1945) and John Wells 
(leaves medicine at Isles of Scilly and settles in Newlyn, Forbes studio in 1945). 
18 Barns-Graham recalls how coming from a conventional and traditional background, where she was 
constantly told by her father that women ought to get married and produce a male issue, seeing the liberated 
life-style of people like Margaret Gardiner, who wore vibrant colours and chunky primitive jewellery seemed 
to Wilhelmina as a totally different world to the one she came from. In conversation 2.11.02 after she read 
parts of this thesis. 
19 To whose life classes Wilhelmina went regularly during the early 1940s, for these were the only opportunity 
to draw and paint from life. Wellington, however suggested she concentrates on landscape while she stayed in 
St Ives. Information phone conversation with Rowan James, 25.11.02. 
20 Information from the artist. It is possible to assume that Barns-Graham's choice of portraiture as a speciality 
at that time might be due to her father's insistence on her studying something useful. 
21 Ben Nicholson had to negotiate a studio from the Arts Council nine years later, in 1949, when the AC took 
over the guardianship and running of the Studios. 
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between~himself and Ben Nicholson in inviting the latter to exhibit in St Ives.22 The 

outcome of that introduction was that the Carbis Bay 'modems' began to show in St Ives, 

either on open days shows, or with SISA from 1944 onwards. After 1945, with the 

successful acquisition of the deconsecrated Mariner's Church as SISA's exhibiting hall, the 

paintings of the Carbis Bay 'modems' were hung together around the font, according to 

Wilhelmina's memories or 'behind the door' according to William Scott.23 While during 

the war years Wilhelmina bridged between Carbis Bay and St Ives, after the war she became 

also an integral part of the 'young modems' who grouped to have an exhibition at the Crypt 

the first that made them distinct from both the traditionalists of SISA, and separate from the 

paternal auspices of Ben and Barbara (fig 9). When in February 1949 the secession from 

SISA took place and a new Society was formed, W. Bams-Graham was a signatory to the 

founders members list (Appendix 28). As Douglas Hall has written, Wilhelmina always was 

in the right place at the right time.24 If so, why has it taken so long for her to be recognized, 

and how can the incongruity of her self perception be explained, given her insistence that she 

was 'one of the boys' as well as that she has always been a 'lone wolf?25 The contradiction 

might reflect the marginal status that she feels that she has been given in both contexts. 

While she had then, and still has now, the utmost respect and admiration for the work and 

examples of Ben Nicholson and Naum Gabo, and in this sense recognises their seniority 

then, her position is altogether different in relation to returning 'boys'. She was of the same 

age group and naturally socialized with them, but on a professional level she was the only 

one with a diploma, other than Bryan Wynter, who was the only one to also have graduated 

22 Bams-Graham letter, dated 8.1 0.84, to David Brown recalling the events, is reproduced in its entirety in the 
'Chronology' section of the 1985 catalogue, P 102. In 1944 Ben Nicholson and Miriam Israel exhibited in St 
Ives: Ben in Smart's Porthmeor studio on Show Day, 2 March, and in SJSA's annual Spring Show. Gabo 
declined. It seems that Mellis and Stokes did not exhibit in St Ives. 
23 The documentary evidence of how much their work differed from that ofSISA's members is conflicting. The 
titles of the works byNicholson and Israel in 1944 indicate landscape and still life paintings. However, in 1941 
the reviewer in St Ives Times, observed a dramatic contrast between the styles of Smart and Nicholson. 
24 Douglas Hall ( 1989) W. Barns-Graham: Retrospective 1940-1989, exhibition catalogue, Edinburgh, City Art 
Centre, 'Introduction'. 
25 Wilhelmina repeatedly uses both expressions. 
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from the.Slade.School 1938-40?6 She was teased by the 'young.I11odems' for being an 

exception and for having a diploma, and also had to tolerate the indignity of being positioned 

at the margin of the construction of the group's history. A photograph, (fig 9) taken in her 

studio, stands both for a proof as well as reveals the ambiguity of her position. It expresses 

the ambiguity contained in interpreting the position of a single woman amidst a group of 

men. Physically she is seen standing up at the centre of her studio, surrounded by the seated 

men and her paintings on the walls. But her being the only woman in a group of men 

inevitably signals difference. Just as her gender is an index of difference, so are her good, 

youthful looks, and the reading of her activity, namely serving tea. Thus despite being at the 

centre, and in her professional environment, what is seen is her domestic activity as a 

hostess. This stands in contrast to their inactivity, and their contemplative role (thinking). 

Historically speaking the photograph(s)27 are not purely documentary since they are staged, 

but they disclose enough about the nature of the group to speak loud and clearly above the 

group's collective consent as to who belongs to the core group. The evidential importance 

of the photograph does not lie in when and who shot the image but in the fact that even a 

year after the first Crypt show, the group identified Wilhelmina as an integral member to be 

included without doubt in their group portrait. At the time the photograph was shot, others 

joined The Crypt group show, but only she is part of the group portrait. 

In recent years the way in which Wilhelmina has been positioned as marginal to The Crypt 

has provoked her to forceful and adamant efforts to set the record right. 28 

26 After the war, Guido Morris and John Wells can be defined as intellectuals who ventured into art and 
printing as self-taught practitioners. A fierce masculine competition for the role of leadership determined the 
volatile relationship between Berlin and Lanyon, the latter having an edge due to his being a 'local boy', as 
well as being perceived as 'crown prince' ofNicholson and Hepworth's abstract legacy, that is until their 
relationship's explosive break-up. 
27 There are two slightly different photographs that were taken as part of a wide variety of other photographs 
taken by the Central Office of Information, 1946/7, that is, near enough to the date of the first Crypt show, 
although admittedly they are staged photograph and were taken after the event. 
28 For a detailed discussion about the controversy, see Chapter I. Barns-Graham is particularly dismayed at 
the way she has been written out as an early member of the group by the biographers of Peter Lanyon, M. 
Garlake and C. Stephens. C. Stephens (2000) writes "For their second Exhibition, in 1947, they were joined 
by Wilhelmina Bams-Graham, showing slightly naive views of St Ives and Pen with." p 83. This insistence of 
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The debate-=surrounding The Crypt pivots around two issues: its=importance within the 

history of 'St Ives' and the position of Bams-Graham within it, -which is here the main 

concern. In other words: Was she a founder member of the Crypt? According to Barns-

Graham she left work to be included but either for reasons of misunderstanding or 

forgetfulness on the part of the 'boys' to fetch her work from her studio she was not 

included. In addition to the gendered aggressive self-positioning of the boys returning from 

the war, and women and society's over-compensating their wishes, during the immediate 

post war phase, there is also the additional issue of regionalism (which was at the time 

considered to be of lesser consequences but did establish a long-term pattern of her erasure 

from the Artwriting of 'St Ives') that is, of what is claimed to be Bams-Graham's split 

loyalties, between St Ives and her native Scotland. It has to be stressed that similar split 

loyalties, or commitments by other male artists did not affect their appraisal in the same way. 

While, as the photograph indicates, at the time she enjoyed her male colleagues relative 

solidarity, later on, when the battles for reputations became fiercer, this solidarity waned to a 

degree of omission and disloyalty?9 

The Crypt 

Since precious little detailed attention has been directed at The Crypt - its history, meaning 

at the time and subsequently in hindsight - I have looked at its historiography in an attempt 

to clarify whatever can be gleaned from documents, publications and counter- claims. 

Generally, the relevance of the Crypt to 'St Ives' has been largely overshadowed by the 

much greater prominence given in the academic and popular literature to the events leading 

to the foundation of, the formation and activities of P ASC. 

ignoring her memories, and claims of the events, or indeed Borlase Smart's letters to her when she was in 
Scotland is a constant source of irritation to her. Information from communication with both the artist and 
Stephens September 1999. 
29 She repeatedly recalls one artist telling her outright that he will do anything to supersede her reputation for he 
needed to fend for his family, which at the time she took with respect and a degree of acceptance. 
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The undisputed=_facts are that between 1946-1949 there were three=exhibitions of young 

modems in the space of the crypt of the deconsecrated church of the-Mariner in St Ives, and 

this activity has become known as The Crypt Group. Whenever The Crypt group is 

discussed with some degree of detail the core, or founder members listed are: Sven Berlin, 

Peter Lanyon, Guido Morris, John Wells and Bryan Winter.30 In the emplotment of 'St 

Ives' the Crypt serves both as pivotal and marginal roles: in relation to the narrative that 

privileges the established individuals of Carbis Bay, it is relatively marginal event; if 

however, considered from the perspective of the significance of St Ives, it is the first, wholly 

separate exhibition of (young) modems in St Ives within the auspices of a local art institute. 

In another sense, in the context to SISA, The Crypt shows were only a further, more explicit 

form of separating visibly the 'traditional' from the 'modems'. This separation was a format 

established from the first art exhibition in The Mariners' Church, 1945, where the modems 

were grouped as separate described ironically as 'behind the door' 31 or more positively as 

arranged 'around the font' .32 So far, the issue of how did the Crypt come about, or indeed 

what exactly was its nature has been reliant on the self-promoting writings of Peter Lanyon 

and the evidence of catalogues designed and printed by Guido Morris. Both sources are 

published documents and their exponents are men, thus the logocentric double privileging of 

the word uttered by men has determined the narration that did not deem to need any further 

examination. Within this system, the oral claims of Wilhelmina Bams-Graham do not make 

their way to the published authorized version.33 The two documented times that I have 

come across in which Bams-Graham discusses her part in the group either did make their 

way only in a sotto voce manner to the main body of text. A photograph of the group is 

30 St Ives (1985) pp 104-105, 179; M. Garlake (1998) p 29, and Christopher Stephens (2000) pp 82-83. 
31 As Williarn Scott described it in a humorous but pejorative term, TA V 8613, 436. 
32 As Wilhelmina Barns-Graharn describes it, seeing in tbe separation a positive, cohesive arrangement, 
personal communications. 
33 In St Ives (1985) tbe Crypt is mentioned in David Brown's 'Chronology' section, in the 'biographical notes' 
as well as getting a mention in the listing of a string of activities by the post-war younger generation in tbe sub
section IV, p 179. 
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included m David-Lewis's article (fig 9)34 and in the 'Catalogue~sectipn where David 

Brown reports that the painting Island Sheds, St Ives No. I, 1940, (fig I 0) "together with 

versions 11 and Ill were exhibited in the Second Crypt exhibition in 1947".35 A tacit tag of 

dispute is played out for those in the know about the debate; the photograph is being 

presented, as evidence for her claim, the emphasis on her participation in the Second 

exhibition- is a tacit proof of her not being a founder member. 

Wilhelmina on her part insists that The Crypt was of twofold importance: it was the first 

unified 'modern' group to organise themselves into an exhibiting body in St Ives and this 

subsequently offered a meagre but potent prototype for PASC,36 the second significance was 

that it was the first and only instance in which the 'young modems' exhibited without Ben 

and Barbara. All the published texts that discuss the Crypt claim that it was Peter Lanyon's 

brainchild, except for Denys Val Baker who credits Borlase Smart with the idea and 

support.37 Lynne Green, Barns-Graham's biographer, states that Peter Lanyon Archive 

supports the version that claims that Barns-Graham was not there at the beginning.38 My 

search in the same archive came up with evidence that could substantiate her claims. There 

are two draft letters written by Peter Lanyon, the first when he was made the press officer of 

PSAC and in this capacity was asked to write letters to prominent local individuals 

explaining why the group seceded from SISA. The second letter referring to the Crypt is 

after his resignation from PSAC, May 1950, when he embarked on an intensive campaign of 

letter writing, especially to the St Ives Times (SIT). 39 In both versions there is an overall 

tone of an attempt to set the record straight, a self-glorification and an emphasis on the 

importance of the Crypt, in a manner that implies that this was perhaps not a universally 

34 Stlves (1985) p 26. 
35 See St Ives (1985) comments in catalogue no. 39, p 162, dated 3.11.84. 
36 A view that ignores Ben Nicholson past pattern of taking over art societies and his early declared intentions, 
while still living in Carbis Bay, according to Mellis. 
37 Lynne Green (200 I) is the only one who mentions both versions, but curiously then comes to a conclusion 
determined by an interview with Sven Berlin shortly before his death. It is surprising that she accepts his 
version rather than that of Bams-Graham, pp 88-92. 
38 Ibid. pp 89-90. 
39 Both letters and the information that follows are from Peter Lanyon Archive (PLA) kept by Sheila Lanyon, 
Newlyn. 
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recognised fact.-B!!~ there are obviously differences between the two _versions. In the first, 

dated: "March? 1949" (sic) he writes: 

When I returned to St. Ives in 1946 (May), I had a talk with Smart and met Sven Berlin for the first 
time. Also John Wells. Smart suggested that we should open up the Crypt of the New Gallery and start 
a group show. (My emphasis)40 

Thus the earliest statement about whose idea it was, concurred with that made ten years later 

by Val Baker and insisted on by Wilhelmina. As for the question who the group included 

Lanyon writes: 

Those who were showing in the Castle Inn then founded a vague sort of group with Guido Monis, the 

printer. This was, of course, all supported by Smart and was in fact one of his greatest interests 

because he saw in it a future for the society. 

By this definition, that is the artists who exhibited in the Castle Inn, W. Barns-Graham 

belongs to the group. Later on in the same letter he gives a brief description of his late 

arrival at St Ives and joining the group of young modems Wynter, Berlin and Wells, he fails 

to add Barns-Graham, though she was by then part of the group: 

As to the 'modems' themselves, I was in a difficult position, being the only local inhabitant but, at the 

same time, a new addition to the younger group of Berlin, Wells and Wynter. 

The absence of Bams-Graham from the list of the already existing group in St Ives of the 

modems is a naturalised misogyny as indeed is the listing of her as if in an afterthought 

when he writes about the 1948 Crypt exhibition: 

The 1948 Crypt Show was a bold affair. We added David Haughton, Kit Barker, Patrick Heron and 
Adrian Ryan to the founder members, plus W. Barns Graham, who joined us in 1947. 

It appears that this statement rather than anything else he wrote in his letters determined 

what the repeated claim was to become. In respect of Barns-Graham it locates her as if she 

did not exhibit at the Castle Inn, had not been a distant part of the Carbis Bay group, or a 

member of SISA since 1942. As for other aspects it is here for the first time that the term 

'founder members' appears in relation to the Crypt, while the Crypt is not named as a group 

but as 'Crypt Show'. 

40 PLA, Newlyn. 
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Discrepancies between-the real events and their eventual narration also exist-_i_l!.:general tenus 

relating to the Crypt, mainly around the issues of the group's self-perception; and the notion 

of 'founder members'. In an over-detennined narration Garlake writes that with the 

dissolution of Carbis Bay modernist centre "The younger artists were about to be thrown 

back on their own resources. Their immediate response was to fonn an exhibiting group. 

Lanyon, Wells, Sven Berlin, Bryan Wynter and the printer, Guido Morris held their first 

joint exhibition in September 1946. They called themselves the Crypt Group ... ".41 This 

simplified heroic plotting of events is at variance with the versions outlined by Peter 

Lanyon's 1949 version, Val Baker's and Barns-Graham's. Only the autocratic, but extremely 

liberal, Borlase Smart had the authority to initiate and promote such a decision.42 After all, 

the Crypt was a part of the New Gallery and part of SISA. Following from that, it appears 

that using the tenn 'founder members' in relation to the Crypt is a misnomer, since they 

exhibited as a sub-group within SISA. Furthennore, the group had neither a manifesto, nor 

common aims or style. The wording of Lanyon in 1949 is 'the Crypt Show', which indicates 

how vague the group configuration was, based on sympathies for modernism, and age group. 

It is probable that in 1949 during the secession from SISA, avantgardist tenninology was so 

prevalent that Lanyon naturalized the language and used it in his summation of the events of 

the Crypt, and applied it seamlessly, but inaccurately the tenn 'founder members' for the 

Crypt, for the first time. Subsequently, his version was uncritically repeated by all the 

publications, as well as in the 1985 catalogue, ignoring, any alternative versions of the 

events. Whatever misnomer and inaccurate historicism that became entrenched in relation to 

the Crypt, there is no denying the contribution and status that Bams-Graham had within it. 

41 M. Garlake (1998) p 29. 
42 The repeated claims that overstate Peter Lanyon 's initiative, echo his self-positioning since 1949. Reading 
his correspondence at the time, especially his letters from Italy, he expressed surprise at the contact between 
Smart and Nicholson after hearing about the Carbis Group showing with SI SA. He even intimated to his sister, 
his hopes that this would mean that even he could exhibit with SISA. These statements indicate that at the time 
he was an aspiring and promising young artist. Similar traits of inexperience and lack of authority was 
manifested in his aborted attempt to organise a Crypt exhibition in London, Lefevre Gallery or Hanover 
Gallery (see Stephens (2000) p 83). Even later in his official roles within PSAC the minutes are clear 
documentation that his actions had always to be agreed on and ratified. 
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That Barns-Graham-W_llS valued amongst the 'younger generation' is explicitiYccl!lanifested by 

the high percentage of her works included in the Crypt's second exhibition, August 1947. 

Out of a total of 100 exhibits (by Bams-Graham, Berlin, Lanyon Wells and Morris) she 

exhibited 28, which represents a high profile indicating her prolific output and unquestioned 

acceptance as an equal by the group.43 She also had local appreciative support judging from 

the review that described her contribution as "most interesting recent work conveyed with a 

nai've charm of naturalism which provided the right contrast to the other exhibitors.'M 54 

years later, C. Stephens uses similar, uncritical terms to describe her work: "Wilhelmina 

Barns-Graham, showing slightly naive views of St Ives and Penwith."45 As with Mary 

Jewels description the term 'naive' is utilised as a loaded gendered term, that implies lack of 

professional control. Contrary to this implication I argue that Barns-Graham's work of the 

time indicates a sophisticated exploration of what possibilities lay within primitivizing 

experimentations. 

Barns-Graham and Primitivism 

A comparison between her work done pnor to her arrival in St Ives and her early 

representation makes it obvious that her art was accomplished, professional and indicative of 

cosmopolitan, especially French modernism. The degree of her deliberate primitivizing 

trend emerges when comparing St Ives Harbour, 1940, ()46 painted shortly after arrival at St 

Ives with the later Snow [Scene], St Ives, 1947 (fig 73) which was one of the 28 works 

shown on the second Crypt show. St Ives Harbour is painted with assurance of touch and 

composition; its fluency and colour harmonies evoke the airiness of atmosphere of Raul 

Dufy. The Snow [Scene], St Ives, painted during thel947 snow storm, is composed with 

severe geometric blocks of colour, the severity of depiction and colour harmony deny any 

43 Guido Morris exhibited 50 additional prints. Bryan Wynter was absent from St Ives and the exhibition that 
year. 
44 SIT, IS August 1947. quoted from Lynne Green (2001) p 90. 
45 Stephens (2000) p 83. 
46 Works in the artist collection are listed without location. 
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fluidity or transparency~- Movement is everywhere in St Ives Harbour, stylistically in the 

dynamic application of brush-strokes, to the selection of broken colours, and mimetically in 

the depictions of a seagull in flight, three fishermen rowing and the overall sweeping 

compositional arrangement By contrast, Snow [Scene], St Ives, is static, frozen in both its 

configuration as well as its theme. Composed with stark verticals and horizontals it is 

devoid of any traces of human life, other than habitation, and the footprints on the snow in 

the foreground_ Similar rigidity is apparent in the selection of repeated rhyming shapes of 

either echoing or reversed patterns. Most obvious are mirror image of the staircases, 

creating an inverted triangle shape to the much smaller and pointed triangle of the gable top 

above them. The chimneybreast is echoed by the shadows of the doorway underneath it; the 

white diagonal of the guttering is echoed by other diagonals in the same direction and by its 

obverse on the left hand side house. The patterns of the crazy stone lying on the black wall 

are echoed and tonally reversed by the footprints on the snow. The comparison reveals that 

working in St Ives Barns-Graham had replaced French modernism channelled via her 

Scottish tutors (see the poster of Scottish painters in French modernism hanging on the 

partition behind the group in the Crypt photograph. fig 1-chptl-c) with an English 

modernism that focused on primitivizing forms rather than the liberation of the expression of 

colour. The early primitivizing attempts of Barns-Graham were her experiments with 

subdued grey-greens as in the series of Island Sheds, no.l, March 1940 (fig 10) and Island 

Sheds, no.2, 1940 (fig 74). By 1947, Snow [Scene}, St Ives and also in other paintings 

exhibited at the Crypt in 1947, such as the White Cottage, 1944, the harmonies are based on 

large expanses of warm and cold colour contrasts. These are variations on colouring method 

that she explored during her student years in assimilating Cezanne's example, and which she 

was to revisit throughout her life in various configurations, culminating in her Scorpio 

Series of the 1990s onwards paintings that constitute non-figurative brush strokes of highly 

saturated and contrasting colours (figs. 7, 87). 
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The impact of arriving~to-~t Ives 

One of the much-repeated <;I aims about the impact of St Ives on the art of Barns:Graham is 

to ascribe her primitivizing tendency to the influence of Alfred Wallis (figs.69, 70). The 

claim has, once published, been uncritically repeated. Stephens writes in a categorical, 

seemingly informative and unquestioning tone that: "Berlin, Barns-Graham and Early, who 

did not show in the Crypt, were more affected than the others by the influence of Alfred 

Wallis.',47 Her painting Island Sheds, St Ives no 1, (fig 10) has been used to illustrate this 

claim ever since the paintings' reproduction and discussion in the 1985 exhibition 

catalogue.48 The argument hinges upon the high horizon, the colour harmony of greys and 

greens, and the circular outline of the island with the waves and slanting white ship at the top 

left hand corner. 

Matthew Gale recently put the evocation of Alfred Wall is as the spirit of primitivism in St 

Ives, his highly mythologised persona into a more critical perspective.49 In addition to 

Gale's timely broader contextualizing and critique of what the 'primitive' stood for, some 

additional, historical adjustments need to be made. Gale's adjustment is long overdue and a 

positive sign of a beginning of questioning critical consideration of the popular myth. But 

all the same, he overlooks the need for substantiating poststructural reading with empirical 

examination. I am referring here to questioning what might be contained in and meant by 

the concept of 'self-taught' by the representation of Alfred Wallis as arriving at painting 

from nowhere, as if by true magic. A representative collection of sailing ships 'portraits' is 

exhibited in St Ives Museum, (fig 71) all painted by artists of no academic training who 

followed a vernacular tradition. These artists were commissioned by the owners of the ships 

to paint them in a kind of diptych, of one image of sailing in clear waters, the others in 

47 Stephens (1997) p 25. 
48 St Ives (1985) pp 72, 162. 
49 Gale, Matthew (1999) 'Artistry, Authenticity and the work of James Dixon and Alfred Wallis' ppl6-26. in 
Exhibition Catalogue Two Painters: works by Alfred Wed/is and James Dixon. London: Merrell Holberton, in 
association with Irish Museum of Modem Art and Tale Gallery St Ives. 
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stormy seas. The popularity of these paintings, often with landmarks at their-=b(lcJcground, 

indicate to a much neglected-local practice of painting, of which for instance Rubin Cappell, 

seemed to have been able to live comfortably from his paintings, of which 20, 000 are 

recorded. 50 The paintings of Inn signs and gates (examples of which are preserved and can 

be seen in St Ives Museum) are additional vernacular practice of stylistic similarities to 

Alfred Wallis' paintings. 51 The early photographs of Alfred Wallis, in bowler hat, in front 

of his shop of St Ives, (figs 28) as well as the documentations of his court case, when found 

to possess parts of a pirated wreck, defy the image of him usually propelled in the 'St Ives' 

Artwriting. The generalized term 'primitive art' is still used in an undifferentiated manner, 

and in the instance of Wallis, needs to be explored in connection with and linked to a local, 

non-academic tradition of painting, design and decoration, into which Wallis fits in 

perfectly. 

Apart form the question of empirical contextualisation of Wallis painting practice, there is 

also the added issue of his 'discovery'. That question has two aspects that are relevant to 

my thesis: first, was he not 'discovered' already prior to the August 1928 famous visit? And 

secondly, was Winifred also there with Ben and Christopher on that historically marked day? 

There is much circumstantial evidence to believe that Alfred Wallis was already known to 

and collected by Cedric Morris. In his correspondence with Ben and Winifred Nicholson, 

Christopher Wood often refers to his professional and social encounters with Cedric Morris 

in Paris during the late 1920s, they recommended him to become a member of the Seven and 

Five Society and therefore the claim often aired, but never taken up by the dominant 

literatUre, that Cedric Morris already collected works by Alfred Wallis prior to his move to 

Paris in 1920, sounds as highly probable. Cedric's life and art practice indicate his 

sophistication of perception as well as commitment to primitivisms, which included 

50 Information from Mrs Stephen of the St Ives Museum, 2. I 1.02. 
51 For instance the Ship Inn painted sign in St Ives Museum, on loan from Mrs Burch. 
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discovering and promotingcmarginalized artists, among whom, according to :l:;ett=Haines's 

letters and biography, was also the unknown St Ives, Alfred Wallis. According-to Lett

Haines, they knew and collected Alfred Wall is paintings prior to their move to Paris in 1920, 

and Christopher Wood therefore, went to St Ives, on that famous 1928 visit with Ben 

Nicholson with prior knowledge of what they were about to 'discover'. 52 

The reinsertion of Cedric Morris into the history of modernist primitivizing practices that 

were in operation during the interwar years, is relevant not only because it provides a 

corrective to accepted historical narrative, but also because it highlights the variations and 

many facetted roles that primitivism offered. This general point has also a specific relevance 

to the question of the much-repeated claimed influence of Alfred Wallis on Barns-Graham's 

art. The outcome of a truncated historicism of Barns-Graham's artistic formative years 

results in misrepresentation. In order to critique the mainstream argument, I will follow two 

paths of argument: first I will consider Barns-Graham's pre-St Ives primitivizing tendency, 

and secondly, look at primitivizing manifestations within artists who did not see Alfred 

Wallis. 

Already as a student Barns-Graham displayed an aptitude for effective simplification in her 

designs, formulated in the style of the then all pervasive and fashionable Art Deco. Her 

desire for simplification took on a different stylistic mode within design and fine Art. Her 

gouache painting of 1930, Carbeth Home Farm, (fig 76) is composed in flat, simplified 

stretches of yellow paint, depicting fields; simple outlines demarcate the unmodulated white 

houses, a white that is not painted but left to show the bare white paper. Trees, roofs, 

doorways and shadows are of dark silhouetted and unmodulated monochromatic patches. 

The scene of the Home Farm is seen from a high viewing point, with a high horizon line, 

virtually the same as that of the horizon and houses in, St Ives no 1 (fig 1 0). There is 

52 See TAV 3817.1.1 2882-3. 
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therefore strong indication-that much of what is interpreted in the painting as::.~.Wallis-

inspired' already had been expressed in her figuration pnor to her arrival at St Ives. 

Furthermore, the formula she applies to depict waves is not necessarily Wallis-inspired, as 

similar compositional, formal and paint applications were already in use in modernist 

painting such as for instance the sea in K.L. Kirchner's painting Stepping into the Sea. 53 

By the time Bams-Graham arrived at St Ives in March 1940, she had graduated from a strict 

degree course, she had visited Paris, with her aunt and on her travelling scholarships, and 

there she went to see what could be regarded as most contemporary in modernist 

expressions. The Island Sheds paintings were painted within days of Wilhelmina's arrival 

at St Ives, so how much of an impact Wallis might have had within this short time can also 

be questioned. Therefore, an Artwriting which limits the scope of influences solely to St 

Ives, Wallis, Nicholson and Lanyon, offers a restrictive and distorted narrative. It truncates 

the true, much broader sources of inspiration that Barns-Graham came across prior to her 

arrival at St Ives, or after it. 

A close comparison between Wallis' and Bams-Graham's paintings- a comparison that was 

argued and explicitly made by hanging the two artists next to each other (November 1999-

April 2000) - makes it clear that whatever similarities can be found between the two 

paintings, the differences are by far more significant. Wallis's paint application is usually 

one of flat quality that graphically fills-in the outlines of his forms. While in Barns-

Graham's painting the limited colour range, is heightening the textural qualities of diverse 

brush work in various sections. Patterning by way of brush strokes, in Bams-Graham's not 

only signals intentionality of an informed kind, but also aims at a totally different expressive 

mode from that of Wallis. 54 It is, therefore, puzzling that of all of Barns-Graham paintings, 

53 With the lecture and exhibition series of Hebert Read in Edinburgh, which favoured German Expressionism, 
and brought ECA students to much greater exposure to that kind of primitivism, Kirchner, Klee, Munch and 
other German modernists were already well known to Wilhelmina. 
54 In its diversity, the brush strokes patterning, is reminiscence of Van Gogh's paint application for instance in 
his Aries landscape and street scenes. 
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this particular one -lsland.-She_4§, St Ives no 1- has uncritically become the iconic.on~.that 

is repeatedly used to stress the double tropes of 'St Ives' and 'Wallis'. 

An altogether different mood and composition is expressed in Island Sheds, no 2, 1940 of 

the same series (Fig 74). Although painted in the same colour harmonies as No.1, it has an 

altogether different compositional outlay of superimposed horizontal strips of matter, in 

which the buildings are made central by their location as well as contrasting pale tones. 

This painting has by far a greater long-term relevance to one of Bams-Graham's more 

persistent compositional traits, namely that of horizontal bands across the surface of the 

painted field. Throughout her life Bams-Graham revisited this kind of compositional 

arrangement with varying emphases on either notions of movement, or connotation of the 

limitation in perception, that only a truncated section of the whole picture, truth, or reality 

can humanly be perceived, or even an expression of the ephemeral nature of existence. To 

list but few examples: Strung Forms Series (Geoff and Scruffy) Orange and Lemon, 1963, 

(fig 77), Requiem no 1, 1965 (fig 78), Two Reds, Two Greens, 1968 (fig 79), Requiem, 

1972 (fig 80), Six Lines, Sand and Sea, 1976 (fig 81), Passing Over, Tribute Series, 1982-

1986, (fig 82), Composition no 10, 1984 (fig 83), Connected Forms Series of the late 1980s 

for example, Connected Form I, 1988 (fig 84), Volcanic Wind, 1994 (fig 85), Eclipse, 

January, 1999 (fig 86). It is one of the cohesive organising principles in her recent Scorpio 

Series, which is by far her most exquisite sustained expression for some three years from 

1996- 2000 and paintings since then as in Scorpio Series 3 no 1, 1997 (fig 87) Black 

Movement Over Two Reds, 2000 (fig 88). Viewed from this perspective, that of Bams

Graham's artistic preoccupation, the issue of some slight stylistic similarities between her 

1940s paintings and those of Alfred Wallis fade into insignificance and triviality. As for the 

claimed similarity to Wallis in her colour harmony, Wilhelmina has convincing disclaimers 

that if mimesis is here the issue, then why stress the example of Wall is rather then relate the 

harmonies to those of her native St Andrew's or even Edinburgh? 
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importantly is that a carefuLvi~l]al analysis reveals completely different modes::of::bo!h 

colour harmonies and of paint application. To sum up, both the visual analysis of the two 

artists' work as well as an overview of their total sum of artistic expression reveals that the 

claimed similarities are imposed against visual and documentary evidence to accommodate a 

. masculine-centric narrative of 'St Ives'. 

Without wishing to labour the point further, I want all the same to consider two additional 

representations of St Ives painted by Bams-Graham in her early days in St Ives. St Ives 

Harbour, 1940 (fig 74a) which unlike the Island Shed paintings is of a different colour 

intensity, and evokes the mood of holiday and of a pristine, untroubled world, in stark 

expressive contrast to the harsh poverty and make-shift reality depicted in the Island Sheds 

series. Yet another architectural compositional format that Bams-Graham used during the 

war years, are paintings of interiors that unlike the Island Sheds or St Ives Harbour indicate 

her use of observed wartime reality, and necessity in academic, accurate depictions, such as 

Island Factory St Ives (Camouflage no.2), 1944 (fig 89), and Toy Workshop, Digey, St 

Ives, 1944, (fig 90). This architectural structure of composition is also one that Bams

Graham would adhere to and return to in endless forms and manifestations throughout her 

life, but the significance of these paintings is the interest in and recording of local social 

history during war-time, born out of both reality and necessity- the limited painting locations 

available during the war. 

The persistent mode of evaluation of Bams-Graham in the 1985 catalogue and ever since in 

relation to 'St Ives' artists indicates the degree to which women painters are denied their 

professionalism in the modernist British Artwriting, a narrative that refuses to incorporate 

them into the canon but maintains the pernicious persistence of aligning women with 

naturalised primitivism. But to return to the question posed at the head of this section, of 

what is the gap between representation and the documentary evidence of Bams-Graham 
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claimed appropriation of Walli~,:::it seems to be a convincing argument under -a-very 

generalized appreciation and- a truncation of artistic life work, compounded by de-

contextualizing the propensity of modernism at the time to primitivize. 

The Crypt according to Lanyon 

While the reception ofBams-Graham's early St Ives painting is being read under the sign of 

Alfted Wallis, her claims about the events leading to the making and running of the Crypt 

are being altogether ignored. In his polemical correspondence, of 1949 Peter Lanyon 

rewrote the past with a view to self-promotion crediting Gabo with a pivotal role and casting 

an image of master and disciple between Gabo and himself. The use of the term 

constructivism is complex and diverse in this construction ofhistory. 55 In Lanyon's view 

The Crypt established a young avant-garde that pulled in two opposed directions: 

Primitivism and Constructivism. The advanced 'modems' were, obviously, those who 

followed Gabo's example and were informed by (Gabo's) constructivism, with Primitivism 

relegated to the lesser-valued mode of expression.56 Lanyon's differential evaluation is 

based on his antipathy to and rivalry with Sven Berlin, and reveals not only a self-centred 

attitude but also a simplified generalization, that cannot see variations. 

Primitivism, or more accurately Primitivisms, is possibly the most distinct expressive mode 

of 'St Ives' and its diversity both synchronically and diachronically still await detailed 

analysis. Its expression in the post-war years had different connotations from that of the late 

1920s. The early meaning was an Other against which the untutored but aspiring Ben and 

Christopher measured themselves both advantageously and inspirationally. During the post-

war years primitivism stood for innocence nostalgically desired to be regained at the 

ss It is likely that his avoidance of over-use of the tenn constructivism reflects Hepworth's and Nicholson's 
sensitivity to that very aspect, as the tenn constructivism was linked to Gabo since his departure from tbe 
USSR, and their attempted to appropriate and redefine it. 
56 Peter Lanyon wrote about these divergent pulls: "a tension was set up between tbe 'Primitive' of Sven Berlin 
and the constructivist attitude of Gabo ... represented by Nicholson, Wells, Hepworth and myself." N.d. letter to 
Stanley Wright, Lanyon Archive. 
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aftermath of the recent war horrors. But in the rhetoric of 'St Ives' Alfred Wallis's. 

primitivism offered a fixed index-ofsuch significance that its meaning was both comodified 

and guarded to a degree of a battle of ownership over him. 57 The ownership of Wall is was 

no longer over either the appropriating of his style or even his example as a trope for 

intuitive creativity. Instead, after his death, and possibly during his last months in Madron 

Workhouse he became objectified, his art and reputation controlled for the benefit of the 

brokerage of his paintings. 58 In his article of 1943 Ben Nicholson rationalised the need to 

control Wallis' access to colour, the implication being that his 'childlike' personality needed 

patronising. Sven Berlin was the only one to aspire for primitive/surrealist affiliation, for 

which he found himself in a position of multiple confrontations; on stylistic grounds with 

Peter Lanyon; on 'ownership' of the story ofWallis with Ben Nicholson.59 Ben's actions at 

that period indicate that he treated Wallis, the person, his art and reputation as his own 

private possession an attitude that became explicitly competitive when he learned that Berlin 

intended to publish an article about Wall is. While for the untutored 'boys', returning from 

the war and aspiring to become artists the model of Wallis was an example for intuitive 

inspiration, primitivism for Barns-Graham was altogether of different emphasis. For her it 

was deliberate primitivizing that had more to do with cerebral questioning than with aiming 

to express herself intuitively. The poignancy of her effort, in my view is that of all the 

'modems' she alone seems to have wrestled with the question of what is it for a modern 

57 Matthew Gale (1999) Two Painters: works by Alfred Wall is and James Dixon, London, Merrell Holberton, 
in association with Irish Museum of Modem Art and Tate Gallery St Ives, discusses the ambivalence of what 
he calls 'mascot' paternalism, in 'Artistry, Authenticity and the work of James Dixon and Alfred Wallis', pp 
16-26. 
58 Stephens astutely describes the 1950s as the decade when St Ives became a field of brokerage for collectors 
and gallery owners. His discussion however, is focused on the market for 'modem' artists, mainly the Younger 
Generation. The connotations of the brokerage ofWallis after his death in August 1942 have not yet been fully 
analysed. As for the brokerage ofWallis, in the interview ofBams-Graham with her ex-husband, David Lewis 
and Sarah Fix-Pill, she recalls that his door and table were painted. David Lewis becomes excited and forgets 
about the job at hand and contemplates whether these painting by Wallis still exist under the newly painted 
door. 
59 For Sven Berlin at that time, Wallis offered the richest model of inspiration for his primitivism, and 
surrealist overtones contained in the irregular cardboards, left as found as ground for Wallis's paintings. In 
this there is an element that could be read as an intuitive reaction to the objet trouve. As for the 'ownership' 
over Wallis' reputation, Ben Nicholson writes about Wall is being taken to Madron Public Assistance 
Institution and how he brought paints for Wallis to paint and convinced the staff that he was a famous artist, see 
his Letter to H.S.Ede 29/8/42 Kettle's Yard Archive. Mellis recalled Ben's controlling what range of colours 
people brought him so as to make sure that he did not change his palette. TA V 272. 
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artist to move from one of the-.:British capitals and attempt to make this peripheral ~and 

remote corner their home, in the-same way that she alone took on herself to explore and 

record what were the local meanings of the war years. 60 

Metaphors of war 

In contrast to the orderly architectural compositions in which Barns-Graham primitivizes 

spatial perspective and volume, compositions of disorder, chaos and implosion or 

introversion can be read as standing for the destructive effects of war. In place of the 

fossilized order of architectonic simplicity, these images are of higgledy piggledy chaos, as 

for example in Rubbish Dump, 1947 (fig 91), Design from Hayle Dock Yard, 1947 (fig 92) 

and Froth and Seaweed, 1945 (fig 93 ). In these both the formal disorder of the composition 

as well as the poverty of the materials evokes time of uncertainty and material shortage. 

Views from the window, have in Barns-Graham paintings an altogether different meaning 

than those ofWinifred or Ben Nicholson's paintings. They stand for the prohibition to paint 

during the war years out of doors, and thus painting through a window became the only 

possible way to draw directly rather than from memory or postcards, as seen in the drawing 

St Ives, c.1940, where the faint outlines of the window and curtains are marked in the 

foreground. 

A different expressive mood appears in her paintings of 1948 as for instance in Sleeping 

Town, 1948 (fig 94), exhibited in the third Crypt show, late July, and Box Factory Fire, 

Comwall, 1948 (fig 95) which can be considered as a visual inversion of each other, but 

unique when compared to all other artistic depictions of 'St Ives' artists. These paintings are 

concerned with contemporary social realities, and neither with autonomous artistic principles 

nor with purely aesthetic or philosophical contemplation of landscapes. Sleeping Town is a 

night scene, in which the solid bright yellow boats clearly set at the centre, glow in contrast 

60 As she did later in painting meditations and personal reactions to wars, for instance in Bosnia (fig 118). She 
even agreed to wave copyrights and permit reproduction of the image for the purpose of raising funds for 
Bosnian relief aid, that was organized by Zeljka Mudrovcic in Exeter. 
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to its dark surrounding of rows ofhous~s and skies in dark blue tones. Against the solidity_:_ 

of the boats the thin outlined houses·in pale brush strokes seem fragile as if they were 

made out of glass. As a matter of fact, the houses' reflection in the water, in the foreground 

is of greater substance than the depiction of the terrace in the middle ground. Box Factory 

Fire, is viewed from a bird's-eye perspective and depicts the devastating aftermath of a 

factual fire. The composition sets out a tension between order- signified by the outline of 

the Island, and its St Nicholas chapel - and the chaos seen in the imploded building at the 

foreground. In contrast to the assured relief of a peaceful night here we wake up a day after 

a disaster has stuck, to contemplate its effects not only on the landscape, as seen, but on the 

community as implied. In this oblique expression of a vision hovering between vision and 

communal concern, she here revisits the same kind of exploration she explored in her 

Balustrade Series.61 In these paintings and others related to them in their expressive 

sensitivity, Bams-Graham is both a visual artist and a social commentator. 

Penwith Society Of Arts and Crafts 

On the gth of February 1949 PSAC was founded at the Castle Inn, at 2.45 p.m. where the 

seceding artists met. The secession was a direct outcome of mounting tensions between the 

R.A. artists and the 'modems' after Smart's death (4th November, 1947).62 The events 

leading to the break up from SISA started with an extraordinary meeting that was called by 

ten members who thought that Leonard Fuller, SISA's chairmen, and David Cox, the 

secretary, were giving too much exposure to the 'modems'. In the historiography of 'St 

Ives' the break-up from SISA has produced two misleading impressions about the nature of 

the New Society: First, that the new Society was exclusively 'modem', secondly, that 

initially the 'modems' were a unified front of aims. However, neither of these is accurate. 

61 A series that she evidently was proud lo display, judging from the arrangement of her studio in The Crypt 
Group photograph (fig 9). But now, probably due to the embarrassing ridicule of both the series and her name 
she was subjected to by her ex-husband D. Lewis, she shies away from both showing them either privalely or 
publicly or even discussing them. 
62 For details of even IS see St Ives (1985) pp I 05-106. 
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Both Fuller and Cox took on the same:olfi.cial positions in PSAC that they had in SISA, and:_ 

the list of the signatory founders members indicates an equal balance between the 

'traditional' and 'modern' painters (Appendix 28). And as matters evolved, it was the 

wrangling amongst the 'modems' that brought about a rift among PSAC members within 

one year from its founding. The draconian rules and regulations were driven by Ben and 

Barbara's efforts to secure not only a space for the 'modems' but also their control over the 

society prompted criticism and revolt within some of the young 'modems', and to a lesser 

degree few 'traditoinalists'. Berlin and Segal were the first, Peter Lanyon followed suit, and 

by March 1950 all three resigned with Lanyon taking on a long battle of wills and reputation 

against Ben and Barbara.63 

To start with, the New Society declared itself to being Catholic, a broad liberal organisation, 

even attempting to eradicate the distinctions between Art and Craft. The eventual 

committee's imposition of three distinct exhibiting groups: A- for figurative, B- for abstract 

and C- for crafts, could be seen, and indeed has been, as a means whereby the 'modems' 

attempted both to make a cohesive group statement as well as appease for a while the 

'traditionalists' on whose support they depended initially, but who eventually were edged 

out from centre stage.64 It is telling that neither the craftspeople nor the figurative painters 

were the first to react against the rulings, but Sven Berlin, H. Segal and Guido Morris, who 

objected to the classification that the ruling imposed, into which artists with either primitive, 

surreal or humorous inclination would fit nowhere. Reading the minutes of PSAC casts 

doubt on the heroizing artwriting in which the secession, and the society's activities have 

been represented. Instead, a picture of gradual manipulation of influential local individuals 

emerges, for the purpose of winning local support for their actions and art. The first step in 

63 Peter Lanyon Archive, Newlyn mostly drafts to letters and left undated. 
64 Nicholson had already manipulated in the 20s the Seven and Five Society in London. Ben Nicholson's 
competitive self-promotion took on endless manifestations, for instance, in 1937, contrary to the usual listing of 
surnames according to alphabetical order, Ben insisted and argued that his name should appear prior to that of 
Gabo in the publication of Circle. 
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this direction was the decision to dedicate the Society to the memory of the recently __ -_ 

deceased liberal minded, Borlase Smart. 

The inclusion of Crafts within PSAC has equally an ambiguous history, of initial democratic 

intentions, with subsequent marginalisation.65 Guido Morris, the printer has already 

established a precedence for the inclusion of designer/Craftsmen amongst the 'modern's' 

exhibition, the potter Bernard Leach and furniture maker Nance Dicon were a new addition 

to the Society, since they were not members of SISA, which as a Society included only 

Artists, in the traditional meaning of the word. Bernard Leach represented a veteran and 

respected potter, whose support added respectability to the new Society. Whether he joined 

the Society right at the beginning or a couple of days later remain unclear. According to 

Wilhelmina he was not an initial founder member, since he was not a member of SISA.66 

This claim can be supported by the curious exception of Leach's place in the alphabetical 

order of the signatories in the list of the founder members. Leach's name appears as last and 

is the only one not placed in its alphabetical order (Appendix 28) as well as written a 

different handwriting, which might indicate that it was added later. The literature ignores 

this matter despite the fact that on the Society's first General Meeting Leach's membership 

had to be proposed and voted for. 67 Analysing the Founders list it transpires that the 

Society was established by 7 traditionalists, 7 modernist (plus the cartoonist Segal) and three 

craftsmen (including Guido Morris). Barns-Graham was an unflinching supporter of 

PSAC's aims to treat abstract and modern art as its concern. She observed: "Isobel Heath, 

Shearer Armstrong, Marjory Mostyn were all misfits in the Penwith."68 Her reasoning 

65 The full story of the early days of the Pen with Society still waits to be written, but it is significant that at 
some point the name of the society has been abbreviated to Penwith Society·of Arts, omitting the Crafts from 
its title, though its exhibiting ethos has not changed. As fascinating as the story revealed in the minutes might 
be, its detailed analysis is only tenuously related to my thesis's argument. The aspects that I have selected to 
discuss are all from PSAC TAM 76. 
66 Wilhelmina even stated that he had to be coaxed to join the Society. Rowan James reiterated the point in a 
phone conversation 22.8.00. 
67 Because the original of the minutes is unavailable for consultation my observations had to be made from the 
microfilm of it at the Tate Archive. 
68 Conversation 28.8.00. 
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being of typical avantgardist perspective=at!d activist intent, for according to her people did 

not understand and support abstract art, she explains. From its inception she was one of the 

most adamant and dedicated member of PSAC and remained a staunch supporter of it 

throughout her life.69 

The local and national positioning of PSAC 

PSAC's strategy for their positioning was planned for and directed at two fronts: locally and 

nationally. Locally, it was a battle for acceptance of which dedicating the Society to Smart's 

name was a part, to the extent of claiming that the new Society would have been his wish. 

Mrs Smart, his widow, was invited by the Society to arbitrate whether she believed it was so, 

and much of the local support depended and followed her affirmative answer. On the other 

front, the national one, Nicholson and Hepworth approached Herbert Read to accept the 

Presidency of the society, a shrewd decision considering his growing importance in the 

national and international arenas of the art world. 70 The selection had the bonus of making 

a statement against the reactionary inclination of Alfred Munnings, the reactionary President 

ofSISA. 

The 1985 exhibition claim of Penwith Society being the heroic victory of modernism in St 

Ives against the academic painters of the colony's needs questioning and qualifying, in the 

light of contemporary records both internally and from the cosmopolitan points of view. In 

terms of international practice, 'St Ives' practice is very much a derriere-garde, rather than 

cutting edge innovative by the late 1940s. Abstract painting, a European avant-garde 

expression since the second decade of the twentieth Century, was established and 

anachronistic to an extent in the way it was practiced by Ben Nicholson during the late 

1940s early 1950s. Within the contemporary cosmopolitan arena, abstraction of the post-

69 Wilhelmina's loyalty to Ben and Barbara whenever disputes occurred have cost her the friendship of Peter 
Lanyon who had been the best man in her wedding. 
70 After the war he became a member of the British Council's Art Advisory Committee. 1946 he went on 
international tour of talks; 1947 was involved in the founding of ICA · 
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war period can be divided into the monumental, Jungian inspired, and national propagandists 

mode of expression of the New York School, on one hand, and the bleak, existential self-

doubting European expressions, on the other. 'St Ives' belonged to neither. Its locally 

pitched positioning, (in their patronisingly confrontations with SISA and the public for not 

'understanding' or accepting abstraction) that was vocalised during the early Carbis Bay 

Phase and during the late 1950s, and got its final configuration with Heron's active, 

argumentative self-publicising article of 1975, which links PSAC to the New York School 

not so much stylistically but rather from the point of view of exhibiting links. Since 

Heron's initial links with Clement Greenberg, there has been an overview to link St Ives 

abstraction with that of the New York School. In Barns-Graham work there are two 

distinguishable phases of non-figurative affiliations during the 1950s: European-cerebral 

during the early years, and gestura! during the later years. Rock theme, St Just, 1953 can be 

related to the interlocking monumental shapes of Poliakoffs paintings, (fig 97) and the two 

paintings of 1957, Red Painting (fig 98) and White, Black and Yellow, are in expressive 

terms akin to the paintings ofViera da Silva (fig 99). Black Oval, 1957, (fig 100) shows an 

affinity with Adolph Gottlieb's paintings. 71 These affinities, indicate that the decade of the 

1950s was for Bams-Graham 's a time of growth, contrary to the representation of her work 

as if repeating endlessly and uniquely variations on the glacier theme. 

Contrary to the masculine construct of 'St Ives', of the 19 signatory founders seven are 

women, of which only two, Hepworth and Barns-Graham, were 'modems' (Appendix 28). 

The indecisive initial nature of the Society in relation to the mix of 'traditionalists' and 

'modems' is even further stressed by the fact that Augustus John, whose work Ben 

Nicholson had dismissed, was invited to open the first exhibition of the Society, but when he 

declined the local novelist Phyllis Bottome opened it on the 18th June 1949.72 The 

71 There is much more to say about this, but since my focus is on how Barns-Graham relates to the construct of 
'St Ives', this is not the space for elaborating this point any further than stating it. 
72 SI Ives ( 1985) p I 06. 
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subsequent acceptance and rejection of artists-who wished to become members is revealing 

in the bias of selection and in the inconsistency in the application of and commitment to 

'modem' artists. For instance, John Tunnard, who had Surrealist affiliations was not 

accepted as a member of the Society, 73 but the primitive painter Mary J ewe is, and the most 

celebrated of the Academicians, Dod Proctor R.A., were accepted. A democratic, inclusive 

culture was maintained in the Society's first exhibition (Appendix 33) but was concurrently 

being undermined by the imposition of draconian Rules -I 0 points, many with sub-sections-

and Bye Law -18 points- (appendix 29). With hindsight, regret and anger Lanyon has given 

an astute description of the initial constituent elements within the Society and its internal 

power structure: 

Social development of the Society in it's (sic)first year 
The biggest factor socially within the society has been the establishment (by the 'modern' artists
crossed out) of a relationship between Crafts and arts which makes them interact and have a real 
relationship to one another in exhibition. This was obvious in the first exhibition and is largely 
missing in the current one (May 1950). 
The 'modems' being a force in the society without a great deal of cohesion and being essentially 
concerned with their individual development have no complexion of a SchooL 
The traditionalists have however their masters and the definite cohesion of a 'school' of painting. 
Within the society the modems have only two masters- Nicholson and Hepworth around whom a 
school might form. But it is clear to most of the young artists that their work represents mainly the 
classical abstract - intellectual outlook and the true development in St Ives as seen in the Crypt could 
not continue within the confmement of this outlook alone. 1t is doubtful whether a crystallisation of 
outlook around these senior artists could in fact occur, though it is doubtless to them that many of the 
younger artists owe their development. .. _ lt is essential that the modem element should remain an 
individual affair in order to effectively inject a constant experimental and new outlook into the 
society. 74 

Lanyon's sense of democratic justice made him recall the not-so-democratic ways in which 

the rulings were obtained as "the ruling itself was proposed by a member of the Committee, 

Ben Nicholson. (I stated my objections as a member of the Committee)", and suggested that 

it would be fair to add a ruling that gave recourse to the members in case of their grievances 

against the Committee. 75 While much of the correspondence by Lanyon and others, 

involved in the debate, has been about the internal politics, either attacking or justifying its 

73 2 L February 4th meeting, St Ives ( 1985) p I 05, & T AM 76/1, p 7. lt is not only interesting in relation to his 
affiliation with a Surrealist mode but also in relation to Ben Nicholson's careful overlooking of anyone who 
either had earlier or contemporary affiliation to European abstraction. D. Brown writes in the 'Biographical 
Notes' that Tunnard had been painting in an abstract mode since 1935 under the influence of the examples of 
Klee and Mir6. St Ives (1985) p 143. 
74 PLA, n.d. probably the 5th May 1950 part of his detailed letters, no 6.0. 
75 Ibid. 
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machinations, very little was being said about-the_ artistic aspects that caused this wrangling. 

In another undated draft, headed: Report on the foregoing (sic.), Lanyon gives a lucid picture 

of the artistic constituents of the Society: 

Underlying it all however is a fundamental difference of outlook and approach between Three 
elements in the society. namely the older traditional artists represented by Fuller, the contemporary 
'abstract' artists represented by Ben Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth and the romantic primitive 
artists represented by Sven Berlin.76 

Having identified the sectors he continues to link these to the power structure: 

The first element, the traditional, however holds the chair and is more concerned with the established 
professional positions of Nicholson and Hepworth and those members named by them as 'promising' 
so that for all practical purposes these first two elements operate together. However, the element 
represented by Sven Berlin because of its anti social bias, small sense of social morality and a certain 
disregard for any rules orders or laws in any society, provides countless reasons for the more Philistine 
in the Society to discount their contribution. It is however generally untrue to group any of these more 
romantic artists together with Sven Berlin because they remain essentially individuals who cannot be 
relied upon to carry out any consistent government of support of society. This leaves them open to 
exploitation by more coordinated and thinking groups in the society - in this case the Abstract
traditional alliance. The third element of craftsmen has most unfortunately been without leadership 
during this period, because of the absence of Bemard Leach .... I suggest however that the chairman 
and committee of 1949 who formed the rule (and of which I was a member) are guilty of 
undemocratic and arbitrary rule in the introduction and passage of this Law. 77 

This analysis must be considered as accurate not only for its 'eye-witness' nature, more 

significantly for the surprising sympathy and support that Lanyon offers Berlin, despite his 

earlier admission to the antipathy he had towards Sven. · Lanyon objected, in all probability 

to a circular issued by Penwith Society, signed by the Hon. Secretary, Shearer Armstrong 

dated 29th November (1949) which calls upon members to select the group they wish to 

belong to, otherwise the committee will have to allocate them. The circular list of binaries 

that 'illustrate' what the groups A &B stand for as follows: 

A B 
Traditional ----------------------Contemporary 
Representational ---------------Abstract 
"Port" ----------------------------"Starboard" 
Right -----------------------------Left 
"Ancient" ------------------------"Modern" 78 

76 PLA, n.d. 
77 Ibid. 
78 from n.d. letter PLA. 
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Lanyon was right in echoing the claim of the_:_'_the Romantics' (whom he confesses not to 

like) that their practice could not fit into any of the prescribed groups. In addition, it needs 

to be stressed that during the post-war years, neither Nicholson, Hepworth, Barns-Graham, 

nor Lanyon have practised purely and solely abstraction; John Wells was probably the only 

artist who did. 

The strategic steps of 'taking over' an Art Society, from becoming a member to controlling 

the ruling of the Society, as it was played out in St Ives, has been a carbon copy of previous 

similar manoeuvring by Nicholson in London in the 1920s; from the Seven and Five 

Society take-over/9 joining Nash's Unit 180 and making undermining it, Axis which resisted 

the drive to make it a platform for non-figurative art only, and became instead a stronghold 

of the New Romantics, and finally, Circle, the publication and exhibition that pitched itself 

in contrast to and in competition with the success of the International Surrealist Exhibition of 

1936.81 The incursion into St Ives happened gradually. From Nicholson's participation in 

the Show Day in Borlase Smart's studio, 1944, to exhibition with SISA of a small group of 

Carbis Bay 'modems' during the war years, to be followed by the post war 'young modems' 

in The Crypt, 1946, and after the death of Smart to the final secession and foundation of 

PSAC in 1949. Once PSAC was established both crafts and the 'traditional artists' were 

gradually marginalized mainly due to the interest of Nicholson and Hepworth of self-

promotion under the rhetorics of abstraction. At every stage the actions were dominated by 

the drive for privileged positioning, while at the same time building up a body of patrons as 

well as the support oflocal sympathetic and influential individuals.82 

79 Which was discussed as a plan of action in the correspondence between Ben Nicholson and Christopher 
Wood. 
80 The first Society to offer a multiple public exposure: the permanent book, and the ephemeral exhibition. This 
model was later replicated by Axis and Circle. 
81 See Michel Remy ( 1999) Surrealism in Britain Aldershot, Ashgate, pp 73-100. 
82 It will suffice to leave it here as a generalised statement, but it is made on the basis of detailed reading of the 
Society's minutes. An in-depth analysis of the minutes and the dynamics of the society is long overdue, but 
such a detailed analysis is outside the focus of this thesis. 
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The planning that the various committees invested in achieving both national symbolic 

capital and local control and power, was mindful of the post war change of mood in the art 

institutions and the new order. At the first meeting of PSAC, the second item on the agenda. 

After deciding the name of the Society, was a vote of thanks to Barbara Hepworth for her 

offer to help in negotiating with the Arts Council on behalf of the Society.83 Most relevant 

within this new climate of the welfare state was the growing acceptance of the idea of art as 

a civilising instrument. New art institutes took on activities by assuming a didactic, pastoral 

role: The Arts Council over the national, British (mainly English) public,84 The British 

Council - a cultural/nationalist propaganda of self-promotion aimed at public outside 

Britain,85 and the Institute of Contemporary Art and London County Council.86 These 

institutional changes impacted on the self-promotional opportunities available to artists, most 

significantly, obviously, in a shift in the paradigm of patronage. Nicholson and Hepworth's 

leadership within PSAC operated, thus, on two fronts: they established their exhibition space 

and society locally, and were a useful connection to the new art administrators in London.87 

Locally, their connections made them indispendable for their direct access to decision-

making individuals within the new Art Institutions, while they used PSAC as an exemplary 

regional configuration of the very qualities sought after and promoted by the new didactic 

ideology, and which offered a successful case to be supported. 'St Ives' offered to the 

mandarins88 of the institutions a ready-made example of vibrant 'provincial' art activities, 

while its growing reputation attracted collectors, dealers, and art-world officials to St Ives. 

83 TAM 67/1 pI. 
84Fonnally founded by Royal Charter on 9 August 1946, See B. Taylor (1999) Art for the Nation: Exhibitions 
and the London public 1747-2001, Manchester University Press, pp 175-6. 
85 It was named as The British Council on 1935 (previously: British Council for Relationships with Other 
Countries est. Dec. 1934). After the war it became the Council's Advisory Committee on Fine Art, which 
included "Philip Hendy (Dir. Of National Gallery), John Rothenstein (Dir. Of the Tate), Campbell Dodgson 
(fonner Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the BM), Kenneth Cl ark, Clive Bell and Herbert Read." Taylor 
(1999) pp 176-177. 
86 Both established in 1948, see Taylor (1999) pp 188-91. 
87 For an overview of the institutional changes in the Arts Administration during the Post War Years see 
Brandon Taylor (1999) 'post-war positions: Arts Council, LCC, ICA' pp 167-202 in Art For the Nation. Anne 
Massey (1995) 'Welfare State Culture' pp 4-18 in The Independent Group: Modernism and Mass Culture in 
Britain, 1945-59, Manchester and New York, Manchester University Press. 
88 To use Taylor's expression (1999). 
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Within short time of founding PSAC Hepworth-anQ. .Nicholson attracted numerous public 

commissions and prestigious invitations to exhibit from London and abroad. 

The new order brought about a paradigm shift for commissioning which replaced the earlier 

one that was based on cultivation of personal friendships. While during the pre war years 

collectors and patrons were individuals of the gentry or the new moneyed industrial sectors-

such as Helen Sutherland,89 Margaret Gardiner, Marcus Brumwell90 Adrian Stokes, H. S. 

Ede,91 Herbert Read and Norman Reid or relatives as Sir John Summerson- in the post war 

years commissions and acquisitions were placed by personally cultivated officials. The 

early manifestations of courting the new official officers of the art institutes started with the 

third Crypt exhibition, 1948,92 which Francis Watson, the director of Visual Arts at the 

British Council was invited to open,93 as well as the many visits to St Ives and contacts with 

Philip James, the Director of the Arts Council. Philip James subsequently became a 

supporter of Ben Nicholson's personaUartistic interests in obtaining and later retaining his 

Porthmeor Studio.94 Hepworth's Trewyn became the ideal location to entertain in official 

visitors. When Hepworth visited London the Committee decided: 

to write to Miss Hepworth in London & put this [inquiring whether the Arts Council would support 
the payed position of a secretary and curator to the society] as a concrete proposition, & ask if she 
could put it before Mr Philip James of the Council or Miss Me Lean who was at Headquarters in 

h f . I . " c arge o regwna expenments. 

89 See Val Corbel! {1996) A Rhythm, a Rite and a Ceremony, Helton, Midnight Oil. 
90 Who helped finance the Abstract & Concrete exhibition. 
91 Despite the fact that in the mid 20s, when Ben Nicholson met him he was an assistant to the Director of the 
Tate, his enthusiasm for modernism singled him out from the rest of the staff of the museum and rather than 
acquiring paintings for the Tate he became himself an ardent collector of a particular strand of British 
Modernism that can be defined as abstracted figurative with a strong predilection for primitive or primitivising 
depiction qualities. 
92 Which P. Lanyon estimates as the most important and extensive of all the Crypt shows. 
93 The first was opened rightfully by Borlase Smart, the second by the liberal activist and a lady novelist of 
significant local status, Phyllis Bottome. 
94 After the war the running and letting of the studios became the responsibility of the Arts Council. On his 
visits to St Ives Philip James had been received like a royal and very select number of people were invited to 
these gatherings at Trewyn and were perceived as private entertaining rather than on behalf of the Society. That 
befriending stood both Hepworth and Nicholson in good stead. For instance, during Lanyon's hate campaign 
against Nicholson he attempted to reclaim SISA's right to studio 5 (it had been procured with funds raised by 
SISA and topped up by the Arts Council) and wrote a letter to this effect to Phi lip James. He in turn ruled in 
favour of Nicholson. 
95 7lh February 1950, T AM 76/ I p 51. 
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--.-. When Philip James's visit was planned, Hepworth=extended an invitation to the committee 

"to a Sherry party on Friday 31 March 5.30 pm to meet Mr Philip James".96 On the I 51 of 

March Hepworth reassured the Committee that " in view of the importance to the Arts 

Council that the Penwith Society should be stable & running smoothly, a grant before 1951 

was probable."97 On reading out a letter from John Rothenstein, then the Director of the 

Tate Gallery, accepting an invitation to open an exhibition of PSAC the following year, 

Hepworth offered to entertain him.98 The fact that some of the new officials in the national 

art scene were personal friends from the interwar years offered Hepworth and Nicholson an 

easy access to funds and support, such as Herbert Read, who was invited and agreed to be 

the president of PSAC,99 and Norman Reid, who had been a keen follower and a collector; 

his appointment as the Director of the Tate Gallery signalled the official acceptance of 

Nicholson into the museum's collection. 100 The promotion of the activities in St Ives, and 

particularly of PSAC, were upheld as a model for the welfare state ethos, and offered at the 

same time to the artists a direct connection to grants, commissions, acquisition, and 

invitation to exhibit in national and international shows. 101 So while locally Hepworth and 

Nicholson, with the help of Leach and Lanyon, marshalled the support of the local public, 

nationally their activities in St Ives were used to draw attention to both their artwork and to 

their regional activities. A tight network of interdependent fields was managed in order to 

create symbolic capital and negotiate both fields for their personal gains, for which end an 

artistic output was not sufficient and required equal effort to be invested in avant-gardism 

96 1bid., March 20 1950, p 67. 
97 Ibid., p 58. 
98 On 6 July 1951, the invitation was without any idea of the dates or which exhibition it might be. D. Lewis 
tried to press the committee to decide at least on a date. T AM 76/1, p 53. As it turned out, J. Rothenstein 
opened the exhibition held for the local celebrations of the Festival of Britain. 
99 But only on the 161h of August could" Miss Hepworth sent a message that Herbert Read would be able to 
give a Presidential Address to the Society on Wed. 7lh Sept at 8pm." 
100 Norman Reid's appointment meant a sympathetic change towards Nicholson's work in contrast to 
Rothenstein's resistance to purchase for the Museum any ofNicholson's work and to the cautious distance that 
Kenneth Clark kept from modernism, being a keen promoter of classical following. Clark's eventual purchase, 
that is, private one, of B. Nicholson's work has been seen as a break-through in the artist's eye, as indicated by 
his use of the postcard with the work and stressing this fact when renewing his contacts with Ede. 
101 For instance at the Committee meeting of the 181h August 1950, a letter was read from Mr. Wood Parker of 
the Arts Council stating that he wanted to visit St Ives to choose pictures for the Travelling Winter Exhibition, 
TAM 76/1 p 85. 
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·- "_at)d self-positioning. In a strategic way positioning-iD one field helped in improving the 

standing in the other. 

PSAC's- internal politics 

A tension existed between the new Society's decision be Catholic in outlook, 102 its unstated 

ethos of spontaneous, untutored expression in art, and its tightly regulated and autocratic 

tone of its operations. At the second Committee meeting, I 0, February 1949, Hepworth- in 

order to rectify the fact that Peter Lanyon failed to be elected for any office at the Society's 

first G.M. - proposed that Peter Lanyon would be appointed as an "Assistant Secretary 

(Liaison Officer) to deal with the press." 103 A letter was circulated to all the members 

stating: 

Under the urgency of the sudden notice attracted to the Society through the recent Press, it was 
decided at a meeting of the committee to appoint Mr Peter Lanyon 'Liaison Officer' to the Secretary, 
in order that a unified answer should be given to all enquiries from Press representatives and members 
of the General Public. You are therefore asked not to give personal expressions in answer to the 
enquiries of journalists and others, but to refer all queslions to Mr. Peter Lanyon. 104 

At the third Committee meeting, 16, Feb, the discussion focused on the control over 

Porthmeor studios 105 and the first mention was made of calling a G.M. to discuss the 

Society's rules; there was also for the first mention of 'lay members', a status to be g~ven 

to local dignitaries and influential individuals. The list of members and lay members was to 

be published in the catalogue. The rest of the meeting was spent in drafting the rules for the 

members' approval. At the G.M., 21 Feb at St Christopher's, the first sign of dissention 

appeared with Segal and Mitchell protesting at the unconstitutional way that Lanyon has 

been appointed rather than elected by the G.M. Lanyon immediately resigned from the 

post, election was called for, and he was elected with a big majority. The search for the 

Society's premises was the next item on the agenda and a sub-committee was elected for this 

102 TAM 6711, pI. 
103 Ibid., p 5. 
104 Ibid., p 6. 
105 Ibid., p 6. 
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-=--="flUrpose. 106 On the 6th meeting, a G.M., 14 March,.a:suQ~committee was elected to find out 
--

the-possibility of taking over the local Journal Cornish News Letters. 107 At that same 

meeting it was announced that the Public Hall was available for 3 years at 35 shillings a 

week and that the fees have been promised by two gentlemen from the city. 

While initially the lay-members were courted for their support of the new Society, when the 

rift about the ruling and its despotic application came to a head with the resignation of Segal, 

Heath and Berlin, Ben Nicholson suggested an amendment "that rule 17 should be read to 

lay members, to remind them that upon professional matters they had no vote & that at the 

last General Meeting this voting was out of order."108 The search for affordable premises 

for exhibitions and other activities came up after much negotiation with a hall that had to be 

shared with the local Labour Party, a partnership that, as things turned out, was only on 

paper and did not interfere with PSAC, though it was used occasionally to defer decisions 

the Society was not keen on. 109 

The next stage was to write a set of rigorous rules for the members of the Society and, the 

most divisive decision of all, the segregation of the members according to style and practice 

into the A, B and C groups standing respectively for Figurative artists, 'modems' abstract 

artists, and crafts (appendix 29, 31). This was a crucial move to regulate and control the 

Society internally. The proposed allocations that was read in the meeting on (early 

December, 1949) went as follows: A- Shearer Armstrong, Leonard Fuller, Marion Hocken, 

Jeanne du Maurier ( later crossed out), Marjorie Mostyn, Misome Peile, Dod Proctor 

(R.A).(crossed out) and A. Sefton; and for group B- W. Bams-Graham, Agnes Drey, T.E.C. 

106 Ibid., p 8. The new members approved on this meeting were: Dorothy Baigly, Brian Winter (sic), David 
Haughton, Tom Early, Garlic Barns, Mesome Piel, Dod Proctot, Arnold Foster, and craftsmen David Leach, 
Cardew, A. Came, and Alice Moore. 
107 Ibid., p 9. 
108 Ibid., p 58. 
109 As deferring discussions on Lanyon 's suggestion of letting out the hall for other exhibitions, with the excuse · 
of having to share the premises with the party and with election time coming up, TAM 76/1, p 47. 
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·=Early, David Haughton, Barbara Hepworth, Mary Jewels,~Hilda Jillard, Peter Lanyon, Denis 

Mitchell, John Wells and Bryan Wynter. Following the orderly listing of rules and 

allocations of artists comes a paragraph that indicates the resistance and foretells of more 

troubles to arise within the society: 

Sven Berlin declined to be placed in any group considering the grouping to be artificial and 
unnecessary & expressed his oppositions to the scheme. lsobel Heath also declined to be placed in any 
group. H. Segal, speaking at some length, expressed himself as being dead against the scheme. He said 
the New Society had been formed to get away from such an artificial state of affairs, & he thought the 
two groups had in them the seeds of dissension, which would eventually break up the Society. He also 
declined to be allocated to a group. 110 

The criticism of the artificiality and controlling elements within the ruling were rational and 

accurate but deflected and at the end the decision of the Committee was imposed: 

Letters from Miss lsobel Heath, Mr David Cox & Mr Sven Berlin were read & together with a letter 
Mr. Lanyon had sent to members of the Committee, were considered. After a very lengthy discussion, 
it was agreed that the Chairman & the Hon. Secretary should compose a letter to the first three, 
(significantly not to Lanyon) asking them once again to conform to the rules of the Society by entering 
one of the groups A or B. The majority of the Committee felt a last effort should be made to persuade 
these members that no Society could work if a very small minority was allowed the privilege of 
refusing to conform to rules passed by a majority at two successive general meetings. 111 

In a post-script to the minutes a succinct ~d severe note registers the acceptance "With 

regret" of the resignation of the three members. Only at the next Committee Meeting is W. 

Barns-Graham listed again (since her being on the list of founder members) and this time as 

one of the committee members 112 and for the first time listed as proposing a motion, that "all 

elections should be by secret ballot, and this was carried." What this indicates is that 

Barns-Graham has been not only an integral and active member of the Society, but also that 

in both instances her role came to the fore at moments of either crisis, or turning points, 

which situation was to repeated next during the 'closing of ranks' that was to take place after 

the resignation of Peter Lanyon. 

The minutes provide ample evidence that Wilhelmina was an active and central member of 

the New Society, but while she was as Douglas Hall has claimed 'at the right place at the 

110 TAM 76/1, pp 40-41. 
111 Ibid., 7th February 1950, p 51. 
112 So was her husband David Lewis who it was suggested should act as a paid secretary and curator for the 
Society for the fee of£ 3.- a week and 5% commission on sales. T AM 76/1, p 50. 
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righUjme', 113 her position within the avant-garde of 'StJv~· has to be qualified. Just like 

the disparity between the seeming dominance of, say, Fulleror Armstrong, and their actions, 

equally so Wilhelmina's position exemplified the stratification that existed within the 

Society. If the veterans, both 'traditionalists' and 'modems', supported by their younger 

male disciples, were at the forefront of the battle for dominance, she belonged to the second 

level of the society's hierarchy, whose support was essential and relied upon mainly at 

moments of crisis, and especially at the secession, after the first group resignation, and 

during the aggressive battle of words that followed the resignation of Peter Lanyon. In that 

sense Bams-Graham and Mitchell played a parallel role as the backbone of the society. 

Artistically, however, she fared much better, and in 1951 was on a par with Hepworth 

locally, as well as with the 'modems' in national and international exhibitions. 

The actions to control the members and the scheme of exhibitions are manifested indirectly 

by the fact that, according to the minutes of the Hanging Committee meeting, 25 February 

1950, Barbara Hepworth made most of the suggestions, and they all relate to regulating how 

many works each artist could exhibit, and the rules of acceptance. 114 Once the Society was 

established and running, the committee guarded its right to the word 'Penwith' in all matters 

relating to art, to the history of the Society, and even at times over civic matters. 115 The 

control over the town began with the simple sign to be painted and hung in the Railway 

station about the Society. It proceeded to domains not linked to art at all such as 

Nicholson's suggestion that a florescent light should be bought for the Fore Street end. 116 

For instance, when Peter Lanyon read at a committee meeting a letter from Denys Val Baker 

stating his intention to publish a booklet entitled Penwith Paintings, a decision had been 

passed to write to him and state that the Society: 

113 Retrospective 1989. 
114 TAM76/l, p 54 
115 As in the Society's involvement of 1he locations and format of signs in the town or how shopkeepers ought 
to arrange aesthetically their shops' window displays. . 
116 Not surprisingly very near to his new home at St lves.T AM 76/1, p 66. 
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-=--.had established a right to the title 'Penwith' in connection-with-the Arts and Crafts & it should not be 
used for a booklet which was not wholly concerned with the ~ciety; nor should such a publication 
(not sponsored by the Society) be sold in the gallery. The Committee would welcome a personal 
discussion with Mr. Val Baker before the matter was carried further.~-

Penwith Society and the local celebrations of the Festival of Britain 

The dual, local-and-national, art activities in St Ives came to a frenzied head with the 

preparations for the 1951 Festival of Britain which, in contrast to the national celebrations in 

London, have been completely overlooked by art historians. 'Miss Hepworth' was 

nominated as the Penwith Society's representative ofthe 1951 Festival Town Committee, 118 

and thus held an official role in both the local and the national committees preparing for the 

events (Appendix 30). 119 The positive response and support from the officials in London 

grew at the very time that the cracks and tensions within PSAC came to a head, first with the 

resignations of Segal, Isobel Heath and Berlin, in March early March120 and in May even 

more crucially the resignation of Lanyon and Morris. From the minutes concerning the 

Festival of Britain topic from early March onwards it seems that the Committee impressed 

on the members that the support of the Arts Council would be at stake if a united front was 

not presented to them. 121 The Town's effort for the Festival was to be divided into three 

areas: "1) The General Public, 2) All St Ives artists, 3) The Penwith Society." For that 

purpose Hepworth suggested a detailed ten-point plan of action that entailed artistic 

activities both in studios and in and for the town. The competition of one painting, one 

sculpture and one work of craft was to be won by Bams-Graham, Hepworth and Leach 

respectively. It has been the second affirmation of Bams-Graham's attaining her maturity in 

the eyes of the national establishment, as already on 18 April 1950 she asked for permission 

to remove her painting Glacier (Tiger) from the current PSAC exhibition because Mr. Philip 

117 Ibid., p 46. 
118 TAM 76/1, p 47. Ben Nicholson proposed that B. Leach "be nominated to take her place if necessary." 
119 The detailed minutes ofPSAC's meetings letters and negotiation make a fascinating reading about 
manipulating the local. council, the city council, the competition with SISA, and the grants from the Arts 
Council. 
120St Ives (1985) quotes her letter of disillusion published; SIT of 10.3.50, p 106. 
121 TAM 76/1, p 58. 
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James~had asked for it to be shown to the Arts Council Committee. 122 To be selected the - --

following year by Sir John Rothenstein as the winning painter-certainly marked a sense of 

her success. The event was oflocal and national significance at the time 

Barbara Hepworth won the prize for sculpture, with Rock Form (Penwitlr), 1951, and the 

work is still placed on the issue desk of the town's library (figs. !Ola&b). W. Barns-Graham 

won the painting competition with Portlr/even, 1951 (fig. I 02). While the elongated 

horizontal frame of the painting echoes that of Lanyon's, the composition combines Barns-

Graham's earlier tendencies of the mid to late 1940s. It is a successful solution in combining 

rather than contrasting elements of order and chaos, and is figured with a lessening reliance 

on narrative implication than that contained in the painting Box Factory Fire (fig 95). The 

composition organises the landscape into a balance between movement and stasis, with the 

curve of the horizontally stretched 's' shapes, that develop into spirals, and swirl around 

each other in an exaggerated pattern that its degree of artistic licence can be seen when 

compared to photograph taken from the same spot (fig 103). Swirls of warm earth colours 

are held in check by dark tones and cooler colours that surround them. The painting is an apt 

example ofWilhelmina's written statement declaring her artistic intention: 

I seldom do a purely abstract painting: I am interested in using abstract forms mainly insofar as they 
are derived directly from natural sources by means of simplification within the movement of the 
picture itself: painting is pattern, and painting should be just as good upside down, sideways, in a 
looking glass: I use a looking {glass} constantly in painting, and often turn my compositions upside 
down and on end when I am working. 123 

The statement expresses accurately the new configuration that she attained with Portlrleven, 

and it also indicates her own formulation at that time for abstracting for intellectual and 

formalist reasons rather than simply appropriating the older masters' example. In effect 

there seems to be an interesting dialogue and exchange of interests, of shared and diverse 

122 Ibid., p 75. 
123 Wilhelmina's typed note for Hodin as information for his article on her. Green (2001), who quotes this 
passage, p 117, points out that there is some uncertainty to the date of this note, fn. 21, p 289. While the note is 
dated 1948, it lists work from 1949. Dating issue apart, what is significant for my argument is that it has been 
written prior to actually painting Portlrleven for 1951 The Festival of Britain local Celebrations, as Hodin's 
'Cornish Renaissance' in Penguin New Writing (ed John Lehmann) 39, appeared in I950. 
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aspects=g~tween her and Lanyon's late 40s and early 50s art=work. Superficially Porthleven 

can be linked to Lanyon's Hoizontal by the Sea, 1948 (fig 105) and West Penwith, 1949 (fig 

I 06). But rather than looking at an out of context synchronic comparison, a diachronic 

consideration of the artistic intent and, indeed, of the expressive and imaginary directions 

that each of the artists followed exposes how different they really are. While Lanyon's titles 

at the time increasingly indicate abstracted generalised notions, his detailed account of 

paintings moves into intensified personal expression of his notion of rebirth, of himself as a 

surviving soldier, ofhis beloved Cornwall and of the wondrous experience of the birth ofhis 

first son. 124 Comparing Lanyon's The Yellow Runner, 1946 (fig 95) to Barns-Graham's 

Box Factory Fire, their mutual interest in vulnerability and desire for a womb-like secure 

reassurance is an expression of one of the dominant feelings in Britain as the reconstruction 

of the war-damaged environment got gradually under way. Lanyon pictures this sentiment 

in a generalised, primordial, animistic manner that relates strongly to his personal situation. 

Barns-Graham by contrast looks at a specific local anecdotal event that comments on the 

local community and can also be projected as a metonym of the recent events. Their 

different focus of attention, thus, defies the cultural differentiation that allocates ideas of 

birth to the feminine and that of the public domain of politics and societal structures to the 

masculine psyche. Attempting to locate this contrast within their personal and artistic 

specificity of the time, it is possible to see the reversal as an expression of the societal 

changes of the time. The post-war years promoted a dominant image of male heroism, 

while every male survivor had to come to terms with the emasculating experience (even 

more so if they did not serve in combat, as was the case, women, according to the mood of 

the time, made way for the returning boys and gave way in all the professional fields, 

especially in the arts. Wilhelmina's position was somewhat ambiguous in that sense. Like 

others, she was more than keen to accommodate the returning men in their artistic aspiration, 

124 Much has been written on this issue, especially in relation to his Generation Series. For the most recent 
discussions see Garlake ( 1998) 'The Generation of Landscape' pp 22-45; and Step hens (2000) 'Generation and 
Reconstruction' pp 47- 60. 
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but was.aLthe same time apprehensive about the traditional::.role-of women at the time of 

marriage domestic responsibility and motherhood, as a threat to her professionallife. 125 

Porthleven is the first large painting that Wilhelmina undertook. In ECA, she recalls, she 

was taught to paint small, sellable paintings, but only at the age of forty did she decide that 

she would tackle a large composition and state her standing as equal to that of her male 

colleagues. 126 Porthleven marks an important turning point in Bams-Graham's career, but 

it is relatively speaking a marginal painting and it only served to position her in the attention 

of the representatives of the official museum world in London, she already had local status 

and was seen as having growing significance in the London commercial west-end galleries. 

In terms of her creative output it was the Glacier Series that marked her out as an artist of 

originality. It is possible that the small amount of attention that has been directed at 

Porthleven is partially due to her self-effacing attitude towards this painting 127 but it is by 

far more significant to consider it in relation to the figurative-abstract debate in the art world 

at the time. 

This gap between claims, and theoretical orthodoxies and practices, was manifested during 

the last couple of years in various ways. Ben Nicholson, for example, prided himself in 

painting large, complex still life paintings; 128 Barbara Hepworth's post-war work returned to 

figuration with a vengeance. It appeared in her drawings, reliefs and freestanding 

125 Wilhelmina was mindful that domestic responsibilities might impinge on her time and might restrict her 
professional commitments. The fear had according to her two sources, first the domestic scene at her parental 
home, as well as the realisation that women artists could only make it professionally if they did not have 
children. In addition the notion of maternity, was a difficult one for her since there were several deaths and 
near deaths during childbirth in her family. The topic was repeated on many interviews with the artist. 
126 Conversation with the artist, 28.8.00. The issue of large scale paintings as statement of achievement is 
repeated and important in punctuating W. Barns-Graham's oeuvre. 
12 Wilhelmina claims that the only reason she won was that Ben Nicholson was absent. There is an inevitable 
assumption a men painter would be given priority. 
128 On the 31 Dec (47) in a long letter asking for still life illustrations of his early years he also adds "My things 
have mostly been stilllifes- v much more complex than they used to be." Kettle's Yard Archive, Ben 
Nicholson, File 11, no. 39. In a postcard of his own Still Life Oval Theme, July 8-47, Ben Nicholson writes to 
Ede: ''Have done some large ptgs since getting a big studio in St Ives, ... a development from this old still life 
theme." Kettle's Yard Archive, Ben Nicholson, File 11, no. 39. 
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monumental sculptures, as well as in her small-scale sculptures;:.-' Soon after the war she 

sculpted-in wood Single Form (Dryad), 1945-6, profiles in Two Heads (Janus), 1948 and in 

Tire Cosdon Head; 129 in 1949 she produced a series of figurative drawings: of male and 

female nudes and the series of operation theatre drawings of 1947. 130 These figurative 

works were promoted by Ben Nicholson as an important new development. 131 The same 

applied to her monumental sculpture, in which she used the idiom of the human figure for 

public work, as in the relief Verical Forms, 1949132 and in free standing Contrapuntal 

Forms for the London Festival of Britain. 133 The fact that she decided to make a figurative 

sculpture for the local competition of the Festival of Britain, an image of carved profile in 

the hollow of a large pebble-like stone, indicates the degree to which the return to figuration 

was at the time conceptualised in different terms during the post war years on the one hand 

and to the fact that it driven by both a necessity of securing commissions as well as a 

personal conviction on the other. 134 Hepworth's winning sculpture for the local arts 

competitions is an abstraction that contains her new weldanschauen and a personal musing, 

in its reference to the positive emotions of the 1930s profiles, now formulated in a hollowed-

. . f b 135 out, as a memory tmpnnt o an a sence. None of the local winning works, by Barns-

Graham, Hepworth or Leach, were discussed in 1985 catalogue nor were they incorporated 

into the mainstream literature or elsewhere. For PSAC and in St Ives the events were 

celebrated all the same. The reasons for this can only be guessed. It is possible that the 

129 Alan G. Wilkinson (1994) ' Cornwall and the Sculpture of Landscape: 1939-1975' in Barbara Hepworth 
Retrospective, Tate Gallery Publications, p 86. 
llO Ibid., pp, 88-92. 
Ill Ben Nicholson promotes enthusiastically these surgeon series as 'Italian' 'not unlike Mr Giotto in feeling' 
on 21 August (48) in his correspondence with Ede also on 22 Oct. The intention is to appeal to Ede's 
preference for Italian art, and for figurative rather than abstract art, with the hope that he will renew purchasing 
paintings. On Oct 22 Nichoson writes that he is taking Wallis up to London and photos ofHepworth's 
drawings and Sculpture "Barb.Hep. lots ofnon-abst. Drwgns which I think are rather up your street & v. much 
up mine." Kettle's Yard Archive, Ben Nicholson, File 10, No.32, dated 31, Dec (47). 
1
l

2 See illustration in p 153 in (1994) Barbara Hepworth Retrospective., 
Ill Illustrated Ibid. About the commission in Penelope Curtis (1994) 'The Artist in Post War Britain', p 92. 
134 She expressed in her letters the ontological change in these words: "In Belsen I can fmd the heart of things 
which was missing for our Civilisation before the war. I don't want to share in a crusade of only abstract 
\\ualities- but a crusade which is fully religious." TGA 11/5/45. 
1 5 I postulated on the work being a contemplation of her divorce from Ben, which took place in 1951, in it 
being a reflective work harking back to happier times in its reference to the profiles images of the early mid 
1930s. In a paper presented in Differential Spaces conference in Falmouth College of Arts. 
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intensive attention that the main celebrations in London overshadowed the local events in the 

historical chronicling. 136 It could also be that with the later insistence on positioning 'St 

Ives' as a non-figurative British avant-garde, that phase of figurative abstraction seemed 

inconsistent and has been relegated with hindsight rationalisation to the category of 'pot-

boiler'. In this light it is easy to see Bams-Graham's Porthleven as a mainstream expression 

of the trends that were being followed at that time by the two leading artists in national 

terms. But in the figuration and size, the painting expresses a new confidence in having 

found her personal voice. 

Electing to paint away from the favoured coast of Penwith, the region that has been 

subsumed under the name of St Ives, indicates Bams-Graham's tendency to link in her 

imaging and imagination disparate and distant locations. Just as her earliest paintings of St 

Ives Island Sheds I and 2, combined, in her way of thinking, St Ives and the example of 

Wallis, as well as echoing the colour harmonies of her native Scotland, so too Porthleven, a 

depiction of a town on the South coast, stands for an intentional widening of the range of 

references for the Penwith Society. Peter Lanyon's upright frame of his Porthleven, 1951 

(fig 1 08) stands as a masculine challenge and opposition to Bams-Graham's painting. It is 

curious that both artists painted the same Victorian harbour town in 1951 (fig 102, 1 08). 

Lanyon wrote extensively about the painting being the first one in which he realized he 

could maintain an image and depict it. But all his notes of the time are not dated and it is 

impossible to know if there was in his mind a direct competition with and negation of Barns-

Graham's paintings. Significantly, the studies that have looked at his painting treat it in a 

monographic isolated manner, disconnected to the rest of the local art practice of the time. 137 

136 The minutes ofPSAC offer a fascinating and detailed account of the Society's planning, competitiveness 
with SISA, final need to co-operate, and the activities that were planned and imposed on the whole city, event 
to the extent of insisting on better displays, and decorations of shops and highs street. 
137 Andrew Causey (1987) Peter Lanyon, Paintings Drawings and Constntctions 1937-6, Withworth Art 
Gallery, p 20 no.32, and Stephens (2000) pp 73-78. 
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In Porthleven,_.the lesson learnt from Grindelwald of May 1948 is~tak_en up and examined in 

another complementary expressive formula, of solids being depicted as fluid, but without 

their transparent glacier qualities. Flowing lines define both the early Glacier depictions and 

Porthleven; in the former in transparent volumes, in the latter, as opaque. In the Glacier 

Series an overwhelming, almost an engulfing sense is expressed by the high horizon, at the 

top of square picture format. In Porthleven, a sense of instability, even a slight notion of 

earth movement is being suggested, as if the ground is being imagined in its primordial 

magma state. An inverse sense of solidity and fluidity are at play in both the paintings: the 

. visible miracle of ice - water solidified - and its opposite, terra firma, reverted back into a 

state of fluidity. It is an imaginary play of perception, concepts and knowledge. 

The themes of solid/fluid and their depiction in a questioning of their reality/ies will recur 

throughout her work, and they will be manifested in various depictions of ice and water, as 

well as fluidity of earth surface in either recording geological morphologies, of clay or of 

cooled down lava, or transforming a landscape into a flowing image by means of her mark-

making. Already in 1947 in her Snow (scene), the reversal of vision seemed to be 

fascinating, but in terms of anecdotal recording and visual tonal novelty. But a year later in 

her Glacier Series she unleashed an expressive configuration, that became central to her 

imaginative intent though aided along by an internalised reformulation of Gabo-esque 

constructivism. In the presence of Grindlewald Glacier she found a mimetic justification for 

the intellectual abstract use of the transparent volumes, practiced and promoted by Gabo. 

The sensation of exhilaration and fear rendered what was an ideology into an embodied 

experience, not unlike the vortex that has become Turner's formalesque device for the 

feeling of the Sublime after his visit to the Alps, one and a half centuries earlier. She recalls 

the sensation of being surrounded by ice that glistened in different colours with the changes 

of light directions and intensity. In contrast to this engulfed sensation, Porthleven is seen 

from above, as if the artist were hovering over the city. The experience act on her as a 
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quest, a desire_=:g.r imaging intent found its motif by an overwhelmi_ng encounter. The 

representation then ·of the encounter is not one of accurate depiction of the visible scene, but 

a conflation of the essence of what she wanted to depict all along but achieved it outside St 

Ives, or even her native Scotland. 

But considering the Glacier Series only in terms of its connectedness to the local avant-

garde renders the paintings as an object of evidence for the argument of 'major individuals', 

rather than 'St Ives' as a collection of individuated expressions. By shifting the 

interpretative focus for the Glacier Series from modernist evaluation - on the trajectory of 

abstraction - to that of a personal, gendered one, a different, additional meaning to the series 

emerges. During her visit to Grindelwald, Wilhelmina had to decide whether to commit 

herself to marriage - a decision that she considered as a difficult one to make, fearing that 

marriage might bring about the loss of her hard won artistic freedom. 138 This emotional 

pressure and indecision, even fear, can be read as being projected unto the transparent, but 

still all-enclosing beautiful but menacing environment. In February 1965, fifteen years after 

the event Wilhelmina wrote about the experience: 

The massive strength and size ·of the glaciers, the fantastic shapes, the contrast of solidity and 
transparency, the many reflected colours in strong light.. .. this likeness to glass and transparency, 
combined with solid rough edges made me wish of combine in a work all angels a once, through and 
all round, as a bird flies, a total experience. 

139 

Lanyon's acknowledgement of Gabo is read as homage, Bams-Graham's as derivative. 

Lanyon's formulation and art of the period is seen as innovative and is described in isolation, 

without any reference to Bams-Graham's work of the time. It is a curious observation that 

for the first PSAC show, opened on 18 June 1949, Peter Lanyon sent a landscape painted on 

a square format, measuring 20 x 16, and titled Portreath (Fig 109) that, in its use of pale 

138 Interview with W. Bams-Graham. 
139 Quoted from St Ives (I 985) p 31. The letter that she wrote she told me in conversation was written in haste 
and only later she realised that some of its expressions were those that Gabo has used. She therefore asked D. 
Lewis not to use it in this form. It is still surprising why the same quote has also been used in her I 999-2000 
retrospective. Even more curious is that similar expressions are being used to describe Lanyon 's work when 
comparing Garlake's text to Wilhelmina's. 
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adjacent colour_ch_l~Lffionies, as well as in its composition, echoes Barns~Grahams's Glacier 

Series. 140 Anyone who was one of her close circle of friends and Peter Lanyon, the best man 

at her wedding, used to visit her in her studio frequently, on which occasions he would have 

had ample opportunities to see the Glacier paintings. She also exhibited them in various 

small venues around the town, most significantly in July 1949, at the Downing Bookshop 

gallery. 141 

The scenario of different artistic expressions and their local (figurative)and national 

(abstracted) successes, mapped onto the question of differential critical attention and 

historicisation, begs the question, why did not Wilhelmina insist on her rightful history when 

the dominant one has been written? The answers can only be guessed at, but might be that 

with her desire to be seen as working in accordance with the dominant 'modern' rhetoric of 

that time that with the battle over being at the forefront of artistic dominance raging across 

the Atlantic, any personal explanation of the work would have been out of question. 

Admitting to autobiographical content would have yet further reduced the status of the work, 

especially for a woman artist. The meandering route that women abstractionists had to adopt 

in the sequence of promise, practice and rationalisation of abstraction entails conflicting 

processes of rebellion against dominant 'rules', hopes for gender invisibility, bypassing 

genre association, and finally an internalisation that amounts to collusion with the dominant 

masculine culture of the avant-garde. Pierre Bourdieus's concept of symbolic violence is 

exemplified in the complex entanglement of abstraction and gender in mid 201
h century 

English modernism. Bourdieu definition of symbolic violence is that kind of "violence 

which is exercised upon a social agent with his or her complicity." 142 With the wisdom of 

140 Wilhelmina returned in May 1948 from Switzerland, armed with her gouache paintings and drawings from 
her trip and particularly with those of the Glacier Series. At the time Peter was a close friend of David Lewis, 
and accompanied him travelling St Andrew's for the wedding. The constant visits to each other's studios, as 
well as the perpetual local cafe and bookshops shows, make it impossible to imagine that Peter Lanyon did not 
see the paintings. 
141 St ll•es ( 1985) p I 06. 
142 P.Bourdieu and L. Wacquant (1992) An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology, Oxford, Polity Press, p 167. 
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hindsight Wilhelmina often claims that she was very nai"ve, but also:..that this trait also 

preserved her from getting too embroiled or distracted from her work, Temporal distance, 

poststructuralist framing, opens up the reductive and autonomous reading of the Glaciers 

Series, or indeed any other series. For any reading that is only along the lines of established 

privileged discourses forecloses the faceted possibilities of meaning contained in images. 

What is an issue in the evaluation of the art of Mellis and Bams-Graham is how styles are 

being valued_ In modernism signature style was an essential criteria of value. In 

postmodernism this is no longer the case. But reading their art in postmodern criteria seems 

to be another impasse. From a feminist perspective, however, an appropriation of 

postmodern criteria in the evaluation of the women painters work not for its presence or 

absence of 'signature style' but for a continuum of periodic re-emergence of a themes, 

explorations which were revisited, redefined, and re-examined, by Mellis and Barns-

Graham. Rather than the 'signature style' these preoccupations become tropes of the 

speaking subject. The slippage from image to word and finally to meaning (often thought of 

by both artists in acoustic terms of sounds and music143
) is indicated in titles they give to 

their work. Both of them claim that titles for their paintings are given at a later stage: the 

completed work is being contemplated and the artist, often with the help of others, allows 

herself a stream of associations, memories and thoughts to impact a decision concerning a 

title. 144 An example of transference of embodiment takes place in Barns-Graham's Cliff 

Face, 1952 in which the engulfing rock has the configuration of a veiled monumental face 

143 Mellis claims to be synaesthetic and remembering people's names and addresses in colour harmonies. 
144 Andrew Nicholson in conversation said that both titles and dates of many of his mother's paintings were 
decided with the family around a table and turning it into a jovial game. Mellis talked at length about how she 
feels ambivalent about titles. Initially she wanted just to number the works, but then realized that she forgot 
which was which and gave it up. The problem with titles she said that they direct the viewer in a mode of 
considering the work. The same sentiments were also expressed by Wilhelmina. Both artists have asked me to 
join them in thinking about apt titles for their recently completed works on my various visits. It was clear that 
has been their habit with many visitors to their studio. In Wilhelmina's case my suggestion to name a work 
Gaia, has in turn become a field of interest and not having heard about the theory previously, she embarked on 
ardent reading about it, particularly Peter Bun yard's ( ) The Break down of Climate. Which indicates that titles 
are not always backwards projections but often of the moment or even future intents. 
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that returns the gaze-in its suggestive chance image shape (Fig ll 0). The.p_ainting ponders 

the reciprocal relationship between nature and person, and is picturing a pun by rendering 

literal the metaphor 'rock face'. 145 The theme of the Glacier reappears in Bams-Graham 's 

work in 1978 as in Glacier Knot, ink drawing, (fig Ill) and in Glacier Snout (pink), 1978 

(fig 112) and Glacier, 1978 or the dramatic Variation on a Theme, 1978 a painting in a 

series that was prompted by looking at iced surface on the lane, that had been cracked by 

cars driving over it. The painting transposes the event into a monumental scale, not only of 

the canvas but also in the way the image fills the whole surface and imparts an image less 

interested in the aspect of scintillating beauty than in the sensation of the drama, as if seeing 

tectonic plates colliding. The energy of this painting is derived from the sharp-angled blade-

like forms, outlined in black, and the use of saturated aqua marines. A similar, though 

calmer, sense of collision is pictured in Chasm, 1980. Chasm can be a topographical 

description, as well as a description of an emotional state of being. In the history of 

Romantic landscape paintings it is one of many themes that stand for the notion of the 

sublime, and as such it connotes the drama and existential tragedy contained in facing the 

hopelessly uneven scale between nature and human agencies. The viewing point of Chasm 

is undetermined and the meaning of the image changes according to the way the viewer 

imagines it to be. Visually the forms and their outlines express a calmer resolution of the 

tensions that were expressed in 1978: now the drama shifted to the oscillation between the 

possible viewing points from which the painting could be read. It is an ontological shift 

between being amidst the depiction, embodied within it or detached and aloof. 

The theme of land as fluid, as first defined in Porthleven, also made periodic reappearances 

in Bams-Graham's art, most explicitly in her drawings of locations she visited. Such are the 

seemingly mimetic drawings of the clay pits in Chiusure, 1954 (fig 113), where the 

145 At that period there was a strong tendency of personifying the landscape in various ways. For example John 
Wells, Head Landscape, 1949 (that could be a pun on headland), no.27 in M. Rowe, 1998 catalogue, and 
Lanyon's Tall Co11ntry and Sea Shore, 1951 which looks like an abstracted anthropomorphic totem, see ill. 44 
in Stephens (2000). 
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angularity of the~pit_s~contrasts with the fluidity of the clay within them~-J:qpography is 

delineated in terms·ofthe encounter between the workings of nature and-humanity. While 

in Chiusure, the inherent fluidity of clay may have lend itself to the depiction of flowing 

lines in the series of drawings made in Palinura, Campagna, the compositional arrangement 

of the landscape's wavy hills is akin to the late Wave Series. Both Canyon's Pa/inura, 

Campagna, 1955 (fig 114) and Palinura, Campagna, 1955. In the 1958 rock drawings of 

Formentera, 1958 (fig 115) the selection of rocks is seen as a fossilized wave movements. 

In this group of drawings, a new energy is expressed by the strong, staccato dark marks, that 

create outlines of the rocky images, in broken sequences of directions and thickness. A 

sense of agitation, of dynamics, of desperate search is imparted. The location, as depicted in 

Formentera Rocks, 1958 its habitation relegated to the far background in a thin line that 

seems like a faraway echo is, set in faint framing to the foreground dark deep black drama. 

By selecting a marginal view, a close-up of a rock detail, rather than general land-marks of 

topography, the motif is offering a liberation of the mark-making that takes clear precedence 

in the expressive configuration. 

The effects of 'success' 

It seems 146 that during this period of retrenchement at the Society Bams-Graham's 

unconditional support of and loyalty to Hepworth and Nicholson made her an important ally. 

This together with the roles that her husband played then, first as a secretary to Hepworth in 

collating material for Herbert Read's book on her, then, in February 1950 Lewis became 

Honorary Secretary of Penwith society, and in June 1951 until October 1952, he acted as the 

appointed curator of the society Wilhelmina and David were at the centre of events and 

146 I am using hypothetical language here because of not having had access to all the documents that could 
corroborate the facts. Bams-Graham in her suspicious attitude towards writers about her, denied me access to 
her private papers, though was very generous in discussing with me her art and memories. As for the minutes 
of PSAC, according to David Brown, they have mysteriously disappeared (in the late 60?) and when they 
reappeared passages were missing and others tampered with. I could see no proof of this in the microfiche. 
When I asked for it from Brown he declined and claimed that such a disclosure would land him in lawsuits and 
he would rather spend his old age in peace. But he did tell me that his source of information had been Denis 
Mitchell, and implied that the minutes were found again in the possession of Hepworth. After telling me that, 
he also added that should I write it while he was alive he would deny it as my invention. Sadly he passed away 
on May 2002. I wonder whether he carried out my suggestion to write it down and keep it somewhere safe. 
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became for that reason.target of hate and lost their friendship with Peter_:Lanyon. As for 

Wilhelmina, she remembers these years as a period of dedicated hard work in which she 

learned about professionalism. 

With winning the Pen with Society competition for the local Festival of Britain - for which 

the judges were John Rothenstein, the Director of the Tate Gallery, and Philip James, the 

Director of the Art Department of the Arts Council of Great Britain and Alderman Gerald 

Cock, the ex-Mayor of St Ives- Barns-Graham acquired a new cachet in the positioning 

rivalry. 147 The painting, Porthleven though not painted with the certainty that it would be 

the one she would send to the competition, was all the same painted with a great amount of 

preparation and planning. In March she stayed in two different hotels in Porthleven and 

made many drawings of the place, before she returned to her studio to compose the final 

version. 148 She stressed the fact that it was a composition from drawing, as well as 

discussing the painting in terms of being composed. It represents a balance between vision 

and idea. There are several points of interest concerning the issue of figuration and/or 

abstraction, both in terms of what can be retrieved from the event, and of how it has been 

evaluated in the history of 'St Ives'. The first question is, how does Porthleven relate to 

figurative/abstract art at the time, both of Barns-Graham work as well as of others. 

In the modernist way of evaluation by way of priority (read as originality) and commitment 

to abstraction, Porthleven has been received and used as a way to mark Barns-Graham's art 

as romantic figurative, 149 with the implication of it being a relatively reactionary way of 

painting. The observation of and comments relating to the perceived artistic progression 

147 Though Green (200 I )questions whether it was lucky that she handed in a figurative painting rather than an 
abstract, pl25. 
148 Conversation with W. Bams-Graham 281h August 2000. 
149 As in the extreme case of Matthew Rowe who when writing about the Crypt Group states after listing the 
'founder members':" and later Wilhelmina Bams-Graham, Kit Barker, David Haughton, Patrick Heron and 
Adrian Ryan- all displayed a certain romantic attachment to the landscape rather than say, a commitment to 
abstraction." (1998) John Wells. Exhibition catalogue. London: Tate Gallery Publishing, p 15. 
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from figurative (traditional) to abstract (avant-garde) can only be taken~seriously in the 

parameters of evaluation ofmodemist criticism. For while abstraction is an index of 'avant-

garde practice' and thus can be applied in evaluating British modernism, the other condition 

of avant-gardism, that of being at the forefront, is less applicable in a cosmopolitan sense to 

the national trend. There is therefore an inherent conflict in the claims made in the 

construction of 'St Ives', and it is just possible that in this frame of reference only 

monographic writing or a close focus on the local, or even national, scene produces the 

desired image of being at the forefront. For as Charles Harrison has astutely argued, the 

whole phenomenon of Ben Nicholson's abstractions and their importation into the psyche of 

England is in European terms anachronistic. It is pertinent to make this relativism clear here, 

as, while I do replicate the same kind of argument, I do so not out of a conviction that it is 

the correct measure for assessing artistic value, but in order to expose inaccuracies and 

fallacies in the process of attempted historicism, and to indicate the intrinsic bias contained 

in gendered evaluations. Nicholson's appraisal about his 'return to figurative' illustrates my 

point. The critics echo his disclaimer that he needed to paint 'pot boilers' during and after 

the war years. While Hepworth's post-war phase of figurative sculpture, was deemed as 

meaningful only during the postrnodem art historical revived interest in 'the body' as a 

theme. Lanyon's early oscillation between figuration and abstract is being read as inspired 

search, while his long battle of ideas against the distinction between the two modes gets 

wrapped up in the notion of Landscape and his Cornish Identity. But parallel coexisting 

practices, paths and explorations by either Mellis or Bams-Graham tend to receive pejorative 

evaluation. The issue has been argued most pointedly by Douglas Hall in his catalogue 

article for W. Barns-Graham's retrospective in 1989150
, where he makes the distinction 

between art and art history on the one hand, and the distortions and injustices that arise from 

the identification of 'important artists' on the other. 

150 Douglas Hall (1989) W. Bams-Graham Retrospective 194-/989. Edinburgh City Art centre. Pp.l,2. 
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There still remains the:quesgon why, if abstraction was so highly valued, did Baf!l.!i"Graham 

decide to send a figurative painting, rather than the Red Pink abstract, 1951, which-she had 

considered for entry for the 1951 Festival, St Ives competition. The latter was sent instead 

to the Redfern Gallery exhibition and was acquired by Howard Bliss. 151 But her national 

reputation was on the rise in 1951 neither with the winning painting in St Ives Festival, nor 

with her abstract paintings but rather with her variations on the Glacier theme. It became a 

poison chalice, it earned her acclaim, 152 as evident in Ben Nicholson's letter about her 

paintings ( Appendix 27), but it also later impacted on the reductive way in which her work 

was received. 

Scottish Identity 

Wilhelmina Barns-Graham's double loyalties to her native Scotland and to St Ives proved to 

be yet another cause for not giving her her due within 'St Ives' .153 During her parents 

lifetime she visited them regularly, since 1960, after her aunt's death she inherited the family 

house, Balmungo, near St Andrew's and every Christmas she spends a couple of months 

there. There is ambivalence in assigning one identity to Wilhelmina. I was told by 

numerous people, including Mike Tooby, the first Curator of the Tate St Ives, 1993-2000, 

that the reason she was not represented was because she was in Scotland and not down in 

Cornwall. This shifting of belonging-ness that played on the principle of place(s) and 

displacement(s) has from the start been a specific framing that was applied to Barns-Graham. 

It is possibly a result of recognition of her strong Scottish affiliations, as well as of a denial 

of recognising national regionalism or even racial groupings within 'St Ives'. The 

generational.divides, and the name of St Ives, were the two categories, which delineated the 

constructions of placing or displacing artists, or so it has been claimed. 

151 She still recalls with pleasure the £70.- that she was paid for it. Considering that she had to manage on £15.
a week as David did not yet earn any income, this seemed a fortune. 
152 Exhibition of Works by Fifteen Artists and craftsmen from Around St Ives, ll January- 10 February, Heal's 
Mansard Gallery, Tottenham Court Road, 1951. 
153 On many occasions I have been told that she was not in St Ives but in St Andrew's, despite the fact that I 
interviewed her in St Ives and have just been with her. 
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In contrast to the heroic=narrative of an uphill struggle for recognition, that-iscrep~ated in 

various permutations in relation to men artists, women artists in general, and W. Barns-

Graham in particular, seem to be written about only in terms of 'chaperoned reputation', 

their work is always defined as 'being influenced by' and never either attain a status of 

maturity or being recognized for their influence on others. As a comprehensive cataloguing 

of the works of all the protagonists of 'St Ives' does not exist this belittling tendency has 

become a trait that still survives into the 21st Century. 154 It seems to me that if one insists on 

finding a Lanyon influence on Barns-Graham's painting, the only possible influence would 

be the habit of painting in series, though in this respect too, the two paintings of St Ives 

Island sheds of March 1940 indicate that this was already her tendency, prior to meeting 

Lanyon. A comparative examination of their paintings during The Crypt years and early 

PSAC, indicates that Lanyon was influence by Barns-Graham and not the other way round 

as Artwriting claims. Another example of claims of reversed influences relates to her 

drawings, in which already as a student at ECA she tended to soften the outlines by rubbing 

them with her fingers. This device later appeared in Ben Nicholson's drawings, and it was 

ascribed to him. 155 As for the squat composition of Lanyon's Portreath, 1949 (Fig 109), 

this follows not so much directly from Gabo's example, but indirectly via Barns-Graham's 

Gaboesque Glaciers. 

PSAC's unfinished business 

1960 was the year of transition. Wilhelmina's marriage was breaking up, she went to work 

in London, 1961-63, and let Simon Nicholson use her Porthmeor Studio. While Wilhelmina 

was fully active in her artistic involvements in London, from the perspective of 'St Ives' her 

two years there seemed as being in seclusion, an appraisal that was not equally applied to the 

154 For instance in reviews of her first solo exhibition at the Tate St Ives her work was considered as being 
influenced by Terry Frost, while he arrived at St Ives 6 years after her in 1946, and then left for his art studies. 
Neither his very sporadic presence in St Ives nor his generational difference (in terms of professionalism) 
deterred the critics to see him as the innovator and her as the follower. 
155 Information from Bill Gear, a fellow student at ECA with Wilhelmina and a lifelong friend, in conversation 
with Clare Stacey, one of the Art First Gallery directors. 
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various long absences ofher-,_111ale colleagues. Her absence meant that she was=notpart of 

the final, 1961, wave of resignations from PSAC. The discontented artists, Alexander 

Mackenzie, Denis Mitchell and Michael Snow, wrote a public letter, dated 25th February, 

1961 to the Chairman of PSAC after a General Meeting on Tuesday, 21 51 February. They 

alleged that: 

Criticism of the Society in the past has usually centred round allegations that its affairs were too much 
dominated by a small group of influential members, always on the Committee, and that these 
members, whilst publicly proclaiming the necessity of strengthening the Society by welcoming new 
blood have at the same time seemed quite unwilling to relinquish power and let young people share 
control. 

As a result Hepworth resigned from public office at PSAC. As for Wilhelmina the divorce, 

her aunt's death, inheritance of Balmungo and acquisition of her home/studio in the 

refurbished Bamaloft, all of which brought about a change of life-style and a new phase in 

her life and sense of greater stability. In 1958 she visited the Balearic Islands, which 

reinforced her renewed interest in religion, as well as exited her imagination for their energy 

and freedom. The themes that she explored then were revisited later in 1991 when she 

visited Barcelona. Her passionate response to Barcelona and to Tapies and Miro's paintings 

there, can be seen both as an extension of her involvement with European modernism, but 

also as a new formulation of Christian symbolism and abstraction as exemplified in Spanish 

Island, Under Over, (fig 117) and other paintings of the time and mood. 

Barns-Graham the artist: an overview 
Rather than revisiting Barnes-Graham's art from imposed category of binary opposition of 

abstraction/figuration, it would be more accurate to describe her work in terms that are 

integral and internal to her total life work. First, is her continuous concern with painting in 

relation to patterning; the seemingly absence of a signature style in her diverse expressions 

and series, which in turn impacted her public reception. Modernist readings considered the 

variety in her work as a sign of dependency, especially in relation to the glacier theme, 

which significantly has been defined in relation to a visit to Griindelwald, away from St Ives. 
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Wilhelmina likes to repeat-twoAifferent texts when attempting to explain her art. -Th~y are 

diametrically different; one is a personal, primordial memory of childhood, the other - a 

totally formalist, autonomous well-defined and memorised explanation. The fact that both 

stories have appeared in print is an indication not only of the importance that Wilhelmina 

attaches to them but more significantly points at ways to understand the reasons for and the 

expression of her artistic expression. Whenever I, and others, ask her when she began to 

paint abstract painting Wilhelmina, rather than giving a date or period, invariably recounts a 

childhood memory. 156 As a very young girl she was in the habit of drawing with dark 

crayons a pattern of interlocking rectangles or triangles in primary colours. Sometimes she 

would colour then in. On one of the family's train trip from St Andrew's to her father's 

family estate in the West she busied herself in making one of these drawings. A woman, 

who sat next to her inquired about the meaning of these, and was promptly answered by 

Wilhelmina that they were 'secret rooms'. It turned out that the woman was a member of 

staff at Glasgow Art School: she encouraged her and showed appreciation in front of 

Wilhelmina's uninterested family. The event became part of the family's folklore. 157 

The answer of 'secret rooms' is significant beyond its quality of amusing anecdotal family 

memory. The childhood memory can be thought of in many ways. First and foremost in 

relation to the role that art has for Wilhelmina as a refuge from and a means of cutting 

herself off from her family, even as a means behind which she hides what she perceives as 

vulnerability or aspects of herself that can be misunderstood or misconstrued. It is an early 

sign of a life in which art would become a bone of contention with her father, as well as a 

reason for her to live away from her native Scotland, and it has remained a constant element 

in her life. The other aspect of the story is the idea that abstract is not non-figurative, but 

that the figuration is not shared but personal, and is not readily accessible for decoding by 

156 The precise age of Wilhelmina is difficult to ascertain. Lynne Green dates the event to c.l924. In an 
interview with Wilhelmina on 24.5.96 she told me it happened when she was 8-9 years old. 
157 Wilhelmina repeated this episode on several occasions to me, and recently has also been printed in Lynne 
Green (2000) p 15. 
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others. Evidently, it would beow_rong to attach to these memories as they might be:no!-_r_eal 

memories, but one that was internalised because of its repetition, and later used for her·own 

purposes. When Wilhelmina tells it, there is no doubt that the story is used by her as a 

means of presenting herself as an intuitive and innate abstractionist, even before she studied 

art, let alone heard about modernist abstractions. Significantly, I have never succeeded in 

finding out from her at what point and why she began painting modernist, non-figurative 

paintings in St Ives. 

The second explanation that Bams-Graham gives when asked about the meaning of the 

recent abstract paintings is a well prepared text, which she has dictated to me from her pre-

prepared written statement. Bams-Graham's contribution to a recent publication, which is an 

abbreviated version, is an expression of the autonomy of work of art, almost a personal credo 

of formalism: 

Recent phase a celebration of life, and immediate expression of energy, vitality, joy, with an element 
of risk, the unexpected. 

Colour as colour, texture as texture, so blue is not sky, green is not grass, but is an object in itself, so 
that it is itself. 

The feel of the work, completed when the idea of this feel has been fulfilled. 

Frequently using primary colour, each can suggest a shape, inside oneself and remembering the 
importance of structure and simplicity. Avoiding the purely decorative. 

Real space has its own value, not to be associated with previous centuries of emphasis on the illusion 
of space. 

Brush strokes can be slim, thin, fat, textured, light, aggressive, risky, delicate or unexpected, daring or 
quiet, with their own energy or life and exuberance. 158 

All sections but for the first one, address formalism. And yet the framing of the artistic 

practice and expression within the specificity of her mood and state of mind, as expressed in 

the first paragraph, give the text a different inflection, an experiential and personal 

expressive content, that wrenches it out and away from pure autonomy. But as in 'secret 

rooms', she refuses here to disclose meaning in a mimetic marmer. The precise point of 

158In Penny Florence and Nicola Foster (2000) Differential Aesthetics: Art practices, philosophy and feminist 
understandings, Ashgate, Aldershot, Burlington USA, Singapore, Sydney, p 29. 
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reference remains unknown to~th~ :Yiewer, and on many occasions probably to herself:tog~ 1~9 

This statement of an artist in her ninetieth year contains elements that were there in her 

childhood, for her it became a meaningful memory, that has since been frequently retold and 

made significant. The main emphasis of the statement points to a strict autonomous 

formalist stance, which considers only surface, brush strokes and the interconnectedness of 

colours space and forms. There is a circuitous flow from idea, art during its making, and 

distance evaluation all in relation to the artist's emotional makeup. The 'secret' of her early 

childhood is still with her, but is being articulated differently. Being free of any familial 

constraints, she can finally in her old age find total freedom in her vocation, and though 

physically she is more fragile, emotionally and psychologically she is experiences a new 

sense of freedom. 160 This sense of freedom expressed through the word 'joy' might seem to 

stand in stark contrast to her physical ailments (both chronic ill health as well as that of 

physical fragility that comes with age) and to her outspoken, at times confrontational, 

personality. It even rings more awkward at the coincidence of that sense of liberation 

despite the sense of loss with her mother's death in 1989. The epistemological meaning of 

'joy' for Barns-Graham was expressed in its most complex context when just two months 

short of her 90th birthday she discussed the Israel-Palestinian conflict with me not only on an 

ethical and political level but also mostly about its negation of joy. Wilhelmina, despite 

being at the time still with stitches from her eye operation, which prevented her from 

painting, and just recovering from chicken pox, asserted her love and joy of life, and how in 

her view the most pernicious aspect of war is its negation of life and joy. 161 Old age's worst 

aspect is for her the sense of loneliness and the departure of many lifelong friends. But the 

ability to go on painting is a privilege, liberating and a vocation that for her is the essence of 

pain(t)ful introspection as well as manifestation of joy. With this meaning of joy, not only 

the complete composition, but even each single brushstroke, are imbued with an 

159 W. Bams-Graham gets very agitated when she is being pressed in interviews or conversations about either 
precise meanings or even forcing her to recollect past contexts. 
16° Conversations with the artist. 
161 Phone conversation on 20.4. 2002. 
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epistemological meaning. The=single brushstroke, as it refers to her artistic activity-and 

commitment; it is a distinct world, as if marked by colourful outlines, whose purpose is to 

create these secret spaces and find an expressive freedom. The process of making art, is, for 

her, conceptually and expressively a world cut off and autonomous from other aspects of 

daily life. Thus, artistic values and subjectivity are interlocked and interdependent in an 

imaginary and metaphorical way: they contain a web of concealment, of retreat and within 

this space, she finds her creative freedom. 

The anachronism of Barns-Grahams' statements in relation to both their historical and 

personal perspectives reveal a web of contradictions, resistance to cultural changes, and 

contradictions, that can and indeed has been misunderstood, and has consequently 

contributed to her misrepresentation. It is an interesting observation that the extreme 

opposition of approaches to biographical and contextual readings of art during modernism 

and postrnodernism have established a hegemony of appraisal that denied an appropriate 

discursive niche for Barns-Graham and other artists of her kind (Prunella Clough, for 

instance comes to mind). With the extreme autonomous claims of high modernism, and the 

extremes of confessional, even desirable scandalous disclosure of postrnodernism, an m

between position like that ofBarns-Graham fails to fit any of these canons. 

Different levels of biographical content are evident in her oeuvre. On one level, much of the 

work delineates, charts, and is a trace of her travel through life, in terms of places and 

emotions. For that reason, the distinction between figurative and abstract is not helpful in 

attempting to an understanding of her dual expressions. Only few out of the hundreds of her 

paintings have titles or contain precise biographical content. Many landscapes are of either 

her living environment, as those of Scotland or of Pen with, or of locations of proximity, such 

as the Isles of Scilly. Islands as geographic entities and as metaphors are repeated in her 

work in many guises. Another group of work is of landscapes executed while on holidays, 
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or based on sketches and memories:of:holidays. This began early in her student years with 

the paintings of the abbey oflona; as in Sketch of Iona Cathedral, 1935 (fig 119) as well as

her Glacier Series resulting from her sketches during her holiday in 1948 to Griindelwald, 

Switzerland. Later, in post-war years, drawing and paintings from Italy, Sicily, Barcelona 

Balearic Islands, Lanzarote the Orkney Islands all are expressions of places visited and 

remembered. Other themes repeated in her work are relating to the properties of water, 

waves, ice in either anthropomorphic shapes, at times womb-like, or on occasions as sharp 

blue splintering surfaces. Elemental forces, such as wind, fire, light or even galaxies are all 

topics painted and revisited or themes for series of paintings. 

In her recent Time Series, which she began in early 2000, and in which she contemplates 

time as an abstract concept by giving it figuration in various verbal expressions of time such 

as the titles: Quiet Time, Another Time, Just in Time and Cardinal Time. Other works are 

related to the same preoccupation of hers such as Walk About Time, etc. the mood and 

colours are more subdued and sombre than in her Scorpio Series expressing a contemplative 

mood rather than an outburst of energy and optimism. These titles that can be interpreted as 

expressions of either old age, or of the new millennium are actually given surprisingly 

physical explanations by Wilhelmina. For instance, on one occasion she offered an 

unprompted explanation of one of the paintings of the series as a semi literal charting of the 

daily path of her walk in the garden at Balmungo, rather than relating to it in terms of mood 

or epistemology. The colour harmonies of brown and purple referred to the colours of 

autumnal vegetation, and particularly significant was the circular path around the garden, 

represented, rather than depicted, in the print, as a white spiral. Spirals she connected with 

D 'Arcy Wentworth Thompson 's On Growth and Form, originally published in 1942. She 
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remembers that when she visited Brancusi, he explained to her his feelings about his place:in 

the universe, by drawing her a spiral. 162
· 

In even more recent series of acrylic paintings she made to the memory of her life-long 

friend John Wells (early 2000), Red Painting, 1957, a painting of rage, when her marriage 

fell apart, a painting dedicated to Winifred Nicholson, who helped and encouraged 

Wilhelmina to keep painting as a healing process after her divorce. 163 She also paints in 

response to current political atrocities, such as the recent unrest in Bosnia (fig 118). 164 In 

most instances the content, that is anecdotal content of the paintings is left undisclosed. Her 

refusal to reveal the personal or otherwise content of her work probably is an outcome of her 

education, of etiquette at home, and of modernism's learnt rhetoric of abstraction, but above 

all probably a fear that any explanation will be taken out of context and reinterpreted. What 

irks Wilhelmina now is what she perceives as a loss of control over her own life story when 

she contests the narratives presented in the dominant Artwriting. 

On a personal level two factors had the greatest damaging impact on Wilhelmina: her 

relationship with her authoritarian father, and her disillusionment after her divorce from 

David Lewis. Allan Barns-Graham, refusing to agree to his daughter's wish to study art, sent 

her to a domestic science school, in order to prepare her for a true feminine role of managing 

a home and family. Now, in her nineties she ponders whether his objection did not do much 

for her determination to study art and for her resolute professional commitment. But Allan 

Barns-Graham had also a determining effect on Wilhelmina's choice of place of Jiving. 

While initially, there is no question that St Ives was a poor second best choice of place to go 

162 It is interesting to note that in recent postmodem, scientific, and visual syntax, the spiral has made a come 
back both within chaos theory and as a metaphor in Daniel Liebeskind's proposed new fa~ade for the north 
entrance of the Victoria and Albert museum. 
163 During her solo exhibition in Tate St Ives 1999, she also insisted that this painting with another one related 
to it, had to do with the colourful dresses that the various ethnic inhabitants of Leeds were wearing. The two, 
explanations, are not necessarily mutually excluding. 
164 Bosnia (fig 118) was painted after hearing about the horrific destruction of the former Yugoslavia. She 
waved copyrights and gave Zljka Mudrovcic permission to reproduce the image on a card as charity to raise 
funds for the relieve of Bosnian refugees. 
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for her Travelling Scholarship, she did-not like it initially, left only to return and then settle-

in St Ives. But there was another added bonus in being at the other end of the British Isles; it 

put a geographical distance between herself and her demanding father. Wilhelmina's 

response to him is ambivalent at best but contradictory and possibly confused at most times. 

In spontaneous statements she expresses criticism expressing her unresolved anger. Taking 

this anger into a more extreme level, it can be even equated to an imaginary patricide. 165 

But at the same time she is outraged when this fraught relationship is being made public in 

print. In a way she regards the issue something she will disclose in the confines of personal, 

one to one, conversation, but considers it as a breach of confidence when it is repeated 

outside these confines. 166 Both decorum and hindsight reconsideration of her father's 

. ak h I h. . t67 mottves m e er a so protect ts actions. Her strict Victorian upbringing, which was 

already old-fashioned, is deeply entrenched in her sense of privacy and during this age of 

extreme confessional 'outings' of people's life, she still persistently adheres to what she 

considers to be a decent decorum of non-disclosure of private life. However, the ambiguity, 

contradictions and often concealment of biographical data as well as meaning of art often 

merge in her conversation, and undoubtedly also are an outcome of her modernist way of 

explaining things as self-evident and without any additional references. 168 In her art she 

165 In this respect, it is interesting to compare her attitude to her parents to that of Louise Bourgeois. Both 
artists even in their eighties and after having attained greater recognition than at any other stage of their lives, 
still carry within them an unresolved anger against their fathers, to an extent that their mothers rarely get a 
mention. Both artists also see much of the energy of their work either containing or being a function of that 
rage. Bams-Graham often muses whether her father's persistent objection did not spur her in a more 
detennined way towards her vocation as an artist. This comparison is my own, but prompted by Wilhelmina's 
likening her own old age artistic output to that of Degas and Picasso, whose exhibition she saw and felt for a 
sympathetic understanding. 
166 She responded in the same mode of criticism to Checkland's book Ben Nicholson: VicioriS Circles of his Art. 
on the ground that much of the personal disclosures have nothing to do with his art and are purely prurient. It 
is also the reason for her destruction of many of her past letters and documents, as well as her refusal to let me 
have any access to those or her diary. 
167 Her brother, Patrick Barns-Graham, pointed out to her the paternal concern that, he maintained, were the 
basis of their father's over protective attitude to Wilhelmina because of her weakness and tendency to get 
various chest infections. Patrick also pointed out to Wilhelmina that though Allan's possibly misconceived 
actions that have made life difficult for her artistic career, were in effect his way of expressing paternal 
p,rotective attitude. 

68 This is particularly relevant to issues of family matters, such as her sister, brother and father in particular. 
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finds an activity and expression that div~r!s her attention from the past. The act of painting_-_ 

she stated on nwnerous occasions, is an act·of affirmation of the present moment. 169 

Barns-Graham's verbal rhetoric of and for abstraction must be considered beyond the 

anecdotal value of the story and its strategic intentions. Even now, in her nineties, she is an 

avid reader and curious to seek out and read material about modem art. 170 This curiosity 

made her read as a student the then new and avant-garde publication Circle, which I assume 

must have been one of the earliest English articulations she came across about non-figurative 

art. 

In addition to Wilhelmina's recollection of these years there is also another evidence as to 

how her generation valued what either Gabo or Ben Nicholson had to say about abstraction 

or constructivism. Gabo's farewell speech did not contain so much of a personal farewell as 

a credo of constructivism. John Wells deemed it important enough to take notes and then 

record them. 171 There is no doubt that such a meticulous process of note taking and 

rewriting was done for future references and for the purpose of repeated reading and 

consideration. Wilhelmina's own statements, John Wells' and others' comments and 

writings are indication to the degree of respect that Gabo and Ben Nicholson commanded 

among the group of 'modems' in St Ives. It is important to stress the fact that Barns-Graham 

in this respect was not an exception but that she shared the general attitude, even though 

historicism will highlight this mainly in relation to her work, and by implication use this to 

deny her originality. But she also insists with pride on the events that led to the Crypt 

Group, a brave effort of the young modems to create a sub-group, daring not invite Ben and 

Barbara, 'the king and queen' of the modems then. Wilhelmina's text therefore has to be 

169 Phone conversation on 5.1.01. 
17° For instance, declaring herself to be against feminism, we embarked on a discussion after which she was 
keen to borrow books and literature by feminist art historians. Her various encounters with other feminists in 
recent years has, I believe brought about a reformulation of her view of her professional past. 
171 John wells notes ofGabo's farewell speech in TGA 8718.4. 
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considered as a metonymy to her biograpl1Y-and as a refuge at one and the same time. Life---=---=.-

for her is encapsulated by art making, the process becomes the essence of living for her. 

Surviving oils, studies and designs from Bams-Graham's student years point to her early 

experimentations to emulate modernist examples. Cezanne is an early source of inspiration 

as evident in Still-life, Pink, c.l936, 172 or Still-life with Pewter Plate, c. 1928 (fig 120), or 

primitivism as in Episcopal Church, Aviemore, 1938, (fig 121) and in The Man in the Red 

Chair, c.1934 173 or else postimpressionist portraits and scenes. She was schooled in 

appreciation of Cezanne and Rembrandt. She was introduced to them initially by Alan 

Bams-Graham, her older cousin and then interested in painting. 174 French Modernism was 

admired and appropriated both directly and indirectly via its interpretation by veteran 

Scottish painters/teachers as Peploe, Giles and Feu~guson, 175 and her interest in the 

French/Scottish connection is there to be seen in the poster hanging prominently in her 

studio in the Crypt Group meeting photograph (Appendix 32). Other, student paintings 

indicate use of rich broken colour Sketch of Iona Cathedral, (fig 119). Bams-Graham's 

commitment to portraiture, after graduation can be seen as an attempt to follow modernist 

examples of the genre, but also as a means to accommodate her father's insistence that she 

found a means of generating income. Early portraits painted in St Ives such as Sketch 

Portrait of Henry Crowe Esq., 1939,176 painted with expressive paint application, in short 

rhythmic touches that heighten the paint's viscosity and use of saturated pigments, often in 

unmixed hues, are a balanced image of resemblance as well as Fauve-like expressive 

qualities. 177 

172 See fig 15 in Green (200 I) p 52. 
173 Location unknown, Green (2001) fig 8. 
174 He returned to New Zealand where he painted according to Wilhelmina in conversation 24.5.96. 
175 The artist, 24.5.96. 
176 See fig 16 in Green (2001) p 53. 
177 Portraiture was not only a means to generate income, but had also a personal significance for Wilhelmina, as 
a portrait she painted of her brother, at the end won her father over to the fact that she had talent. 
Communication with the artist. 
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While early paintings indicate training:.-i!!___:French modernism of figurative themes, her 

surviving exercises in design, rather than her oils, are truly indicative of things to come in 

Wilhelmina's professional life. Two of these exercises - a poster and a textile design -

reveal an early predilection to two aspects: a simplification that derives from Art Deco visual 

vocabulary, 178 and to decorative patterned all-over compositions. Both examples, despite 

their difference in their colour harmonies, indicate not only an overall sense of patterning 

that would become one of her repeated artistic devices, but also the sense of a dynamic 

movement across and beyond the frame of the depicted field. 

The consideration of her student's years is important for two reasons: for its indication that 

many elements, ascribed to her art as being prompted and inspired by St Ives or by artists 

working there, were already her preoccupation as a student, prior to her arrival at St Ives. 

From that observation, it follows that her output once in Cornwall was of a mature, stature of 

taking risks, experimentation by way of cyclic progression of addressing new formats and 

then assimilating them with old concerns of hers. Secondly, a consideration of her student 

work, together with her later work, indicates that rather than looking for a signature style in 

her work, another mode of evaluation needs to be applied to her art, one that emerges from 

the work rather than being imposed externally. Her art ought to be considered in terms of 

repeated philosophical pictorial preoccupations, such as order and disorder; spatial recession 

and volumes' projection into the viewer's space; stasis within and movement across the 

pictorial surface; and more. In such a consideration, 179 the role of series painting and cyclic 

revisiting become the significant expressive impetus of her art and the issue of 'Signature 

style' fades and becomes irrelevant. 

178 For Art Deco see Bevis Hillier ( 1968) Art Deco in the 20s and 30, London,Herbert Press. 
179 Which still awaits to be done. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter I argued and brought evidence to the degree to which Bams-Graham was an 

active and integral part of the various stages of 'St Ives', with a constant original and public 

and personal meaningful artwork. It might be pertinent then, to repeat and question again 

why does she then consider herself to be a 'lone wolf? It might reflect her disillusionment at 

having thought herself to be 'one of the boys', and then finding that from the mid 1975 

(Heron's unpublished article) on, her presence and art have been expunged, and none of the 

surviving 'boys'nor the critics were compelled to consider her on equal footing. Thus, in 

the 1985 catalogue and subsequent critical writing not only was she not perceived as an 

active and equal part of the activities even when she offered her evidence or memories they 

repeatedly were (and still are) being ignored. Surprisingly, her memories are not doubted 

when she is being called to impart her memories about her men colleagues. Therefore, her 

self-image as a 'lone wolf becomes a complex one. As a woman, Scot, and with diploma, 

amongst the men, having given up various aspects of family life (in Scotland, marriage, 

possibly even motherhood) defying the 'natural' role of women, she did not fit into any 

professional or private societal framework. Now, at the age of 90, the final loneliness is that 

despite the relative recognition, she thinks it is too late for her to set the record right and is 

frustrated by not being allowed to have a say or some impact on what her life was/is about. 

'Chaperoned reputation' that reduced her independent expression, her voice, in terms of 

influences, now reappears in a new guise, that of being deprived of ownership over her life

story, in a sense over her subjectivity. 

By 1950 Bams-Graham's acclaim was such that she featured in the first post-war exhibition 

in London of St Ives 'modems' in January 1951. In the same year she also was invited to 

exhibit at the inaugural exhibition of the Institute of Contemporary Arts (Herbert Read was 

its President and eo-founder) 1950: Aspects of British Art for which she chose to send 

Glacier (Blue Cave), 1950. As Lynne Green points out, there her painting was hanging 
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together with works by Ben Nicholson,--:Barbara Hepworth, Richard Hamilton, Patrick 

Heron, Eduardo Paolozzi and William TumbulL-- Lynne writes: 

That Bams-Graham was included, and Robert Adams, Francis Bacon, Reg Butler, Lucian Freud, and 
Peter Lanyon were amongst those listed as excluded (largely through lack of space), indicates the level 
of critical appreciation of her work. 180 

Indeed, the list points to her being recognised as a veteran accomplished non-figurative artist 

relevant outside the confines of 'St Ives'. The grouping also exemplifies how fluid and 

unfixed the grouping was at that time (Appendix 34 for various group-configurations in post-

war London art world). Just like her dual commitment to Scotland and St Ives impacted the 

critical appraisal of dismissing her from her Cornish commitment, her involvement with 

many of the configurations in St Ives and outside it, has been seen as irrelevant in the 

context of 'St Ives' Artwriting. 

This is not the platform for a chronological survey of Bams-Graham's work, and indeed I 

did not intend to attempt it. Instead I aimed to address a more general consideration of some 

of Bams-Graham traits that are either pivotal or cyclic or in her art and identify her visual 

tropes in the context of 'St Ives' artists and chronology to read her as one of the more 

individual artists working there and unlike anyone else repeatedly reinventing her work, 

despite her eternal returns to many of her initial quests. 

180 Green, p 126. 
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Chapter 5- \ 

Conclusion: the gendered construction of 'Symbolic Capital' 

In this thesis I argued that 'St Ives' has been a construct of the late 1970s finding its final 

fonnulation in the 1985 exhibition. The narration of the war years in Penwith confers on the 

art activities some of the heroic drama of the Second World War, but it is in the post war 

years that the artistic community in St Ives, first underwent most significant changes, in 

dynamic attempts of self-positionings. The decade of the 1950s was the heyday of the 

artistic activities with St Ives becoming the centre for collectors, curators, art administrators 

and artists alike. Between the 1950s and the late 1970s the collective dynamics of the artists 

in St Ives waned until Patrick Heron took up its story while David Brown organized another 

story in his 1977 exhibition. Between the mid/late 1970s and 1985 various fonnulations 

were proposed and most of them were combined in the codifying exhibition. All the 

scenarios marginalized women painters, though of the various plans Brown's was the most 

inclusive. 

I have illustrated what were the categories and premises under which 'St Ives' has been 

constructed in 1985, and in turn examined the life and work of women painters, mainly 

Bams-Graham and Mellis, within the same categories. In my view, what emerges is that 

within all the categories - of being in the right place at the right time, of being active within 

the group, of practising the dominant styles and themes, in being original and prolific, and 

in conducting a committed professional life - the women painters were not only equals but 

often superior to their same-age, men colleagues. And yet, personal aspect attracted 

detrimental evaluations. Their output is still always read in tenns of being either dependent 

on or second to men artists; their decisions and actions are being narrated in a way that 

denies them independence and is forever 'chaperoned' by men. Travels and work away 

from St Ives is seen as positive in men's careers, as absence and relegation in women. 
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Structures of marginalizations can be divided into I. The appraisal of the works themselves. 

2. Evaluation of the communal involvement. 3:-lnstitutional (museal) appraisal. 4. General, 

cultural structures of asymmetrical attributions of value whereby the tolerance of pluralistic 

expressions of modes of abstraction are acceptable and rationalized in men's art are both 

being misread and dismissed when painted by women artists. For women abstraction 

offered not only a new way of expressing themselves but also a means to eschew gender 

(mis)recognition. The different categories, needless to say, are interconnected and combine 

to influence the overall consideration of an artist. It is nevertheless, I maintain, instructive 

to divide these and analyse in what way each of these operates and have therefore discussed 

these in separate-but-linked sections. In way of summing up, I would like to revisit in a 

succinct way the issues relating to the sections listed above. In relation to the appraisal of 

the works I will discuss briefly the issue of 'Signature Style' as a modernist criteria for 

excellence. I will say nothing more about the communal and institutional aspects as I have 

argued these extensively in the body of the thesis. But for the general cultural structures of 

bias I will sketch out points that I think inform biased evaluation, such as naming politics; 

Women's biographical moments of rupture; regional identities. I will then sum up with the 

open-ended question what strategies are available today to women modernists for their self 

positioning. 

Signature style and the speaking subject 

Modernism perceived a signature style as the trope of individuality; the more idiosyncratic 

the style the stronger its indication of the personality. In the art of Mellis and Barns-

Graham, rather than equating style with a speaking subject, it is more relevant to look for 

the subject as emerging in various configurations throughout their lives and work rather than 

impose on their art either a reductive exposition or external masculine expectations. Should 

the absence of style be interpreted as lack of identity, as an inability to reach a stage of 

creative maturity, as the modernists would have us believe? An alternative reading would 
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be to interpret the pluralism that emerges from _their work as a positive aspect as indeed it is 

valued in postmodern art. Feminist options in reading art enable not only in offering 

meanings but also in the understanding of the conditions and concerns of women artists. 

Masculine avant-gardes. and critics have defined Modernism. Women's art, even when 

becoming part of an avant-garde contains additional aspects specific to the gender 

conditions and to the personal contexts of the artist. While these aspects are incorporated 

into the understanding of men artists the art of women painters needs to be framed and 

understood in different ways. For instance, while abstraction does serve both men and 

women as a way to explore the means of art and thought, for women, it has also the added 

benefit of hiding their gender and possibly being valued for their merit rather than for their 

sex. In this context Barns-Graham's experience of 1951 Heals exhibition of artists from St 

Ives is revealing of how even when her colleagues perceived her as an equal, it was a 

different story for collectors in London. A collector, who liked her painting and bought it, 

was dismayed when he learned to know that 'Willie' was not a man but a woman painter. 

On realising that he could not change his mind and return the painting, he all the same 

insisted that she retouched a patch of colour at the centre of the painting. She did so but not 

without being upset at the humiliation, as she saw it, as she is certain that such a request 

would have never been made to a man artist. Wilhelmina, recognising the precarious 

balance of women artists and their artistic reputation, complied with the request, but its 

bitter memory remained with her to this day. By way of example it illustrates the dialectics 

of being a modernist, abstractionist artist, having to half-hide one's gender, accommodate 

collectors and still find a way to retain integrity, a precarious balance that is imposed only 

on women to that extent. All these have to come into account and be part of the process of 

reading the work of art within its delicate and contextual dependency that either 

incorporates the art into a symbolic system or else makes it slip away from and out of the 

economy of meanings. 
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Naming politics 

The implications and the politics of naming has_been observed by Gertrude Stein in her 

-autobiography The Autobiography of A/ice Toklas: 

Everyone called Gertrude Stein Gertrude, or at most Mademoiselle Gertrude, everyone called Picasso 
Pablo and Fernande Fernande and everybody called Guillaume Apollinaire Guillaume and Max Jacob 
Max but everyone called Marie Laurencin Marie Laurencin. I 

Quoting this paragraph, Elliott and Wallace observe and discuss the nature of naming 

politics in left bank Paris in relation to gender and modernism. Naming politics can, they 

argue, "work both obviously- as with the patronym, which Lacan has punningly labelled 

non/nom du pere and which confers identity and subjectivity in patriarchy - and subtly, to 

position women within a complicated network of cultural relations and cultural capital." 

More specifically, Marjorie Perloff draws out the distinctions relating to Marie Laurencin's 

naming: 

The Picasso-Apollinaire cenacle did not know how to assimilate the woman painter in their midst. To 
call her 'Marie' would be to equate her with Fernande the mistress or Gertrude the hostess, and so she 
is called Marie Laurencin even as it is still customary today to talk of Joyce, Lawrence, and Virginia 
Woolf, or, for that matter, or Hemingway and Gertrude Stein.2 

The differential naming of women artists that indicates the absence of space and language 

within which they can be comfortably located within ·their collegial avant-gardes only 

indicates one facet of asymmetry and cultural awkwardness. While Wallace and Elliott 

have looked at the naming 'unease' of how to locate and name women of undisputed 

reputation, another set of conditions is manifested in relation to more marginalized women 

artists as Beckett and Cherry have observed in relation to women Vorticists. They observe 

the indecisive spelling of the names of the women artists,3 which is shared by other women 

artist in their as yet 'unfixed' spelling convention as for instance that ofVasiliefs sumame.4 

In the artworld as in western societies women's (sur)names are not constant, and reflect 

male lineage. 

1 Stein 1960, (original publication 1933) p 60, quoted in Elliott and Wallace (1994) pl02. 
2 Perlo!T (1988), p 68, quoted from Elliott and Wallace (1994) p 102. 
3 Jane Beckett and Debrah Cherry ( 1998) 'Modern Women, Modern Spaces: Women, metropolitan culture and 
Vorticism' pp.36-54 inK. Deepwell (ed) Women Artists and Modernism, 
4 Nedira Yakir (2000)'The True Colour of the Ecole de Paris', in Europa, lntellectbooks, on line magazine of 
the universities of Bristol and Exeter. 
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Naming politics in 'St Ives' 

_ Winifred changed her maiden surname Roberts to){icholson after the marriage. The name 

-Nicholson, brought along both a dynastic responsibility-but also a specific complexity of 

identity, because of the eminence of William Nichoslon in the English domain of the art 

world of his time. In her case the evolution of her surname politics is closely related not so 

much to her artistic output but to a greater extent to her self-imposed role of a supportive 

wife to Ben. With the birth of their three children, she became increasingly confined to 

domestic life in Banks Head, Cumbria, but this did not deter her from acting as the chair of 

The Seven and Five Society ( 1929-) while Ben gradually moved to London, where he 

busied himself with strategic positioning. Their relative divergent paths of publicity 

became even further extreme after Ben's involvement with Barbara Hepworth. It was this 

that eventually drove Winifred to live in Paris, where she was both distant enough from the 

painful realities as well as at the centre of modernism, into which she threw herself 

wholeheartedly. When in 1936 the planning of Circle was in its full swing, Winifred was 

asked to contribute but publishing her article not under 'Nicholson'. Winifred dutifully 

chose her maternal side surname of Dacre. 

The historical irony of the artistic and personal triangle of Winifred, Ben and Barbara is that 

while historicism always couples the names of Ben and Barbara with the Parisian avant-

garde, it has actually been Winifred, who is always being presented as a most English, 

reactionary artist, who lived in Paris, mingled with the avant-garde but in documents and 

personal letters seems to have introduced Ben Nicholson to the Parisian avant-garde ideas. 

Winifred's choice to adopt her mother's maternal surname, as if symbolically compensating 

for a loss in her self-identification, by reinstating and amplifying another lineage another 

aspect of her identity that had been erased with marriage and taking on the name Nicholson. 

But while the selection of Dacre as surname might have had positive private compensational 

aspects for Winfred, in the public English arts arena, it was yet an additional contributor to 
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her distance from the audience. Winifred's decision to change for a time her surname to 

- -Dacre meant that the reception of her writings and paintings has to a certain degree been 

equally fragrnented. 5 Barbara Hepworth, by contrast, though less established, as an artist at 

the time she met Ben Nicholson, preferred to be known by her maiden name. In that context 

it is significant that throughout the minutes of PSAC she is being referred to as Miss 

Hepworth {Appendix 30). 

W. Barns-Graham and M. Mellis indicate awareness and self-defining identities in relation 

to the politics of names but in different ways and configuration from that that Winifred 

Nicholson has subjected herself to. Margaret, who throughout her students' years was 

known as Peggy has decided to become Margaret and insisted on it religiously after 

graduating from Edinburgh College of Arts. Her awareness of the potent symbolism 

contained in her name comes to the fore in her 'Saints Series'. So while she reverted back to 

her first name from a nickname, she kept for professional use her maiden surname Mellis all 

her life. Barns-Graham expresses an ambiguous attitude to her names. From both lineage 

and Scottish identity perspectives she values her hyphenated name. But in St Ives artworld 

a hyphenated name, that indicates affiliation to the upper classes, was less welcome in the 

bohemian, working class ethos of war-years and Post War St Ives. Sven Berlin coins for her 

a pejorative name in his Dark Monarch, in which both her Scottish origin and her 

hyphenated name are being targeted for ridicule. But the name 'Willie' whereby she is 

universally known, she relishes. Wilhelmina was a family name that she shares with her 

mother and its diminutive 'Willie' came out of a need to differentiate between them. But it 

proved to have also some professional advantages, in that first-time collectors could not be 

biased against her work on the ground of gender. 

Naming politics is a manifestation of the patriarchal way that women were seen in relation 

to masculine dynastic lineage, and the choices that women modernists made in relation to 

5 While I cannot here prove this point empirically, it all the same is indicative that I have come across 
numerous people who have not made the connection between the 'two Winifreds'. 
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retaining or changing names has implications about first, their attempts to take control over 

their destinies and identities, but also about the inherent unstable state of women's 

subjectivity and by implication their professional standings. 

Women Artists Self-positioning Today 

It is a sad reality that even many feminist art historians and critics feel a greater affinity with 

postrnodern women artists than with modern.6 It is understandable that the critical aims of 

postrnodern practice support the same political agenda that is the foundation of postrnodern 

women comrnentators.7 This leaves the responsibility of positioning either to the artists 

themselves or to various expository agents, namely, galleries and museums. While Barns-

Graham's reputation has picked up marvellously since I have started to study her art for this 

thesis, there is still a very poor representation of her art in the Tate Collection (Appendix 

26) and the one and only solo exhibition she was give by the Tate - Wilhelmina Barns-

Graham: An Enduring Image- in St Ives,8 was a revisiting of a reductive view of her art, 

focusing, yet again on her Glacier paintings and other, later paintings that Mike Tooby, the 

curator, considered to be related to the Glacier paintings. The solo exhibition, therefore, 

both delighted and upset Wilhelmina at one and the same time. It seemed to her as if she 

was dead for all these years and the body of art she produced since the 1950s was dismissed 

by the curatorial selection. Mellis, though had several works at the Tate Collection, for some 

time, never was given a solo exhibition there. By comparison it appears that their museal 

reception in Scotland is by far more supportive and consistent than that in England, and that 

is despite the fact that both women were part of the highly claimed British Modernism 

coined as 'St Ives School'. 

6 This is true with qualifying exceptions. French, Russian and German women modernist seem to have 
attracted greater attention than the British artists, while in the UK women of the Bloomsbury Group and 
Vorticism attract feminist writings. 
7 I have experienced a different responses when I am offering conference papers about modem or postmodem 
women artists, even in feminist contexts. 
8 The catalogue of the same title was written by Lynne Green ( 1999). 
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Apart from the regional issues there is also the issue of different locations of exposure and 

self-determined selection of works to show. There is a clear distinction between the 

museum's curatorial appraisal on one hand <¥1d that of the commercial galleries, art centres 

and collectors on the other. Mellis has enjoyed exhibitions in London, Scotland, Exeter 

Orkney and Suffolk (Appendix 17); Barns-Graham equally had many exhibitions in 

galleries and art centres (appendix 23). Barns-Graham has been particularly lucky with the 

solid support and consistent solo exhibition that Art First Gallery staged. It is in these, 

perennial exhibitions that her most recent work is being exhibited to its best advantage and 

that collectors and admirers of her work come regularly to see her ever evolving and 

renewed artistic output.9 It is mainly there that her spectacular series Scorpio can be seen 

and her most recent sublime expression of endless spaces in variations of blue and white. 

What emerges from this comparison is that there is a different perception of their artistic 

merit as well as their historical place in the minds of museums' curators and by the public, 

which has created a solid and enthusiastic support system and following for the two 

different, but so similarly placed in the margins of British modernism. 

And finally, there remains the open-ended question of whether this 'popular' following does 

achieve the positioning that Margaret Mellis and Wilhelmina Bams-Graham deserve? 

Mellis took the step of selecting with her curator the art works for her retrospective 1997 

(Appendix 18) similarly, if different due to the mediation of Rowan James, Bams-Graham 

determined which works were included in her touring exhibition shown first at the Crawford 

Centre, St Andrews, 2001. In both of these self-selected exhibitions, there was a broader 

sense of their life-long interests and the ways in which their early experiences and 

encounters in Penwith affected their expression. But these exhibitions also suffered from a 

too disjointed show that might be difficult for people who are not already aficionados in 

their art. It is therefore difficult to determine at this stage whether these exhibitions will 

9 They exhibited solo shows in 1995, 1997, 1999, 2001 and on her ninetieth birthday in 2002 'Painting as a 
Celebration'. 
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change the biased erasure of the two women artists fro~ ·~t Ives'. It is however my hope 

that this thesis is another stage in reconsidering the masculinist Artwriting of 'St Ives' and 

that it will be an intervention that leads to their insertion into their rightful place. 

While on a day to day level women have gained new liberties, and living by one self, if after 

divorce, death of partner and simple choice of celibacy have become more acceptable it 

does not seem that these new liberty was replicated in the realm of women artists' 

professional reputation. Professional reputation for women modernists is permitted to exist 

only when chaperoned by men's reputation, name or status. Bams-Graham still has to 

suffer the indignation of her name forever being coupled and compared with that of Terry 

Frost, despite the fact that he arrived in St Ives only in 1946 (she did in March 1940 as a 

fully trained artist with prizes and scholarships to her name already). Terry Frost only then, 

returning from the prisoners' camp undertook painting as a vocation. 

Chapter conclusions 
The aim of this consideration, namely focusing on the mechanisms of reputation 

positioning, either by galleries, curators, or the artists themselves is to attempt an exposition 

to the strategic spaces available to women painters. In other words leaving out for the time 

being the primary hierarchical motivation of creativity, to address the related problems of 

causal determinations in the complex machination between agency and structure. The crux 

of the analysis is the question to what extent do women painters, have autonomy over their 

positioning after their arduous commitment to art making. Harry Frankfurt, considering 

Bourdieu's concept of habitus, argues that: 

No matter how constrained, a will is autonomous to the degree that it is reflective. Autonomy is 
manifested precisely in second-order desires, that is, in the desire to have or not to have a desire. Such 
second-order desires might arguably fall under the constraints of one's habitus, since those reflexive 
desires, too, must be constrained by a set of cultural variants. . .. lnhis desires produce the type of 
person the actor wants to be. But two quite distinct mechanisms are at work ... and habi/!ls easily 
conflates them. Second-order desires may be the result of the irrational and unconscious mechanisms 
such as 'adaptive preference formation.' Such desires are neither autonomous not practically rational. 
But other second-order desires may be the result of deliberations, character formation and planning; 
these mechanisms are employed most effectively in second-order and deliberate processes of 
socialization. 10 

10Quoted from James Bohman (1999) 'Practical Reason and Cultural Constraint: Agency in Bourdieu's Theory 
of Practice' in Bourdieu; A Critical Reader ( 1999) Richard Shusterman ( ed) Oxford, Blackwell Publishers, pp 
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This-model provides an apt analysis, refining and elaborating on Bourdieu's concept that 

opens up Habitus to becoming a dynamic, power-positioning fie!O; eschewing a generalized 

predetermined causal outcome. Its attraction, for the purpose of my analysis is that it offers 

a balanced consideration of the conflicting trends of personal will, or biography, if you will, 

within cultural dominant structures that might be either internalized or fought against, or 

even co-exist in various permutations in each individual, autonomous artistic case. I like to 

believe that the current generation of young creative women, such as Lucy and Amyra, (fig 

133) will not have to wait until they are in their late eighties for recognitions. 

129-152, and Harry Frankfurt ( 1988) What We Care About, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, pp 11-
25. 
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Appendix 1 

P. Lanyon lener to J. Wells with drawing of the crypt. 
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Appendix 2 

Ben Nicholson, Window at Banlu Head, n.d. pencil on paper 22.8 x 30.4, 

Fine Art Society. 
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Detail of a n.d. letter draft written by P. Lanyon, with the name ofW. Barns-

Graham erased. 
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and Juanita Velasquei 
assisted by the Bitch Sheba "; 

1
an Horse 

invite you ro a 

DRJ1NKING 
... IN TfiE 

T "OWER 
~t The Isla~d, Saint Iv~ on New Year's Eve 

Saturday _'irst.J)eeem~er 1949. · 
.. . - .-...:: ... -. :· · . .... ~ .• :a~ ... " . • -~ . 

N. B. This is ttchnieillly a Bottle Party, 
dress how you will 

D"(OPCOUilSI) IT OUIDO MOillliS AT TH I LATIN PlliSS 

\ 
' \ 
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Examples of Guido Morris printing 

INVITATION 
TO TH.Ii 

PRIVATE VIEW 
· · AND OPEHJNC 

Of AH • 

. . ~~ 

PAINTING S, DR.A WINGS 

AND SCULPTURE S BY 

SVEN BERLIN 

JOHN \YELLS 
EXHIBITION . . · PETER LANYON 

IN THii 

C.RYPT 
OF TH.li NEW 

GALLERY 

SAINT IVES 

I T 

PHYLLIS DOTTOME 

AT 

THREE O' CLOCK 
OH SATURDAY 

, .\ · AUGUST ~"'1. 

· ... ·, I 94 7 
0 0 R • . ·.: 

, -_··.·. 

BARNS G RA HAM 

& 

S PECIMENS OF RECENT 

PRI N TING BY 

GUIDO MORRIS 

1 



PAINTERS 
arp 
bn.que 
d~cre 
dome la 
duchamp 
ern I 
c:rls 
helion 
jackson 
kandinsky 
kloe 
lecer 
lissitzky 
malevlch 
moholy-na,y 
mondrJan 
rlicholson 
picu;:o 
piper 
stephenson 
taeuberaarp 
vordemberce 

SCULPTORS 
brancusl 
calder 
cabo ; 
ciacomettl 
hepworth 
holdinc . 
medunle.zky 
moo re 
p•vsner 
tatlin 
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ARCHITECTS 
aalto 
breuer 

· brlnkman . 
chor'l'ayof( . 
corbu'sler · · · 
flsche,... , : 
fry 

~~~f;k~1k 
hondc 
jeanneret 
loch em 
lube.tkln 
malllart 
mar~n · 

::::~n•~sohn . 
nelson'· -
ne\jtra \ 
nlcholsoo 
prae.sens ' 
roth 
roth 
sartorls 
•yrkus 
•yrkus 
tecton 
vluct 
yorko 

~RITERS 

be mal 
breuer 

-·totbusier 
· dacre. 

fry ' 
'pbo 
clod ion 
crop I,~· 

/ hopworth 
ho(li:.fc 
m~rtin 
'!'lassine 
moholy-nacy 
mondrlan 
mumford 
neutra 
rud 
richards 
sartoris 
shand 
tJchlchold 
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'! ,aumeiater • • • . . • • . • 3 
I 

1
1 

Jeothy • • • .. .. . • • • • . 4 

i . ~ ,; 'luchhetater • . • • • • . . . .. 

:1 alder • . . . . . • . . • . . • I 

~ : elaunay r • . . . . . . . . 7 

I: !elaunay 1 • . . .. . .. . I 
I dr. i e1er • 8 
a: 

11 ~!Wein . . . . . . . . . •. 11 

•. foltyn • .. .. • .. .. .. • 12 

' freundlich • .. • .. . . . 13 

gabo . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 14 

·l: 2:··: :·:::::::.:: ;: 
l!erbin • • .•• .• • .• •.• 

.. hone . .... ; .... .. ... . 

fjelinek • .. .. . .. • • .. !1 

1·~::::,::;~::::::::: mondrian • ...•••••.. 

"110$1, ....... . . .... . 

~~.evsner • • .•...•••• 

power ••.• • . ••. • . • . 

· prampolini • 

roubillotn • 

liligmann • 

1Chiess •.. . .•••.••. • 

i chwitters • 

;trazewski • 

t
'f.trzeminski . ....... . 

aeuber-arp • . .. .... . 

·utundjian • .. .... .. 
: ! . 

valmier •. .••• . •••••• 

van doesburg • • •••. • 

vantongerloo • • •• ••• 

rillonj . .. .... .... .. 

vordemberge , ••••• • 

wadsworth • • ••••• •• , . 
. ~eriler • 

·.i · _ 

abstractioJ , 
ere a t • 

1 ·o .. 1 

art no1 
figuratif 193: 

prix 1 5 franca 
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Abstraction Creation Art non Figuratif. 1932 
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If fashion~ in ."lr~, ?.!'1d nvan ::ore i:1 its gy~luation~ C:id not 
suffP.r violent ~nd notorious c~~necs fro~ dec~de to decade it ~~uld 
not be neco:;:;~ry at thiz mor.:~nt to ':rite in dcfil :~ce of wi:n.t has co:oc 
to be kno..m ~3 " t he School of St I•.r<Js". !~or :;oulC. it be n~cas:::~ry to 
e~plain the central role of the Pen~~th Society in· this Cornish cove~e: 
.But the fncts are that "St Ives", h!!.ving do:ninated .Briti::h paintino 
fro:n the late Fortic~ to the c:icl-Si;:tie::;, ha.::: ln tterl.7 suffered a 
ne5lect, in London, :;o insidious th'lt s..".ny ~-:ill be :;t.::.rtled, ~o~-r, ;rhen 
confronted ~:ith th~ evid:mce of that earlier doi:!i:l.>.nco . For t!:liG ver;,· 
re;;son it is perhaps ncces::;ary b-rii!fl:r t~ offer a little of that 
evidence he fore prococdil1(; to outline the history of the Pcnd th i tseli 

lfhan the Tate Caller~r anti the British Council jointl.'f org.:~nisad ar. 
..•. . _e.;;:hibi ticn anti tled TI.."'!ITISrt PAD~!'TI1C ;JID 3CUL??!J118: l96C-197Q .. aLthe 

:;ationel Gallery of Art, in lfashi!1Ji;on, D.C., in }!o<erJber 1970, the 
catalogue for- the e~ibi tion contained an interestir..rr breakdo·nn of the 
r.:ost signifi=nt "first llP?Carances" of AmE>ricen artists in &i tain 
and of Britis~ artists in tha United States. The section headed 
"British Artists in Awerica" containsd , in its colurnzt of one-man 
e::>::hibi tion.:;, fifty-one one-mn sho-..-s bet~fee·n 1943 a!'ld 1965: no less 
thlln tbi~ty of these ~ere by artists connected more or less intimately 
~-nth the ?a:1~ri th Society - artizts ~:ho erB b:_.• general c::-i "!;ical co1~0nt 
identified not;u.days ;.md~r the Ul'l.:r.Odish he;;ding "St I 'res". Str-i"!)ped of 
detail, the li:;t 4uns as follo~.;s (I ac put ti:lS or.e :.ste:::-is~~ aft~r one 
artist - E~:u-y ;.Ioore - :rl!o has been t':-iendly to tha ?enn~ th over tha 
ye.;.rs! an occe!sional exhibitor, he recently i':l~ia a aift to -tha Pen:;i th 
of an adition of lit!logr~pC;; ; I have put t ... -o a~te:-is!u after t ite n:!mas 
of a couple of supporters ;;hem currant criticis;n !":.rm l~r cate;;o::-ises 
as "St I-J"es''- Davie h~s a 'Permanent bo;ce near St I\·a:; - a::d tC4ee 
asterisks asain~t thoze ;;ho have lived in or ~ear 3t ~v~s, ~nd been 
~·ie~Oc!"z of the Pcn~:i th Societ:,r)! 

191!3 
194_6 
1949 " 

:!.95:!. 

1952 
1953 
1954 

1955 

Henry <loore* 
[ienry r:o-:>re* 
il.orb.:'lra He!)~-tv:-th* -:.r* 

!!en !·~ichol::or.r~ .. ;. 
Hcnr,!t :.:core~ 

.iJcn f.JicnolsonHHt 
B~n ~icholson••~ 

Crahk'm Sut~crl~~d 
H~nry :.:oor!l• 
~fillb.r.t Scott*~ 

Ben l!ic!Jolso~*** 
. Henry i.ioore• 

1955/'56 B=b::r~ Hc;J:·!Or-th*** 
1956 .!.lan Da•fic:'!-* 

E57 
'')"."1 ... ... J~ 

Ee!l :!ic!1o!:;on*** 
ii illi.:!m Scot~•;< 
?oter- L=.!l~:on'· *"* 
il.~r;,.::rn !'!!:;"'!:Ort: .... ;.:. ~ * 
!'.:~t 0r L::nyo~ ~-~~ 

::illi:::il '5cott :t+ 
;;P. :t~:l ·.!O•J!'f''"·~ 

1 ·:1 ~:) ;'::::.·ic ~:: ::l::-:1:1 '·J-·;. 

·:c:·:-:: ?:-'J ~ ~-·~:.-
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1961 

! 962 

1963 

=gn ::ic!lolso;;:lf·H 
~i~:.;o:-d Smith 
Al,.,a ·b<lvie,..._ 
Al a:t D!!vie** 
Petrick H~:-on*** 
?.:l t:-ic~: Hero:t*** 
Pet~r Lan:rc:t~** 

Re1u-""' ;.io.:>re* 
Saua::-do Paolozzi 
:lilliao Scott"** 
F:-ancis Baco:1 
Peter Lan.yon**4-
?.ic!J~::-i S:::ith 

1954 ~nt=ony Caro 
l'orrj· ?ror;t ... ** 
:C:1vid Hoc~::r.e:; 

Fete::- I-ar-~·on~*-!-' 

2~~~rdo P~oloz~i 

~ic:a"!:-C. Sni ~h 
1965 ?~~=!c~ ~o=on~~• 

.'.:1-t ::o:l.'/ C.:':-:> 
:.1~~ ~~vi~~t* 

~o::rn Dsn:1y 
.-'. ll.;:t J'on~s 
3~!\ ::ic i1olzon.-.~* 

Patrick Heorn, 1975 hand typed so-called • Asterisks' article 
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' WO~KS HAy lE SU&HITYED TO THE HANGING COHHITIEE 
THE fQllOWINu 

H A~E P~On~T COHI'I.ETED IN U,lll CAS£ 
TWO COP'IES Of THIS 1'0~ S Tl<IS FUll INI'O~HATION IN U"U 

EIIY pAINTING AND SCVlPTU~E HA 

ACHED aY ST~INOED LABEL CT TO Tl<E STATUTES Of Tl<E SOCIETY 
LL WO~KS AM suaHITTEO SUIJE 

11TLE 

l(E.t:P T1tE. .ASi1-.R1 ;•,-s 
Ff.. '(I NG- · 

. TJI.AN':.I I ~I.( 11 CAS'"-

Rt'..t(.. :t..tC~<E''···· 

YEA~ 

y SUBMIT ' WO~KS AND HEHBE~ C~SHEN 11 
MEMBER 'AINTE~ AND SCUlPTO~ HA 1 WO~KS AND NON HEHBE~ CAAffit-IEN ' 
NON HEHBE~ 'AINTE~S AND SCULPTOU HAY SU8111T 

HANGING FEES MUST aE •AID WHEN WO~KS A~E SUBMITTED TO Tl'IE CUAATO~ 

IUTY 1'0~ NON EXHiaiTING WO~KS LEFT ON ITS ·~EHISES ,...,D 
THE SOOElY IEAP.S NO MSI'ONSII WO~KS COULD 8E COllECTED IMMEDIATELY 
THE CUM TO~ WOULD lE GAATEFUL If SUCH 

VIVlAN NANKE~VlS 

CUM TO~ 
PENWITI'I GALLHY lACK ~OAD WEST ST IVES S7f CO~NWALl 
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,...__ ......... - .. -----

1'0~ Tl<E A TIENTION Of 

THE"E WILL lE A t+ltf"''G-1~ C- MEETING ON 

TO DISCVSS THE fOllOWING MAIN AGENDA 

'>l'OIIM wAn;~ 

CFYc..U.I!NT 

'>!>AN•~ t+ NIIIN 
U roJCocf;.o'ioHt"'(J:. 

MAI"'~"'"""l""f. 

AT r~OM 

AmNOING HEHII£'-S HAY ONlY CAUY ONE AUTHOkiZED r~OXY VOTE M/+)4 P€:11.11°f! 
WGtG-+Ir U\, 

TH!IIE WILL lE A~ EjfHIIITION OPENING TO VISITO~ ON \11, ~l 
WHICH WilL 11£ OffiCIALlY OnNED IT~~~~\... ON \1,,)\U\.0. AT G: · IS 
WHICH WIU lE UNOffiOAllY OI'£NED ON HEAT 

WOIIK MUST lE SUBMITTED TO THE GALLEIIY AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES 

BETWEEN 1 0 AND I ON l ~l.u.A. 
BETWEEN ll:l - \ AND "l.- - .;_ ON ~ ' . 

&ETWEEN IQ AND ON '\ 

AND MUST BE SUBMITTED ACC~NG TO THE STATUTES OF THE SOCETY COPIES Of WHIOI' 

&E OBTAINED FaOH Tl'IE CUMTO~ 

THE SOCIETY lEA~ NO WPONSiaiUTT FO~ ANT WO~K Of ANY DESali"TION LEFT ON THE PMM 

AFTE~ TWO WEEKS Of COHI'I.ETION Of EXHiemON 0~ 1'0~ ANY WO~ NOT ACCEPTED AND 

NOT HUNGR1 . 

THERE WILL lE A MEETING Of THE HANGING COHMilTEE 

AT..,-AtJ.oy ONltlf' 

AND THE MO~HING AND AFTERNOON OF 

THE FOLLOWING EXTflA ACTIVITIES WILL Ti..I(E rLACE 

THEaE WILL lE A 

Tl'IE~E Will lE A 

THE~E WILl BE A 

~$-11'10- ON 

~~ARTE.~•NG- ON 

n"""". NC- BLss.~....... o N 

AT 

AT 

AT 

-----------"~(; _;'-''.=~..:E:.o:A..,r..:'-"''"l·;:.·----------

YOUII SUISC~IPTION OF t'ot ... ll<\ IS NOW DUE FO~ THE PERIOD 

VMAN NANI(EA.YIS 

CUM TO~ 

•ENWIYH GAllUY lACK ~OAD WEST Sf IVES S7' CO~NWALL 

P. Lanyon Lampooning the submission forms for the hanging committee, & 

his commentary on Ben Nicholson's letter to him 

. ~ ,. 

... : 
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P. Lanyon 'Jobs for the boys' letter 
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Appendix 12 

Introduction 

For more than lOO years We1t Pcnwith, the most dutant part of Cornwall, hu attracted many different 
artists. Turner visited Falmouth and potslbly alto St lve• in 181 1 and Whistler, Sickert and Mortimer 
Menpe• •pent some weeks sketching In St lve• In .the winter of 1883 - 4, but lt wu to Newtyn and the 
IUrroundong area that palntcn were drawn,_ e1pecoally In the years before thc first World War. 

Stanhope Porbe•, whose 'Health of the Bride' is one of the mo1t popular palntinrt in the Tate Gallery, 
wu a foil own of Butlcn uparc, and after painting In Brittany, settled In Ncwlyn In 1884. Forbcs became 
a lndinr member of the Ncwlyn School who1e characterbtic subject matter wu the life of the fi1hcrmcn 
and their flnlilie1. Other themes included the Symbolist works of T.C. Got eh and the numerou1 scenes of 
youths bathing by H.S. Tuko, dcocrlbed by Sir John Bctj<ma.n u the "Boucher of the Sea Scoutt". Ncwtyn 
school paintings w~c popular at the Royal Academy and, before despatch to London by special train each 
year, were usually 1hown at the Ncwlyn Art Gallery, which had been built by Pusmore Edword1 In 1896. 

Other traditional palntert, not of the Newtyn School, including Alfred Munninrt and Laura Knlpt, 1pcnt 
va.ryinr periods In Welt Comwallond then left ; othert settled and stayed until the-y died, u did Dod Proctcr 
R.A. and o very diCfcrcnt artist, the futun: surrealist John Tunnard, who moved to Cadgwith, near 
~·almouth , In 1950. 

Tunnard1 solitary outpost of 'modem' art wu to receive considerable reinforcements u a result of the 
Second World War. The writer and painter Adrian Stoke• and hit wife the painter Morgarct Mellu had 
movcd from Hampllcad to Carbu !lay, next door to Si Ives, in the 1pring of 1939. By thc end of thc 
1ummer Ben Nlcholoon and Barbo.ra Hcpworth, two lcoding fiJllr<S of thc lnternatlonal con1tructlvut. 

. movement of the 1930's, had jolncd them, and within a fcw wccks thc pionccr Rutslan corutruetlvht Nauln 
Gabo ho.d become a nclshbour. Nlcholson had viJltcd St. fvcs with Chrbtopher Wood In 1928-when they 
discovered for themselvel the retired ~all or and rag and bonc nian Alfred Wall !I, who had ·takcn up painting 
In 1925 at thc agc o( 70. 

Gabo's conlldcrablc lnliuene< affected the part-time artht Dr. John Welb, then In medical P'""tlce in 
the Scillies, Wilhclmlna Barns Graham, whu arrived in St. h-e• (rum Scotland earlr In 19 .. 0 , and one of the 
ft"'" Cornhh-burn artilt1 of internatlonalttaturc, Peter l.anyon , and Hepwurth hcrsclf. l!cr work was aiJo, 
ovcr the years, to rcncct the action of the tides and <limatc on the land~eape, and the prehistoric stones of 
Welt Pen with. Nlchohon continued to make ab1tract palntinrt and rcllcf1, but the colour became more 
naturalistic! in addition he began to Include the Imagery" of thc harbour and boats of St. lvc1 In 10me 
pietun:s. 

Gabo left for the U.S.A. late In 19<45, but other younger artisll were rctumins to work and 1cttlcln 
Cornwall or stay on len(lhy vitlu after war service, including Bryan Wynter, Terry Frost, Patrick Heron, 
Wllliarn Scott, Peter Lanyon and John Wells, all except thclut workinr at that time In aligurativc way. 
Unlike the Ncwlyn School bcton: the First War, the developing St. Ives School wu concerned not with 
palntlnc people, but, pn:domlnantly, land1cape. Willlam Scott, like Alan Davlc who hu al1c. palntcd In 
Wett Cornwall, dou not consider himself as a member of the St. Ives Croup. Scott a<es himsclf u one of a 
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larger grouping of Writ Country artiJtt which include• thotc of St. Ives, with whom he made close contact 
p•niculari)• whcn Inching at Corsharn with l.anyon, frost and Wynter in the early fift ies . 

Hcpworth, Nichobon and Wells were Isolated ah1tract artists and it was no t until 1949 that f rost turned to 
abltraction following Pumorr's examplr. Thrsc artists developed contacu with the tiny band of 
constructh·ists working in London including Kcnncth and Mary Martin and Anthon y Hill , and the abstract 
pkinters Adrian Hcath and Ro~tcr Hilt on, and showed with them in exhibition• of abltract art in the early 
19~0's at Gimpcl Fib and clscwhcrc in London. Another conltructivllt artist, Marlow Mou, wu working 
in Isolation In Pcnxancc. 

In St. lvcs in thc early 1940's almost the only place to 1how art wu in the exhib itions arro.nged by the 
St. Ives Society of Arthts whcrc at that time work 1hown wu cxclu•ivcly of a ' traditional' n.ature. Howevc 
the academic painter Borlue Smart encouraged those working in more advcnturou• Idiom• to Join an~ 
exhibit with the St. Ives Soclcty. Exhibitions of such works were also arnngcd, from c. 19-f!l • 19S4, on 
the Cutlc Inn, St. lvi1, the landlord of which wu the sculptor Dcnis Mitchcll's brothcr Endcll . In 1946 
Svcn Berlin, Lanyon, Well• and Wyntcr and thc exemplary printer'Cuido Mon:ts founded th~ Crypt Group, 
1o-callcd u exhiuitionl were held in thc crypt of the Marincrs' Chapcl, the maon noor of whoch wu u1cd b: 
the St. Ives Society or Artiou. Exhibitions, includinc onc man shows by Bam1 Groharn, _Frail, Heron, 
Lanyon, Morris, Wells and Wyntcr, u well u an exhibition of work by Hcpworth and Nochohon, were 
arnn~ttd In thc hookshcop of(;. R. l>uiYninJ!, who latcr bcca.mc the font honorarr trcuurcr of the r;n~>ith 
Society. : 

By late 1948 some of the mrmbers of the St. Ives Socicly of Artist• were becoming _apprehensive. o_f .the 
growing number of their collcagucs working in more itdnncetl lt)'I<S, and •t suncstoun• that c"htbotoons 
no lonccr be jury-free. Tcnsion developed and u a reoult 20 of the more adventurouo memben rcs,lgMd. 
At a meeting at the Cutlc Inn on 8th FcbNary 1949, 19 pcoplc, lncluding Bcrnard Leach, rcsolvcd to , 
found the Penwlth Society .of Arts in Cornwall , making Hcrbcrt Rcad president. Unlike the St. Ives Soctct: 
oC Artists, tht nt'W sruu1) was to inclucJc I 0 cnhsntt n •munK the m~nlUcn whu w~uld tnt¥.1 50, all uf 
whom would retire every 2 ye art and submit themselves for rc·clechon to cnourc VItality . Fu~therrnore, 
the painters and sculpton would be divided Into two groups, A and B, one ctsentlally fiJllrallve, .the other 
aiJitract. The fiflt exhibition of the ncw 10ciety was held in the summer of 19of9 at the Old Pubhc Hall, 
18 Fore Street, St. lw1. ' 

The Pen with Society'• Nle on the division of utiJts Into figurative and non-figurative caused irritation 
and in 19SO .;,. mcmbcrt, fint Hyman Scgal, and then othen induding Lanyon, ruigned. Lanyon bcgan 
to show his work 01 did John Tunnard and John Arm•trong at about t he same time, at the Ncwlyn 
Gallery and these' artiJts were an invigorating force among thc Ncwlyn Socicty of Artlst1. Further tension 
d 1 dIn the Pen with Society In about the mid '50s when fears were expreued that attempu were 
be~: o!:dc to convert it into a society excluaivcly of ab•tract o.rtistt, but thiJ did not" occur. One change 
t~at ldid occur in the Society's rules wu that only locally domli:ilcd artisu coul_d be members , and •• \ 
rc•ult VIctor Pumon:, a member from 1952 • 4, had to resign. The rule that pa~nter and Jculptpr mem ero 
should be divided into two groups was dropped alter several yeart of constant dbcuulon. 

Through the activltlcs of the Britith Council several of the artiJU working in Wcst Pcn.with pe~h•p;5~ccv;;· 
better known overteu than in Britain. Work by Hcpworth wu 1hown at_ the Venic~ Boenn&le on I . an 
tl\at by NichoiJon in 1954, and in 1952 he won first prize at the Camcg>c lnternatoonal . Younger artuU 

, d h If f the •50s that Amcrican art dcalcrs began 
were abo ahown abroad, but it wu no~ untd the aecon a o 
to visit exhibitions of the Pcnwith Soctcty. all • • variow 

. . d" unifyinJ factor iJ that they morror In 
The pn:tcnt e><hibition contains work in dovcrse' oomr.:; ~e ocean and the dear, silvery light of the area 
wayt the austere landscape of West Cornwall;f~~roc ~ich Is never far away. Probably not since an 
which may result from light being rcncctcd o h el~cat the Whltcchapcl Art Gallery In 1902 hu such a 
co.hibition of paintinp from Wat Corn;-tl w; c a t commendable effort will lead to a survey of art 
surve-y u this been seen in. London. Pc aps t "t::'~~ Newlyn and St. Ives u well u ebcwhcrcln the 

roduccd in Cornwall dunng the put 100 years, t . tn . 
P lt uld yield much delight and understandong. county . wo 

Oavid Brown 
September 1977 
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TWMt .rAu F'tlm.•th uo6 pouibly St. lwa. 

Pa.uncc School of Alt nhbliUnd (14th in lhc UX aM rwn 
lft the -.:tt ol l.nll.wwf). 
Wat.Mtlcr. SH:Un &.4 Nottiaa Mmpa tpc.d a few wu'-' ift 
Sc. lwn palluln1 In oU Md tntnwle.w. 

,.OIWU CtntW. MUkt"' Ne..,.,_, IIM""'c" to Pnun« 4 rnn 
t.,tu, 

~r.,., l,.....ky unks • Ncwtya. 
T.C. Cou:lli M1da !.A Hc.tya. 
Ctlt:ry ltWlt ac PntLa&« Sd.Molo( An - W ft¥Wted lato t 
ilibn.ry .ttn H_..,.. c...,. opened. 

1nm1c7 painu ' A HOJNkM c.-·. 
r~Hkt pa.lftu 'TM HnJl) of the lridc', aN ...ma 
tliubdJII Anmlronf. 
C.nll• p.a~M_, 7M l.aift it 1laitat~h hcrfttOfc'. 
l..MM,.. l"d riAu 'nt.aaMC ,,po. fftqvc..Ciy, Kttla • 
SL lllf')"U 1191 and L&.of·M ltOl. 

Uacl October tu.. .. rc U,.,.,. C..U.,, Nc..t,.. opaud. 
t..-bn, Wn.. f~ Md ln.Mky opc.a Hcwtr- Scboolof Art , 

Adrlu &ad M.n-.c Sto .. a -klftc a.d ~ M CoiiiWliD. 

M.uclil J2- W.y 7 t~a aa Whiled..a.pd M CaUcry 
I•PftC41tOI)ofart,...4\IIC"fttiriWutC..-a1ac;~ 
""'""~ ~ lircA.J.SwO.._a..W.fbu ~. 
W.t-c Stofla. rodH:s., c.r.u., Gotdl. Qw.....aict 
Tt,..., uwl .. htn with .... ataJopc ~. lloy 
Not"&&A c.,tlft. 

f , Cay4cy kobiNIMII ..,"""'ill Ncwtya. 

Le ..... ..,., K..-.W lt.NJhc G.,{"'- c;....-n. 
1\UHd. M~ _.,n aftft4111 w\lh• •• c:-•-• pU.W., .. ...._ ..... 
Ale~ N.....Ua pai.Miftc;., Comvd.. 

lort.a.M '"""'" tntld V. Conwd. btu ltca.iftf t«r~'"f 
of Utc St. lvn An Cub. 

........... .... ., ""'"' .. Conlwd. 
J•M • D«:fftlkr W.aU.lrtew ~-~~~ li""'c and pt.iatiftc a& 

Se. Cohuab W¥tr. 
lcrut4. Lc.adll\&lta pe1tcrr .. St. t.a wkA .w of Sboj 
~wt. raaU.. thnc yaan ud lhtft mWILI to jap&& 

Wvch IIth - May 9llt. l.eftd- NVHw., Luc:utcr Kouc
uh.lbfdo"- 'H- ...._ __ C'at.t M. An' orpaiMd lily 

t..H . .... mwlc-n htdlldc-d 2 ~lid1 of 1!41 lty Wdb, and otllin 
wor\1 by NlctKtlto"- Lany-.-. C.bo, Won .. riaa .an4 Ndli.L 
AII('IU 29th. Oultl or A111't'4 W.tlit in Wadr.o -U..~a•u 
In-n ani L.rach '*'" •a•a pLaq~&e fw r.t. Jn"· 
Nic.holtoo and KC"pwont. .. ,. fro• Cut>il lay to SL lwa. 
Adrl.u lyaa -btc: la C.mwal 194) • 41. 
Ankles M Allrali WaW. p-IMhcd la "Hori•n'. 

AfN'UJoho Wtlk rh'c• vp tncclial pncdcc io SciJiiu, .... ~to 
1hwty" a.l'lduk.C"• "Pan IWJ tidlc. 
lryu Wyatn teHia W. Se.. 1\'n. .. vblc c.ll4& to U.C C..c. 
z.-. r,.. c.lt4S Ea4dl ~Qdw.l, t.nd.l«d or LIK Cutk l.a. 10ft 
$crnt, $t.. 1...,., putt oo c:ahatldo ... .---... AM .u.t, of ~eel.~ 
~'f'IUK..t' anku inc~ J.....Cn.lu., Wcllr., ,,..._, Laayo-. 
ln&n., W~ttt, Tom t.vly, OuW Ka.YCht- . A,pu ~,. •·od 
Do\i.a •titc-h,ft, S•cft l"li" lctlkl bt S~ 1-
Hnoolu•n l.c.acll Pouay, wh~ IK -r-llod Cot oec yc:v, 
&ad .. nttol.e.doft. 

St. l "f1 S.cldy ol Andlt .. "" fro• .. a. 4 • .,.. S Ponk.
Stlldiot to Marina'S' 0\wck. 

C.-ido Nom. mo"" to c.maou, St. l"ft •ad U1t _,the Latia 
Hut f• , .... u.c. 
Aptil . u.hlbhto·u or w01kl by Wdb u Ldenc. 
W•y. T~y frOJt --to Cotaw•&. r ... lo c..tlit l•y,tiKn 
.. St. 1"1. Anc..U St. I¥Ct Schoelof p.; .. tn,, ,_ t.y L.eoa.ltd 
Nn. 
J..., . Kr:roa ·~ 4 - eU ia Mo-MW. 
,,.,. t. lt4& Williu. Scolt 1pc-adt 1Gaii0Cf1 a. Cont....U.wu.Jiy 
aew Me•chok, •nt.lQc Wy.t.cr, Luyon 1M r,.K ...-h. 
MtnHS.cc hi• to Hi<hobo-. 
lcrlift, WeU•. t..wo,..n, MorN ....C w.,.tn t.wwl CtyP" <.:,......... 
.. St. t.n · fnt cahlbkJ.a J,.., latr nalti!Bct. 
L-Ie ltU $to .. n. '-'••• MdGt &cue Cw•-•· 
N ... nobrt • Ctobe tc... .... t for .-..cric:L Wor"' t.y Hidlebofl. 
H~" ...t Tunaanl .Nwa at tile latnu.ueuJ hhibiuao~~~~ 
of W.drn. Alf. at UHUCO, Pvia. 

Man: .. tact. DnlilofSt.,_ho,_. torba. 
Ot..W tu~&~hton eo¥U to C.rowaD, natlorc ~u .. te M N"UKkdn. 
DawW Jo,..,t.napain•"'• •• T"t'ldri". Z..nnot. 
o.:-1. Mitchd n.,u rc-.ltHifta· 
Tmy r,.tt 11¥dia 11 ~ Sdl .. lo( M IMJ ... 
httic.k Jkron rcatJ couqc- Sea Wl), St. Ins. f• a rcw 
~~.., adt rnr•til I!SS wM•"•"T'* t..,tc '•Hot. z.n..r, 
tr.c.ce •¥1.jcc.t or -tt paY.tN~r tt41·5S • lrlw\o"'., kk:o•y ........ 
2'1Ht u.ha:.h\oft ol Crypt Crovp · lcr&, Luron. a.,...c,. •• 
WrU., Motril. 

~;,;;_rk lty Hcp_,A, 'llon:aaric: Fora, 'IHJ. k .. ht 

Fr..c Lalr.t1 Ho. 4 Poc1fu.COI' Se~. and tt.d.M. for 
lntCI'lMdU..t NOD at Pcaun« Sc.bool o( Art. 

~·~~~.~:::;·.~:tU.ha lroNWlm No. I (othcn iA 

Vktor huaore .WC• SL lwon to •e~ la H"Kholtoa vw1 
~Hkn • numba of dn.utca of Por-th.cor lad!, from 
wkkll MotU.. latn .....S M alutnd. compolitio-. 
Sc-pJ, lerl~ Cu ud l.arban TN.c:_....,.. late bobd Halt~! 
&Ad La..,._ rc:rip fro,. Pcawitil Sodny. 
P•\tl andju.oe Feller real COit&fC U. Wut Comwa.Uand 
malr;e frequent. ..tdta. 

Wyala- tachlnr 11 J .. h Acadti'D)' of M, ConM... (lGI I tU) 
LaayoD palau 'P~' (Tatc), for whkh ile .Ua li.a 
pUpu"ltOf')' RUIIW.tioa., the run time: ll.r did .. 
tprcilkllly fot • pdntinc, •nd not ladcpudut npnbaC'fttt. 
laJt..k'- or ... , .... "Y IS •rUw Mod CRIU- .,..,.._,_. 
St. 1YD.Jaau.ry/tcb"""Y, Halt Nan.Ml'd C..Ony,ladw!lnf 
.....,u br NKhot.ort, Hcpworth, Hnoa. u.,..,., Wdk. 
I nUn, Mi••- Pc~. W,...,tn. lamt.Craharo, Lnch, 
Cw.h Norrit. WaWa. Mltc1KU, frott 1Jtd Tora Uly. 
Adriu Hntr. wislu St. hu la •--=r. aa.ka: dM,rn.rut•lk 
dnwlflr ol ao ..... ntcator Utc w:a froro ..wt. lite eua~tu 
paiaW&cJ ift Lo-'o" 5D IUIIS2~ 
fi'Oil ud WcU.. lo('C\het' wkJt Ninhdl, 1111'0f'-iftJ u 
aMYhaU to Hcopwoclll, carriar Fadn.J ot lrltt.Vt '"'"'' 
'C.fttnpwua.l fomu'. 
W•b ~yi.Miyoft, "'""N•"':· Scou, Wyftler, H.aoB. 
..,. ........ ru-· &Nil\t.ana.rlll n_i .. a.atd ,., Alu 
C.voOI ~kloa ' 60 Pai••iacl for '51 '. 
T ""urd 4aip. •"RR IM Fau..J ot ltit.aUt ruca.-. on 
J.~ ...... 
W.rU by Hcpwort~L, HW:a.o&ao., l.Myoa &ad Hooa 
lftehlded U. .,.itiah Cowari cahlbiUu •bowa Wt v._.....,. 
an .. cow of 5 USA rartoicL 
WMb by Hc:ro..,, Nicholloo., Ttnuwd Mtd Wdh .-.wo 
a-t lintS.. P10ao licaraak. 
,,.... _.. IJ-n ;.t.a dw Pe11wilr. Sodr.ty. 

ltS2 r..lt.ltitMo" olllt•tna: an 11 A1A CaDCI'f, t-ct.a. iactwda 
-\ t.y Hql'wortk, Nidtoo..._, I.,...Cn..bNa, ftNl uwl 
NitchcU.. 
Jryu Putce tWU d.n~ ud ~-.. 
Nidlolaoft awanlcd Cant pri:ac for- paitlltiftc at Slltl 
CMacck tat-.t"'...L 
fron te ....... lilc 4nwirtc 11 l•lll Acld.awy ot M 
JtU • 4. frost '• fint OIW- raJMbit ... 11 Lcic~H~CT 
CaDcriu. Lo.do"-....._rc joilw ,....,.U. Socf,ny. 

~ • Oaobc:t • H-• ,.U.... ~or .bwwu. 
J otul Wilnc Mc:oraa ....U.tMC 10 Hcv-n~. •IMI wula 
'"St. I .... 
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IUI·t 

lt27 

lt21 

IUO 

ltl& 

Jtl6 
IU7 
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IU' 

I Ut . 40 .... 
IUI 
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1141 

ouo 

IU4 

IU5 

A"f\Nl ud Scpt._.cr, AJtre .. W•IUt ja. 1115) Jho<fnc lrll 
St. hu and ttiiiU to palac at tk l.fC' of 10. 

To• Hcroa~er,-tcSilk.t•t lt. l-.a. l...tod~Alec: 
Wall•- U21 Wcl\t C.•tu ~for C:ryM4-. 

St. 1.,.. Sodcty •( ArUtu foiWidtd. 

jtuW I it.IL Po"h"'nr- C•lkry, SL l'l'n Society of Atdm 
byjlllhw.Ot-.lA. 
s-a - IC1t aM WU.UM Nk.helloo tt&f •t Fr.ch.. S.. c.,. 
0. I.,. .... h 10 St. IYU .. A.pn Hidw.M .. _ .. an..t.,a.. 
Wetotl ~..,. Altrd W.rJ.lit M a.-ck lot .. Wnt. "'kholNo 
111 W'CeU and Wood thnc ft\OOt ... "' $t. 1•11. 

Dm .. MltdM.U ftM"r'U to lalftOOn, Se.. hou, ft'010 Swatu«. Soo ,.., .. ,._.;..,, .... 
Joh• Tu,_.-d Mllkl tl Ca4cwfU, ...... rw ..... , 

Dr. joh~~t Wqlt fA .. a lip-~ pncllM io .sdlJjn wftll iMcat 
•I A'riftr •Oft.CJ' lor i ycan tO that fw c:u ,...t f~JA U.-. Juy 
•nD lt•s. He "-4 Met NkheiM~~t aM WeMll.ft ltll .Nllwt 
1t..dic:d '"' o.-c -ftlh • t JlaiiiMpe fetba SchooL 

wun.... Scou willu Com~• ... ... , ................... ho 

Pcta Llny" tt...Un IC p.._""" School of An Md tko .. 
IUI at E.uto•ll ..... klwHH, ,.c:rc 1i1c •«tt'Mn... Sf.oln. 
l...a"f"V" .. ._" W. rnc at.nran ._.,._ I• Jtlft 

LcoiW'd Fuller ...a.~WM::a ·Se., hu Se.._.. •f ~·. 
hul ~.wh pailtu 'H..ctwn.~l Llacbapc' cw-ct.nc• Oty 
M r.1Jkry), Mo whkh Me ..... To! pt'CW.t~ l"t'...&. MW 
M~ .n ~,.;., whkh Nwh M. ran ""'".W.H.. 
Adria.o Hutlit •tt•,_,, Sutthopc fo""n Su...l of PUMJ.c ,.,.,u,. --.eh. jut_,.., ·Jw.Jy. 
Aptll - Ad.riul Sc.o ..... . ._.wire Wvwwn McDit .. ._to Utdc, 
,.,"' Owtc,, Catt.b •• ,. 
U A.,._.- Hkholl.oo,lwtnn Hc,.......U .. 4 chiJdftlll n_.. 
&o tt1y -'th the '*•~ . .....et~ ••tU &ftn Clwirtaaa. 

!:~-:,.~,-.:=:::a~~:..~~-~Sc":~ M.dU. 
aatl Wll'ua ~llfMII -..b4t"-"' wWdl Wt.til cueu* 
••tMddl.a.,.... 
Nk:ho.._ 1"- t.-yoa ~ '--.. Laa1oa -k.c• 1 
"-a COMC.J.Cdoa of laycn ol ~J.wcd Jebda t.dwntt ,tu. 
UMf .. fro .. or. ,.Snttd bacll'fo......S.. 

Kekowhb lpaMb ahM ... at.IY palftcRtc &t Po~ 

WUhcl.iM I......C.I"'.h..M dcdda to ''-"Y .. Se.. I'"" alter 
.W0.C Warpm NeW.., ~tM!y tMtr. leDew l(ecf....U 
.. uw."'~ .. C.Dtp .r Att -. c.wtr ·so· .. 
J•••wc•-.cttC.t ....... NK........_ 
Melk 1t.an.1 •• au,kc c.lbcu. 
PoHCf'Y l)rpr1.at •wtc4 at Pcau.acc School o( M. 
lc:rMnl Lc•h ..... ,.,... -.. tnd ~ I 
............ Mlll<t .. ·~_ ........... _ .. dldulkbo 

!~idoa& a.t C.L O.wt~~lhc'• boobitop IDdwk • ......,. 
IHISwt flty t...y-. He,.._ rr .. t. W)"'ftt«, av-.c~ _.. 
•M call•tdoct of work flty Hqrwort ... Laayoo.. NKa..a... •*' 
Wclb wt.kh lnc.hwlttd 1 Nkhot.oo whit• rcUd of""· 
W How.bn • Dnth of loriuc S-...rt 
nn ... , __ ~k•• or WMk by Wy~~t~a aftd Kent• 11 
lodrcn~ Calkry, IAtMI•"-

Jo~ N-..eroac ....... M W.....MJt.k Uriftr Ulcrc utU IUS. 
'Aifnd W..W., hiakJ~·. byS¥C:a lnUft, ~ 
hlitd ColqiiMVA, -'Uk U""c ... Hamp~tu.d., t.ll'(t h\lt at 
t.a.OrN. tuylflc tha-c lot pufoch each ya.t,ltrfore IIM14ftl 
to hul ,........Mly a. I Ut, 
Jot... T._.,., lnc:W.c 4nlp •• ,.,_...,..,. t~a.o.le( Nt 
lt41·U. 
Jtd • .......wu.. of ... ,k ~ Ctypc c,..,, w .... .__ r.y JUt 
lw'-tt, lw...Crlh.anl, lc:rl.la. H..•••-. HCNa. lly-. WriSt 
lad w.,.,,., 
Sll' Allred M~. PIA. PruWmt .r tJw St. 1..., J.dcty 
eJ Al'iliu, - .. lh a pla.ca~Je a.e4.,.... 1 •...n.J epa.JUoo 
"- tlw Hcwtyo An C1IICif')' .. St.aahopc Forta>n,.,.,; -...ka 
I ....._l•uul ••llH """"'or MltbM 1C Utc Talc Calkry. 
WMttt ltct . 4t . Lut e......,kio. otS\..1""' S.dcty or 
Attbu a. wWcirl -..k by w.,. .. H"c...,_, tkpwonh. 
Wpcer, la.nM..Cnr.,_ _..other f~Jtwc .,...,..... or UN 
Pcftwtt"' £.ckty .__ 

j&A.,.uy • teo ~en •f SL I"'CC Sockcy of Anbu tip 
pcth'-• cxpeud.nt coMc.r-a a& s~at;.,lll.ltl\al 
u*'ittldoaa • lofl(cr be ,_.,.fru. 20 Mcrabcn ol the' 
IIOdttytt.dp. 
Id& tdwu.ry · At •«tlrlc at Culk laA. it .. t'OOiw4 &o 
ro-.t diM P~ Soc.idy af Aru ill C...owt~IL 
,.,.,.,.,. .................. : Sltcant Anui:N"'o w. a-.c,.~ 
s...,. I.U.. D&..W C.• (H-. Sed. Apa Dny, t..c:...nl 
t.dkr (G.hu.n), '-bel Hut h. IWu• Hcpwerdt., 
Wwiea Hoclt.co, P«• Laftyeft, ,,,.....4 Lc.c-lt, Oc.ell MitchcU. 
N~· W.nya, D;c.n NNKe, ...... N.&M'C, 1.,_ HkMhDfto 
H,_.akpJ,Jo"- wca... ne •ect"'ctltntkt to -'.e 
Hft\crt kc....t pratdrat. C~L o.ow.inc k -..de tl.o•rvy 
ll'aiWft', 

ldNt tllr.c 6nt e-a.~-. of the Pcowhr. kdrty • tlrw 
Public HaD, h« SucCI, la Jworw, Utc foDowl"f Jo• the 
Sodctyl W. ,v.ow Fontn, C ... Sid, lanwt. Dototlity layky, 
Ndlib.W Ca.nwr. TeM tuty. DuW Kaucheefto W.uy Jrwclt. 
t«W•JlLnl. O..W t..c::.ca..jcuu.c: d• W•win. Al"- Moorc, 
Mho-' Pdk,. LC. Pmy, Do4 P'ntdn, W. ScOoa (r..t~,), 
lll'tlua TriM,.,._ Wptcr. 
Ddb Witdtdl Me.-• l""'.an H..,.....~·, u.UU.t (tal 'SI) 
Seen ,W.u pktwa rd.u-, te ll.vbowt (..et ia ' JIIr ' .U) 
Wor-k by Hcpworth •"'-- at V'*" llcualc. 

t...a,.o.•, 'POft.Wn.nt' prr.,...cd to Ta~c lty C.A.S. 
C.A.S. cd.lbilloe ' firwu 5o tkirSC\t~ a& Tttc A.cWa 
,,..., 'CouW Flfwo' ltU/!1. 10 1L hip. 
Work. by Hcrot~, Hkholitoa .ad WcU. thowft"' lriWirl Council 
cahiblUoft towed ia Swede• IUJ/&.. 
A&.:tl.n ~~- ud AM~ Mackcaalot jola , ... Pca..W. Sodrt 
C. AIIIC'MI • CWdo M...n. doaa tM L..tllt Pn• Mod la.,. Se. I"'"" 
It work. by Hnoo ahewe .a 2M S• PMio lk.......Jc:.. 
b..a.hJoa attJtled ·s,.tc.,.,., Colow" atl'U('C4 .,Y Hcn• at 

H•_.,.., Callny, Le_.~~.,J.,., lad~ _..,u r.y l.aftyoRo Dnfc. 
ken, Frost, Kilt-, P-.rc a.4 H-a. 

:Hinc Alutr~ct An.Yu', edited b y Llwrcftu Allo-y, pubU.hcd 
WK"Iiudlnr n.at.,.eat aM Kprod\tC'tJoft of wor~ lty 1ron, ~ 
Jc.n, HUtoa -.t H•tia. 
WotU...,. Hklloltoa ,......_ ac VnUu licM.alc aad lltn ._ 
PW. ln:cJ•a UMN Avv4. • 
johl!l Ponata, Sl&lllcy o-r..., ~" Lcfch,J•c• PCftdcr 
an4 wuu.. AC'IIcn" ,.._ P.-wtth Jedcty. 

hWcio• at Hnr. M.,...,d call.,., of ab«nct daipl ~ 
wotll flty Fro•c, La.nro ... lno•, Fetfatn, I.,...Cn.ttua. w.&&.. 
Dorf~ Hihea. HG"'a, .Citdldl and lok,. ~ 
o\Ho I.M)c llftC'ft IUU prifttftl flly WJtd~cJI &lt4 o-f-ft ladudlllf 
.... ..,... by WeO., t...ye., Fro.t, HDte•, Whclwl. $ftow, 
la.t'IU.CM.._ Hero"' Hcpwonh and Dotf-.an! 
W•rlt. by Hicbot.on thowa •t Jtd lattn~~o~t:MMJ~ la .. itMa 
ill japaa.. 'Co""'ot of Tok,..' aWJnL l"'k:Mlaoo rc-trotpccta... tl 
T1trC•Iltty. 
laukk •M Ddla K"'Oft b"y ·~·, Hnt', Z.abOf. 
K.atl Wad\.kc fOCI le U... '-' Zc:n-t, ar 4eCI Tt..., ldl 
•rr-WaJiroate U ... btk.t...L 



JOHN ARMSTRONG DOOM .. ~ ..... Co" 
M...,doolc, iD lt47,udlhocd eh-tor abouttCD ' 
ye an. ton. lA 119S, lteltod already ubibhed at 
the Ldca1cr uod Ld.- pUcria, hod bcca 1 

mcmbtr or U.Ut One, ...et had worked., a dcoipc. 
lor chaiR, nJmo (IAchadbot """' by Alexander 
Kordo) &Del INIDct (Pocodc, Ont pcTfo,_""ltSI). 
lfe - .. wv artist rro. 1940 .... 
His work bu beco wieldy exhibited and b la 
n_trO,. p<obUc coDcctlono: be wu ti<Ctad ARA 
in 1966, and died la London ia U7S. A Jure 
memorial e~llloo of h4 work wu htld al the 
Royal Acad<rDy In 1975. 

I. U..oru Cow 11149 
oD on board 
l!h 141N 

2. Daip lw tk Foya- of TcJ.dac ... So•c .. luk 
1951 
0~ OD board 
UK x %7K IN 

s ....... s.. .. 1952 
oiloac.,.,vu 
S6 X so IN 

•. Tbc Sq ....... lt52 
oiloa a.avu 
20 a SO IN 

5. Coa..,calloa 195S 
oUoncaaYU 
25 X S0 N 

6. hrplcScaltU 
10uachc OD papa 
11 a !SIN 

DA YID BOMB£RG wu boro 1o linl>l"lhaao 

TREVOR BELL wu bom in 19SO, ond movro 1o 

St. ha la 1955 oa the advice of Terry frvll, and 
bC'CUDC • maab« of the Pen with Society In that 
year. H1J lint Oftt-ca.&n ~xJ\a,ic.icJa wu at the 
Wad.U..,.oa Callcriea in 1951. He wu a-.dcd an 
haliiA eo ...... _ ... Scbolanhlp in 195119. and ..... 
a priacwi.Ancr at the fV1t PuU lnte11Ytiou.l BicnnaJc 
la U59. Helw eahibitcd widely, &Del Ma work b 
In m&Dy pubUc colkctlon•. He now Livu and wvrfu 
in the UGltcd Statu . 

7. Tbe U,c or the Sea 1955 
OiJORCUIYU 
42 a lllno 

• • CoaiC ~ma,. 1957 
oU oa ca.nna 
S6 • %3K bu 

" 

lA 1190. He oclldicd at Tbc Slide School or Plac 
Art. ..... - olowoclct ......... or ... Loodoa 
C""'P la UU.Ife lint -lco N~ lA 1921, 
oad 'lilltcd Switzalaod wich bba lA 1912. He wu 
palotlll(lo T......triae, Comwall, la 1947,by whlc~ 
time be ltod alrcody trndlcd wiclcly uod exhibited 
cauaolody. Hlo work lw •ubHq-tly bcca 
cahibltcd widely, aod" lacbadcd ,. ..aylmportaAl 
public collectioN IDtcmatloully. He died la 1957: 
!be laiC~ cahiiitioa or blo -•k wu 11 
r..ocr FIAc Art.Loodoo. ID lt u . ITHELL COLQUHOUN wu b""' ID 1906 oad 

anendcd tbe Slad< School ol r .... M. DuriAc lbc 
thlrtla abe 'lioited Parit and wu uaociatcd wicb 
•udlcstadou of ..._c S.an-caU.C Movaaut 1ft 
London. Sbe held htr lint London caltlbilloa 

11. T~,Co......Ult47 
oiJ Oil CUIYU 

SSa431N 

at lbe FIDe M Society ial956. Shcbqao lo villi 
eo ... wallln chelortla,IIAally actcliD( there .. 
1959. SIAcc then abe bu cahibltcd bcr work 
coaabtcally boch in ~and abroad. 

12. Lea" Uacoaobcd TO"' o..1iJ1a ll&lr I tSS 
indiaD ink 
17~ • 12161ru 

SVEN.BERLIN wu bomiA Loodon iA Ull,and 
tcnlcd '"St. I ¥Cl in J 94$. He wu a fou.ndcr ~aaabcr 
or the Pcnwflh Sodcty, from which he ralpcd with 
Lanyon and othcn In 1950. He boo beld -" tbaa 
t:wmry o"c-m.aa ta~Ubldou kth Ill I"Ctud &Ad 
lA the U.Uted Sl.1ltea. and h4 work 11 lndudcd lA aumerow 
pubUc coUcctlon .. He b abo knoWft u a writer &Del 
broadaner, publlcatloiUIAcNdlfti'AIIrcd W.W. 
Primhl .. ' (1941). He now u ... and worka in D..,;.t. 

9. hat uadu MooA 1147 
on on rcuo 
11 a 141i hu 

10. Tbe Fro1 lt47 
eai"YCd at ea the 
hci(ht 2K lru, lc"(lh 6~ ina. 

PAUL F£1L£Rwubom 111 ltll,uodnudlotl 
11 llle Sladc Scbool or FIAc Art lroa Its 7 • 40. Ho 
lint vllilld Comwall la 1941, and lOOk 11' .......,.. 
rcolckace there la ltH. Slacc ltl,1, lao boo ~clcl 
fourtCCA orae ..... c&h.Jbld-... at t,l:ac CI'CM'fDOI'. 
ll<dlcm. Atcllee &Del New Vlaloa clallala la Loadc 
In Brilto~ Ptr-utlt. Uiaburp IDd la Waablact
u wall u In St. hca. Hill work la la ..ay public col 
..,..,. thaa chc Talc Gallery, chc Ani Couacll ol ( 
lrluiA uod ... o • ...,... .... ol tJJ "'"""--"' 
Londoa, and IIWIY olbcn botll lA 1bc pro"'- "" 
0 ........ 

u . Window 1841/9 11. W!Mow 
oil Od nAYU --17a24a.. ail oa bo1 

14. Old Naa'o ICU<I 1951 Ua16~ 

oil OD boari 19. Old Naa'o 
11 a !SIN ... 1111 

Conllalo l..aDdocapc US0/51 oiloacaa u . 26aSOb 
oUoaaana 

Conololt c I a 16 Loo 20. 

16. Cou!Uo, Conowalllt52 1951 
oil OD CUI 

oUon wood 26 a SS b 
UaUIIU 

17. MotllcT &Del CWid 1949 21. ,.,, .. .u 
oU oa Board W'...dowl 
16K& 141N oil OD bot 

11. 21 aS6 lo 



H 

TERRY FROST wu boro la 1~15. but did not 
stan palndq 1mtiJ lac WU a prUoDer of WV, 

<Dcounccd. amoDpt otben, by AdriaJI Hcatla, 
at wboM 11111~tiOD be mowd to St. l¥a la 1946. 
la 1947, be Cl(loUed at Cambcrwdl Sebool of An, 
wbcrc he ttudkd IU>dcr Victor PUIDorc, who 
,;,lted SL 1vau a raulc of ...W.., Froat'l 
corrapondcnco with Bco Nicholton. He worked 
u oa U.Utant to Bubara Hcpworcb In 1951, and 
ID 1952 held IUt lint OD«D&D cxhibltloa Id tbc 
Lcla:lllcr Call~a. From 19 54 • 6 be wu Crqory 
Fellow or Paintin( at Lccdl Unlvcnlty. Alter 
Uvinc ID Banbi&ry for tCD ycan, be ne ......cl to . • 
Corawall ID 1974. A ~r retroapcctlw exhlutlon 
or bil work, wu beld at tbe Scrpcatlnc GaUcry, 
London 1n 1977 prior to towin( the proW.ca. 

22. Ni&bt HOII>o111 19$2 25. Yellow and 
oil on un- Ocbre 1959 
S3 X 44 W oil OD C&D

2S. Grey Monmeat1952 
oil on canvu 
16~ dO~ 

24. Black and While 
Mo•c•cat 1955 
oil oft c::aavaa 
21 "56 ino 

SQ "25 ilu 

26. Con- Sil
and Wblu I US 
oilone&Dvu 
45" so 1nl 

WJLHELMlNA BARNS.,GRAJiAM ,.., bom 
in Seolland In 1912 and mond to Cornwall in 1940. 
She wu a follllckt-111cmber or the Pen with Sod<ty 
In 1949, and holD 1956·7 laucht at Lcccb School 
of Arc. She hu held 111&1\y one·man cxhibitiona 
aincc 1947, IDOil rcecotly., the Marjorlt Pur 
G&Ucry, London, in 1971, and at the Wilb Lane 
Gallery, St. 1•.., iD 1976. Pubtic collccciona eon· 
t&ininc htr -rlt in dude ihc Nu Council, the 
Brltlah CouncO, the Tau Gallery, the Vlccoria 
and Albcrt MutciiiD and many othtn. 

37. Wlllu Jloelta, 
Scilly W.. U55 
dtawin( 
20. so'"' 

41. Claclu Palatine -
Blo- and Greco 1951 
oil on c:an-
20 "241na 

AL£Tii£A GARSTlN wu bom ID PtOXODe~ 
io 1194 daucfllcr and pupD of tbc leaclinc N~wlyo 
impr...ioo&t Norman Cantia (1147 • 1925). Sbe 
rcmalncd b&Hd la Pcnxance uotll 1960, when obo 
mowd to Zcnoor, wbcrc olac atlll U-. Before and 
after World War I abc painted freqiiCDtly la oorchem 
FrODcc, panlcularly in Brittany, u wcU u ID West 
ComwaU. Bill RoiDC, Wonocco, ltalya. the 
CuribcaD. Ireland and LondoD bow aD pro>idcd 
1ubjcdl la a oaucb cnwUcd career. She bu alwart. 
ublbked widely, and hu worltt la DIUDCIOI&I public 
and prime coll«ttooa io BriWo, Ireland and 
Amcria. A craYdlioc mroopcctlw exhibition. 
1harcd with ber (ather, ;, in prcparalioa. 

27. La.cbcapc " · c ... to .. Ho- • 
oD oo bo&ld D.blill 
6 x f ioa oU on bo&ld 

9xl2iau 
21. Tbc Cock sz. Tile a....,t..Pcaauce 

oD OD board oil OD board 
4~" 5~ 101 11 x26ina 

29. Laocbcapc 
oiloaboard 
4 x6bu 

SO. CuribCI.a Howe 
oiloaboard 

•• 

11 • 10 m. 

DAVlO HAUGHTON wubomiD 1924,aad 
lludicd at tht Sbck School or FiDe Arc. He tiwd In 
Cornwall from 194 7 • 50, and thollfb now lmoc in 
Loadoo, wbcrc b~ teacba at the Ccotral School of 
An and Dalcn. hcltlll -ltc• &cquaot >11111 to 
CorowaU. He wu a found~r member of th~ Pmwitb 
Socitty ol Area. Hit -rlr. wu 1110111 recently 
txbiblced iD Loudoa lo 'Brltlah Paiatiac IP74' at 
th~ Hayward Gallery, and 11 locludcd ID JD&DY public 
aod pmat~ c:oUeccloN laccrnatiooally, indl>dloc chc 
Viccorla and A.ibcrt M-1110. the Aru Council of 
Crat Britain and the Mctropotitan M-1110. New 
Yorlt. 

46. St. Jut 1941 
oD on board 
2~xl51na 

J8. Cooapooltioa: 
Jlclicf S 1154 
boaid OD bo&ld 
I xiO~Ina 

42. Clader : a lludia 1949 
office 

47. ear... ao .. _,. 1951 
oU on c:anvaa 
12xlliru 

59. Glacier Dn...U.,: 
Upper Crunddwald 
1949 
rnlxt<IIDcdJa 
16x24bu 

40. Cladcr
Nocc..,.. USO 
oil on bo&ld 
11. ·~m. 

20.21 bu 

43. Nocc..,.. 1952 
oil oa caD¥&1 

S4. 441na 

44. Portluacor iD tlac Snow 
194 7 • oil on wood 
ISxlliru 

45. CladcrCJouoal951 
oU on canftl 
30. S6 ina 

WILUAM GEAR wu bom la Fif~ In 19 U, and 
nudlcd at Edlabwp rroa IPU·U. He worked ID 
Paril from 1947·50, butipCDl the IIIIDID<r of 1941 
palntin( la St. ha. Ht wu Clll'lltor ol tbc Towncr Arc 
Gallery, £utboume, froa 1958-64, and btad o( the 
FiDt An Deponmcot at Blrmlncham CoDecc or Arc 
from 1964-75. He bu recclwd DIIIDcroua prba and 
awarcb and became a fellow or tbc Jloy&l Society of 
Aru m'l970. He hu held Ofte•mao ~xhibitiODI iD 
Brltala, Italy, tho thllc~d States. Cet'lll&ny, Awcralla 
anclillm.aay JrO"P ...wbitioN lntcnaation.a.Uy. H1l work 
11 ladudcd ID maay public eoUeCCioDI In £naland and 
abroad. 

SS. Compoallioa,Ju• 1941 
oUoocanvu 
16 "20"" 

Sf. Compoaltioa, J aly 1941 
oU oncaovu 
20. 24 m. 

SS. St. lva, JI&OC 1941 
wata-cvlour 
2014 x 1414 loa 

36. SI. lva, jtU>e 1948 
watcrcolo\11' 
20~ •14 ina 

--

ADRIAN HEA m wa• bom In 1120, and lludicd 
at Ncwiyn under Stanhope Forbu'beforc atteodin( 1 
School la Oxford In 1U9. From 1941· 5 ht wu a pr 
of war ID Germany, whcrc be mcc, omoncot ocben, T 
Fro•t. Alter the wv he rctumcd. eo th~ Sbdc, and llf1 
exlu'blted wltb the Londoa Group la 1949. He otaycd 
St. hu in 1951. Hit lint onc .... ao exhibition wu at t 
Rcdfcrn Gallery In I U 7, aod ID the lalllt year be 
pubiilbed 'Abllract Art, ltl Orip.. and WUilln(, la 
19 55 he btpn to teach at lath A.c:ado110y of An: bil 
work b lncludtd iD nwnero\11 public coUccclo111 and 
hu been widely exhiblled. H~ Uw1 and -"" in Loo< 

41. CocapoNtlo• 195% 
oU on canvu 
24.20 bu 



BARBARA HEPWORTH wu born In Yorlubire 
in 1903, and Jtudied at Lccdl, the Royal Collcrc of 
An, and lo norm cc and Rome. She Jcctlcd in 
St. ha in 1939 with her hwbaod, Btn Nichobon, 
aod U...d there W1til bu death in ~y 19 7 S. She 
txhibited her work &ttht Venice Bienn&le in 1950, 
&Dd 1\&b~equmdy in many cxhibitiom intcmation.aDy. 
She necciwd numC.ow awanb, and hor work illn 
many pubtic coUcCrioN aD OWT the world. She wu 
m&dt a DUDe of Ita• Briwh Empire in 1965. 

i9. IDvolutr 119i6 
broo .. 3/9 
L 10 in1 

SO. Recliainr Flpre I (Zenaor) 1955-6 
scented puta 
L 2511u 

Sl. Flcurca, Rdleetioa lt Hud 1951 
oil aod pencil on board 
2214" 1414 

Gt::ORGE LA.\tBOURN wu born in 1900 •nd 
beran paintinr in 1920. lie studied at Goldsmith's 
Collere and the Royal Academy Schoob and tint 
scnled in Cornwall in J9SI. His fint one-man 
exhibition was at the Matthinscn Call<ry in 1936. 
and he wu a wu artUc dwinc the second workS wu. 
Subsequently he exhibited hil work frequently . 
mo1t recently at the Ncwlyn An Callcry in 1976, 
and carried out numcruu.s portrait ,·ummiukms. 
MU work il included £n public coUmioru includin1 
the Jmp<ri&l War Mweum ond th< Tatt C&Jiery. 
Ht died in 1977. 

60. Coraisb ViU&re 
oil on board 
19~ x 24 ins 

62. Giu and Clare 
oil on canvas 
36 x 28 ins 

61 . Tbc Creea Noted Clown 
oil on board 
13 x 9~ins 

., 
PATRJ<.:K HERON, born •• IAcds in 19~0. tint 
lived in Comwa.U ·· at Ncwtyn. St. h..:s and Zcnnor 
- betweon 1925 ond 1930. ,\hhuuch ht hu held 
numnou.s onc·m.n exhibitions inrcr~tionall)'• his 
fine one-man shows wtn at Downinf• tsookshuv 
in St. lvn and the KnJfcm, in 19 .. 7. Throu&huut 
the docadc 19H·55 hr p&inted rqul;arl)· in buth 
St. Jvnand l.onckln: but M hu li\,(4.1 at Z(nnor 
Jincc 1956. IC'twnn 194! and 193-1 he published 
art criticism. in London ~&nd New York. flit work 
is included in ovCT firt)' publk ..:ollcniun1 in 
[W"'pc, North Amerk• •nd ,\u.str41i0l. 

52. Mooschok 55. Ficurc ia fbrbow 

53. 

54. 

Window 1946 Room. St. fvn: 195:!·5-' 
oil on canvas: oil un ('an\-.u 
!! :i x j0 ins 36 x I a ins 

Hubour Wiadow 56. Blur Table and 
with ·rwu t'ia:ur~a. .Red Carp <I 19 54 
SL Ives: jul)· 1950 oil on n.rwu 
oil on board :iO :< :!:. inJ 
4H x 60 ins 57. Cnmbo Vicararc 
Portnlt oC Marraret \"ork 1949 
Mdtis 1951 oil on nnvu 
o il on canvas 36 • 28 ins 
!6 1t ~K ins 

Pt:TI::R LANYON wu bom m St. lwsln 1911, 
and liv<d that until hil death in 1964. He served in 
th< RAt" durinc the war, and alter hil marriO(C In 
1946 lived in tM house which had earlier been 
occupied b y Adrian Stokes and Marprct MeUis. 
Onc·man cahibitioru or his work have bcrn Mkt 
at the t.eCun Gallery. Cimpd f ib and th< New 
,\tt Ccntn:: in London. at the Cathninc Vi\>iano 
Callcry in New York, and in 1961 an Aru Council 
cxhibhion or hU work at the Tatc Callerr later 
to W'cd the provinces:. His work it included in a 
tarcc number of lmportll\t public co11cclion• 
inaemacionally. 

6, . Cout Soarinr 68. Sketch Cor :.tul&on 
1951 Bay · Tbc Rock 1954 
wood and coppct drawinJ 
57 • 22 ins 11 • 14 ins 

6i. Harvest f ntival 69. Stody Cor Landscape 
1952 1950 
oil on bond IO'-llchc 
68 x 20 ins 1114xl5 ins 

6S. Study Cor St. 70. Prelude 194 7 
just 1951 oil on board 
aouachc and dn.wina 26 • 40 ins 

:\IAR\" J~:WEI.S is a sclf-taucht an u t whow 
family tq" lived In Xtwlyn for many cener.a.tlona. Her 
do~ cuntan ~~eh mcmben ol the NC'wf)·n School. in 
pantcular Ccdric ~lorrU, w•slnnrvmcntol In hcc takinJ 
up p:Untlnr in 1920: she first exhibited In London in 
1921, at Chc irucipdon or :\upllUJJohn. She ~ .... 
rounder member or the ~cnwith Sodtt)" of .-\ns. and 
hdd her mon rccau onc:·man cxtu'bialon at the NC'WI)·n 
.-\n Calltr)· in March or this roar. 

51. CinC'ma 
oil on can\~' 
"20 • 30 ins 

59. My Moth« 
oil on board 
llx 7~ ins 

•• 

ALAN LOWNDES wu born in Cheshire in 1921~ 
left school at foW'tcm, and wu apprtftdccd to a dcc1 

until the outbreak of wv, uklnr up p&lntlnr full-tiro 
1945. He had oxbibittd In many plleria In the Unit 
Kinrdom, principally at the Crane 'Kalmao C&.llery, I 
where he hu had rcplat onc·man Jhowslinec 1957,: 
also in the United Statu. His work. hu bttn Include 
reo up shows, and is Included In a 11wnber or public 

74. The Sear..U 
oil on board 
17x 2lins 

1 7~x IO~ins 71. Poucr ot 'Crypt' Croup 

66. Portrcath Study 72. Yellow R.unacr 1946 
1949 oil on board 
drawinr 17~ X 23 Uu 
21~ • 28~ ins n . Blue Shrine 1947 

67 . Red Body County 11 oil on canvu 
1953. aouach( 
77 x 17 ins 

11~ x 7~ ins 



" 
MAR CARET MELUS atlldied at Edinburch CoUcac 
of Art: married ~ Stokeo, aDd mo.cd to St. h., 

78. TrUoparcat CoUacc 1940-1 

In 19S9. Their fri.:nclohlp with Ben Nlcbolooa wu 
lari"IY rapODJible for him movlnJ to St. 1vco with 
lW wife, lazbara Hcpwortb, at the bq!Aniac of 
the war. She lcft'SL)vcoln 1947. In 1942 ohe took 
part in the cx.bibltloil 'New MovcmcniJ ID Art ' at 

79 . 

ao. 

rraruparent papen 
16K X 16K lno 

Wood.llellcl1941 
wood 
14\!o X 1.,. W 

Browa CoUace 1941-Z the London Mwrum, LanaJt<r Ho we, aDd in 1950 
ohowed at the Pmwith Sodcty'o Gallery in St. IV<:o. 
SllilocqllCDtly the bu exhibited wieldy, her lut 
cme...,.., exhibition In London beiac at the lluil 

cardboard paper cballt and Ink 
16'14 X 17ino 

JacoiH G.Ucry In 1972. Hu wwlt loin D&&DY pllbllc 
coDcC1iou bacl"""'f the Tatc Gallery, the 

81. CoUacc wltlo Darlt llcd Oval 1942 
paper and Ink 
11'14 X 9 ino 

Scouloh National G.Uery of Modem An, the 
Ana Co1111dl of Great Britain aad the Dcpottmmt 
of the Environment. She u,..,. and worlta In Slllfoll<. 

12. CoUacc: Bill< Cro ... d 1942 
paper and lnlt 
9\!o X 1214ino 

75. Collote witlo llcd TrlaAclc 11940 
papu 

as. S...U mu-blc piece 1943-4 
Sidllan marble 

1U,x91no 84. Portrait of Svcn Bcr~a 194S 
7&. Collqc with lled Trluocf~ U 1940 

cbalkcd paper 
on OD C'UlVU 

20 X 21ino 
11 S/1 X 9 lno. as. Looklac Clau Drawlac 1945 

77 . Collote• YeUow Oval1940 
paper aad Ink 
ISM. x 121!. bu 

pcncU and paper 
IS'K x 10 lru 

•• 
DENtS MJTCHELL wu born IDMiddlacx In 1912. 
He lint came to St. lvaln 1930, with blo brother 
!:ndcll, who later toolr. over the Cattle la a , where 
Clthl>ltloaa of coatcaaporary worlr. were bdcl from 
c.194S • Sol. He wu a founder member of the Pmwitb 
Society ill 1949, aad ill cbalrmazo from19SS-S7. From 
1949-60 be wu uoiotallt to larbara Hcpworth. There 
haw been a aumbcr of one ID&.D ex.b.ibldona of hil work. 
both In £actaDd and abroad, the moot recent bclnr a 
Britloh CoW>Cil tnvclliac exbibitioft In 1974. Hlo work 

a?. Oracle 19SS ....... 
H, 49 iru 

88. M..Woa 1953 
eba 
H SS~hu 

89. Matcraal Form 1950 
CorniohEim 
H 17141aa 

JOHN MILN£ wu born in Lancaohlrc in 19S1. 
After otlldyinc at Salfonl School of Art and worklnl 
in Paru, he moved to SI. lvu, where he nUIUvn, and 
became Nlinant to llarbara Hcpwortb In 1952. He bu 
exhibited annllally at the ?eawith Society and the 
Ncwlya An CaUcry oiacc 1952, and kad held many 
one· man exhibitions, moot recently at Plympton Ho we, 
Plymo1tth {a National TNit exhibition) and the Ccncais 
Callery, New York, In 1977. Hlo worlt lo inollldcd in 
many public collcctioru internationally. amonpt thcru 
the Tate Gallery, the Ana CollncU of Great Britain and 
the Contemporary An Soolety, Londoll. 

86. Vertical Form 1954 
Niccrian CIWCa 
S& lru hich 

. 
MARLOW MOSS wu bom ;,j 1190, and rnt 
In Coraw.U In 1919. la 1927 the moved to 
the met Mondrian, and became a pupD of 
O.ellfant. She rctllmcd to ComwaU In 1940 
there, with (rcqllCilt vblu to P~, WltU her 
1951. Dllriac tbb latter period, the bad two 
exhibitlono at the Hanover Gallery, Londoa, 
1951. Tbe moot recent exhibition of bcr worlr. 
Cimpcl and Hanover Galcrie, Zllricb,ln 197S-4. 

91. Wlolte, Blaclr. and llllle 1950 
oU OD QDYU . 

llxll laa 

92. Wloltc, llaelr. and Red 1941 
oiloncanvac 
SIKx 15'Kino 

93. White, Black, aod Red 1950 
oil on canvu 
16x20ino 

b ID alllllcrolll pllilllc coUcctloDO In £aclalld, Walco, 
A...cralla, New Zealand and Sollth America. He Uvco 
and wotlta In Ncwlya, ComwaD, wbere he oharco a 
rtudio witbjoha Wcllo. 

90. Stvdy for CarviDp ID-52 (clrawiac) 
oil on 1euo 

94. Wlolte, llaclr. and Yellow 1952 
oU on a.nvu 
18xl2 ino 

lSll x 9 7/1 ina . 



•• 
ALEXANDER MACKENZIE wu bono ID 
Unrpoolla 1925, a&tCD<iccl Liwrpool CoUqc of 
Art, ....SmoYccl to Cornwall la 1951. He bcld b1o 
lint oac..,. exlllbldoft a& the Wacldll>c<on 
Gallcrla, Loniloo.ID 19S9. 1D 1964 be became 
\'lc:c<balnaaa of the ranritil Society of Ani, or 
wblch be bel.,_ a ID<IDbotliDca 1952. HiiiiiOit · 
rccaat oD.- ahibllloca wu at tile MaiUalul 
pl1ay ID 1t70; IU& work la lachulcd lla hbllc 
Collection& la Great Britain.~ ZcalaDd and 
A\lltnlia, aDd ID ,.....y prifttc eollcctiDna IDtcmationaDy 

U . Mariec, Apri119S4 91. Liu 19SS 
Oil OD boanl Oil OD board 
lh: 11.... 9" u lzu 

96. Sclll LifcltSS 
oilonboanl 
6xlllzu 

97. Wbloc CoatinCDt 1955 
oil oDboanl 
12x41zu 

" 
BEN NICHOLSON Wit bono la 1194, tile OOD or 
Sir William lf&ebolloD. He lint wloltcd Conowall witil 
Chrittopbcr Wood ID 1921, aDd fiDally tctt1<d tilcrc 
witil Barban Hcpwonll at tile outbnalt of wu, 
1J>C1>C11D1 tile lut montlat or U S9 with Warprct Wcllia 
and MriaD Stoka at Carbb Bay. Hilllttt oDO-IIWl 
uhibltloll wu at tile AdelpiU Gallery ba 1922, Olld 
by 195t be bad already cxlalbltccl extcllllwly, 
lad...W., ro111 one- oh-• a1 tbc Ldcwc Gallcty. 
Lonc!OG. Sllbtcqumtly niiiDitOIIt-*" o,.....,.., 
and Rtroopcctlw cxl\i>ltloM or IU& worlt be ... beCil 
bcld IDten~atlo...aly, aDd IU& work b lndudcciiD 
lliiiDCf'OW pllbllc coUectioM oU ...., tbe -rid. 

99 . ......... ky, July 20til, 1947 
oU ODC&DVU 

2S x 10 bat 

100. Oliw Tree la T•auaY 1955 
oil ODboanl 

16"" 11""" 

106. S!Uf> 
watacolow 
15. 17lnt 

107. Wlaclowl 
-tcrcotow 
U x Ulllnt 

101. WladowD 
wu.crcolow 
Ualt!llu 

JOt. VllqcSccae 
Waccrcolour 
Ual9lllat 

110. Ho•• 
w.c.crcolow 
Uxltlllu 

BR VAN PEARCE wubon~laSt.l-la 1t2t,IIMI 
•""- fmn pllcaylkaomaria. a ,....uc 4loonlcr 
iolaioltlac c~nc~opoa...c or tbc ..._lit. He -t "" 
paiDtJac In U55, rro. US5·7 nlldloclat tile St. 

Ill. An Sdooollntcrio< 
wac.cteolour 
1~xl0141u 

11 Z. T .. hNio Cluardo 
watcrcolow 
l~a10141M ha Sdlool of hlotJac. In recent yan ~. lw held 

...,y ..,......., dhltillotu both In Loadoa aDd la 
eon...u, lnchadlaf r ....... "'' New An c. ...... lilt 
-lt it lackodcd la o-ol JNb11c collccdou, 
...... .u.- lbc Ant Coudl of Gnat--. 
tbc Conl<mporary An Sodcty, ltdtlo't Yard, 
Cambridp,IIMI the UUQtloa eo-Jnca of 
Comwoll, o.-UM! Po-..U. 

104. LIP...._ 

-·""""""" UxU!liDt 

105. Tca~raya 
watercolour 
Uxltlllat 

11 s. ne Aldoa. ........ uu . u 
_,cr<olow 
1014" 14141u 

11'- CluardoTowuudP-..ofllori>oor, I95J 
_,cr<olow 
1414 a10141at 

IU. J"' ... llowcnlt56 _ ..... ....., 
1414" 1014 ... 

116. la tile lhollo, 1955 
waccn:olo\11' 
1414 X }0\41at 

VICTOR P ASMORE wu bom ia 1901, aDd wu 
& follnclor member of the f.111ton bad Scboolln 
19S7. He tutDccl to abrtrac11ou alta the war, and 
rust \'loltccl Cocuwall ba 1147 altarndlncTonr 
,...,,., corrapouclcncc witil Ba Nicbolaoa: a.. 
joined Nlcboloou one! Hcpwonh cxhibltlAc at tilo 
Peawltil Sodcty In 1950. From 195+61 a.. wu 
awtor of paiD tiDe a& Durbam Uuiwnlry, one! wu 
a Trwtec ut tile Talc Gallcty fnlm 1965-66. He 
llu rccol...d DIIIDitOIIt awanlt, U>d bU worlt bel 
been eablbltccl cxtentlwly and latematlo...Uy, 
moot , ..... ,ty" MulbotOIIfb rlac M, Lond010, 
In September/October 1977. Sillce U66 be bel 
becu U\'1"1 and worklalln Walla and LoDdOD. 

101. Spiral Wotll, SabJ•ctlw l.aDdocaJMlt51 
oU oa boanl 
Uxlll\laf 

102. SplnlMotll, Black aDd Wblte 1951 
oiJ OD paper 
24" %0"" 

lOS. Beaclola Conw.U 1950 
pc1l aDd lDlr. 011 card 
10"" 12""" 

JACK PENDER a- ond _..,ID w....-olc, 
,......, ... wbcrc .. wu bono ia 1911, mcl it alonr 
W.• aaaabcr botla or tilt Pcawlth ond tile tl...,.. toelcU 
of art. Hit _.._ lw-abowa .. ftcqllllll ·-
•abl>ltlouln lbc - COIIIOCI'J, mcl la VOIIP ......,kloN 
la Lone!- 1kJc1um ond the U.s.A. la I t741oc wu 
tbe tabjcct of a IIC td..WOa m.. 'Jack Penclm Mitt 
1a a CocDitb Hut>or. 
Ill. Tnjaa lt50 

oUoaboud 
)J aUiu 

ru. ~~uc~or--uso 
oilonboud 
20 aJ2 t.. 

lit. w ... 1951 
oD OD board 
lla6lnt 

... 



u. ... ~n~ 
oU on DDWU board 
20.24"" 
z..-IU$4 
oU o" board 
lh26iru 

U..Or 1119$4 
oaoftUIIVU 

24." lar 

TWollctlt$5 
oU on board 
llx$w 

ALBERT REUSSwu bom in Viauu la 1190, 
ancS Gnt c:amc eo Mouachok, where he Und 
prcdoJDinantly IUUIIhis death la lt75. He hod 
run nhi>il<d la Vkruu.ln 1t26, aod ... work 
wu lachodcd In the Chlcxao btcn..lloaal 
Exhlbklora of IUS. He held maay ooc·ID&ft 
exhibilloou, p..uc..tarly otlh< O'H,... Collcry, 
Londoa, a.od hb wotk. il iadoded ia. pub1k: 
colkc1ioM ID Vienna. Motcow. Loodoa and 
lrncl 

121. Clollou Uoe 
oil on CMYU 
14 ....... 

129. Op<a C•pbo•rd 
oU oa CI.M'U 

2$1\. 2111"" 

PETER POTWOROWSKI wu bom In Wanaw 
In 1191. Ho took up n:aidmcc ill £nrland la 
1945, harinc prnloua1y ..Wt<d !hi& counuy 
wblllt UYIDJ bo FraAcc la lt%1. His f1tll London 
exhibition wu a1 the ll.cdfen> GaDcry la 1946, 
and thla wu foUow<d by a nOJDbcr of on....,an 
allows"' Glaopcl Fila fro• 1941. la 1949 he 
atartalocadolaa otlbc .. ,h Acadc•y, Coni>.,., 
wllcrc lie COIDC In contoct with ....,.yoo, Wyotcr, 
r.-, Heath ...s ocbcr .ru.u w11o wcrc oloo 
tadolna 111-. He rcl\lnlcd to loland la 19$1, 
aod • I 960 lo.ad a rclrO<p<diw cxhlbilloo at 
t1o< V mice Bimaalc. Hll WO<k 11• bcco widely 
exhibited la E""'pc aocl America, aod Is la 
nwocro01 public coUccllou. He died Ill Fo'-1 
In lt62. 

124. ll.o..U.C CVIIt41 
oU oa c:utYU 

Uxll loo 

125. N>Jac 19$3 
oU oa CUftl board 
IS x lllnt 

ADRIAN RYAN,wbo wu bom In 1920, f~n~ 
.Wtcd Com...U m IHS aod '44, wilco he apcnt 
the aUDmcn palntbtc in Padatow. He i wcd ia 
w-c~~o1c tro .. 194$ . $1. BctWCCD u.s ...s ·sz 
be held JnuaJ OOC•IIIOD cUibhiotu, of Comlcb 
paioslnp aod ctiU u.a, u thell.<df<rD Gallery, 
Lond-. In 19SO hie work wu bod...scdln 
'CoDICJDponrf lfiCIIsb falnlina', aod Atu CouncD 
cxhJbidon la lrbtol, and la. 1956 he hdd a one-
man cx.h.ibhion at Tooth'• Ga.lkry, London. In 

IJI 

... 

1959 he ,.,...,cd tololo ... cbolc, wllcrc heiiYcd 11111U 
1965. He oow u.., and won:. la London. 

ISO. Patol Chr<h 1947 IS2. fldo aacllol .. ,.la 19$0 
oU on Clll\'U oU on cuv:u 
S6x211N llx241nt 

Ul. Tloc llt.ood to l'a•ll US. Coroioh l.ucbcnpc 
'1946 lt$1 
oil on caAYU oU oa CIJIYU 
S6 & 26 Ios 20 • so iN 

DOD PROCTER, with ba luuboosd Enoat. ctldkd 
llndu SI&Dloopc Forbcs at Hcwlya lo 1907.._ 8orola 
1111, ohe hod exhil>itcd extcadw1y wltlo M h...t.nd 
beforclh< cccond wv, and her worlt -~~~ tbc 
coUcclloo of lh< Talc GaUcry u corly u 1927. Allcr 
f.mest's death la 19SS, 1bc: hckl bcr fint oac-aaaa 
u.hibhioa at t.bc Lckcltcr GaDcrict in 19«, h&m., 
bun cle<l<d LA. in 1942. D~lbc nfdaaad early 
Jixtln ohe tr .. •Ucd to j&malco aod Afrln: lhc di<d ., 
Ncwlyn bt 1972. Her work wu lut •xhAtitcd la Loodon. 
wllhtbat ofbcr bwband, at the Fine M Society la 197S 

126. TlocLutreJ .. IH4 
OD OD board 
S6. 24 ilu 

127. $till Lilc 1945 
oU on board. 
11 x24 lnt 

,,. 

. WILUAM SCOTT wu bom la 191S and cpcnt aouch c 
hit chiklhood 1111 Northern lrcla.t\d. He stwfkd at the 
Royal Academy Scboola froaa 19ll·lS, and fint ..Uitcd 
Com...Uin 19)6. t "rom 19S7 • 9 he lived In Fran<e, and 
durina the WU' scrwd in the RoyaJ EQcioccn. In 1946 
he bceamc Smior Paintinr Muttr :at lath Academy of 
An, and rpc:nt t\Wacq~UDt aummcn 1ft ComwaU. w hCTC 
he came into contact whb Wyntc:r, ..,.,yon. frost and 
Nidaobon. Hi.l lint one-man cxh.ibitJon :wu at the LCJCT 
Gallery la 1942, and Jlncc then he hioc exhibited 
fnqumdy a.nd iAtcmationally,laclwtAI an lmportut 
rch'Otpcctiw uhi»idoft at the Tuc Callny 5a 1972. Kb 
work b in major pub_lic collndoru 1ft •uy covntrin. 
He Uva and worU in London aad ~cncL 

154. Tloc - .. 19$2 
oil oo canvu 
24.36 ... 

IS$. Tbc Hari>o"' 19$0-SI 
oil on c.anvu 
%2xS91n• 



U>IUAN STOKES • ....ucr....spa~a< .. ,_....., 
a Loadoa la 1902; ~ JDowd 10 Carl>lt loy, 
tlonly .ttcrlola ...m.;. to tile polatcr tobrptct 
llcW.Ia 1UI. Nldloloooo ....S Kcpworth op...c 
:he bncr pan of 1939 witlllbe Scokco, bcfo« 
.. tabllohlftr - iDclcpal4al>tly " St. 1-. 
3e left Conowall oo loll rcmaniap la I M 7. He 

>dd bLo lint --ulllbltloa .. the ""'" 
:Allcry la 19!1, ~ad ool>tcq,..atly ldiWO<k hu 
...., widely aiUbltcd, lacludla( omaaorial 
:Di>itioa .c !he Toto G&llcry lhortly ahcr bio 
lcad>la 197%. Kit wwk io ill_,. p<lb~e 
:oDCdlou, ....Sa p<lbllcatioa of thnc ""l~~ma 
>f bio complete writiAp it C\IITCDIIy la 
mpantloa. 

IS6. Hill, b..t, Valley c. I M! 
oQooboanl 
1714 ll 1714 inl 

157. Wa< hawida Moon c. 194! 
oDoaomu 
24 X 20 ina 

101 

JOHN nJNNARD wu bo,. ill JMronbbln la 
1900, ODd attmded the Royal CoDeac of Art from 
1919·2S.HeWtOYed toCo..wall la 1930, ~a.U., 
until thlt dote worked u o eo111111C<dal attilt &ad 
ta..,tlt at the Caunl School of Aru and !hrto, 
....S took up palotcia( f..U·cia>e, bccOWtill( a •CJDbcr 
or tile Londoa Group la theii&Die year. D..U., the 
wv ycan he ...-1 u o «>&atpard ot Cad(wido, 
and from 1941 tall(ltt clcslp 01 Pe..-cc School 
of An. He dcalped o allnl ro. tile Padnl of 
Britailllal9!1, and from 19S2 until bLo dcatll 
la 1911 he cxltll>hecl ill•-"' OIM....,. ....S 
mlxccl exltll>hkuulat<l'llllioully. Hit work la la 
awaqo\11 public collcctlcml, ud wu Lut u.bibl«d 
la an Aru CouacD ellhll>llion ot the Ncwlya Collcry, 
P<tWUt«,ln O<tol>cr 1177. 

ISL Take 0U 1945 • i 
oDoaboanl 
201h24inl 

IU. Sea flown IU! 
(OIIadtc 
15x221N 

1~0. CiUTopo 
(O ... ch. 
IS X 22 lao 

"'" 
BR Y AN WYNTER settled in Zen nor, Cornwall 
In 1945. Bom in Lonclon in 1915, he nudied at the 
Slacle School or Art from 19H-40. He W&l • CO· 
founder both of the Ctypt Croup in 1946 and of 
the Penwith Society in 1949, and from 1951-' 
uucht at the Bath Andcrny of Azt, Conham. He 
h.c:ld many one-man vc.hibitioru in London, notably 
at the Redfem Gallery until 1957 and later at the 
Woddincton Galleries. A W(C memorial exhibition 
wu bcld at the IU.ywud Gallery In 1976, foUowinc 
his death the yar before. 

147. Laadscapc with Gate 1945 
couoche 
7lb 11 ins 

148. Landscape with Miau 1946 
couach• 
814 lt 1114 illl 

149. Ludsupc with Clay Worklnp 1946 
cou..che 
914" 1314 ins 

UO. Dud Bircl 1947 
cou.uhc 
141Sx lOins 

151. Nich Landscape 1946 
couochc 
914" IS ins 

152. SbrUap 1941 
couache 
5\4 X I "ins 

us. wr wtt1t Boat 1952 
cou.achc 
IS x21 ins 

154. StiD Ufe witll Kipper 19<11 
oil on c:anvu 
SO" 20 ins 

155. Boats ia Hubour 1952 
oil on board 
19 lt 25141ns 

156. Fornborc with Culll 194! 
watercolour and bodycoloW' 
1114 " 171S in• 

... ••• 
JOHN WELLS wubor.iiiLoadott la lt07,....S tint 
met lea Nicltoloooo with Cltrirtophcr Wood la Co..wa11 
ia U21. He nudicclmcdidM, ....S pacdMd ill the 
Scmy Isles uatU 1945, wh .. loc sa...d to Ncwl-ftl 
where he otlD liwt, and took 1tp polatlac fWI tbu. 
In 1t46 he woo a fo...tcr ataabcr of lite CryJI( Group, 
u weD u abu-ln( .., cxhibltloa .. the Ld"" Gallcty 
with Wlnlfronl Nlcholoon. He bee&~De a-., of 
!he Penwltb Society la lt4t. On.,_ <lllllbltloas 
illduclc the Wtoddlttttoa Oollcrla, Loouloa, la UIO 
ottd 'H, oad Plymouth w ... ..- oad Art G&llcry la 
197$, lfll work la Included la m ... y public collc<tlons, 
indudlllc. ill Lottdoa, tbo Tat< Gollcry, tbo Arts 
CouacD, the lritlslt CoUitcD oad the CoatCWtpOnry 
Art Society. 

141. U.C<tUII( U47 
oiloaboud 
Uxi21N 

146. """""',_1t49 
oiJ OD board 
42 "21 1/1 .... 

142. hlathtc U47 
o~ on plywood 
so" llilu 

14S. hqjcct 1t52 
oDoacarfU 
4llh24141N 

144. hlotdll( lt44 
oB on plywood 
lllh 1114lm. 

145. Add attd Turaaiol USS 
oiloDC&Dnl 
24 X 20 lao 

NAUM GABO wu bont ID lltO t. J.IUII 
Jeadinl expc>MDI of coutNCtiYiat Ill. fro• 
be worked with Jtandbulol', Walnltcb and 1 
momr to Jlcrlla, wbctc he llnd "- I V21 
mond to Loradoa, where, in oddltloD t.o eo: 
work u a sculptor, be worlr.cd with Lallc a. 
Ben Nichobon 011 the pt&bllcatloa of 'Cirdc 
he took part in the laumadonal Suncy of 
Art, and from 1939-46 be lived in SL ha, • 
to the United States. Hil work 11 ind...Xd b 
C'Oilcctionslntcmadonally, and wu 1ut cxlj 
In a retrospective Aru CovncU cxtub1Uon '1 

157. Duip 
Aquatint 
10 l/1 "I 5/8 ins 
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MARGARET MElLIS 

1914 

19U 

1929-H 

1912-B 

19}) 

191l-J5 

19)5-}7 

19)8 

Biopoaphy 

BCirn Wu-Kung-Fu. China. of Scottish par~nU 

Came: In Scotland when aged one 

Edinbur&]l Colkgc o( An 

Andrtw Gn.nt PU11 Graduate Award lone year) 

Aw.arded One Year Tr.1vrUing Scholarship. nudlcd 

in Paris (with Andr~ Lhute) 

Tr.ivelled in Spain and l!aly 

FcUowship .11 Edinburgh Colkge of An 

Euston Rood School. London 

19J8 Muried Adrian Stok~ 

19)9 

1940-45 

1945 

1946 

1943 

1948-SO 

1950 

196) 

1970 

1976 

1978 

1958 

1959 

1967 

19 .. 

1969 

1970 

1972 

1976 

1982 

1987 

1989 

1990 

1992 

1991 

1996 

Mellis and Stok~ moved to Linlr Parr: Owln. Carbis 

B.ay. nrar SI hn 

Con~ructlvist period worked in collage and rdid 

carving 

Rr10med lP P-'iluing 

Leh Cubls Bay 

M.uril:'d Franch O.lvison 

Mtwcd to Cap d'Antib~ in ~he South of Franc't' 

Mu~ to Syldum. Sullolk 

Su1rtcd to makC' rulour s.~ructures 

Making roluur rc-lids 

MovN 10 Soulhwold in Sullulk 

St.nt~ tu m~ke dri11woud construaion~ 

lives and wurk.s in Snuthwold 

Solo E.dUbitions 

The AlA Gallery. London 

ThC' Sc'onish GaiiC'ry, Edinburgh 

University ol East Anglia 

ThC' Bear Lane Gallery. Oxfurd 

Grabowski Gallery. Loni.lon 

Rich;nd Dcmarcu Gallery. Edinl'lurgh 

Stirling Univenity 

E~eter UnivC'nity 

B.llil hcul» GaliC'ry, London 

Cnmp.1n Galle-ry. Glasgow 

The Pier WUery. Slromnes!. Orkney 

The NC'w '57 GaUery. Edinburgh 

Redfem Gallery. London 

ScouUh Arr Sincr 1900. Scon~h Na1innal GaUC'cy of 

Modem An. 

Edinhurg.h and ThC' Barbinn. londnn 

Scouis;h An 1900-1990. The Srnui.sh Gc~llery. London 

Glas.qgw·s GrttH Brirbh .4rr bl!ibiri.m, Mclell,tn 

Galleri.t-s. Gldsgow 

11tt Cl'mptUf CDntn"butiorr: 11 Yron of ConUmpurary A rr 
1969·1990, Tramway, Glasgow 

Marg.arn Mdlis .and Frands O.avison. Gain~horough's 
Hnuw-, Sudbury, Sullulk 

Artisls from Cornwall, Rnyal WC"St of England Ac.adc-my. 
Brislol 

lnal•g\Jrod E11hibi1inn. T.ale Gallery. Sllvn 

Marg.nC'I Mellis .and Francis Daviwn. Bedc Ganery, 
Januw 

Public Collectioru 

Ans Cnunril nf Enal.and 

Conlemporary Aru Sock1y 

Cornwall Coun1y Couno.il 

Ei~tcrn Ans Aswc:ialion 

fC'rens An Gallery. Hull 

Gravn Collection. Shc:ffirld 

GovC'nunC'nl An Colle-ction 

John Player Collection. N(•llingh~m 

lC'icrs•c-rshire. Nollinghim (Trentbrill~e) 

ind Derby Education C••m.nittc-c-s 

The Minorin. Colchnler 

Musc-wn Snuir.i w Lodz.i. PoLand 

1990 

1994 

1997 

1001 

1942 

19"i8 

1959-62 

1961-66 

196) 

196~ 

1966 

1967 

1971 

1977 

1978 

1982 

1985 

Rc-d(em Gallery, London 

Rra11t Corut111ctio11s. RC'dlcrn Galh:·ry. London 

Margarc-t Mellis: A Rc-uo~~nivc I lOuring) 

Ci1y Ans Cenue. Edinbuqeh 

Kapil Jariwala Go1llery. londCin 

The- Pi« Gallery. Suomne'5~. Orltnry 

Ncwlyn An GaUery. rrnuoce 

AusliniDcsmond Fine An. lundun 

Scleclc-d Group Exhibitions 

Nt"'ll MO'\Yll1r11U i11 Art. Ct>11rcrrrp,muy W('rk i11 Englt:nd 

(Cuns1ructlvis1 Section). Lt•ndon Mu~cum. 

Lancancr Hou~e. London 

Brilish SC'ctiun ol ahe lnaern.uional Guggenheim 

Award.. Whit«hapcl An Galkry. Londun (louring 

10 Brlghmn and Mancheslet) 

Widdington Gallerie-s. londnn 

Hamihon Gallery. London 

John MoorC''5 Liverpool EJ.hibilion 4 

Juhn Moores Livc-rpool E .. hibitlon "i 

Open P.ain~ing<s E:lhibiat.m. Ulster Musc:um. Bc-llasr 

Edinburgh Opcn I 00 

An Spectrum 

Ars1 Prile hi O~n Eas1 Anglian Exhibilion. 

Norwich 

Y11inrin9 in Cornw<J/1 l9-t~-S'5. Nc:w An Cenne. 

London 

Obj«IS tReCC"OI Acqui~ilions). Vkloria & Alb<'rt 

Muse-um. London 

Pier G.allery Collecliun E:lh•biaion, T,ue Ga\kry. 

Lnndun 

The Wumrn"J Art Shuw 1'5'50..1970. Ca~1le Musc-um. 

Nouingham 

S1 hn 19J9-64. T.alt: Gallery. LondCin 

lntem.atit•n.al An Fair. Qlympi.a 1Scoui~h Gallery. 

London) 

lmernollinn.al Art Fair. Olympia !Rcdlern G.allery. 

London! 

Appendix 17 

Meliis biographical noles 



Size Lender 
O:~te Medium In Centimetres Cat No Title 

S5x33 Art! >I 
1935 oU on canVliiS 

Sell Portrait 

40.6 X 63.5 Artist 
193<1 oil on canvas 

Regents Park 

63.5 X 50.8 Artist 
Palms and Olives, Rapallo 1938 oil on canvas 

63.3 X 76.4 Private Collection 
1939 oil on canvas 

White Still Life 

paper, prinh!:d cardboard, thread 2-4.2 X 29.5 Artist 
First Collage 1940 

22.2 X 29.1 Artist 
Third Collage 1940 paper, transparent paper 

6 

3<4,6 x32.1 Attlst 
Construc~lon with Yellow Oval ... \ 1940 paper, Ink, pencil 

7 
·: :: :· .· ._.-r J 

31 X 25.5 Artl•1 
f\ap Bro~~~n~uctlon 1940 carboard, Bronco 

cardboard. paper, _chalk, Indian Ink 2S.Sx 2S.9 GlasgOVII' Museums, Art Gallery 
Brown Connructlon 1941 Museum, KeMngrove ;,\q 9 

32 x21 Artist 
Coll:~ge: Blue,. Green, Red, Pink 1941 cardboard, paper 

10 

24 X 36.5 Arth.t 
Construction with Dark Red Ov;;l 1941-2 papers. Ink 

11 
Tale Gallery, Purchased 1905 26.3 X 37 

i(u~ 
1942 paper 

12 Sobr;:anio Collage· collage on paper laid on board 
Private Colleetlon 

paper, Ink 22 x29 
Construction: Blue Ground 1942 

13 

73>60 Artls1 
Trees, Chato;;u des Enfants 1949-50 oil on c-anvoas 

1. 
Private Collection 39.5x31.5 

Compotler on :a Window Sill c.1950 oil on canvas 
15 

65.5 X 54 Artist 
c.1952 oil on canvas 

16 Spotted Jug 

Artis1 51 X 63.5 
1953 oil on canvas 

17 Dark Fish .. , 
2B JulY 1007 

............. neues 

1B Still Lilo with Pears c.1953 oil on canvas 53:11'51 Art! >I 

19 Fish In Pan \x c.1950. oil on canvas 40,5 ll' 63.5 AI1Js1 

20 Three Bo;;ts, Aide burgh c.1953 oil on board 50x75 Artisl 

21 Bottle and L-2ndscape c.1953-4 oil on canvas so.s ll' 63.5 Artist 

22 Bottle ;:and Snowfield ~ c.1954 oil on c~nvas. 61 X -45.5 Mst 

23 Poppies and Onions 
') 
I c.1954 oil on canvas 56.5 X 30.5 Art!>! 

2< Mallet and Shadow yf... 19S..:5 oil on board 32.3 X 21.2 Art! >I 

25 Bottles on Bl:ack Ground 1956 oil on canvas 63x 76 .Artist 

26 Lighthouse (' 
1955 oil on board 35,50 Artist 

V~ 27 Three Faded Flowers xi 1'"" oil and houu~paint on board 32.2 X 21 Glasgow Museums., Art Gallery anc 

t~ 28 Dead Anemones lv'\ 1957 
Museum, Keolvingrove 

oil on board 38.3 x JS.S Pier Arts Centre. Stromness. 

29 Filled with Anemones x 1957 
.Orkney 

oil and housepainl on cardboard 7J.3ll' 37.5 Art! si 

30 Blind Girl with Fallen Flower c ' 1956-B oil and housepainl on board 75x62 Art! SI 

31 Girl with White Flower (B14 ;J c.1957 oil and housepaint on board 60.5 X -45.5 Artist 

32 Drooping Flowers };;< c.1957 housepaint on board 43x 56 MJst 

33 Fallen Jar .:and Empty Tins J~'{ 1957 oil and housepalnl on board 58.5 X 46.5 Artist 

34 Ch&ck Table dc.'fi< G 1957 housepalnt on board 50 ll' 52.2 Artist 

28 July 1007 
P1~2 
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List of exhibits in Margaret Me/lis Retrospective, City Art Centre, Edinburgh, 

June 21- July 23, 1997 



Margaret Mellis Retrospective: City Art Centre, Edinburgh: 21 June. 23 July 1997 

Cat No 

35 

36 

37 

36 

39 

40 

41 

43 

45 

•• 

•• 
<9 

so 

51 

~July 1007 

Title Date 

Ships In the Night 1959-60 

Flowers and Leaves 1959 

Flowers~ Three Gl:assas e.1959 

Blue Girl with FlowerS /'( 195~ 

Blue Boat c.1960 

Four Boats: Blue, Violet, Sc::ulel X c.1960 

Three Boats 

Rose, Whlto Yellow 

Dark Purple, Bluas 

Crlmsoft, Blue, Brown and Black 

Blueo 

Big Black Di.Jmond (Circular 
Structure) 

Blue, Scarlet. White, VIolet and 
Onn;e 

M:~tchbos. Relief 

Moon Bluo 

c.1960-2 

1963 

1960• 

1965 

'? 

? 

7 

1969 

u.,__,) ? 
c.1919 

XX 

1952-70 C-

1970 )()( 

Medium 

oil on canv.u 

oU and housepaint on board 

oil and housepalnt on board 

oil and hous.epalnt on booud 

oil on canva• 

oU on board 

paper collage 

oil on canvas 

oil on board 

oil on board 

oil on board 

oil on canvas 

oil on board 

on on ectton duck 

oil on board 

oil on canvn on board 

canvas on board on painted canvas on 
hardboard 

M41Y41Cli1'1CIIIDnauu~ ... C:\,.U¥c:. "'"I,...,,.....,..,,, ..... ,-..... , ..... ,~ ... -·--··- -- __ ,1 •••• 

Cat No nu. 

52 Rose Diamond 

53 Oblong Sc:arlot and Green 

Double Bl:ack and While 

55 In Bl2ck, In Whho 

ss White Relief 

57 Three Purples 

58 Green Flower 

59 Ov:al P:alntlng 

60 Pond 

61 

62 Burnt Out 

(<_ c6~J ____ _cN~u~m~•~·~·~T~h~•·~·--k_«_c?~ 
'l• ~· Gd{ 

6645 ·------•-•_m_•_•_•_E~Ig~h-1---~-.c-~,-. __ 

Number Ton ·-"' 

:::::: ::;:: .. ~~ ~ i\l;D 57 

66 

66 

Date 

1970 

1970 

1970 

c.1970 

c.1970 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1974·5 

1975176 

1980 

1980 

1960 

1980 

1980 

1980 

Medium 

canvas on board on painted canvas on 
boatd on hardboard 

canva• on board on canvas on 
hatdboard 

oil on canvas on board 

oil on board 

oil on boald on c-anvas on board 

oil on canvat. over board, over painted 
canvas on board 

on on board 

oil on board. mounted oval on canvon. 
ove1 hardboard 

oil on canvas, on painted canvas over 
board 

oil on unprimed canvat. over hardboard 
over canv:~s on hardboard 

oil on canvas on hardboard 

found painted wood 

found paln1ed wood 

found painted wood 

found painted wood 

found painted wood 

found painted wood 

.... 
In Centlmetns 

70.5 X 91 

J6xn.1 

50x60 

90.5 X 70.5 

51 lf61 

39.5 X 62.7 

152 X 152 

122 X 91.2 

91,4 X 121.9 

103.5 X 65 

91.5 X 101.5 

90.5 X 70.5 

152 . .4 X 152.4 ~~ 

91,2 X 122 

26.5x38x4 

53.3 11' 53.3 

Sl:r.a 
In Cenlimatru 

58.4 X 58.4 

56.8 X &4.8 

58.5 X 58.5 

56 X 55.5 

5BlC'58x6 

58.2 X 58.'2 

58 X 81 

56.5 X 6-4.4 

53 X 61 

63.5 X 57.7 

47.5 X 50.8 

63.5 X 90.8 

53.9 X 53.9 X 7 

75.5 X 45 Jt 7.5 

55,5 X 59.5 

68.5 X JJ X 12.7 

33.7 X 30.5 .X 7.3 

Lender 

A.rtis.t 

Mist 

Artist 

Ml•1 

Ml•1 

Ml•1 

Artist 

~ w--e.o:h•· 
Arts Council Collection. Hayward 

.- Gallery, London 

Ml•1 

Ml•t 

Artist 

Artist 

Ml•1 

Ml•t 

Pege3 

Lender 

Artil.t 

Artist 

Artist 

Artist 

Ml•1 

Mist 

Private Collection 

Glasgow Museums, Art Gallery and 
Muuum, Kelvlngrovo 

Pier Arts Centra, Stromnen, 
Orkney 

Scottish M Council Colloc:tlon 

Artist 

Artist 

Sconish Art Council Collection 

> .-:· 



Margaret Mellis Retrospective: City Art Centre, Edinburgh: 21 June- 23 July 1997 

Cat No Title Date Medium Siz.e 
Lender 

in Centimetres 

69 Resurrection 1985 found painted wood 46 X 23.8 X 20,3 ""'" 
70 Evening Walk tX;J\ 1986 found painted Wood 37.5 X 51.5 X 6 Artist 

71 Garden of Eden L\( X 1988 found painted wood 69.2 X 35 X 6.9 Artist 

72 D.:~ncing Man f:-.\\ 1988-89 found painted wood 167 X 34.2 lC 24.2 Artist 

73 Sinking Bo:at IX_ -I..., 1989 found painted wood 43.8 X 62.8 X 6. 7 Artist 

74 047 1989 found palnled wood 61 X 72.4 X 3.8 Artist 

75 Bog man c. 1990 found painted wood 16.7x49x9 Artis.t 

76 Buffalo cl()\ 1990 found painted wood 59x58x7 Artist 

77 Bus -xx 1990 found painted wood 48,9 X 47 X 6.4 Artist 

78 M<~gic.I:IIR'S T:~ble ~ 1990 found painted wood .<14 x 51 X <4.5 Artist 

79 Winged Figure IX. c.t990 found painted wood 55x33x7 Mist ..., 
' 80 Mad Gunman 1 1900. found painted wood 196 X 74 X 412.5 Anl•1 

81 Cloud Cuckoo Land <;> 1991 found painted wood 79x toox 11.5 Artist 

82 Untllled: Rust and Yellow 1991 found painted wood 90x 110x 12.5 ""'" 
83 ... c. 1991 found painted wood 87 X 89.5 X 7.6 Art.i!ol 

84 Heap ?<,_ 1991 found painted wood 66 x62.2 x 7 Art.i!ot 

85 Father and Son $ FS V 
1992 found painted wood J9.5 X 35.5 X 13 Artist 

28 July 19017 ..... 
•v~eHyctr~t 1V1e111s ~euospecttve: L.lty A.rt \.,;entre, ~amourgn: :ll June - :l:.S July 1997 

C:at No Title O:ate Medium 
Siu Lender 
In Centimetres 

86 - Marsh Music 1992 found painted wood 167xBO.Sx 11 Anl>1 L 

* 87 
t.'-'-•~•") Green Tri:angle, Gre Morning 1993 V found painted wood B2xB7x14 Anls1 

88 O•t Xi\ X. 1993 tJ.. found painted wood 63.5 X 48.5 X 15.5 Ar1i!ol 

89 In the Night AX'f.. 199J 1-- found painted wood 74x91 x7 Al1lot 

90 Mother & Son 1993 found painted wood 61 X 31 X 7 Artist 

91 Sh:adows :and Reflections c.1993 found painted wood Artist 

92 Be:ached 'i-t.. 1993-ot X 'A found painted wood 4Qx5Jx7 AI!" I 

93 L:arge Blue 'I_ 1993 found painted wood 11Bx92x9 ""''' 
94 Doorways X 1994 found painted wood 46.5 I 41.5 X 7 Artist 

95 F:ace :at the Window ~ 199<1 x found painted wood 91 x54x 11 Anls1 

·7< 96 Pusing In the Night 1994 found painted wood 21.5x35x6 Anl>1 

97 Cke.anlc 1994 found painted woad 79xBOxB Artist 

98 Acroba.t F , ... :>\ • ..\;":) 1994-6 found painted wood ""'" 
99 After the Fire c 1995 c found painted wood 39.5 X 28.5 X 6 Ml!ol 

100 le ana 
,, 1995 1-- round painted wood 47 X 56 X 4.5 Artist 

101 Bcttom of the Deep Blue Se.a X Xi 1995 ~ tound painted wood 89.5 X 150 X 7.5 Ar1ist 

102 Alchemist x 1995 ? found painted wood 145x55x8 Arti!ot 

2B July 19017 
Peg• 6 



···-· .,-• w • .. . V, .. ~ • •v u ~~""'""vc. '-'" Y 1-'1 1 v t!lllrt!, cumourgn: il J une- 23 July 1997 

Cat No Title Date Medium S ize 
lender 

In Centimetres 

103 FRAIS ~ · ~ 1995 found ~nted wood 45 x60 Attisl 

104 On th e Sea Shore XX~ 1996 found painted wood 68 x69.Sx 8 Attist 

lOS Giant I._ t996 found painted wood 197 X 53.5 X 8 Attisl 

106 Paradise. Jungle c 1996 found painted wood 148x67x t6 Attist 

t07 Mothe r and Child c t996 found pamted wood 40 X 23 X 8.5 Attist 

108 s x.x. 1996 found painted wood 51 X 67 X 5 Attist 

:* 109 Free Sitting Figure ;<~'/.. t991>-7 found P••nted wood H X 58.5 X 78 Altist 

1t0 Happy 'f.-. X,'/.., t997 found painted wood t73x46x5(7) Attist 

111 Underneath X 1997 found painted wood 67 X 46.5 X 6 Attist 

112 Dud Flower '1-_ f. 1997 found painted wood 75.5 X 53 X 7.5 Altist 

113 Rocket f.,_·.' 1997 found painted wood 120 x 77 x 8.5 Attist 

1 t• F C- 1997 found painted wood 148x144.5xa Altist 

·7( 1t5 Fouete' F,(]. ;>( 1997 lound painted wood 91x33x18 Attist 

116 Dud Poppies, One Pink Petal i( 1987 chalk on e.nvelope 32 X 29.5 Attist 

117 OyJng Poppies: Grey Envelope X 1987 chalk on coloured envelope 31.5 X 34 Attist 

118 
. X 

White Colc:h1cums on Bllc:k Envelope 1989 chalk on coiO\Ked env elope 31x33 .5 Attist 

t19 Pansies: Red Envelope X t989 chalk on coloured envelope 32 X 29.5 Attist 

211 July 19)7 Pii~7 

. _ ... w, wu v,.,_,.,cuve: t;ity Art Centre, Edinburgh: 21 June- 23 July 1997 

Cot No Title Date Medium 
Sfz.e Lender 
In Centimetres 

120 Blue :and Yellow P:ansles 1990 chalk on coloured ~nv~lope 29.5 X 32 Artjst 

121 Pansies: Brown Envelope 1990 chaJk on cotoured envelope 30 X 32 Artist 

122 Auriculas 1n 3 Pot 1992 chalk on coloured envelope 31 .5 X 3~ Attist 

123 Summer Flowers 199< chalk on coi04..Ked envelope 42 X 35.5 Attist 

t24 Dead Rose: Blue Envelope X t995 chalk on coloured envelope 35.5 X 42 Altist 

125 Willow Herb and Teazle c. t995-6 chalk on c~oured envelope 36 X <2 M ist 

t 26 B:arley 'f.. c.1995-6 chalk on coloured envelope 42.5 X 41 Altist 

127 Clematls and Lily 1996 chalk on coloured envelope 42 X 35.5 Attist 

)2. ~ .4'-<-'~-v;l r 1q {oy:rv'l 

2S J\jy 1007 
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Tate Collection I General Collection I Mellis, Margaret 

' - ' I . . . ,,. 
' ' ' 

! ;; < ~-' .- <~ ~_) ' ' 
' 

General Collection 

Mists A·Z I Mists M IMoh. Mo<pe1 

-· Margam born 1914 
8ritlal1 

Sobranle CoR age 
(1942) 

~Add to Selection 

Blue Anemone 
(1957) 

~Add to Selection 

Marsh White 
(circa t9n-s> 

Number Thirty Five 
(1983) 

rEJ Add to Selection 

--c>led 08 Fel>tuory 2001 
OTN.ol rigllls...-

Appendix 19 

M. Mellis works in the Tate Gallery Collection 

General Collection 

Pointed wood 
object S40 • 755 • 60 mm 
ntief 
Purd>8S8d 1987 

T04930 

On display et T ate St Ives 
Oisplay n>ome: The Essential image 

( unt~ 13 ()ctotler Z002) 
Room Name: Gale<Y 1 

CfoS$-<e(Of by wbJeCt 
Road 111e OisolaY Caption 

eompiocl 01 F-2001 
0 COC>Yri9"' 2000 To4e, el riQhlS ..--d 

General Collection 

M ists A-Z I Al1isiS M I Molh. Man)a<OI 

MeAls, MNgafetbom 1914 

British 

Marsh Whit• cin:a 1912·5 

Oil on canvas laid on ol on boald 
S>Jili)OI1: 569x619mm 

palnling 
Purchased 1987 

T04929 

General Collection 

AtlistsA·ZIAtlistsMIMelh, ,....,_ 

Metns. Matpet born 19U 

8riU1h 

Collage on -laicl on boan:t 
S\JIII)Of\:263• 370mm 

on-. unlque 
Pwthased 1985 
T04124 

Cros,_,.,le< by subjed 
Read lho Full Catalogue Enlry 

eon.- 01 F-.oty 2001 
IIOcopyrig._ 2000 Tate. all rightS rn~rved 

0111eMist 

·-.--.-

:r·:·· :. .. ~.:: 
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Appendix 20 

Ben Nicbolson post card to Paul Nash from Carbis Bay 
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Pandora's Red Box 

I spent a horrible lonely evening in an empty flat with 
nothinq to eat. The party was next door, I had been 
excluded, although I knew the hostess well. 

Next morning, going to the train, I saw a curious red box 
lyinq in the middle of the road, lid in air. I Lmmediately 
imagined filling it with bright colours which would jamb 
the door so that it could never shut again. 

I put the box in my studio. Red is a lovely colour, it 
harmonizes all the other colours and eats the dirt 
(transforms dirt to tone). Suddenly pieces of painted wood 
came out of my wood pile and went into the box like a swarm 
of bees. The door was jambed open forever. 

When everything stopped happening I thought of Pandora. 
This was another version of Pandora's Box. 

Appendix 21 

Margaret Kellis 
Southwold 

16 .vi1.1995 

Mellis notes on Pandora 's Red Box 

Appendix 22 

Ttll: Ll:>I'{IJ;,N Mff1h ~Jf!t 1o9 .. 

Fc6·MI'tru:tr- t.,<t/ ·.: 

JOHNSYNOE 

Driftwood 

CommcndDI OD hrO of bcr rdlt~ coa.~ 
rtniCtioDJ ln Glupw'l 'Grnt Brltlah 
An 1990' uhlbltkln Matpm: MeWs 
dc.alct u in'dcvmr: I.DJ dlldrw:doa 
becwcca die abstract and Rgurulw: can~ 
mu ol ha wariL. "Hoft'ting abcne the 
nm,' she cb.lau, "aUowa double scope 
aod hcd.om - CCJDSII'UCdaD and colaur 
lod. rogcchcr. Tbb b what I haw bcm 
lf'OPID.I towards alnce dlc bc.stalllns.' 
Mcllls bu hgyad bctwu:o mh.cr cbao 
above ud has runr ludcd, ln,.....J ln 
her owa m.IDcl, OD d~ ftprative ahOft. 
Sbt: bows quite wll thltabe CIMot, u 
the •unem ln chc Glupw cmlogue, 
'both haw: lw:r cab: aod ut I.e.' 

The bcr;lanlllr for Mcllls wu ID 
the bee lOa when, married to Adtbn 
Staleet, ahe 1mlcd wtch him In Cubll 
EbyJust round asm.U ~Kadland (n~m Se 
Ives. She wu 15 and had been frvm 
childhood • patntu of landscape and 
l'dll life, hllvlnr srudlcd In Edlnbqh, 
Parts and London. In 1919 Se lva. 
alrady home to many artists, became 1 

atnall b~rt ccnuntr'lled n:fup: for 
p.!nten and ~eu!pton whole lnnuenCe 
'f'Ould n:ach (u bcyoad the wu years. 
NaU'ID Gabo moved thc:rc frmn London 
In 1938, aoon followed by Ben Nleholsan 
aDd Buban Hepwarth, then awrled 
with young trlplea. ln.tM by Acb1an 
Stokn, who had.ovrtrcc:n about Nkbo&-

. tell, the famdr -~ p (~ ab: cn.mp
.. , mcathi:· Miladilii.,--...., lnruod, 

·chole to mj l:il Himptrud aDd rtJk the 
bombs daar iaorde:U" abow him.. Wllh 
Gabo lurt down the raad.. aDd Nicholan 
utd Hepwanb In cqm&itl ruoau MeUb 
fouacl hc:ndf ID the cco.tn: of ardsdc 
dcbare lAd czpcrlcDcc. She bepu to 
learn about at.~ ID palndns, 
collage aod COILiti'UCdvbm. 

No artisl. ~~ pcrhap~ Mondrian, 
hu writccn more concisely about 
absa.ct ut chan Gt.bo. lo considering · 
McUis'a comments on ber owa. woR. 11 
Ls rdnt.~~t to quore a dcflnlrion aM: 
would Mw Rid ln his P('be Conmuc~ 

dve lda. In An;' '11: n:¥~~:als a unlvaul 
Law due che dtmcnts of a visual a.rt, 

auch u llna, colours, shapa, ponea 
dtclr 01ra fon:a of erprcalon. lndepcn~ 
denr of any usodatlon wltb the cnmul 
aspem o( rbc wwlcl ••• t 

merdy abstract tl but 
rn y and orpnlc.ally boW!.d up 

wtdil human emotions.' Acct:prt.ble or 
n.ot. chC dd'lnltion 11 dear;~ ~ 
either above or bcswcm ID auch debaJC l-l•lt 
aDd pncdcc Mt:llls h:amed tu cncnd 
her Innate IC.RSC of form and cW.our. 

Marprct Mtllls haa lived nearly all 
her Ufc by the tea. Now LD her . . 
the hu settled In Souchwold, on che 
Suffolk coas~ wbcrt she condnucs her 
"tiJWt, fi~ or put-abstract. .rtcb 
rnonllhlnr nrltty and pcnllrcncc. ln 
M:r rccmt ezhlblllon a1 the: Rcdfcrn the 
nuin room wu hung whh relief con

. amzcdons which, when ruu Om sec 
them. haft all the appcanncc- of 
abstncdon. They arc pul togt:lhcr, 
ICf'Chd and clued, with pleca of drlfc~ 
wood picked up along the beach near 

.i' 

M ell is note about 'hovering'' in-between spaces, 1991 

-_; ... •\.-.· 



Wilhelmina Barns-Graham CBEHRSAHRSW 

1912 

1924 

1930 

1932 

1933-34 

1934-37 

1936-40 

1939 

1940 

1942 

1943 

1945 

1946 

1947-48 

1948 

1949 

1951 

Born St Andrews, Fife 

Family moved to Srirlingshire 

Vasittd Paris and Roum 

Edinburgh CoUoge of Art. DiplorN course (Painting) DAE 

Studio a[ St Andrews., while recovering from illness 

Continued at Edinburgh_College of Art 

Srudio at 5 Alva Street, Edinburgh 

Wotked in Scotland (Aviemott: and Rothiemun:hus) 

Went to Cornwall widl award as retommended by Hubcrt Wellington. Met Ad.rian Srokes, 

Ben Nicholson, Barbara Hcpworth. Naum and Miriam Gabo, Herbcrt Read, Borlasc Smart, 

John and Elizabeth Summerson. Margaret Gardincr, lkm.ard Leach and Alfred Wallis. 

Moved inro No. 3 Porthrncor Studios 

Became member of Ncwlyn Society of Arrisrs and St lvrs Society of Artists. 

Met John Wells and Bryan Wmrcr 

fnrroduccd Borlasc Snun to Nicholson and Hepwonh 

Private teaching ( 1945-47) 

~oved to No. 1 Ponbmeor Studios 

Fust mrt O..vid Hauglnon and Guido Morris 

First meeri~ of Crypt Group in her srudio 

Crypt Group second and third exhibitions 

Met David Lcwis (married 1949) 

Worked on glacier drawings and gouaches in Swic:crland 

Worked in Paris 

Founder member of the Penwid. Society of Artists 

Resigned from the St IV<S Society of Artists with 16 othors 

Worked in July and Seilly Isles 
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1956-57 

1958 

1960 

1960-63 

1963 

196~5 

1966 

1967 

1973 

198~5 

1989-90 

1991 

1991-92 

1992 

1999 

2000 

2001. 

Tnvdled to Paris with 03vid U:wis and Roger Hilton 

With Nicbolson.. visited me director of AujourJ'bui at his glass-wall housc 

VLSired Veira de Sllva 

Travelled to Venice, met Peggy Guggenhcim 

Worked in Tuscany 

Worked in Tuscany, Calabria and Sicily 

Met Polialtoff, lsuari and Michd Scuphor., visited studios of Brancusi, Arp, Giacometti and Pevsncr 

On stall of Leeds School of An 

Worked in Spain, Fnncc and the B.aJearics 

Inherited a house2 nor St Andrews 

Snad.io in London 

Returned to St Ives 

Worked in Scotland and St Ives 

Visit to Amsttrd:lm and Rotterdam 

Vlsit to America 

Working in St Ives and St Andrews 

Working in Orkney 

Working in Lanzarotc 

VlSit to &ccc.lona 

Working in l..anz.arote 

Received Honorary Docrorarc, University of Sr.Andrews and 

Honorary Member Penwrith Society and Newlyn ~icty 

Honorary Member RSA and RSW and Scottish Arts Club 

Received Honorary Doctorate, University of Plymouth 

Awarded CBE 

Awarded Honorary Docroratc, University of Exeter 

Working in SL Ives and St. Andrews 
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W. Bams-Graham invitation to Redfem Gallery, Glacier Constructions 

exhibition, January 30111- February 291h, 1952 

Appendix 25 

Layout for invitation of British Abstract Art I, 1994. Flowers East Gallery, 

London 
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Wilhelmina Barns-Graham 

Island Sheds, Stlves No. 1 (1940) 
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Glacier Crystal, Grindelwald (1950) 

T00708 [Cl Add to Selec1ion 

3 W~helmina Barns-Graham 

Composilion February I (1954) 
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Red Form (1954) 
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5 W~hetmina Barns-Graham 

Lonear Abstract ( 1958) 
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List of Bams-Graham 's works in the Tate Gallery collection 

P77577 [Cl Add to Selection 

6 W~helmina Barns-Graham 

Eight Unes. Por1hmeor ( 1986) 

T07528 [Cl Add to Selection 

7 Wdhelmina Barns-Graham 

Lava Movement, La Geria (1993) 

T07547 [Cl Add lo Selectoon 

8 Wdhelmina Barns-Graham 

June Painting, Ultramarine and Yellow (1996) 

T07529 [Cl Add to Selection 
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Ben Nicholson's letter recommending the work ofBams-Graham, Glacier 

Constructions exhibition, 1952, TGA 876.5.38. 
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Penwilh Society: a) Declaration sheet sent to prospect supporters; b) internal 

Bye Law and Rules for members of the Society 

THE 

PENWITH SOCIETY 
OF ARTS IN CORNWALL 

Penwich Gallery 

Fore Street 

Se Ives 

FOUNDED AS A TRIDUt.E TO BORLASE SM ART 



.PENWITH SOCIETY 
OF ARTS IN CORNWALL 

~uirs 
I. Title. (a) The Society shall be called "The Pen with 

Society of Arts in CoJrnwall." (bJ Every catalogue of the 
Society's exhibitions shall contain the following words :
"Founded as a tribute to Borla.se Smart." 

2. Objects. The furtherance of the Arts in Cornwall. 

3. Cmzstitution. The' Society shall comprise:-
1. President. 2. Working Members. (a) Artist Members. 
(b) Craftsmen Member&. 3; Honorary La.y Members. Life 
Lay Members. Lay-Members. 

4. Gm:enzment. The government of the Society shall 
be vested in Officers and Committee composed of the follow. 
ing :- (I) The President ; (2) The Chairman·; (3) The 
Honorary Secretary ; (4) The Honorary Treasurer : ( 5) Six 
Artists and Craftsmen Members; (6) Co-Opted Memhera. 
The Chairman and Honorary Secretary shall retire after 
their first two years of office. Neither shall be eligible for 
re-election until after the lapse of two years from the date 
of relinquishing office. But, in order to a.-oid both officers 
retiring in the same year, for the purposes of this rule, the 
term of offi<·e of the Honorary Secretary shall be considered 
as dating from 1st January 1948. The retirement and 
election of these Officers shall take place at the Annual Gen. 
era) Meeting, and. this shall be held as near as possible to ht 
January in each year. The Committee of the Society shall 
retire annually. but shall be eligible for re-election. Five 
members shall form a quomm. The Chairman shall have a 
second or casting vote. By a majority vote, taken at a 
General Meeting, any Officer may be relie.-ed of his or her 
office. 

S. J.Ieetings. The Society shall hold four quarterly 
General Meetings each year. The fourth of these shall be 
termed the Annual General Met-ting, when the election of 
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Offietra ,apd CoromiUee •h"ll ~ake piM!t. A 1-ianni"l election 
for Marubera ahall alao t.Ako piAee At the Annual OeMnl 
Meeting, anrl •hnll r•reccuJo thft election or Officer• nnrl Co•n· 

. mit.t-4\• oar tho Agencl~~o. No Lice muvouing t.t.n.-o mnat.iu~t• 
mn11t. bo aent. Ln all Alcm11ter,.. of t.hn Rndnty -.,vnn r1Mr ti:\,\ ' A 

In a.thl\nCO or L.he tln.t.e fixed fnr t.he mr.-et.ins" M cm hen lnn;,t. 
rocoive funrt.een ,),.y,.· llllLir.e of Aunu"l Oenor"l AtflllLin~•-

7"' f!IN:Iimt.t. (A) Wnrking Metnbert ahAII rolirc n111l 
ahall he eli~ihle for re-eltclinn AL """· •earl lnterf"Ait rl~dn 
from the inception o( Lhe SoeioL . ~ em n 1 1\ I 111 unil. 

,. _~hitriiOhe. tor olM"'l'inn ,,_, ••. 11'1 rour• . • • or Gr&ft...me.n .... 
which Lher .--..11 tu hrlnll$1. Ncm-memlttofll alll\llllnbmit. t.hom· 

• "elva !ur r.lcC"Liou lt,\~ t.ht'l On•u11 t.o which Llaey •Jli''Y· 'l'hc 
hAnlel or &11 etU\I)ifi:\LM llh:.ll "rt~t\f on Lhe Agerw" Mlliug 
Lhe OOltii-:al ~ft:t'LinJC: 1\L wlti•·li LhC\.f will oomo U(l (or clcelln.•_l. 

katnciM in '"'' u( dto Grun,NIII llltf"tl not. 1Ht filiOII. ( I r"" 
rol.~r ng 0111 I(.!C' .. H'\ nm r-.: lniiJ:: 1"' A o or lO duc:dou 
of n .. \t &(omhf'lfll frnn1 t.hn.ir owu ru.ltkA MUI from nnn ·lht~mhl'r 
r1mdld&lo.'t. 'l'ho lltunher of fiiW'h (!ft!HJiti~IN 1i111.Jl nuL 
oxc.,.tl a protH•rLinn nf nt)('l 001\ •fnOinhr:r t.o fnur Mon.1u:f'l'. 
Cn01lhlr\t.c.' wnrk mn,ct. lun·o been G.ttf'tlpl.ncl h.v Ute ll•nglnl! 
Commit.i.e •ntl l~t~nc In t.wo previOIIIII exhihi\.iouJII or the 
Socie\y. Shc•ul1l • l"rgt•r proportion t.llt\n onn ot.hcr ntm· 
member t.o every funr ~1cn1bo1"1t proaent. lhODlltOinll fnr 
t'l!ect.lon, U11 Meml•cr• I•( the Societ.y ahall linL bAllot. for f.hn 
reqni1it.e numhcr of cn.!ulitt .. tea. (~l Should a ,.AC4UCJ nr " 
nuntUer of V&f:&noira or.rur In thfl 11 lu,l:wlnhip dnnng"' two. 
J'~f' rerioti , Mcmhnn uf Lho Sur.iei .. Y IIIAf ~ t.o (ill Lhn 
va.r.ant~y br VAnnnrinll frnm r.t~n•fi•ll\1.011 who lu\YO luvl Llu·ir 
Work Mcepl.(o•l loy t.hn lfnns;iug CAuunit.tee "''cl hnns: In t•·o 
prc\'lo\ta -.xhlhft.inns nf t.he Andot.y, Lnt. Momhor1 elof'l.etl 
under this rulo ahall ...,tire 1\llfl .... t.mit. theml'el•u t.o ro elnct.. 
ion with the nlher Melllhen~ nf Lhr SorleLy Al \.he end of tht: 
~nrrent. ~wo.yea.rly Jlt:riod . · 

8 ." Privilr~l'.~ .. r .\lrmlotr.' . (n.) ¥.:1-ch Mt~mher~tlu\11 h""e 
lbe privl1ege of~o~ul111iiLI-in; wnrk6 up,..,, • numher Lc'l be dt!· 

.{ 

I 

\ 
\ 

termined l>y t-he HAuging Cmtmil.~ fnr Mrh oxhibiLion 
fro1n which t.hf' HnugiuiJ Commil-teo will at it11 cliJtcre\.io~ 
IICiccL. Tho HAnging (:01111111ifl"'' "·illluw,. thn ri~.CM bv ,._· 
m"jorit.y \"OI.a L.n indnolo ur rc•jed ""'' u r "" nf Ll.~t w;•rlct 
aul,millr..l Ly ""Y Mcmllcr. Tl1r Allllltiur •• r 'l'::&.'te t" he 
nlfqLt.e•l ln MemlfC'trl whru•P '"nrk '""·'· 1,. :u-replr•l w1ll ho 
I)C\t.nrmlnod l.ly t.hn Hn.ngiu4 (!cllll!llitt.cn fur t'l\l'h «"Xhihit.ioll. 
lu Uut o\•cnt. or•t•IVlO hcin~; f\\•"-ilrtlolt• t.hnu1!.;h t.ho r,.jcction 
bv tho J("u:tin~t Comrnil·l-~"~1"1 uf n 1111rulu'r nf '•nrk<~~. Lhn 
lf iuuz:ln!£: Commit.t.otJ shall h:u•n tltn l"""rr to i111•ht•lu 
erldit.hmnl \YnrkA Uy oLitr.r C':<hlhitnnc l-et lilt tlti11 "l'~':f'. .. ~n 

:::~'~O:r:~ w.~ ~~.:~r.i~ro:~:;;~:~~~·Jil:~;~~l! .. ~::,· ·:~~·:.·.· . • ·:.i;,::r.r~1:; 
1111l.11ulr. f.wn 1rork .. fur wolec:lion h)· lhf'l HAnJ:inc: (~•uunit.IQO 
of u.c:h nxhlbiLion. 'fha Melllh(·r· .. '"""" tnll111· npt~"" on t.he 
ln.hnl 11ttn.c-hcul h• t.hn wnrk. 'l'l1n Mr.luhrr•lt:~lll~t• ,•ltnry;I"'Ahle 

. ft• r Uto lu,nging ff'f' . tr) Mr.ml~r11 uunlolr 11• nll.f'IHI n 
Gou,ml MN't.ing ahr~llltO t'lllillnl Lu fll :tl'l'"int. n t•rnxr 
tn Yot.o for thont , (lh \'ULC' iu wriling Nu Mt•utlu·r "'"." 
IICf'CJIL 1110re tlll'll UIIC proxy \'OIO. 

9. All Moml~,. 11lu\ll ~hi, le• 1,,. tl1~ I1Ht'11 n f Lho Sorit"ty. 

10. llllllt.:inJ: f 'uunuillr··· ,\ uC'w ll:snJ!iltf.: ( !ufnutlt.t.ee 
11llull lJtJ eiMtt~l fur unr.h f'l.:<hiloiliom, ll uo f"lcwlh•n &.u lnko 
L!_I!Lr:cn'-l.lto n ' n• •rt:\.'tttlin JJ~ 
ffingmg (Amunil t.nf'l ,.(,nllr:ulllli~l. u lwu t:ruup 1\ nml \.wo 
Vrnup Jl n.rl-l~ttM, nno llt'ttlt•lnr. nwl hru •·ruOt~utou. 'l'ho 
Ch"irrnrtn llhl'lll. ~K ".~lie-if•, he" n. rw·m JH'!r .,r lite Hnn~in.: t'nm· 
m it Lee, lite ,c:roul' lt> whir· I• lto IIC"IunJ:II lH•IuJ: t.nkttn iufn 
aOfl'lllllt. ln.ele-:t.ing thfl Ct~runlif.lt"f! . Mr•tnhc i'JI till\)' •ubmfl, 
wnrk in 1norr. lh~n nnG ClrnnJ•. I ···liu,:: ••.f ll•u•;:tu.:: t.'••m· 
millrt. 1-:aelt nttornhrr uf tlu• ll ttll[!.ill ~ l:Cuttllllt.l,.-.. •lu\11 han 
one \•uLn nn rauh work, with" JICN•tul "'"'" 1111 rJtrh w1•rk in 
ltla or her O\YU Oroup. 'l'lm (:hnirnuw 11ltnll lm'l'n n. •·tt~Hua 
\'ol.c~ \fl1c11 ur-N'Mt~ry. <."••·( Jf'lill.::. 'J'hr. llnu~iu~ C4unmitlm 
"'"Y rn-nr1. ft1l1liliounl 1nrml,.....,.. tu '"P'"'.,. :tl~f·nt. me1nbftn. 
1\~'cnrtling t.hf'l 11 '" fttll l :111 :\•hliliunnl Jlrnl •fur if 
uccev:tr • l•!nc h n-nrkin..:: tuentl"•r nf I m, ot'lf'~t:'l 11\\'f'l 

1n pnn Cf:C'", In ft.lphnhnliMI onlr•r. hr Jo t•nm~ ;,;, lhn IIIIIIJI: · 
in.c t'o.nmit.lcf". 

I I. .111~rnt;,,us ,.{ rul1•.c '"'" l!,·r- ·lnws. (n) 'Jl•e Rule• 
eon~tt.ltut.ing Lhe !tRAil. or I he ~fw:nLy ,.,,~11 uoL ha ,.Aried, 
allcrc•l, nr n~t~~t•inclc•l nu1CAA hy Lhft c-.c.lU!'IniiL of Lwn ttllt~CU~tivc 
Ot:nernl Mcoling• hcltl "t. a minimum iult•n ·n1 ,,r \.n·o m~ck1. 
(h) The Ootnruit.Lea IliA,\ ' from timr t.o titnn IIIAko. rovoke, 

~u l' - Ji n1t ~j 



Penwirh minutes· tr.mscript 

Tnoru~rlpt or pp 57-61 or PSAC Mlnulu TAM 76/1 
f'Vhel1t'lltr I could not decipher accuralt'ly the tat/ dthu surroundtd lht 

word with ( J or marked aftu it {? }.) 

Commeuec Meccjng I" March 1950, at PO 11 8 pm till 10.20 
Present: Chair, Hon. Sec .. Hon. Tres., Miss Hepworth, Miss BG, Peile, BN, Mr 
Keeley, Mr Mitchell and Oavid Luch. Mr. Halliday's apologies ror absen<:e were 
conveyed. 

·The chairman: Rcmari:J pertaining to che OM. "He considered choc the notion 
puc forward by Mr. W Amold roster was founded upon the assumption chat !he 
last eommiltee had railed to do everything possible eo keep in the society 1hose 
four mcmben who had resigned, He had no doubt that Mr Amold Foster would 
revise hiJ opinion when he me.t those members pusonally &. attempted 
rcconc:itiaeion." 

-Mr Keeley: aucndcd 10 fellers from Musrs MOtris, val Baker & Scgal due eo 
oppcar in !he local press & suggested chat !he Society cook no ace ion In che maucr. 

S. A) Miss Hepworth: " ... apropos the OM, !hacsome legis lotion might be 
provided eo restrict the reading eo any gcncr:U Meeting of fellers addressed eo 
the Hon. Sec & the Commiuec, Mr Kecley said that he thought chat In any 
event to force the committee to commit lo 1 General Meeting lctten which 
they fell ought not eo be read was eo Imply • voce or no conriden<:e: it's [7] 
ilnplicacion would be deterrent [?]enough." 

B) Mr Nlcholson "Suggested chat al the next General Meeting Rule 17 should 
be read eo lay members, eo remind them that upon professional mallen they 
had no VOle & !ha! I! !he I ut OM this voting was OU! or order. Calried. 

The 19S I Exhibhion. a) BH suggested lhe In view or the lmponance to the 
Arts Council chat !he P~with Society should be suble and running smoothly, 
a gr.nc before 1951 was probable. The Arts Council rep<esencacive dealing 
with Regional Mauen wos Mn Mclcan. b) BH reponed her auendanc 
meeting I! the Guildhall Se Ives to discuss the 1951 exhibition & Se Ives 
erron. In hu view !here Ire ) points: I. The Oene~l Public, 2. All Se Ives 
artists, ) . The Penwich Society. Re Penwich Society she puc forward these 
Juggc:scions: I ) "'Dy exan,ple, che Penwith Society .thould aim •t .stimulating 
general creative energy throughout the town. 2) chat Pcnwich should aim ac 
leaving a [P 59] subscancialleg1cy eo the town In the rorm or pointings, town 
planning & archiccccunal reform etc. 3) During the Summer months or 1951 
The Penwith should hold cwo exhibitions, a Spring & Summer show each 
lasting 3 months. In the fine exhibition a competition ror alar&c painting by 
any painter should be conducted, one pointing eo be selected [7] presented eo 
the town as a permanent legacy. For the purchase or that painting a fund 
should be started: further money would be raised by organising dances, & like 
activities. That trustees or the Ponhmeor Studios shou ld be made judges, 
smaller paintings ror sale should be shown with the forger paintings 10 

complete the competitions [7). 4) In the second exhibition on open 
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Minutes from PSAC discussion about local activities of lhe 1951 festival 

pp 57-61, TAM 76/1 

Penwith minutes· transcript 

competition should be conducted for designs by the Oe~cral Public: . 
suggestions (or design, prden seats, 1erracc seau, pubhc shelt~rs etc. :"IS 
would encourage ll creative link between the arts &. everyday. I~!~. Ocs1gncrs 
must be membcn of the communlty. 5) At some time an exhtbtllon of 
children's work should be held: six or !he beS! wori:J shown should be 
included in the main Penwhh exhibition or lhe children made lay members or 

the Society. 

These last) suggestions should be communicac~ .eo the. Stlves Society of 
Artists to enable them to conduc.t similu eompe.ttuoru: Simultaneously. 

6) The Town should be considered as a Guild: everyone would have an 
opportunity or doing something consttUclive for the town -:sa whole. Such a 
comprehensive erron would brin& colossal mon.l &. rinanctal rcw-ant to Se 
Ives. 

7) An Exhibition or Croft• should be organised eo be held. a! h11l, showing 
every kink of craft peculiar to the town. Every town has us own crc.acivc 
sensibility in cnarcsm1nship & !hac of Stlves should be en<:ouraged. 

8) The everyday life or the Town eo be improved: that sh~w-wl.ndow disploys, 
painting of shop fronts improving Slrce!S & gardenS, making WtndOW·boXU !O 

be cn<:ouraged. 

9) Thnt che Penwich Society as a body or artists be prepared eo advise anyone 

wanting opinion. 

IO) That a special Penwich Society Festival Commiuec should be fonncd under a 
Commiuee liaison o((icer. Miss Hcpworth put forward the n&me or Mr Peter 

Lanyon. 

'"The rollowin& Amendments were sug,guted. . . . 
J.Mr l'ljchohon suggested chat the Tow~ should r~cecve a large paonung from 

both che Penwich Society & the SI Ives Socoecy or Attoscs. . 
2. M!J&.l!1Lsuggesccd choc Public Comp:u1iu such as !he Wesc_em Nac~onal, 

should be approached about adopting new col~r ~hc~oes ror Pubhc buoldt~gs . 
) . fc wos carried [note the impersonal when 01 os ncocher B.N or OL ":'ho os 

suggesting!] Mjss Hcpwonh should approach the Se Ives Sococly of ArtiS!S on 
issues on which both sodeties overlap. . 

4. ~suggested a visicon competition: that !he Pcnwl!h Socoe!y 
should be a. receiving station roe visitors comments&. proponls. . 

5. Mi!S Hepwonh suggested che fom,.cion or a 'Fescival News' column on the 

local press. . · h 
6. M is< Hepwonh sug&estcd chat cnades shou!d be asked eo cooperoce woe 

competitions &c. ornaments by way or sclf·advcn•seme.nt. 
1. Mr Downing suggested chat [71 Commi!!ee memben wich any further 

suggestions should communic:ue with Miss Hcpwonh be(on: the 22 March. 

1. Mr Oownjng mode not report regarding negotiations with he Film Society. 

Pe.nwith minutes· traMC 
8. The proposal by Mr Robin Nonce referred eo his conomitcce from the lw!&iD 
Commjllec 'IM.t no member or A or 8 group may sponsor 1 craft, & that no 
member of C poup may sponsor a paintins or sculpture' was discussed&. 
rejected." 

9. The Hon. Sec. to write Lady Mandcr to di:scover whether the pictures of 
mcmtKrs or the PS were being exhibited in the N;uiomtl Book Leqgue, London 

10. Considered the lcuer or rcsignllion by Mj!S l!obcl Henfh & decided IU !like 
action until Miss Heath had discussed the mauer with !he Chairrnon & Mr Amo 
Foster. 

11 . Two letters from Me Peter L.a,nyon were read, and the Hon. Sec. wo.s asked 1 

write to him saying that no note [7] of censure [7] was proposed or taken agairu 
him, & chat the Committee did not consider [7] chat any [xxx] breach [7) of cho 
w and carried. The Commiuec (uxx] buc eo (xx] it considered Mr Lanyon the 
best [xxxxxx] Penwith memben eo conduct the li1ison work ror the 1951 
Fescival, ond asked !hat Mr Lanyon discuss the mauer with Miss Hcpwonh bero 
making a decision. 

12. MLKsW read a circular by Mr Oenys val Baker odvcnislng his publicocio 
or I book entitled Painting from Cornwall. h was decided th:at in view or the rac 
tha.l ic wa.s not a Penwith mauer. p~inters should write to him individulllly re. the 
copyright fees, or withdrawal or copyright. 



l'!IIWITH SOCIEn' OF .&l\TS Ill ,;ORJIW.A.LL, 

A General ¥eating hae ~lready been ca:led !or 8 p.m, on Tuesday, 
29th.Move•ber at the Penwith Q&llery,,o confirm the amendments 
.end additions to tho Rulee paaeed by the Oencral Meeting held on 
Tuesday, 15th,Movember, 
A oopy ot these, aa paaaed, ie attache~. 

Members will ndti!y the Hon.Seoretary a\ the coming meeting , 
or IN WJITIMG BEFOREKAHD, o! the group ~o which they wish to 

1 bel?n~..t»¥ ¥eab~r t·U~ns4 4%;-._?J<111?!+!11tl!.Cl~'"'"8T.O,.p 
t.;,. 1 'rid...,--.lllH>I'e'"1\PHint"it . l:h:a , m~ ... totn&}' 

For the intormntion or ltembera, who wore aot present on 15th, 
November, it ahould be explained that no ~tiefaotory term wnu 
found to denote tho dif!erenoe in outlook >f group A and group B. 
The following terms were auggeated and gin some 1nd1ont1on or 
the di vitlon:, 

Traditional ,, _____________ ContemporLry 
Representational-----------~bstract 
"Port•---------------------"Starboard'~ 
Right----------------------Left 
"AncientD-----------------•I<odern" 

Craftsmen naturally !all into group C. 

The purpoee or thia divijion ie to enoure a !a~r representati on 
on the Hanging Committees and to prevent mora ~an 15 at the 30 
vaoanoies tor Artia~ Members at an election bein~ filled by one 
school of thought. 
It is, therefore, an ollmlnletratlye maaaure ratbe- than an 
arbitrary ruli~ It should bo noted that Aembers ~ay submit 
work to a Hwngin« Cohllittee in more than one group , and each 
work will receive the benetit at the extra votes i~ the group 
to which it is sent, 

·I ' I fir· h I •. u ... . /;. 
" l l : () ~('/>"' t"V . . . / 

·-·· ·- . --·····-· ~.,-- .. - . 
PC"'\..dt·( "•t ,'I r',/~~:., 

.P · ..,d.cdo 

Appendix 31 

Circular from PSAC with binary oppositions 

Appendix 32 

A detail of The Crypt Group photograph with poster about Scottish Artists 

exhibiting in France 

PEINTURE 
MOOERNE · 

t<:O!.S.\.'51 

:. ~ .. 
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Wilh<lmiDa B......C..Wm 
Do~ylhyky 
Svat :BnliD. 
A.-duo.W c.n.. 
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AlP"' Dr<y 
TECb~y 
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David H•U&hnm 
b obd Hach 

• llubu. •kpwonh 
Muion.Hodcn flS ••• , 

Muy JCW<h 
HiLl. Jill.rd 
Pew L&a.yaa 

• Bcm&rd lach r as " 
On;.! r:...ch 
}UADC do ,_buria 
DaU. Mio:hcD 
Atico M-. 

• Ciuido Morris 
M..jori.Moo')'D 
DicoD NUK~t 
R.obia Nan.x 
.Bm Nidooloou 
M ...... P<ilc 
RC.Pury 
Docl Proaot I A 

w Scfc.n(n.b) 
• H Sop 

Bulo.n Tdl.c 
jolm Wclb 
Brpu w,.ra 
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PSAC catalogue of first exhibition 

PENWI!H SOC1E1Y 
OF ARTS IN CORNWALL 

Ffu;t~ E~bition 
J •• 

Su=er I9l9 
,·:-;_ i,:· 

pEN\vtTH hu altnet.ed arLIMW tlnoe Lht oiOM of the laat. 
oeac.ury, and Saint ha I• the Jurat and but. kooW'O arl 

centre in the prorioou. Tht. rocky peniauola. hu.Umula&ed 
our imaain at Ion ; we who .,.. not. Corlllah an uade.r a debt. 
to ~U la.nd and people. We uo repaJ fi by produ.dnc arL 
wb1ch rt~ecl-4 tOnlt pu&. o f what •• Reeh't, and b7 an 
appradaLtan of the born ohara.cter of Combb a.r• aod wUtt.e. 
Arnonr.t Lht l&t.tc.r a plac. apart thould be &inn \.o t.he local 
prirnh n, Alfred WaiU•, who I*"• tueh dired and n•tYe 
npreulon ~ the. cban.cLcr or w .. t. Ptnwitb. 

Tht p~nee durtn1 aad aJter tht wu yun of .. nral 
a.tU.tL.t or lnt..trnatlonal ttandll\f bat been a po•erfal •Umohu 
to 81-in&. h .. : but the ntw So:!::ft ow11 a ·~tal dtbL, and 

£:rh~ ~:.:~1b:":~ ~~ ~u ~:•11n :'tkk ::,b; (a~~ 
timt wbtn ill wu unpopulu to do to) m&de room for the 
modern, and tncouraaed youni artl.ttt wfth frub lde.aa. It 
I• on hi• ideu nf prorreu that 1.he now Society hu broken• 
away from the old. The Sodtty propoHt 1.0 carry t.bue 
ldeu forward by lncludlniJ In lt.. mtmbtnhlp aood etafu.. 
men and tn.ditlonal arLiaL.t u well aa npn .. ntadYu of 
newer moYement.a. h il tnt.irtly OppoHd to nolutlnntu 
&nd Ull&~nlam. lu c&ll..,~lbe old Publio Roll lo Foro 
Street- wdJ be a foeut, moroonr, for lay n:~emben aDd !or 
ot.hor Societ.lta wl\h llkt ld...t. - wbtrt art. I'D&1 bt euo, 
he.atd, encouractd and dl.tcUNtd. 

ne dtulopmentt of modtm &ri, rtS.ct.d In n eh 
fDOYII'Dtnt.l ... Pott Imprtttl€'nbi'D, r.mt>IUD, Oubl.tm., Vortio~ 
itm, Conattuctl•l•m, Sun-eellti'D &ad Abetr..ot Ar,, ban bMn 
to rapid in tucceNion alld a.o nrftd In Llleir coo teAt w l.o 
makt dlrialon oC aUc~tnce intriL&ble. y,, & thrv.d of 

::r~~~i~~~~:: n:!~e ~:ri::~.:r':: nt-=~~t.:::D m!d 
cropha.ti.a han a.hraytlx-tn \.h• ruuna wb.nby W'\iat.., and 
mort partiealar1y cr&JW:D .. , h••• uP.tuMd \htlr fMUnp, 
and it. •ould" bot.b atranp a.nd ru... if la"'' ... ofappUed 
.tcienet tom• at l ... t had noL nt\ac:M:d -.nd t-pltomi.Mcl the 
peculiar chano~ of poat·induc.ria.lli!t. .Th• more eo!'-"" .. 
l.lnl1 minded mat ~ect that the punwt. of beaas.y ut pa.r1. 
of t.ht tearc.h for t.rot.b U\d thd tht art.bt. bap Lo hhuelf 
what he dia.eonn, in a t iton& tmbrue, and it Mt. alway. 
wiiUar to reeocni.ta • n .... , &nd leet lt abould •eaktn bil 
hold. 

Altbou1h t.btre I• no direc&. oonnec1lon betwMn the t•o 
cn.nll h la not. witbou' aipi&ca.ac• that. Lbe formation of t.be 
PenwiLb Soc.lee.y of An" In Com•atl hu alm01t. coluticled 
ritb • clung• in Lhe 1tlde:r fteld of art tu Encl&nd. Tho 



No. TiUt Price Art!itt 

G.arac:t and Garden '4 " 0 o Sha.ru Arautrong 

~~ 
T~nerUft Jl 10 o Dod PTocLOr, u 
lduul<l Boby SJ ro o Dod Proctor. •• 

' 7 Winced F ia:ure (drawinc for 
t culpLurt) 18 r8 o Sun Berlin 

>8 Phillack Church " 0 o Denit Mit.obtll 
'9 Grulnc Horeoa •6 .I o Bryan Wynter 
) 0 Bread Slr6tt, London )' 10 ., J . Coburn Witherop, 

Wind TOQed (Nf'.dlework) 
.UOA (London) (aporuond) 

)I J t 10 o A1ice Moore 
l' Brdon p..,•ant. nol for ulf. "F"ub" 
lJ Trink Rill l O 0 o Garlick Barnu 
34 Sailin1 Ship a: Bird• in a Thicket tho lalo Alfred Wtllit 
ll ToulouN • Lautno Cuido Morrit 
)6 Sha.mro~)c Lod&• 7 0 o Mitom~ Pei1o 
37 Arlee, Franc:. not for ea le Madt.line Welb, au. 

)8 Sbopt ACTou the Way l.l 0 
(epor-..ored~ 

o l.Aonard J . Fu ltr, 
aor, ao• 

39 We•t Penwitb 5 o DoroLby Bayley 
40 Head or • Olrl •s o David Coa:, AMWA 
41 S1ill Lift )0 0 o Sheanr .Armtton' •• PiJhermon'• Ballet '.I 0 0 JduyJewet. 
4) H•fl•rett.a ) 0 0 o Msrion Crac:e H.oehn, 

~. J'IIKS 

H Harbour, Truro to 0 : I;!.~1brey 
:~ 

Dahllu 9 0 
The Rock >O 0 o Norma.n C.eme 

(opo ... red) 

!' 
Jeoni!cr l.Jenb Mit.ehtll 
No.,.embf.r WornJnc (nHCllework)t 10 0 Alice Woore 

49 StlU Uf• (Poncb aod Jud7) 
Feb. J8tb, 19<8 f40 0 o B•n Nlc.holson 

.so By the Window 40 0 o Dnid Coa: """'" 

.St Parmt at St.. Jwt '.I 0 o Muy Jeweli 

.1' Wimon with Fern• '5 0 o Jeanne du Hattrler 

.13 The Sittenl 4' 0 o a. S.c•l 

.14 n. Elt'mcn\.1 (..nim&ltymbollsm) 
(n..dle .. ork) 16 t6 o Alioe ldoore 

~~ 
Portreat.h, 1840 25 o o Pct.e.r Laoyoo 
T owedna.ek :JO o o l>eJJi• M.it.cboll 

.H LolanL, Much St b. 19<9 1)0 0 o Ben Nicbohoo 
.s8 'l'be Red Bloute 6o 0 o Dnid Cox 

~ 
Sanereed n!i fo~ ••~ ~~}?.~.~welt Bret.oa Snnda.1 Party 

SOCIETY 
OF ARTS IN CORNWALL 

NDIO AlA. TlltUTI TO fMI tATI aOILAII INAIT 

P'ruidcnt : Htrbtrt Rnd 010 NC H O H LITT 0 

Cluirnt~n : konard J Fulkr • o 1 a c" 
Hon Mcmary : S)tc.&nr Annmons 

Hon Tu:asur c:r : C R OowrUns 
Puhlici'l' Ofr" u : P!U~p K«ky 

· • Committtt : Bsrlu.n Hcpwonh Pnc-r Uayon BcrnMd luch 
Cuido Morrit ! en f'l teitohon Mhomi Pelk 

}1 •. 
61 
6• 

63 
6. 
6.s 

66 
67 
6~ 

6<J 
70 
71 
7' 
7l 
74 
7l 
76 

" 7• 
'/9 
ljo 
81 
8> 
~l 
s. 
B.s 

8b 

~ 
89 
90 
9' 
9' 
93 
94 

9.1 
'Jfl 

I KSmut ( Lay Mnnl.u) 

Pric-e .ArL!at. 
JO " o Junn• du Maurier 
15 o o H. K . Jil1ard 
I) 9 o Dorolhy Baylty 

Ouido Morri• 
- 1Anoe.rd J. lfuller,•o1. ao• 
7j o o 'hla\tBorllluSman, 

1101 
Moon 15 1 ~ o .Joha Welb 

Title 

l l o o Dui..t Haualtton 
not. for •a.l• •· f'ith '' 
, , o o Shearer Armtt.rona 

o u Oarlidc: Bar:tu 
2t o o Pat.ricia Durdttl 

(tpoMOred) 
10 o o Garliclc Barn., 

tho lat.e Alfred Walll• 
'5 IS 0 n .. id l:hu,ht.on 
lS o o )1•rjorle Motl.yn 
10 10 o Geora• )hnnlna· 

Sander• (tponaond) 

- Leona.rd J . FuHe.r, JltOI , ac• 
20 o o lfarion Grt.et Hoc.ken, 

n.s, na 
Cuido Morria 

jO o o )farjori• Mo.1.y n 
18 18 c Snn Bulin 
ro o o Aanet E Dre.y 

l"hti Anltl 

" 0 0 Ro•emary 
Still Lofo (Woodtl<lck) Ftb. I Sib 

H. Sect.! 

19<9 140 0 0 Ben Nioholeon 
Bridae and Feny tht lalo Alfred Wamt 
llinl 1.1 1.1 0 ~?;l~ci~{!~naaon M.onb, Florence • 0 0 

(tpouaored) 
W11t. Peowitb so. ~ Pet.r Lt.o7on 
Malakoll, St. r .... 1848 18 18 0 W. Banu.Qra.ham 

~-:rJ~t~UI 'S rs 0 Dnid Hauab~a 
.I .I 0 Berna.rd L .. ob 

PenruDU Htt.d, blot of Scilly •.s 0 0 hob.l HMtb 
TnaerLbeo, 1069 0 W, Betot·GnhAm 
Tht Old Boot 10 10 0 G. Ma.o.nJnc-Sandera' 
Lend.c-apc:, J84V 10 10 0 Jobn Wtll.a 

~u~b '\h:~O:!!; 40 0 9 Dod Proot.or, u 
' .I 0 0 &hrjori• M.o•LYD 

Ct•)'tiah (un/ramtd impnuion) I I 0 BrJ•n WyaLtr 
Lula. and Her Kitun " 0 0 H. S•1•l 
Land•capt, 1848 10 tO 0 Jobn \VeU. 
S•. ! .. • (U) 19'9 18 18 0 W. Barn .. Gra.bam 
Boat. in the Car Park 7 0 0 M.Uomi PeU• 

~~:U/o~~ ~~~: Scilly hi••· 1849 
tjlj 0 R..E . &ul•po ... red) 
t9 0 0 To111 Eorl7 

Elm Fruit Dbb ' . 0 Dic:on N&.aee 
l.Jchl. Brown Ja.r oo\. for aale D. A. X..&eh 
Peodour- wood teWp,ure wU.b 

colour •7.1 0 0 Buba.ra Hepworlh 
Two Yicur• (elm wood) 'Y' 0 0 .&tbwa t:lepwonb 
Two Fonu (whl\.e ma.:ble) J.SO o o Barba.n. Kel»•orl.b. 
Tono (Rolela) 

•;• f:r ':1. ::.pl~ ~ .. t=i Bee.r S.t of Juc aDd Sia: J.f\11• 
New Z..t..nd l:Se.c:b Bowl 2 ' o Robin Naoee 
Eut.h•nwa.re Enamel Tom C.\. a.~\ r:r .:1. ~·i~if~~~naot9Cij Oalt Trutle Tabl• 
C.ladoo Porc.ela.ln T ... S•l. 10 0 0 B.raud Leaeb 
" Hand SeuJpi.W'e," brotrU ebon1 no" fo:aaJa NormA.D C.Wa• 

(tpooaored) 
Stoneware Jar, Olin r.nd .Ru.\ 15 o o Bnnazd !.MeA 
Sel. of Fire !root- poker, tonp, 

loa fork (a.r·mour brl&ht.) prices on A. c..ru. 
appliu.tlon 

g6• Bw Trinl. (armour briabt) 
97 Poker .. d Tonr, {pl&io) A. Carne 
~ Toa.d Fork, Po er, Tone• r.nd A. Carat 

Sbo.,l (cbtttd) 
99 ~tooeware Jar (rull oa blue decor) 5 0 0 D. A. Leach 
100 Elm Chair 6 0 0 Dicon Na..uc• 

r 
' 
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THE STVDIO$ A..aJ: LUTED t1f 0 au~:a Co~siUlJtED Co!'fv:trflE!'fT 
TO ooa VJSrroa~ 

Studio AU,.u, 
Leue Studio, Trel1on 
(FirJt turning righ.t p<Ut "Conti,/, 
A t'ut•") 

l!orv:ah Studiu, The Warrtn. 

The \Varren Studio 

Oce:aa Wave Studio, Sl. Andrew't 
Street 

Lanba-m '• Gallery, Hich S1reeL 

Alue Sturl io. The "'huf 
( . .:::.n lurtlny rm/y) 

J:o.\C' Loclgc Sturlio, TI.e 'Vhorf 

1'"""'·ith Gnllflr\", Fnrt Strtet 
Art~ Jlnll )fu~nl"' 

)f~~~atltt'n' W:.y Hou,c.e Shulio 

'.!. l'nr-tlunrur Stucliu~ 

S. l 'u1lllmMtl' ~lt11linc 
(S'""'"".'I rmly) 

!t . l'mll1 111"i'r ~lculin~ 

I•J. l'•utl• nc,.nr Sttuli" "' 
(.1/.o, " ' S lttt•p /nu) 

11 . 1'111 th11u-nt Stn•li••< 

Sf. h"" St·lu lftl of J,niutint:' 
(17. n:lek n oacl \V~•t) 

A rti,t'<~ NnJne 

M'iJoOmt Peile 

Heleu :)edclon 
lhry Phillir:~ 

:\!:t.lcolm H:ayiP.U 

\V. A . Guna. 

Oeo. F . Pennington, r.n.t .D.A.. 

A. T. While 
Cbre 'Vhif\ 
Dor.,thr Jli\Jley 

M:uion Hnclc:tn, R .o . l. 

F.. E. fli r·c 
AJ,: Iti'JI lln•.\' 
Ali•·i:• l .::n• rrn ... nn 

c;~,. F . Jluu1 .. h:a"· ~. l.& . ~. 
J\;tlhJf',.n nr:HbhoW 

L F.. "~:ll4h 

Shurer Arnulrnn:

H . Sfl~l. n.••··'· 

I..eon:u.l J . Fuller, a .o. 1 .. n.c .. , , 
)brjnrie :'tiosty u. ll .r..A. 
Dornth ~· )l n~Ct )·n 

){oni,..n Jhtrmnn 
J . n. Rrnnk,.~ 

Includins pain tints by 

f~. 

-~- ·~ 
-;;~.~ :~. 
·~.~ 

D.1me laura Knight, o .a 1:., ll.• .. 

Studio Addre11 

St. heo School of Painting (conld.) 

B~clc: Ro1ul Stu•1in 

Dngon Shu1io 

Lart Shulin 

Sl. hu Society of Artist.t , New 
Galler1. Nc.u'1\'RY SquRre 

Pinnn Stn,.in~ 

A rtilt.'• J)'amtJ 

N. J . Butler 
lfrt. Crawthay 
J. P . Duke 
Elli=' Granth:uu 
Mrr.. C. lf. Lnt·ru 
K l!. Nut" 
Ue:s: Pnttl!riiOn 
J.imlen Tranrs 

Willbm He,lgrnH 

HuS"h F.. Ri•lge, ... w., 
Dernard 1\inn~. Jt.lc. ~ .. 1( .0 . 1. 

S. J . Lamorna Rir·th, lt.A.,lt,W." 
Chat. Pe:lu, •.o. l., J'." .W .. \ . 
Jnhn A . P ark. Jt .ft . t . 
Helen Stuart "'eir. a . h.A., JI; ,Q, J , 

lhtn1th~L Slmq•, 11 . 11 .. \ .. u.u.t. 
f'lwrl~oe SilllJl.<llll, w. r. 
,J~r·k )frwti••tt , n.J. 
Frctlflri•·k C'nnL: , n .w .. , , 
F~wk J;~m~l'tm, ,\ . K.w .. , , 

A tthur 1-hmlth· . . \.n.w .. , , 
Stn:u1 Art11fi,.l;l 
'Villiflnl .Vipl'r 
EiiHn lcud 
E. Lo\"ell Anclre"·~ 
Paulina HuriU, n..I.A., n.O.J. 
Ch:u·lu Bre:1h r 
r; ... ,, .r. Gi1linS!h:l1U 
neun J ... '\1\' 

Th,.'bte Tom n nhincon 
\"i••lf't )f. Di::hy 

r n:'l Rha"'· T.nn;: 

)J j,~~ __ T •• ~ . Unl~tt-c 

Fauno Shulin, llonttt liPn 1-':~tt-ct J ,:ntt_! 
1\' h:u·:uu J.an~ 

Ieo' at a ,M(iante r.linr!J~ trill b~ urr:~d nt tl.c Aru Club, on T lwrl · 
day, -l--6·30, for mtmbtr' of rha A rt.s Clt1b and their frient/J. 

i .t ~ Portkmt:or Callt:ries Winter 
Exhibition, St . Jvc.s S~iety of 
Artists. Admission 6d. 

~
Sir A1nesby Brown, Jt • .A . 

S 
Jll.W, JIC, 

I . }. lamorna Birch, Jt. A. , R.W s. 
Ood Procter, a..A.. 

7 Ponhmcor Studios 

8 Porthn:aror Studios 

No. 'I l'vrthmcor Scudios 

No. c 1 Portbmt:Or Studios 

The SL l.vu School of Paintin& 

17, Back Road West 
No. :z Piazza Studios 1. 4 
No . .s. Piuu Stufiios 
Across the road to:
The -Lolt Studios 
Norw.:t.y Lane 

The loft Studios 

Up the Stcnnack to :
Fungltn Studio 
R.ol,..w ~,.,.finw'• J ""'"" 

St:anlcy Spen cer 
j Francu Ewan 

l ~~~~~Y r;~!:~:~:~n 
{

Mrs. l . E. WJ~Ish 
E1hel Stacker 

{ 
Motf:at Undner. a.w .1 .• Jt.O.s. 
Bcrnud NinnCJ, a. a A . , a o.J. 
Shunr Armstrong 

L.eo~ard J. Fuller, a.o.1., x.o .• . 

\ 

.h.rJorie Mostyn 
Mi.som~ PcUe 
Dcnise \Villiams 

, Col. L. D. Woollcombe 
' ~ Beryl Woollcombt: 
f I Marjorie .\llincton 

) . H.Cdl 
A. T. White 
Hllda Freeman, B. A. 

Misome Peile 

Fn.ncis Barry, &-.'1...&.. 

Harry Rountree 

{
M. E. Tbompson 
lsot.cl Heath 

{
Gullclc Buna 
J o:ar:~ Manning-S:aunders 
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: ,M,stract Pain~ 
· S~ulptores 

Mobiles 

'1 
I 

' ! 

I . IDclodiac ,_,, ..... ,lu' by 
Jt...:,<tllllhnla 

,B,.J('u:laoiN,• \ 
\ 
I 
I 
! 

l 

u ....... P .. t.,.l 
.~? ... .. 
Corilli<Wdo 
v ... Sp ...... 
'Willi.uD 'hnbu)1 

---- . -~--~ -
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i 
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F'ITZROY STREET, LONDON If,).. 

~IlD WEEKEND EXHIBITION 

Nad.a1a Sa.tp~ Nobll.a C.O.nnacdo•u 
F•tlllwrC' Pt.o .. ..u. 

j 
J , I 

Nay ht, 2DA, .314. and ••" Each •r ll .. •7p• 

1\obc" Act-a 
Tnnce Cornu 
RayaoQd £bran 
Trrry f'ro•t 
Adrl.n Hnth 
Nlrt Hftldtrsoa 
AathOQy Hill 
Roa~t Hilton 

Km anti Nuda 
Mary Mattlo 
Bco Nlcholtoo 
Ed'*.,do Paolo:ui 
Victor Pata.Oft 
111Ut.• Scon 
Vtn ~ucu 
Dtnis 'l'llli ... a 

---------·--- ·- -- ------, 

REDFERN GALLERY 
20 Cork Street. Burlin~on Gud<.m, Loadoo., W.l 

1he Directon ha•e pleasure iD ilnitin' you 

to the private 'fiew oo Tuesday, January ll, 3 p.m.. 

of works by 

" 9ABSTIUCT 
AR11STS" 

Robert ADAMS 
Terry fROST 

Adrian HEATH 
Anchoay H rLL 

Rocer HILTON 
Kea..Cch MARTIN 

Mary MARTIN 
Victor p ASMORE 

William ScOTT 
featured in che AJec Tirmti publication 

JANUARY11 

TO JANUARY 29. 

. =--·~- -...------------- . - ... .. ~ 

Appendix 34 

You are inpite.d _to 
visit the. Exhibition _o_f 

BRITISH ~ 
ABSTRA.CT .. ART 

Paintings - Sculpture. - Mobiles ·- ;~achls 
• W cuer·colours - Ecchings • 

·~a..t Qimpel Fi?s .Galleries - · 
Priil.a(e View Tuesday j I]u_lj. ,,<'..., 

195 I /nflfft J-. 7 .oo pm · · 
·. May .J12Q - · · 50 South Molton Street, London . WT 
\ . 
I 

HEAL'S 

PICTURE GALLERY 

AND CRAFTSMAN'S MARKET 
N v"e pleuurc In Inviting you to the opening by 

PHILIP JAMES, C.B.E. 
(Q(r..nw .tArt 1r "'" "'" c.-tl ) 

on 

Tuesday March 1st I9H at 2.Jo p.m. 

of &n exhibition o f 

ABSTRACT DESIGNS 

ornnged by Porthi• Prints to include 

PAINTINGS - SCULPTURE - PRINTS 
& 

SCREEN PRINTED TABLE LINEN 
by 

TONY WELLS PETER lANYON Ti:RRY FROST 
ROGER HILTON · ROBERT AOAMS · WlllJAM GEAR 
DENNISMITCHELL · MICHAEL SNOIV • BARNESGRAHAM 

PATRICK HERON J • BARBARA HEPWORTH 
STANJ.£Y OORFMAN T .. FERRESTON 

''' TOTTENHA,I.t COU RT RO AD , LONDON, W, t . 

Collection of invitations for diverse configurations of Group exhibitions in 

post-war London 
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Newlyn Art Gallery, Mellis Solo exhibition, 20 Oct. - 17 Nov. ~001 
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W8G SupPiemontary Ll~t ~2 

47100/A 

&6100/A 

mOO/A 

13101/A 

28101/A 

'JU'VO/A 

32100/A 

11101/A 

2~101/A 

'n/01/A 

28101/A 

Black. Movomont Over Two Red~\, 2000 
68x77cm 
acrylic on arches paper 

Maroon & Orunge on BI3C.l<. 2000 
&e•x77cm 
acrylic on arehoa paper 

UnUUed, 67100.2000 
57.!5 x78 cm 
ac:ryUc on an;has paper 

Apnl2. tJ/01. 2001 
G7.8x ncm 
acrylic on ard"et paper 

Eclipse Seriee No I, 2001 
6e.8 x 77 cm 
ac:ryUc on orctles paper 

~ntlllod July, 2000 
8x77cm 

ac:rylic on arches paper 

Untitldd, .32100. 2000 
58 x 78.S cm 
acrylic on arches peOt~" 

MarCh (Spiral). 2001 
57 X 76.7 c:m 
acryrre on arChes paper 

UnUtled (April), 2001 
57x 76.8 cm 
KryUc on arches p:tpcr 

Eelip,.o Sertvs No 2. 200 I 
158.8x 77 om 
o.;ryfl.c on arChes paper 

Untlllod 28/01, 2001 
&e.o x 77 cm 
acrylic on papor 

The list of exhibits for W. Barns-Graham: Painting as Celebration, exhibition, 

Crawford Arts Centre, St Andrews, 31 Aug.- 21 Oct. 2001 

WOG liat or woriC Shown In St Andrews ,e 

01192/A Lanzarole. 1992 
44.8 x 74.7 cm 
8c:ryiic Ol'\ paper 

23192/G Ban;olona S&rie9 "'o 1, 1992 
58.8 x 78cm 
gouache on arch&s paper 

.. 119210 File Series No 3, 1992 
5-'7x 78 em 
gOuache 011 paper 

23/94/0 Flrewurk.a, 190.. 
69 x 89.4 cm 
olJ on e.onvsa 

IW/94/G C~n1tenatlon Sorin No 1. 1&94 
57.2> 77"" 
gou•che on ~par 

07194/G COnstollatlon SGI'ie'S No 4. 1994 
67,4 x 76.7 cm 
gouache on paper 

111195/G Con&tellotrOn Sorles. 94/SS 
57 )( 76 Gn'l 
goultChO on paper 

2JIIl81A sCotpto Series 2, No 8, 1996 
57.x 78.8 cm 
aciyltc on arches paper 

11819810 Jupltcr'a Dn:::am, 1998 
16?'. 7 x 122 cm 
on on canvas 

0211l91A Vl$lon In nme. 1999 
77::t68cm 
acfylk: on ard\es paper 

07199/A Night Walk (Pon.hmeor) No 5 
58 x 77 cm 
scrytlc on archoa p;tpcr 

0211JOIA Surpr\ae Sorlea No 3, 2000 
57.~ x 77 cm 
gouache on erchas p;~per 

00100/A Ea~ter, 2000 
&8JJ77cm 
a4;1)/lk: on orehaa poP41r 

18100/A Unl~leel (June), 2000 
51.~. 77 c:m 
acrvJic: on arcnes paper - 2 

WUholmlna Borna..Qral'lam- ll.lppleme.,tary worles available 

Cat.No Tit"-· 

15188/G 

2818&!0 

05189/G 

0319210 

21192/G 

OJ/9<!A 

291981A 

311961A 

~3196/A 

!51197/A 

5.3197/A 

03199/A 

Orange lemon & Slack. 1986 
58.6 x 76cm 
gouache on paper 

JeDyfr$h & Seaweac~, 1988 
157 Jll 77 ern 
gouache on paper 

ShuUow Water Porthgworra 2, 1989 
68.4 x 78.2 .:m 
gouache on paper 

Eye or lhe Storm Series. No 3, 1992 
581(77tm 
acryfl~; on an;hea paper 

Barcelona Celebration ol Fir•. No 3, 1992 
76 s .. 57.6 c:m 
gouecne on paper 

FJre serfus (Crvc11) No 5, 1994 
68x83cm 
acryUc on c:anvaa 

Scof))lo Series 2, No 12. 1 Q9G 
66.8 x 76.8 cm 
acryno on erches papet 

Soorplo Sorles 2, No 18, I S9B 
56.7 x 76.<4 cm 
acrylic on arches paper 

Scorpio Sorloa 2. No 24, 1996 
57.5 x 7e.s cm 
eery\lc on erches pe-per 

Scorpio SDJ'\es 3, No 39. 1987 
57.6 x 76.6 cm 
acrylic on liW'Clles poper 

Geever Serfes. No 1. 1997 
57x77cm 
ecryflc: on arche' paper 

Untilled, 03/\)9, 199i 
57.~ X 78.8 c:m 
acrylic on an:hos poper 
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.Vilhcln.ina Barns-Graham (wich Da,·id Lcwis in her 
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Fig 104 a 
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Winners at the Pen
with Society's Festi· 
val Competition.
Paioting : W. Barns· 
Graham (left) with 
her "Cornish Land
scape (Evening) 
Portbleven, 1951 " ; 
Sculpture : Barbara 
Hepworth (rt.) with 
her " Rock Form, 
Penwith (Portland 
Stone)l951 ";centre, 
Bernard Leach's 
lidded pot. Judges : 
Mr. John Rothen· 
stein (Tate Gallery), 
Mr. Philip lames 
(Arts Council) and 
Aid. Gerald Cock. 
The prize· winning 
entries are to be 
presented to the 
Borough of St. Ives. 
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